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I NTRODUCT ION 
The Third International Oonference on Austronesian Linguistics was held in Bal i ,  
Indonesia , i n  January 1981 . Amran Halim, as Conference Organiser , and Stephen Wurm , 
as OCICAL committee member and also as General Editor of Pacific Linguistics publi­
cations , decided that in addition to the Proceedings volume which would be produced 
in Jakarta , a selection of papers should be published , largely for the international 
readership , by Pacific Linguistics . This is the first of a series of modest volumes 
presenting a selection of the papers from the conference : it happens to include 
papers mainly dealing with comparative l inguis tics in the Eastern Austronesian, or 
Oceanic , area largely because these were to hand when final ly publication could begin. 
We have endeavoured to produce this first volume as quickly as possibl e ,  as an earnest 
of faith to readers and contributors . Another three , at least , will follow shortly , 
and these we hope will maintain the standard of the first , providing in sum a fine 
indication of trends and thinking in the field of Australian l inguistics , j ust as did 
the TICAL conference itsel f . Volume 2 will include papers on comparative l inguistics 
in the Western Austrones ian area ; volume 3 is to include papers on sociolinguistics ; 
volume 4 will comprise papers on syntax , phonology and so on . 
The editors wish to thank various people for helpful comments , including 
Don Laycock , Bert Voorhoeve , John Lynch , Darrell Tryon , Jacques Guy , Tom Dutton , 
Peter Silzer , Bill  Foley , David Walsh and Malcolm Ross . Our especial thanks go to 
Christine Billerwell for her thoughtful and painstaking typesetting . 
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VERB PHRASE IN THE OCEANIC 
LANGUAGES OF THE BOUGAINVILLE REGION 
1 .  I NTRODUCTION 
1 . 1 .  The l anguages 
Ma l colm Ros s 
The Bougainvil le region , for the purposes of this paperl , stretches from Nehan 
(Nissan or Green Islands ) in the north-west to the Shortland and Treasury Islands 
in the south-east ,  and includes Buka , its offshore islands and Bougainvill e .  The 
region is shown in Map 1 :  the Shortland and Treasury Islands are parts of the Solomon 
Islands and the remainder of the region belongs to Papua New Guinea . 
Much of the island of Bougainville is occupied by speakers of languages belong­
ing to Wurm ' s  ( 1975 )  East Papuan phylum . However , parts of coastal Bougainville and 
all of the region's smal ler islands are peopled by Austronesian-speakers ,  whose lan­
guages belong to the Oceanic subgroup of Austrones ian languages . It is these lan­
guages , shown in Map 2 ,  that this paper is concerned with . 
As Figure 1 indicates , the Austronesian languages of Bougainville all belong to 
one group , the Bougainville family , which probably combines with the New Ireland 
family to form a higher-order subgroup of Oceanic . 2 Phonological features which 
link the two families are : 3 
a )  merger of Poe *d and *R ; 
b) merger of POC '': s ,  *ns and Blust ' s  ( 1978 )  Poe '':j, but retention of 
Poe '':nj as a separate phoneme ; 
c )  merger of Poe '':n and *i1; 
d )  retention of Poe final consonants in some ( unsuffixed) i tems , with 
daughter languages agreeing on items in which a Poe final consonant 
is retained or lost . 
There are also a number of morphological features shared by both families . However , 
further research is required to ascertain whether the two families constitute a 
closed subgroup , the more so as Johnston ' s  ( 1982)  Proto-Kimbe appears to share all 
the features attributed to Proto-New Ireland-Bougainville . 
Feature (a ) , merger of Poe '':d and '':R , is common to all the Oceanic languages o f  
the Papua New Guinea mainland (Milke 1965 ; Pawley 1978) , but serves t o  draw a sharp 
line between Santa Ysabel ( except Bugotu) and the languages of Pawley ' s  ( 19 7 2 : 99 )  
South-East Solomonic subgroup o f  Eastern Oceani c ,  which merge POC * R  with * 1 , but 
keep *d separate . At the opposite geographic extreme , it divides off the languages 
of the Admiralty Islands , which have partially lost Poe * R ,  sometimes retaining it 
as  /y/ ,  but have kept separate reflexes of *d ( Blust 1978) . 
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Feature (b ) separates New Ireland and Bougainville  from the South-East 
Solomonic languages , the Admiralties , the north coast o f  New Guinea (Ross 1 9 7 7 )  and 
the Papuan region (Ross 1979) , all of which display other configurations o f  reflexes . 
Features (c) and (d) separate New Ireland and Bougainville from the north coas t 
o f  New Guinea and the Admiralties , where Poe *n and *n are separately reflected , and 
final consonants are not retained . 
The only phonological feature distinguishing Proto-Bougainville (PBV) from 
Proto-New Ireland (PNI ) i s  the retention of Poe *w in PNI , contrasting with its 
loss in PBV . There are however a number of morphological contrasts . 3 The New 
Ireland languages do not share in the developments reconstructed in this paper for 
the Bougainville verb phrase ; and whilst Pawley's (1973)  Poe *ka-marking is 
reconstructible in the PNI possessive noun phrase , in PBV it was replaced by 
*!:Je-marking . 
To the south , several morphological features separate the languages of Choiseul 
from those of Bougainville . Again ,  Choiseul languages do not share the innovations 
in the Bougainvil le verb phrase ;  neither pac *ka- nor PBV '��e-marking occur in the 
Choiseul possessive noun phrase ;  and Choiseul independent pronouns appear in some 
cases to entail bases di fferent from those reconstructible for New Ireland and 
Bougainville (Sisingga and Babatana re ' 2sg ' is not relatable to PNI *[ i ] u , *nu  or 
PBV *!:Jo i 4 , and Sisingga o ra , Babatana z i ra ' 3pl ' do not reflect the same proto-form 
as PNI *di[ a ] ,  PBV *[ a ]O i [ a ] 5 ) .  
Tryon's (1982)  analysis also indicates a boundary between Mono , the southernmos t  
daughter language of PBV , and the Choiseul languages . 
Analysis of the phonological and morphosyntactic development of the Oceanic 
languages of the Bougainville area , only part of which is reported in this paper , 
confirms Lincoln ' s  (1976a) groupings and indicates the family tree presented in 
Figure 1 .  
The communalects of the Bougainville family for which data were examined are 
listed in their groupings be low , using as far as possible Lynch ' s  (1976)* nomenc la­
ture and terminology . Where the work of others has been relied on , this is shown . 
' S ' indicates that a set of syntactic data was collected6 , and ' T '  that free text 
was available . 7 The list also serves as a key to abbreviations : 
A .  West subfamily BAN Banoni (S , T ,  Lincoln 1976b )  
PIV Piva (T , Lincoln 1976b , c )  
B .  North-Nehan-Torau cluster 
East subfamily TOR Torau (S , Rausch 191 2 )  
MaN Mono (T , Wheeler 19l3a , b ;  Fagan 1979 ) 
URU Uruava (Rausch 1912 )  
North-Nehan group 
Nehan iso late NEH Nehan (S , T ,  Todd 1978)  
N.  Bougainvil le subfamily 
Buka subgroup SOL Solos (S ) 
PET Petats (S ) 
incl . Halia dialects HAl< Haku (S)  
HAN Hanahan (T , Allen 1971 & 1978)  
Kilinailau (Carteret Islands ) 
SEL Selau (S)  
* 
Note that Wurm and Hattori ,  eds 1981 , where the dialects are subsumed into the 
Halia language , was not available at the time of writing . 
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Saposa-Tinputz subgroup 
incl . Saposa dialects 
Papapana isolate 
TEO 
TIN 
HAH 
SAP 
TAl 
PAP 
Teop ( S ,  Carter 19 52)  
Tinputz ( S , T , Hostetler 1975)  
Hahon 
Saposa (T)  
Taiof (S )  
Papapana 
Data were also examined from two languages of the Choiseul family , namely Sisingga 
( S IS )  and Babatana ( BAB , Ray 1926)  and most of the New Ireland family . Other 
language abbreviations are : 
PBV Proto-Bougainville 
PNNT Proto-North-Bougainville-Nehan-Torau 
PNN Proto-North-Bougainville-Nehan 
PNB Proto-North-Bougainville 
PBK Pre-Buka 
PST Pre-Saposa-Tinputz 
POC Proto-Oceanic 
PEO Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
1 . 2 .  The probl em 
Although references to the structure of the POC verb phrase have appeared in 
the literature ( e . g .  Foley 1976 ; Pawley and Reid 1976) it has yet to be reconstructed 
in detai l .  However , the Oceanic languages of New Ireland , the Kimbe family , Papua 
and Choiseul , as well as Pawley ' s  ( 1972 )  reconstruction of the PEO verb phrase , all 
agree in showing a pre-verbal complex of subject marker (a  short-form pronoun marking 
the person and number of the subject) and tense-aspect marker , as illustrated in 
( 1 )  and ( 2 )  from New Ireland and Choiseul respectively : 8 
Tabar ( 1 ) eau u t a  ka 
I I fut go 
'I shall go I 
SIS ( 2 )  a ro m-e zo 
I fut-I go 
'I shal l go I 
All the languages of the Bougainville family have verb-phrase structures similar 
to ( 1 )  or ( 2 ) , although in some languages the subj ect marker or the tense- aspect 
marker is not present .  
However , all the Bougainville languages for which data is available also have 
a second verb-phrase structure . Capell ( 1971 : 2 76)  was the first scholar to note 
in print of the Buka languages that "Verbs exhibit a method of conjugation which is 
unique in MN [ =Melanesian ] as a whole , not only in NGAN [ =New Guinea Austronesian ] . "  
He commented on the particles following the verb which ' mark person and tense ' .  
Lincoln ( 1976a : 427-428)  remarks more specifically that in examples l ike 
HAN (3) a l i a  e l a-gu  
I vi go-I 
'I (wil l )  go I (Allen 197 1 : 65 )  
PET ( 4 )  e l i a  e nga l a-no-g 
I vi ary-aux-I 
I I am arying I 
"non-past marking includes what look l ike possessive suffixes that agree in person 
and number with the subject" and goes on to comment that "Torau , Uruava and Mono 
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share an interesting device to express continuing present tense , which is more 
clearly related to the possessives than the Buka system" - as i n ,  for example : 
MON (5 )  gagana sa- r i a  
go aux-they 
' (as) they are/were going ' (Wheeler 1913a) 
MON ( 6 )  a u  e-na 
stay aux-he 
' (as) he was staying ' 
Lincoln ' s  comment that verb phrases like (3) to ( 6 )  resemble possessives refers 
to the formal s imilarity of the sequences of auxiliary + subject marker in these 
verb phrases to sequences of possession morpheme + suffixed possessive pronoun in 
alienable possessive noun phrases descended from those reconstructed by Pawley 
(1973) for POC o Thus the possession morphemes in (7) , (8) and (9) resemble the 
auxiliaries of ( 4 ) , ( 5 ) and ( 6 )  respectively : 
BAB (7) na-gu  v i s u  
poss-I bed 
'my bed ' 
MON ( 8 )  sa- r i  a pakus i 
poss- they axe 
'their axe ' 
MON (9) e-na n i un u  
poss-he coconut 
'his coconut ' 
It will  be argued below that the absence of an auxiliary in (3) arose from the 
deletion of the morpheme *e- reflected in ( 6 ) . 
Verb-phrase structures in Bougainville family languages which resemble those 
of other Oceanic languages ( c f .  ( 1 )  and (2» will here be called ' Structure A ' ,  
whilst the possessive-like s tructures will be called ' S tructure B ' .  Structures A 
and B in representative languages of the Bougainville family are described in 
section 2.2. below .  
The problem addressed i n  this paper i s  that o f  tracing how Structure B came 
to exist alongside Structure A. It will  be shown that Structure B has arisen from 
the nominalisation o f  verb phrases in which the subject pronoun of the verb phrase 
was transformed into the possessor pronoun suffix in the nominalisation . Indeed , 
Allen (1978) has shown that the verb phrase in Halia is considerably more complex 
than Capel l  or Lincoln were able to describe , and data from other languages of the 
North Bougainvil le family show that they share much of this complexity , which 
includes suffixes marking the presence of an object ,  the semantic case of another 
non-subject noun phrase ,  and information regarding aspect ,  direction and location . 
Hence the nominalisations with which this paper is concerned are nominalisations of 
full verb phrases or clauses , not deverbal nouns derived from verb stems such as 
are found in various Oceanic languages , e . g . : 
SIS (10) o-na 1 e 
poss-he die 
'his death ' 
Motu (11) i a  e-na mase 
he poss-he die 
'his death ' 
It is l ikely that the deverbal nouns o f  (10) and (11) are not of POC antiquity . 
On plentiful evidence exempli fied in (12) and (13) , Proto-New Ireland formed 
deverbal nouns with the infix *n i -/- i n - ,  and the Nehan evidence also points to i ts 
8 MALCOLM ROSS 
use in Proto-Bougainvil le : 
Noatsi (12) m- i n-et  'death ' < met 'die ' 
Ramuaina (13) m- i n -at  'death ' < mat 'die ' 
NEH ( 14 )  n i -ka l ek i na l e  'work (N ) ' < ka l ek i na l e  'work (V) ' 
Oceanic languages from Bali and Mengen in the New Britain area to Polynesian ( Clark 
1981) form deverbal nouns with the suffix -Qa : 
Mengen 
Bal i  
Maori 
(15) ma te-Qa 'death ' < mate 'die ' 
(16) ga l ama - Qa 'work (N ) ' < ga l ama 'work (V) , 
(17) hok i -nga 'return (N) , < hok i 'return (V) ' 
Since both affixes probably produced nouns in Proto-Austronesian (Starosta et al . 1982) , 
they must be reconstructed for POC o This makes i t  less likely that the unaffixed 
forms as in (10) and (11) occurred as nouns in POCo 
It  is possible , however , that nominalised verb phrases , as opposed to deverbal 
nouns , did occur without a nominalising affix in POC , as similar (possessive-like) 
structures are found in Sursurunga of New Ireland and in Polynesian : 
Sursurunga (18) ka-k t u  han u r  i r um 
poss-I aux go to at house 
'I am going (am on the way ) to the house ' 
Maori (19) ka mut u  taa-na toh utohu 
tense end poss-he instruct 
'when he finished his instructions ' ( Clark 1981) 
Although i t  is  equally possible that such structures arose independently in 
Sursurunga , Proto-Bougainville , and Proto-Polynesian , the evidence is insufficient 
for a claim that Structure B is a morphological innovation supporting the estab­
l ishment of the Bougainville family as a closed subgroup . 
Because the verb phrases of the modern Bougainville languages are very varied 
and in some cases rather complex , the strategy adopted in this paper is , in Section 
2, to describe the verb phrases of the representative lariguages one by one , then , 
in Section 3 ,  to present their historical development in chronological order . This  
is  a long-winded strategy , and it does not directly reflect the inductive process 
o f  reconstruction on which the work depends , but it is hopefully a less confusing 
mode of presentation than immediate comparison between the representative languages . 
In his dissertation on Halia verb morphology (Hanahan dialect) , Allen (1978) 
expresses the hope that his description will aid research into the historical 
origins of Melanesian languages . This paper is intended to make a start in fulfil­
ling this  hope , and it is  appropriate to end this introduction by acknowledging my 
considerable debt to Allen for his valuable analysis , which has aided me in the 
analysis  of other North Bougainville languages and without which the work reported 
in this  paper could hardly have started . 
2 .  SYNCHRON I C  DESCR I PT I ON 
The verb-phrase structures of representative languages of the Bougainville 
region are described in 2.2. below . The descriptions are arranged in a progression 
moving from those languages whose verb-phrase systems make the least use of 
Structure B to those in which it plays the most  significant part , as follows : 
GROUP 
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LANGUAGES 
west subfamily 
Nehan isolate 
Banoni 
Nehan 
East subfamily 
North Bougainville subfamily 
Buka subgroup 
Saposa-Tinputz subgroup 
Mono 
Petats , Haku , Selau , Solos 
Teop , Taiof , Tinputz 
In each description the structure of the verb phrase in the main , declarative , 
affirmative , active clause , i.e . the ' least marked ' clause-type ( see Givon 1979) , 
will be presented , together with variations from this structure which are relevant 
to the discussion in Section 3 .  
Section 2 . 1 . first provides an outline account of the clausal context of the 
verb phrase , as a prerequisite for section 2 . 2 .  
2 . 1 . The  cl ausal context 
All the Bougainville Oceanic languages except Tinputz have in the main , 
declarative , affirmative , active clause a TVX structure , i . e. Topic - Verb - Rest of 
sentence . In other words , the preverbal noun phrase is usually on�9 whose referent 
the speaker assumes the hearer can identi fy ;  other noun phrases follow the verb 
phrase and may fall anywhere on the cline from ' referent identifiable by the hearer ' 
through ' referent identi fiable by the speaker but not the hearer ' to ' non­
referential ' .  
I f  a choice of topic is available , all the languages under consideration tend 
to select the subj ect noun phrase as topic as , for example , in ( 20a) . However , 
( 20b) examplifies the non-subj ect topic , in this case the obj ect a urn ono ' this 
house ' ( co-referential with the marker - n ) , whose referent has just been introduced 
into the discourse in ( 20a) . 
NEH ( 20 )  a .  i nggarn narni  urna -ng wes u l ung s i ok E TOK kot10 
we our house-l coo k  one sm s tand on ground 
'Our house for cooking stands on the ground ' 
b .  a urn ono RA K I LO-N a haus kuk 
art house this sm : 3pl ca ll-om : 3sg art ''haus kuk" 
'They cal l  this house a '�aus kuk'" ( Todd 1978 : 1 219)  
Where the topic is not simply considered identifiable but also ' given ' ( i . e .  " the 
speaker assumes [ it ]  to be in the consciousness of the addressee at the time of the 
utterance" ; Chafe 1976 : 30 ) , it is commonly deleted , as ( 2 1b , c )  and ( 22c)  i llustrate 
for topic sub j ects ,  ( 2 3b)  for a topic obj ec t .  A clue to the identity of the deleted 
topic is given by the subj ect- or obj ect-marker in the verb phrase . 
BAN ( 21 )  a .  n a r i  KA TA l naanaa 
they sm go so 
'So they went ' 
b .  KA N E  5151 naanaa 
sm come bathe so 
'So they bathed ' 
c .  KA 51-5151 
sm redup-bathe 
'They bathed and bathed ' ( Lincoln 1976c:9 3 )  
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MON ( 2 2 )  a .  I -NUNU ga D i moa i 
sm-dive emph Dimoai 
' (Then) Dimoai dived ' 
b .  keno-a I -NUNU 
sea-in sm-dive 
'He dived into the sea ' 
c .  nau I -NGKOT - I  ga pakus i 
then sm-grasp-om emph axe 
'Then he grasped the axe ' (Wheeler 1913a) 
BAN ( 23 )  a .  KA TA l nana - i - ba g he r i  g h i n i ma 
sm go this-art-emph their five 
'The five of them went ' 
b .  K-E TOV I -R I A  t s i na- r i  mo s i s i 
asp-sm . 3sg send-om . 3pl mother- their to bathe 
'Their mother sent them to bathe ' (Lincoln 1976c : 91 )  
A deleted topic subj ect may simply make way for the next available noun phrase on 
the cl ine of identifiability to become topic ,  as in ( 20a ) and ( 22b) , where only the 
subj ect markers ra 'they ' and i 'he ' respectively indicate the deleted topic subj ect .  
The fact that the selection o f  the topic entails the speaker ' s  estimate o f  the 
posi tion of a noun phrase on a cl ine means , among other things , that the TVX pattern 
can develop different corollaries in different languages . Thus in Banoni and Mono , 
a corollary of the TVX pattern is that noun phrases considered to be ' new ' ( in 
Chafe ' s  sense) cannot be promoted to topic posi tion :  this is the case in ( 23a) , 
where g he r i g h i n i ma 'the five of them ' i s  the ' new ' subj ect of an intransi tive verb 
and there is no other noun phrase in the clause . It is the non-promotion rule also 
that prevents the new subj ect t s i na r i  'their mother ' in ( 23b ) from occupying the 
pos ition vacated by the del eted ' given ' topic subjec t .  
The non-promotion rule is even stronger in Mono , where it  not only bans 
promotion of ' new ' noun phrases but also of noun phrases whose re-introduction into 
the discourse may cause an identification difficulty . Hence D i moa i ( 22a ) , who i s  
the protagonist , is not promoted to topic as h e  has not been mentioned for several 
clauses . 
At the opposite extreme the North Bougainville languages have no non-promotion 
rul e .  If the only noun phrase in the clause is the ' given ' topic sub j ec t ,  then it  
i s  deleted and the topic position is empty ; but if  a non-deletable noun phrase 
occurs at al l ,  it is promoted to topic even if it is ' new ' , as with e Hugen . . . in 
( 24a)  and te i  ko l o  in ( 24b) : 
HAN ( 2 4 )  a .  e Hugen me - re c i na -nen ne t ubu-nen 
art Hugen with. art mother-his and grandparent-his 
KETE t a ra bong bong me NA OSUL RAMUNU-R  
s m  go . up in. art morning and go fiZZ  water-sm 
'Hugen went with his mother and grandmother one morning to fetch water ' 
b .  ba t e i  ko l o  HAKOUL-E -MA-TA a mu l 
and sky peopZe sm Zet . down-om-dir-past art vine 
'And the sky peop Ze Zet down a vine ' 
c .  ba mu l E NA KUTE KUTE -TA i ramun 
and vine sm go hang-past at water 
'And the vine hung at the water-hoZe ' (Allen 1978)  
Bougainville languages are not only TVX but allow only one preverbal topic . 
Since their relativisation strategy allows only topic relativisation , a subj ect 
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noun phrase which in an independent clause might well be topic is ' demoted ' in a 
relative clause to the immediate post-verbal position to make way for a non-sub j ect  
to  be relativised . In ( 10)  and ( 11 )  the subject ,  marked [ ] , is  topic in  ( a )  but 
demoted in (b) to make way for ' woman ' ,  which is promoted to topic and relativised . 
( This process may occasion a change in the form of an independent pronoun subject ,  
but a co-referential subj ect marker remains without change . )  
TEO (25) a .  r ena ] pa ta ra-u a mon 
b .  
I asp see-npr art woman 
'I saw a woman ' 
a mon , to PA TARA VURU 
art woman, reI asp see a lready 
bon -o ho i 
4-art basket 
r na ] ,  PA DE BATA NA-NA 
I asp carry adv aux-sm 
'The woman that I saw was carrying a basket ' 
Examples (26) to (29) are products o f  the same demotion process : 
BAN (26) 
SEL (27) 
PET (28) 
NEH (29) 
nan a n uma , kang K-O DZUTE-A 
that house, reI asp-sm : lsg bui ld-om : 3sg 
'That house I bui lt is sti ll  standing ' 
a yana pa kum tag l a  en i , T-E  NU-YA-GU 
r na ] ,  k-e t s i gom 
I asp-sm stand 
art fish big my this reI-vi eat-om-sm : lsg 
[ I a ]  
I 
'This is my big fish that I sha l l  eat '  
a p i na po ,  T-E KAKA-GU [ an ] ,  i Poro ran 
art vi l lage reI-vi live-sm : lsg I at Pororan 
'The vi llage where I live is Pororan ' 
a tama t a , G E -R-U KALE K I NALE [ i o], t -e Ka l ok 
art man rel-l-sm :lsg work I cop Ka lok 
'The man for whom I work is Ka lok ' 
TWo North Bougainville l anguages ,  namely Taiof and Tinputz do not have this  process .  
The reasons for this  will be discussed later . 
It  is perhaps worth noting that the languages of New Ireland for which I have 
examined free text 1 1  are clearly SVX in contrast with the TVX of Bougainville ( and 
Choiseul ) . The subject is preverbal , and al though subject deletion may occur , there 
is no non-sub j ect  promotion . An examination of all nineteen languages of the New 
Ireland family has shown no promotion or sub j ect  demotion in relative clauses . 
Thus : 
Nalik ( 30 )  a .  [ n i a ]  GA RA I N  a rav i n  naba r i  
I sm : lsg see art woman now 
'I saw a woman just now ' 
b .  a rav i n ,  [ n i a ]  GA RA I N ,  KA VASAK a rua i 
art woman, I sm : lsg see, sm : 3sg carry art basket 
'The woman I saw was carrying a basket ' 
2 . 2 .  Verb phrase structures 
2 . 2 . 1 .  Banoni 1 2  
The ' least marked ' verb phrase i n  Banoni is  always a variant of Structure A: 
BAN ( 31 )  asp ( -sm) ( dirV) + V ( adv) ( -om) ( -dir) 
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Banoni has combined aspect-subject markers , but only for the completive aspec t :  
BAN 
For 
BAN 
( 32 )  SINGULAR PLURAL 
le ko ka (rna ) 
li  ka  ( ra)  
2 ko ka ( rn i ) 
3 ke ka (a )  
example :  
( 33 )  no KO RABAKA-MA 
asp . sm V-dir 
you . sg cmp .you . sg arrive-come 
'You have arrived here ' 
BAN ( 34 )  ghata K-E REGHE -TA nna 
asp-sm V-om 
us . i  cmp-he see-us . i  he 
'He saw us ' 
I t  seems l ikely that the other Banoni aspects , marked with rna ' indefinite future ' 
and t a  ' future ' ,  may also have been marked for person and number , but have lost  
this marking just as the completive plurals are  losing it now . The future aspects 
are disambiguated for person and number by a preceding subject noun phrase or 
subj ect pronoun : 
BAN ( 35 )  na MA G EROO 
asp V 
I should return 
, I must go back ' 
( 36 )  nna TA BUTSU 
asp V 
he fut faZ Z  
'He wi Z Z  faZ Z '  
The Banoni directional verb may co-occur with the future aspect :  
BAN ( 37 )  ghata TA NO TSEREGHE 
asp dirV V 
we . i  fut go s leep 
'We wi l l  s leep (when we arrive) , 
The Banoni verb phrase marks the person and number of an obj ect  by suffixed 
obj ect markers ; as ( 34 )  above illustrates , this a llows th e obj ect to be promoted to 
topic and the subject to be demoted to postverba l position with no loss o f  case 
marking . 
The only occurrence of Structure B found in Banoni is the permissive s tructure : 
BAN ( 38 )  ta i ghe-rn 
V poss-pron 
go 0-you . sg 
'You may go ' 
On the limited data available , the Piva verb phrase appears to be a simpli fied 
version of the Banoni verb phrase . 
2 . 2 . 2 .  Nehan 
Apart from one relic form , the Nehan verb phrase is always of the Structure A 
type : 
NEH ( 39 )  
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{ int} ( asp- ) sm (+  mod
) + V (+  adv) ( -dir) 
Whereas in Banoni a subject marker is always prefixed by an aspect marker , the 
present tense in Nehan is marked by the non-occurrence of an aspect marker . Compare : 
NEH ( 40 )  ( i  nggo)  U EN hon 
sm V 
(I) I eat taro 
, I am eating taro ' 
( 4 1 )  ( i  nggo) K- U EN hono ne raw 
asp-sm V 
(I) past-I eat taro yesterday 
'I ate taro yesterday ' 
The modifier slot in ( 39 )  is occupied inter al ia by t u r ung ' future ' ( see ( 4 7 )  and 
( 4 8 )  below) and n i h i ng 'just ' ( see ( 43 ) and ( 4 4 )  below) . 
The TVX structure of Nehan was illustrated in ( 20 )  above ,  and it is  with this  
structure that one of  the language ' s  most interesting and uniquely innovatory 
syntactic features is connected : al l noun phrases , including pronouns , are marked 
as either topic-or-subject or non-topic-or-subj ect . These rather clumsy terms are 
occasioned by the strange distribution of the marker ta- (or variant to- )  which 
precedes a non-topic-or- subj ect noun phrase or pronoun ( the mor�hophonemics of this 
marker are rather complex , and wel l described by Todd ( 1978» . J  A topic noun 
phrase does not have a ta -marker :  
NEH (4 2 )  a kuah E 10ROTEl ta - r  to l ah 
art woman she carry ta-l basket 
'The woman was carrying a basket ' 
This applies whether the topic (a kuah) is  sub j ect ,  as in ( 4 2 ) , or obj ect ,  as in ( 4 3 ) : 
NEH ( 4 3 )  a kuaha K-U N I H I NG BANGA ku i o  
art woman past-I jus t see only I 
'I saw a woman just now ' 
If a subject  is demoted to postverbal posi tion , it retains i ts topic-or-subject form 
and is  introduced by a ligative : 
NEH (44 ) . . .  t a - r  uma r -E WANGOl l -N - i r  kuah 
ta-l house l -she live. in-it-l woman 
' . . .  in the house the woman lives in ' (Todd 1978 : 1 2 2 3 )  
However , if  the obj ect noun phrase is not the topic , i t  i s  introduced by ta- ( o r  to-) , 
as in ( 4 5 ) , which is  a less marked version o f  the clause i n  ( 4 3 ) : 
NEH ( 4 5 )  K-U N I H I NG BANGA puk t a - r  kuah 
past-I just see only ta-l  woman 
'I saw a woman just now ' 
Hence the term ' non-topic-or-subj ect ' to describe the function of the ta-marker . 
The historical origin of this marker is  the PBV ( and POC) preposition *ta . 
However , Nehan has reinterpreted the two prepositions '� i and "' ta  as articles . i is 
the article co-occurring with locative nouns ( e . g .  i l a l on ' (in) the bush ' ) , ta- the 
' article ' co-occurring with non-topic-or-subject noun phrases . As a result,  Nehan 
is almost without prepositions , and all noun phrases ( except locative nouns) which 
are not topic or subj ect are introduced by the t a -marker , regardl ess of whether 
they function as obj ect ,  as in ( 4 5 ) , or as location ( ta - r  tung ) :  
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NEH ( 4 6 )  Ka lok  K-E PUNGA ta-r  t ung 
Kalok past-he fal l  ta-l ditch 
'Kalak fe l l  into the ditch ' 
or as time ( ta - r  bong ) : 
NEH ( 4 7 )  i a  R-U  TURUNG WANGOL i o  t a - r  bong 
where l-I future s leep I ta-l night 
'Where wi l l  I sleep tonight? ' ( Todd 1978 : 1 180) 
or as accompaniment ( ta - r  tama t ) : 
NEH ( 4 8 )  i nggo U TURUNG LA tago ta- r tama t i l a l on 
I I future go together ta-l man art bush 
'I wil l  go with the man through the bush ' 
or as instrument ( to- r-o dok ) : 
NEH ( 4 9 )  Ka l oko K-E HALOH toto-guo to- ro dok 
Kalak past-he hit ta-me ta -art s tick 
'Kalok hit me with a stick ' 
or as beneficiary ( t a -ng Ma r i a ) : 
NEH ( 50 )  Ka l ok K-E KEP ta - r  ma k i h ta-ng Ma r i a  
Ka lok past-he bring ta-l betelnut ta-l Maria 
'Kalok brought the bete lnut for Maria ' 
or as thematic topic ( t a - r  wek i h ) : 
NEH ( 51 )  t a - r  wek i h  0 tama t  AH I K  PAH RA WEK I H  t a - r  mamang b i naka I i k  
ta-l fish (ing) art man not irr they fish ta-l every time sma l l  
'As for fishing, the peop le don ' t  fish a l l  the time ' ( Todd 197 8 : 1220)  
The one relic of Structure B in Nehan i s  limited to one verb,  kae- 'be situated, 
exist ', which does not take normal sub j ect markers or aspect markers , but instead 
has suffixed subject markers which are reminiscent of possessive suffixes : 
NEH ( 52 )  Ka l ok KAE-N ta- r t ung 
Kalok be-he ta-l ditch 
'Ka lok is in the ditch ' 
( 53 )  g i s i n  KAE-S ta- r tung 
these be-they ta-l ditch 
'They are in the ditch ' 
This  structure is discussed in Section 3 . 1 . 2 .  
2 . 2 .3. Mono 
Mono , Torau , and Uruava appear to have quite similar verb-phrase structures . 
The ' least marked ' Mono structure is usually a variant of Structure A ,  although this 
is sometimes supplanted by Structure B .  
Structure A is : 
MON ( 54 )  sm - asp - V (+  adv) (-om) ( -dir ) 
A superficially puzzling difference between ( 54 )  and the verb-phrase structures of 
the other Bougainville languages lies in the sequence sub j ect marker - aspect ,  which 
is the norm only in Mono : 
MON ( 55 )  ha-na-nuhu - i  
sm-asp-V-om 
I-fut-dive-it 
'I sha l l  dive for it , l� 
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The closely related Torau language has the sequence aspect - sub j ect marker in most ,  
but not al l ,  cases : 
TOR ( 56 )  i nau  MA-GU TAN I S I 
asp-sm V 
but : 
I fut-I cry 
'I sha l l  cry ' 
( 57 )  pa-e a l o-d i a  
asp-sm V-om 
fut-he make-them 
'He wi l l  make them ' 
TOR ( 58 )  n i man i d i  MAN I -PA TAN I S I  
sm-asp V 
we . e  we . e-fut cry 
'We sha l l  cry ' 
This matter is  discussed further in section 3 . 1 . 1 .  
Adverbs are sometimes incorporated into the verb phrase in Mono : 
MON ( 59 )  I - I SA MALE-N ga pota 
sm-V adv-om 
he-throw away-it ? pandanus 
'He threw away the pandanus ' 
As was illustrated in section 1 . 2 . , Mono also has a Structure B verb phrase in 
which the possession morphemes s a - ' dominant ' and e- ' subordinate ' occur : 
MON ( 60)  ( sm-asp-) V ( -om) + poss-sm 
The occurrence of the two possession morphemes is il lustrated by : 
MON ( 6 1 )  AU E -NA hah i ne-na pata-ang 
V poss-sm 
stay �-she sister-his shore-on 
'His sister stayed on shore ' 
( 62 )  HO-HOSE SA- R I A ,  I - KAPA ga pakus i 
redup-V poss-sm sm-V 
paddle �-they it fe ll  ? axe 
'As they were paddling, the axe fe ll ' 
Of the two , s a - occurs far more frequently , but no criterion has been found to 
predict the occurrence of e- . Thus both morphemes co-occur wi th the verb au in 
s eemingly analogous environments . Compare ( 6 1 )  wi th ( 6 3 ) : 
MON ( 6 3 )  o-na-au 
sm-asp-V 
you . sg-fut-stay 
'Whi le you stay 
s a -m ,  ha-na-nuhu - i  
poss-sm sm-asp-V-om 
I-fut-dive-i t  
here, I sha l l  dive for i t ' 
A third morpheme , na- , historically dominant possessive ( Pawley 1973 ) , but no longer 
used in Mono noun phrases , replaces sa-/e- where the predicate is nominal rather than 
verbal : 
MON ( 64 )  soa TOTONA NA-NA 
subj N poss-em' 
thing truth �-it 
'It is true ' 
( 65 )  hah i ne-m na-na 
N-pron poss-sm 
sibling-your . sg �-it 
'It 's your brother ' 
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The non-future aspect has no preverba l marking in Structure B ,  as ( 6 1 )  and ( 6 2 )  
i llustrate , but the future aspect has a prefixed sub j ect marker - aspect sequenc e ,  
a s  in the first verb phrase o f  ( 6 3 ) , so that there are two sub j ect markers , one 
prefixed , one suffixed . 
Structure B verb phrases serve several functions in Mono , discussion of which 
is postponed to section 3 . 2 .  
2 . 2 . 4 .  Petats 
Each of the languages of the North Bougainville subfamily (exempli fied here by 
Petats , Haku , Selau , Solos , Teop , Tinputz and Taiof) has two ' least  marked ' verb­
phrase structures , Structure A and Structure B .  
Structure A i s  used for past or distant-time events and i s  formally closer to 
the principal verb-phrase structures of Banoni , Nehan and Mono , in that i t  has 
preverbal sub j ect markers . Variants of Structure B ,  characterised by postverbal 
subj ect markers , express non-past times . 
The Petats verb phrases are presented here as a model of North Bouga inville 
verb phrases , and only the differences from them in other languages of the subfamily 
are dealt with in the fol lowing sections . 
Petats Structure A is : 
PET ( 66 )  sm + V (+  adv) (_{cm} )  ( -dir) ( - loc)  om 
At its simplest the Petats Structure A resembles the Nehan verb phrase in i ts 
present-tense form : 
PET ( 6 7 )  ieu E NIN hapaJ na ko r its naJa 
sm V 
he he eat some art taro at yesterday 
'He ate some taro yesterday ' 
NEH ( 68 )  E E N  hono 
sm V 
he eat taro 
, He eats taro ' 
This similarity extends to the directiona l  suffixes that occur throughout 
Bougainvil le :  
PET (69)  eJ i a  GU LA-M-A Pororan 
sm V-dir-loc 
I I go-come-here at Pororan 
, I have come from Pororan ' 
BAN (70) no KO RABAKA-MA 
asp . sm V-dir 
you . sg cmp .you . sg arrive-come 
'You have arrived here ' 
NEH ( 71 )  KAL E -ME me-k ma k i h  i o  
V-dir 
bring-come for-me betelnut me 
'Bring me some betelnut ' 
However , the similarity extends no further . On the preverba l  side o f  the 
verb phrase , Petats has no aspect-marking suffixes corresponding to those of Banoni , 
Nehan and Mono , but instead switches to Structure B to express non-past  events . 
Postverbally , Petats has a battery of suffixes markin� the relationships of the 
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verb phrase to other clause constituents , where Banoni , Mono , and Nehan use quite 
different devices .  These suffixes also occur in Structure B and are described below .  
Petats Structure B is : 
PET ( 7 2 )  vi (+  int) + V (+adv) {dir} ( -aux) -sm ( - ) fut 
( loc) 
The main difference between Structures A and B is visible in ( 7 3 ) , where Structure A 
is followed by Structure B :  
PET ( 7 3 )  i manas e l  ia  GU  KA-U  Petats  k i v i  roman e l i a  E KA-U-GU  
sm V-cm vi V-cm-sm 
Po ro ran 
for.merly I I be-at at Petats but now I � be-at-I at Pororan 
'For.merly I lived at Petats but now I live at Pororan ' 
It  will be easier to fol low the structures of North Bougainville verb phrases i f  they 
are reduced to a ' skeleton ' of subj ect- and aspect-marking affixes and verb stem . 
The skeletons of the two structures in ( 7 3 )  are : 
PET ( 74 )  sm + V 
( 7 5 )  vi + V-sm 
Structure A 
Structure B 
The sub j ect  markers of Structures A and B belong to different sets : 
PET ( 76 )  Structure A Structure B 
Singular Plural Singular Plural 
le g u  -gu  -mu 
li - r i  
2 mu -mu -mu 
3 e -na - r i  
( The vowels of the Structure B pronouns are 
deleted in certain environments ) 
The verb introducer of Structure B ,  e ,  is invariable for person and number . 
Structure B has three variants : present, near past ,  and future . The ske leton 
of the present variant is : 
PET ( 77 )  vi + V ( -aux) -sm 
The auxiliary morpheme na-�o- combines with the subject markers -na ' 3s '  and - r i  
' 3p '  respectively to give -nou ' aux + 3s ' and - rou ' aux + 3p ' .  The distribution of 
the auxiliary is not properly understood , but i t  is apparently omitted in verb 
phrases expressing states regarded as more permanent, as in ( 7 3 ) . Its use in 
present clauses is illustrated in ( 78)  to ( 80) : 
PET ( 78 )  e l  i a  E KA-NO-G l uma 
vi V-aux-sm 
I � be- ?-I at house 
'I am at the house ' 
( 79 )  e l  i a  E N I N -E-NO-G  u ko r i t s 
vi V-om-aux-sm 
I � eat-it-?-I art taro 
'I am eating taro ' 
( 80 )  e l  i a  E N I N BURBURAH-NO-G 
vi V adv-aux-sm 
I � eat quick-?-I 
'I am eating quickly ' 
The skeleton of the near past variant of Structure B is : 
PET ( 81 )  v i  + V-sm-dir 
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where the directional suffixes -rna 'come ' ;  and - I a 'go ' serve as markers of the near 
past and also have the subordinate function of marking respectively ' to the speaker ' 
and ' from the speaker ' with verbs of motion and ' there ' and 'here ' with other verbs : 
PET ( 8 2 )  e l i a  E SUATS -E -GU-M a t o l  i m  a we i 
( 83 )  
( 84 )  
vi V-om-sm-dir 
I 0 carry-it-I-come art five art coconut 
'I have brought five coconuts ' 
e l  i a  E N I N HAKAP-E-GU-L  a 
vi V adv-om-sm-dir 
I 0 eat al l-it-I-there art 
'I have eaten a l l  the bananas ' 
i eu E METE -LA-L  
vi V-sm-dir 
he 0 die-he-here 
'He has died/is dead ' 
pos 
banana 
( In ( 84 )  -na ' 3s '  becomes - I a  by assimilation to - I {a ) ' directional ' )  
The skeleton of the future variant o f  Structure B is : 
PET ( 85 )  vi (+  int) + V-sm-fut 
where the intention morpheme is na 'go ' or me 'come ' and the future morpheme is - u .  
For example : 
PET ( 86 )  mahu  e l i a  E N I N-E-G-U  a pos 
( 87 )  
( 88 )  
v i  V-om-sm- fut 
tomorrow I 0 eat-it-I-sha l l  art banana 
'Tomorrow I sha l l  eat bananas ' 
e l  i a  E NA NGALA-G-U 
vi int V-sm-fut 
I 0 go cry-I-sha U 
'I sha l l  go and cry ' 
e r u  E LA MOTO- R-U 
vi V adv-sm-fut 
they 0 go later-they-wil l  
'They wi l l  go later ' 
Discussion now turns to the three sets of suffixes which are common to both 
Structures A and B in Petats , but which have no direct equivalents in languages 
outside the North Bougainvil le subfamily . The three sets are : 
PET ( 89 )  a .  obj ect marker : -e-
b .  case markers : -me- ' associative ' 
-u { a ) - ' locative , directional ' 
c .  locative marker :  - {y ) a 
The obj ect marker -e- indicates transitivity , and in Petats does not vary for person 
or number of the obj ect . It occurs in ( 79 ) , ( 8 2 ) , ( 83 )  and ( 86)  above within 
Structure B .  Examples ( 90 )  and ( 9 1 )  illustrate its use with , respectively , a 
Structure A verb phrase and a non-3rd-person object :  
PET (90 )  e Ha roman E S UAT S - E -M u ma l i tere Tang i n  
sm V-om-dir 
art Haroman he carry-it-come art betelnut to . art Tangin 
'Haroman brought some betelnut to Tangin ' 
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( 9 1 )  e l  i a  E NG I TS - E -GU-L  el  i a  
vi V-om-sm-dir 
I � cut- 'it '-I-there me 
'I have cut myself ' 
A generic obj ect may be incorporated into the verb phrase by insertion into the 
obj ect marker slot : 
PET (92 )  e r u  E KUA RAMUNU-R 
vi V obj-sm 
they � drink water-they 
'They are drinking water ' 
The Petats object  marker differs in function from those of Banoni and Mono in 
that i t  is an invariant marker indicating a case relationship ( normally Patient or 
Goal)  of a noun phrase to the verb phrase , whereas Banoni and Mono obj ect markers 
are personal pronoun suffixes of the kind common in Oceanic languages ,  and il lus­
trated for Banoni in ( 9 3 ) : 
BAN ( 9 3 )  K-E MANA-MAM va i nna 
asp-sm V-om : lpe 
comp-he give-us . e  it he 
'He gave it to us ' 
The Petats case markers -me- ' associative ' and -u (a ) - ' locative , directional ' 
also indicate the case relationship of a noun phrase to the verb phrase . Their 
nearest equivalents in other Bougainville languages are preposi tions . Thus -me­
' associative ' indicates a comitative relationship expressed in Banoni by the 
( formally similar) preposition ma - , me- :  
PET (94 )  e Ha roman pes T-E KA GON-ME-N  e l  i a  
rel-vi V adv-cm-sm 
art Haroman only who-� be together-with-he me 
'It is only Haroman who lives wi th me ' 
BAN ( 9 5 )  Sa toko K-E  TA I -MA me-a 
asp-sm V-dir 
Satoko cmp-he go-come with-me 
'Satoko came with me ' 
Whereas the Banoni preposition must immediately precede its noun phrase or noun 
(me-a 'with me ' ) , the Petats case marker -me- is separated from its noun phrase or 
pronoun ( e l i a  'me ' )  by any morphemes which follow the case marker in Structure A 
and B ( c f . ( 66 )  and ( 72 » . 
Similarly the Petats case marker - u (a ) - ' location , direction ' indicates a 
locative case relationship marked by the Banoni preposition mo :  
PET (96 )  e l  i a  E LA-UA-NO-G tara  l uma ehe i 
vi V-cm-aux-sm 
I � go-to - ?-I at . art house there 
'I am going to that house ' 
BAN ( 9 7 )  K-E  GHO I T-A nne mo g ha b i -na koromo 
asp-sm V-om 
comp-he carry-it he to mouth-its river 
'He carried it to the mouth of the river ' 
It is typical of the use of the locative case marker 
with the preposition ta- , also expressing location . 
corresponding Hanahan marker -ua- as ' directional ' ;  
- u ( a ) - inc ludes stative location , as in ( 73 )  above . 
-ua- that in (96 )  i t  co-occurs 
Allen ( 1978: 52 )  labels the 
however , the function of Petats 
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The case marker -u (a } - overlaps in function with the locative marker - (y } a - :  
PET (98)  el  i a  E TAPA-NO- G -A i en 
vi V-aux-sm-loc 
I � dwe l l- ?-I-there 
'I live here ' 
The marker - (y } a- also co-occurs with time phrases : 
PET (99)  i eu E H I LOU -YA tara bong 
sm V-loc 
he he run- them nt. art night 
'He ran away in the night ' 
A feature which is important to a historical .understanding of North Bougainville 
verb phrases is relativisation . As foreshadowed in Section 2 . 1 . ,  only the topic may 
be relativised , and a non-topic subject is demoted to postverbal posi tion . The 
Petats relative marker is t ( u ) - ,  prefixed to the subj ect marker in Structure A ,  to 
the verb introducer in Structure B .  For example : 
PET (100)  a katun , T-E LA GON -ME -GU -M an e Ha roman 
art man who-� go together-with-I-here I art Haroman 
'The man with whom I aame is Haroman ' 
where an 'I ' is the demoted subj ect . 
Relativisation is used in Petats for contrastive focus (cf . ( 94 )  above ) : 
PET (101 )  e Ha roman , TU GU NGOTS-en 
reI sm V 
art Haroman, who I see-him 
' (It was )  Haroman (that) I saw ' 
The same construction appears frequently to focus the wh-item in a question : 
PET (102 )  e l i a  GU KAT asah  na l a  
sm V 
I I do what at yesterday 
'What did I do yesterday ? ' 
( 103 )  asah  TU GU KAT e l  i a  na l a  
reI sm V 
what that I do I at yesterday 
(unfocussed ) 
'What was it that I did yesterday ? '  ( focussed) 
2 . 2 . 5 . Haku 
Haku is the next member in the chain of communalects running from Petats 
through Haku and Hanahan to Se lau . Its verb-phrase structures differ from Petats 
only in the area of the postverbal morphemes .  Differences observed are : 
a )  the obj ect marker distinguishes between -e- , - i - ' 3s ' ,  - r i - ' 3p ' , and 
- ( i } o- ' non-3 ' (PET -e- is invariant) ; 
b) there are three case markers : -ve- ' benefactive ' ,  -me- ' associative ' ,  and 
-wa - ,  -u- ' locative , directional ' (Petats has no benefactive case marker) ; 
c )  the benefactive and associative case markers may b e  followed by the 
obj ect marker indicating the person/number of the noun phrase to which 
the case marker re lates (a Petats case marker is never fo llowed by an 
object marker) ; 
d )  no locative/temporal morpheme has been observed corresponding with Petats 
- (y } a - . 
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The three Haku obj ect markers are exemplified in ( 104 ) to ( 107 ) : 
HAK ( 1 04 )  aku E KOT-E-G-U a t s i t s i n i h i 
vi V-om-sm-fut 
I � make-it-I-sha LL  art bit canoe 
'I shaLL make a smaLL  canoe ' 
The obj ect marker - r i - is  apparently used only with a pronominal obj ect , where i t  
disambiguates the obj ect  pronoun - e n  ' 3 ' , which is both singular and plural : 
HAK ( 105 )  aku p i sahas  T-U POK- I -en 
rel-sm V-om : 3sg 
aku p i sahas T-U  POKO-R I - EN  
I se Lf 
, (It was ) 
rel-sm V-om : 3pl 
who-I break-{��em}-it/them 
I myseLf (who ) broke it/them ' 
( 106)  e Samu T-E  HARUKU- R I -en 
rel-sm V-om : 3pl 
art Samu who-he kiLL-them-them 
'It was Samu who kiL Led them ' 
(but : e Samu T-E HARUKU u muk i  'It was Samu who kiL Led the dogs ' ) .  
( 107 )  e Samu E YOVU- I O  ku a pa l rue i 
sm V-om : l/2 
art Samu he hit-l/2 me art stick wood 
'Samu hit me with a stick ' 
The benefactive case marker and i ts co-occurring obj ect pronouns are illustrated 
in ( 108) and ( 109) : 
HAK ( 108) POLASA-VE- I -en ta tapa l a n  i ra 
V-cm-om 
bring-for-him-him art some 
'Bring him some beteLnut ' 
beteLnut 
( 109)  POLASA-VE-O ga ta t apa l an i ra 
V-cm-om : l/2 
bring-for-l/2 us . i  art some 
'Bring us some beteLnut ' 
bete Lnut 
The available  data do not include a case marker followed by - r i - ' 3p ' , and an 
example from Allen ' s  study of closely related Hanahan is therefore offered : 
HAN ( 1 10 )  none E GALA GONO-HE -RE -NA 
vi V adv-cm-om : 3pl-sm 
a ga l a  p i en 
he � descend together-with-them-he art pI chiLd 
'He is going down (to the beach) with the chiLdren ' (Allen 1978 : 53 )  
2 . 2 . 6 .  Hanahan 
The Hanahan verb phrase , described in fine detail by Al len ( 1978) , di ffers from 
Haku only in that the auxiliary n a - , no- does not occur at all in Structure B .  
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2 . 2 . 7 .  Se 1 au 
The Selau verb phrase , like Hanahan , has no na- , no- auxiliary in Structure B :  
SEL ( 1 1 1 )  a l a  E NU -YA- -GU osono 
HAl< ( 1 1 2 )  aku E NAN -E -NU -GU pot u t u  
vi V-om-aux-sm 
I 13 eat-it-?-I taro 
'I am eating taro ' 
The Selau structures are otherwise identical to Haku , except in the treatment of 
obj ect markers . Selau has two obj ect markers , -ya- ' singular ' and - ra - ' plural ' 
(with various morphophonemic variations) for all persons : 
SEL ( 1 1 3 )  e Taga E ATUNG-YA I i  'me ' 
e Taga E ATUNG-YE -n 'him ' 
e Taga E ATUNG-RA mam 'us . e ' 
e '  Taga E ATUNG- RE-n  'them ' 
sm v -om 
art Taga he hit- . 
'Taga hit . 
( 1 14 )  e Taga E ATUNG- R I  a wa r i o  
sm V-om 
art Taga he hit-them art women 
'Taga hit the women ' 
Whereas in a case marker - obj ect marker sequence in Haku and Hanahan , the 
obj ect  marker is co-referential with the noun phrase to which the case marker 
relates ( c f .  ( 108 ) to ( 110)  above ) , in Selau the obj ect marker is co-referential 
wi th and agrees in number with the noun-phrase object , i . e .  the pattern of ( 11 4 )  
above is  carried over into a clause with a case marker : 
SEL ( 1 1 5 )  e Taga E ATUNG-ME - R I  a wa r i o a t s  i re i 
sv V-em-om 
art Taga he hit-with-them art women art stick 
'Taga hit the women with a stick ' 
2 . 2 . 8 . Sol os 
Although Petats and Solos show the highest  number of cognates on the Swadesh 
100-word list ( Lincoln 1976 : 424 ) , a range of phonological and syntactic differences 
between Solos and the Petats-Haku-Hanahan-Selau chain indicate that historically 
Solos forms a separate branch of the Buka subgroup . The higher cognate count perhaps 
results from the trading and intermarriage between Solos and Petats reported by 
Blackwood ( 19 3 5 : 1 7 ) . A number of important syntactic differences lie in the noun 
phrase and are beyond the scope of this paper . 
Structure B of the Solos verb phrase differs from Petats in that the auxiliary 
no- may occur in all three variants , whereas in Petats it occurs only in the present . 
Hence Structure B :  
SOL ( 116 )  {
dir} (vi +) V (-aux) - sm ( - fut ) 
accounts for all three variants . 
Whereas the other Buka languages agree on - u  as the future suffix , Solos has -a : 
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SOL (117) 
(118) 
no HEN  NO-M-A a t s i pos 
V aux-sm-fut 
you . sg eat ?-you . sg-wi l l  art bit taro 
'You wi ZZ be eating taro tomorrow ' 
n - E  KU I -GU-A o ts i n i h  
vi V-sm-fut 
I-� build-I-sha l l  a canoe 
'I sha l l  build a very large 
pea tun  
big very 
cano e ' 
mahu 
tomorrow 
Solos shares with Petats a single invariant object marker . The Solos form is 
- i  - :  
SOL (119) n a  G U  NU- I -M i n  mes i n  wen 
sm V-om-dir 
I I carry-it-come art one art coconut 
'I brought one coconut ' 
However , Solos resembles Haku , Hanahan and Selau in having a benefactive case 
marker , -bo- , that Petats lacks : 
SOL (120) na katun . K-E SUA- BO-GU-ME na  0 t s  i n  i .  e Nas i n  
rel-vi V-cm-sm-dir 
art man , who-� paddle-for-I-there I art cano� art Nasin 
'The man, for whom I paddled the canoe, is Nasin ' 
Like Petats , Solos does not permit a case marker to be followed by an obj ect  marker . 
2 . 2 . 9 .  Teop 
Teop, which has been assigned to the Saposa-Tinputz subgroup of the North 
Bougainvil le subfamily , differs more from all member languages of the Buka subgroup 
than any of them do from each other . 
The most important formal di fference in the verb phrase is that Teop has no 
preverbal subject markers in Structure A and no verb introducer in Structure B .  
The immediate preverbal s lot is instead occupied by an aspect marker in both 
structures . This gives a structure rather like those Banoni cases where an aspect 
marker occurs without a sub j ect marker .  
Teop Structure A is : 
TEO (121) asp + V ( +  adv) ( -cm) ( -om) ( -dir)  ( -npr ) 
However , whereas Structure A in the Buka languages expresses only the past ,  different 
combinations of aspect marker and the non-present suffix -u give various tenses of 
the verb phrase . These appear to be : 
TEO (122) pa + V ( - u )  far past 
nava + V far past 
na + V past 
mana + V recent past 
pas i + V ( - u )  future 
Thus the marker - u ,  which in Buka indicates ' future ' ,  occurs in Teop at both ends of 
the time spectrum . 
Teop Structure B is : 
TEO (123) asp + V ( +  adv) ( - ern )  ( -om) aux-sm ( -dir)  
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with two variants : 
TEO ( 124 ) pa + V + aux-sm 
na + V + aux-sm 
past progressive 
present 
From a synchronic viewpoint , the auxiliary and subject marker in Teop must be 
regarded as a single subject marker morpheme , as they cannot be separated . There 
is no usage corresponding to the Buka use of the directional morpheme to indicate 
near past . 
Teop , l ike Haku and Hanahan , allows a case marker to be followed by an ob j ect 
marker . Three ob j ect markers have been observed : 
TEO ( 12 5 )  -ma- 1st and 2nd persons 
-vu- 2nd person 
- r i - 3rd person plural 
In the third person singular , no obj ect  marker occurs . However , my data show some 
unexplained variations where a marker occurs with the 'wrong ' person , which , together 
with the overlap of -ma- and -vu- in the second person , indicates that an earlier 
system may be breaking down . Examples with 'proper ' distribution are : 
TEO ( 12 6 )  e I v i h i  pa navuhu-vu-an bo-no pea 
I v i h i  PA NAVUHU-R I -o r i  bo-no pea 
naono 
e 
asp V -om 
naono 
art Ivihi pa hit_2 _you . sg 4-art stick wood 3p them 
'Ivihi hit you/them with a stick ' 
This example also i llustrates a morpheme observed only in Teop , namely the fourth­
person marker ba- , bo- , used when a second or further third-person noun phrase or 
pronoun occurs in a clause . l s 
Teop has three case markers : 
TEO ( 1 2 7 )  - k i - ' 3rd pers . '  {- ka - } ' 1st/2nd ' 
-me-
-vo-
' benefactive ' 
' associative ' ( PET -me- )  
' directiona l ' (PET -u ( a ) - )  
Their usage i s  similar to Haku : 
TEO ( 1 2 8 )  
TEO ( 129 )  
( 130)  
e I v i h i  NA K I U  K I -NANA bo-ne Teva 
asp V cm-aux . sm 
art Ivihi NA work for- 4-art Teva 
'Ivihi is working for Teva ' 
e I v i h i  PAS I NAO ME -M- -an 
e I v i h i  PAS I NAO ME-VU- -am 
e I v i h i  PAS I NAO ME- ba- r i  
asp V em-om 
art Ivihi fut go with-l/2- -you . sg 
-2  - -you .pl 
-4-them 
'Ivihi wil l  go with you. sg/you. pl/them ' 
have TO NAO-VO an 
rel V -cm 
where that go -to you . sg 
'Where are you going ? ' 
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There appears to be a fluidity i n  the sequence o f  Teop postverbal elements that 
does not occur in the Buka languages : 
TEO ( 1 3 1 )  DE -VO-MA e n  DE -MA-VO en  
V-cm-dir V-dir-cm 
carry-to-come here carry-come- to here 
, Bring it here ' , Bring it here ' 
ena PAS I NAO -ME-U  e I v i h i  komana ras u  
asp v- cm-npr 
ena PAS I NAO -U-ME e I v i h i  komana ras u  
asp V-npr-em 
I fut go-with/-u art Ivihi inside bush 
'I shall  go with Ivihi through the bush ' 
What happens here is that the case marker is  postponed to the end of the verb phrase ,  
so that it immediately precedes the noun and behaves like a preposi tion . This in 
any case happens where two case markers are required : 
TEO ( 1 3 2 )  e I v i h i NA K I U  k i  bo-ne John me 
asp V cm em 
bo -ne Teva 
art Ivihi na work for 4-art John with 4-art Teva 
'Ivihi worked for John with Teva ' 
The relative marker to functions like Petats , Haku , Hanahan and Selau t (V) - :  
TEO ( 1 3 3 )  a ote i , TO PA NOMA-ME -U na , e I v i h i 
( 1 34)  
( 1 35 )  
rel asp V -cm-npr 
art man who pa come-with-u I 
'The man I came with is Ivihi ' 
e I v i h  i , to pa ta rama - u  na 
rel asp V-npr 
art Ivihi who pa see -u I 
' (It was) Ivihi (that) I saw ' 
tobon i h i to pa s i  nao-v-ue a 
rel asp V-cm-npr 
art Ivihi 
rna mon moh i na 
what.  time that fut go-to-u art p woman garden 
'When wil l  the women go to the garden? '  
2 . 2 . 1 0 . Ta i of 
( relative clause )  
( focus)  
(wh-item) 
The Taiof verb phrase di ffers as markedly from Teop as from the Buka languages ,  
but shares features with each . 
The most marked differences are preverbal .  Firstly the sub j ect marker of 
Structure A and the verb introducer of Structure B have the same forms , namely t i  
i f  the sub j ect is  third person plural and to otherwise . These morphemes are 
labelled as verb introducers in both structures .  
Secondly , Taiof expresses aspect partly by the modifiers mata i n  ' future ' and 
nat i ng ' habi tual ' .  
A less important difference is that Taiof replaces the directional suffixes! 
markers of other Bougainville languages with the ful l directional verbs nao 'go ' and 
me and urn 'come ' ,  which immediately follow the head verb of the verb phrase . 
Thus the Taiof Structure A ,  which ( as in Buka) is  past in meaning , is : 
TAl ( 1 36)  {
adv } 
vi (+ mod ) + V ( +  dirv
) ( -em) ( -om) 
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For example :  
TAl ( 1 3 7 )  u moun T I  NAU tas i 
vi V 
art woman they go sea 
'The women went to the beaah ' 
( 138 )  a i na TO N I  
vi V 
UM 
dirV 
a n i ma n i un 
I � aarry aome art five aoaonut 
'I have brought five aoaonuts ' 
( 1 39 )  i muan a i na TO NAT I NG NONGOS S i a ra 
vi mod V 
formerly I � habitual be 
, I used to live at Siara ' 
The Taiof Structure B is : 
Siara 
TAl ( 140 )  (vi )  (+  mod) + V (obj ) ( +  {
a
d�v } )  ( -cm) ( -om) aux-sm lrV 
where obj indicates an incorporated generic object .  
There are five variations on Structure B :  
TAl ( 14 1 )  vi + V + aUX I -sm present 
(mod l +) V + aux l -sm present habitual 
vi + mod I + V + aUX I -sm past habitual 
mod2 + V + aUX I -sm future 
vi + V + aUX2 -sm near past 
where mod I = nat i ng ,  mod2 = ma ta i n ,  aUX I = no- , ro- , and aUX2 = e- . 
Unlike i ts Petats and Solos counterparts , the distribution of the Taiof 
auxiliary is straightforwardly predictable .  It is notable that ,  like Mono , Torau 
and Uruava , the auxiliary has two forms , no- 'V ro- and e - ,  but that in Taiof the 
choice of form is conditioned by aspect (variation between no- and ro- is morpho­
phonemic only , conditioned by the following sub j ect marker) . 
Structure B is i llustrated in : 
TAl ( 14 2 )  a i na TO A I N  V ESAU RO-U  
vi  V adv aux-sm 
I � eat quiak pg-I 
'I am eating quiakly ' 
( 1 4 3 )  a i na NAT I NG A I N  KAPU MAUT RO -U  
mod V obj adv aux-sm 
I habitual eat taro dai ly pg-I 
'I eat taro daily ' 
The use of the modifier mata i n  to expres s  future contrasts with the Buka/Teop suffix 
- u : 
TAl ( 14 4 )  aye MATA I N  MAT NO-N 
mod V aux-sm 
roman 
he fut die pg-he today 
, He wi U die today ' 
The Taiof near past structure has the auxiliary -e- ( and does not follow the Buka 
pattern of adding a directional suffix) : 
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TAl ( 14 5 )  aye  TO  MAT- E-N  
vi V-aux-sm 
he � die-perf-he 
'He has died/is dead ' 
In its obj ect markers Taiof i s  closer to Teop , with three obj ect markers 
distributed as follows : 
TAl 
For 
TAl 
( 146)  Singular Plural 
le -ma - -ma -
li - ra -
2 -ma - -ma -
3 - i  ( n ) - ,  0 - i - ,  - r i -
example :  
( 14 7 )  a i na TO TOK-MA noh 
vi V-om 
I � see-l/2 you . sg 
'I saw you ' 
( 148 )  anoh TO ATUNG-RA-RO-0 reh 
vi V -om-aux-sm 
you . sg � hit-3p-pg-you . sg them 
'You are hitting them ' 
( In ( 148)  the expected subject marker -m is  deleted before the following consonant . )  
Taiof has two case markers , -of- ' benefactive ' and -me- ' associative ' .  As in 
Haku , Hanahan and Teop a following subject marker is co-referential with the noun 
phrase to which the case marker relates : 
TAl ( 14 9 )  e John TO B I NUN-OF- I reh 
vi V- cm-om 
art John ¢ work-for- 3  them 
'John worked for them ' 
( 1 50)  e Ma ras s i von NONGOS-ME -MA-RO-0 
V -cm-om-aux-sm 
nga 
art Maras self be-with-l/2-pg-he me 
'Only Maras lives with me ' 
Taiof di ffers sharply from the Buka languages and from Teop in its treatment 
of relativisation . The differences are tabulated below : 
TAl ( 1 51 )  Buka and 
relative marker yes 
only the topic relativised yes 
non-topic sub j ect demoted yes 
The difference in strategy is il lustrated in : 
TAl ( 1 52 )  a moun , nga TO TOK- I N  e h ,  e Soaka 
vi V -om 
art woman I � see- 3s her , art Soaka 
'The woman that I saw was Soaka ' 
Teop 
TEO ( 1 5 3 )  a mon , TO PA TARA VURU na , e Teva 
vi asp V adv 
art woman ¢ pa see a lready I 
'The woman that I saw was Teva ' 
art Teva 
Taiof 
no 
no 
no 
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The difference in strategy and the formal identity of Taiof to ' verb introducer ' and 
Teop to ' relative marker ' is examined in Section 3 .  
The Taiof focus construction follows naturally from this relativisation strategy : 
TAl ( 1 54 )  e Ma ra s ,  a i na TO TOK- I N  eh  
vi V -om 
art Maras, I � see-3 him 
' (It was )  Maras (that)  I saw ' 
However , the Taiof wh -question strategy is based , not on relativisation , but on 
topicalisation : 
TAl ( 1 5 5 )  a sa  TO  A I N-OF  noh na  pos 
vi V -cm 
art what 53 eat-for you . sg art banana 
'Why (=what for) did you eat the bananas ? '  
Witness to the topicalisation strategy is that here the subject ( noh 'you . sg ' ) is 
demoted . 
2 . 2 . 1 1 .  T i nputz 
Structurally the Tinputz verb phrase shares features both with Teop and with 
Taiof .  
As i n  Teop , Structure A i s  past in meaning . Structure A is : 
TIN ( 156)  asp + V ( +  adv) ( -cm) ( -dir) 
i . e .  as in Teop, but without the non-present suffix - u  which does not occur in the 
Tinputz data . There are two aspect markers : se ' future ' (perhaps cognate with the 
- s i  of Teop pas i ' future ' )  and to ' non-future ' ( cognate with the Taiof verb 
introducer to and Teop relative marker to ; see Section 3) . 
Tinputz Structure B di ffers from other North Bougainville languages (and 
resembles Mono) in using reduplication of the verb stem to indicate continuous or 
habitual action : 
TIN ( 1 57 )  asp + (V) V ( +  adv) ( -cm) aux-sm ( -dir)  
Like Taiof , Tinputz has two auxiliary morphemes , no- and e - . The former is  used in 
realis contexts : 
TIN ( 1 58)  a te TO TE-TE NO-N 
asp V-V aux-sm 
i un 
art man � be-be pg-he house 
'The man is in the house ' 
The auxiliary e- has been found only in conditional clauses : 
TIN ( 159 ) een S E  K I  NO : , ee me : S E  NO : E - N  
asp cond V asp V aux-sm 
you . sg fut if go he too fut go ?would-he 
'If you went, he would go too ' 
The Tinputz obj ect marker system is simpler than both Teop and Taiof and 
indeed seems to survive only in the shape of the fossils - ra- ' 3p '  and -a[ n J­
' non-3p ' ,  prefixed directly to personal pronoun obj ects , but not to noun objects . 
For example :  
TIN (160 )  
e Va l a i n  
art VaZain 
'Valain hit 
r TO TO TO 
asp 
� 
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REP-RA -poe mJ R E P -AN -yo REP-A -wa REP e 
V -om 
hit-3pl-them 
-� -me 
-� -you . sg 
art Viksi 
them/me/you. sg/Viksi ' 
The three Tinputz case marker s are almost identical in form and function to 
those of Teop : 
TIN ( 161 ) { ke- ' 3rd pers . 
' } 
ka- ' 1s t/2nd ' 
me-
vu-
' benefactive ' 
' as sociative ' 
' directional ' 
The relativisation strategy of Tinputz is very similar to that of Taiof (and hence 
unlike Teop and the Buka languages ) .  The only difference is that where a non­
subj ect is relativised , the relative c lause i s  introduced by the relative marker n - : 
TIN ( 16 2 )  ee Va ra i n ,  n -o TO E P  
asp V 
he Varain who-I � see 
'It was Varain that I saw ' 
Subj ect relativisation is unmarked : 
TIN ( 163 ) eyo TO E P  e kovu , TO TE -TE NO-N 
asp V-V aux-sm 
I � see art woman � carry �-she 
0 kove i 
art basket 
'I saw the woman who was carrying the basket ' 
However , the Tinputz clause appears to differ sharply from both Teop and Taiof 
and indeed all other Bougainville languages - in having a basic SVX rather than TVX 
structure ,  as the data show neither topicalisation nor subj ect demotion . 
3 .  H I STORI CAL DEVELOPMENT 
The historical development of the Bougainville verb phrase and of i ts clausal 
context is described starting near the top of the tree-diagram in Figure 1 and 
working downwards .  Reconstructed forms are used in some examples . Whilst their 
phonological basis is  quite firm and derives from the sound correspondences in 
Table 1 ,  their lexis is much less certain , as are some questions of morphophonemics . 
The use of plausible reconstructions has been attempted as a means of presenting 
historical development , but the correctness of the lexical choices is by no means 
guaranteed . 
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pac 
PBV 
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PIV 
PNNT 
MaN 
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URU 
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p 
p 
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p 
p 
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h 
o 
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w 
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f 
v 
w 
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t s  
t s  
* t  
s 
s 
s 
t 
* t  
t s  
t s  
t s  
t 
t s  
t s  
t s  
s 
s 
* *  
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Tabl e 1 :  Sound correspondences 
'�n t  
*0 
r 
r 
,�o  
r , d 
d 
d 
?s  
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
d 
*[ n Js 
*s  
s 
s 
*s  
s , 0  
s , 0 
s , 0 
h 
;':'5 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
h 
h 
t , s 
*nj 
*c 
s 
s 
*c  
s , 0  
s , 0 
s , 0 
s 
'�s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
s 
h 
h 
? 
* 1  *nd 
* 1  *R  *d 
n n r 
n n r 
*d 
n n n 
n r r 
r r r 
r d 
r 
r 
r r 
n n r 
n n r 
n n r 
n n r 
n n r 
n n r 
*i1 
*n 
*n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
r , n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
n 
Hanahan correspondences are as for Haku . 
Notes : poe *mp > b in all languages 
poe *m , '� I)m > m in all languages 
poe *w > 0 in all languages 
I) 
I) 
* 1) 
0 , n  
n 
n 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
I) 
n 
n 
n 
I) 
poe *t > t /  "'a ,  *0 , *e in all languages 
3 . 1 . Proto -Bouga i nv i l l e  
3 . 1 . 1 .  T he structure of  the ' l east  ma rked ' verb phrase 
£) 
k 
k 
£) 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
k 
* k  
," q 
*9 
g h , g  
g h , g  
*0 
*k  
"'q 
9 
9 
9 
g , 1) 
I) 
9 
*g 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
As was indicated in section 1 . 2 . , the more ancient of the two verb-phrase 
structures i s  Structure A. Since Structure B is ' least marked ' only in the North 
Bougainville subfamily , whilst Structure A is ' least marked ' throughout the 
Bougainville family , the Proto-Bougainville ' least marked ' structure was a variant 
Structure A using evidence both from i ts daughter languages and from its reconstructed 
sister language Proto-New Ireland . 
There is  evidence that both proto-languages had similar aspect-marking morphemes , 
of which the following are reconstructible for Proto-Bougainville : 
PBV ( 164 ) a .  *� 
b .  '�ka 
c .  ;'ma 
d .  *ta  
e .  *[ n ]a  
The PBV meaning 
and there are three 
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' past , present ' (PNI *� )  
URU � ' past ' 
NEH 0 ' present ' 
PET HAK HAN SEL SOL (Structure A)  
� ' past ' 
' completive , stative ' 
PIV ko ' past ' 
BAN k- ' completive ' 
URU k- ' future ' 
NEH k- ' completive ' 
( SIS BAB ka- ' past , present ' )  
' present , indefinite future ' 
(PNI '�ka ' sequential ' )  
BAN ma ' indefinite future ' 
Pre-MaN )';-ma - ( see below) 
TOR ma - ' past ' 
TAl ma ' irrealis '  
PBK *m- ( see below) 
Pre-NEH "km- ( see below) 
( SIS BAB ma - ' future ' ) 
' non-present,  non-habitual ' ( PNI *ta  ' non-habitual ' )  
BAN ta  ' future ' 
PIV tsa  ' future ' 
TOR t a  'past ' 
(BAB ta -ka- ' past ' )  
' future ' (PNI *[ n ]a ' future ' )  
MaN [ n  ]a ' future ' 
URU ka-na ' negative + future ' 
TEO na ' ?  imperfective ' 
? ( PNI '�ka-pa ' negative + ? )  
BAN pa ' prohibitive ' 
TOR -pa- ' future ' 
TEO pa ' perfective ' 
TEO pa -s  i ' future ' 
NEH pa- ' irrealis ' 
of '�ma seems to have been in the area ' non-past , non-completive ' ,  
sets of cases which suggest  that it had become so neutral in 
meaning that the sequence '�ma + sub j ect marker underwent re-analysis of various kinds . 
Evidence for this  is  contained in the paradigms of subject markers below (POe 
reconstructions are from Ross 1981)  : 
( 165 )  Isg 2sg 3sg Ipl . e  Ipl . i 2pl 3pl 
poe ,�[ I) ]ku * u ,  '�ko ... . " I , 1�e �':"m i , *ma '�ta  *m[ i ] u  *[ n ]d i , e ] , [ n ]  
PBV '�gu  , * (� ) U -!:u ,  ,q� ) o ... . " I , -;':e *m i , ;'ma * t a , '�da *m[ i ]u '�D i , * De ,  *Ra 
BAN -0 - 0  -e -ma - ra -m i - a  
HaN ha- 0 - e- m- ta- om i - e r i - ,  re-
TOR -g u -u  -e -man i - -da- -mu -d i -
URU - u  - 0  -e em i - -os i -omu -ed i 
NEH u 0 e m i ng mung ra 
PBK *g u ,  ;':u ,�[ m ]u i': j , '�e ;'t j , ;' [ m ][ i , u ]  ... . " I , *e *[ m ][ i , u ]  ;'te ,  ... . " r  1 
PET gu mu e 
HAK u u e u e ,  u u e 
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Isg 2sg 3sg Ipl . e  Ipl . i  2pl 3pl 
HAN u ,  u ,  e u ,  u ,  
SEL u e e e e e e 
SOL g u  mu i ,  0 mu , mu i ,  r i 
The first set of cases consists of the Buka reflexes of the second singular , 
first plural exclusive and second plural sub j ect markers . In all three , the Proto­
Buka reconstruction contains a facultative *m- . It is suggested that the reflexes 
of PBV *m i  ' lpl . e '  and *m[ i ]u ' 2pl ' were re-analysed in the Petats-Halia chain as *m­
+ subj ect marker , leading to loss of *m- when aspect markers decayed , whilst the 
sequence *m- ' aspect ' + *u ' 2sg ' was re-analysed as *mu ' 2sg ' in solos and Petats 
(perhaps by analogy with PBK * -mu ' 2sg possessive ' ) . 
The second set of cases cons ists of Nehan m i ng ' lpl . e '  and mung ' 2pl ' ,  from PBV 
*m i and *mu respectively, which were re-analysed as *m- ' aspect ' + subject marker , as 
the paradigm below indicates : 
NEH ( 166)  
Singular 1 
2 
3 
Plural Ie 
li  
2 
3 
Present 
u 
o 
e 
m i ng 
mung 
ra 
Past Bound 
k-u  -u  
k-o -0 
k -e -e 
k- i ng - i ng 
k - i  - i 
k-ung -ung 
k-a -a 
The third ' set of cases is  made up of the Mono independent pronouns , which begin 
with ma - ( third person pronouns are replaced by demonstratives ) . They are included 
in ( 167 ) : 
( 167 )  Isg 
POC *[ i ]- [ n ]au 
PBV *[ a ][ i ]au 
PTOR *[ a ]  i nau 
MaN maha 
TOR i na u  
URU a r i a  
2sg 
*[ i ]-[  n ]u 
*[ a ][ i ]no 
"' [ a ] i no 
ma i to 
i ne 
a ro 
Ipl . e  Ipl . i  2pl 
*ka [ ma ]m i * k i [ ( n ) ]ta * kam[ i ]u 
'�ga[ ma ]m i ? *�am[ i ]u 
"'[ a ] raman i ? *[ a ] ramu 
man i ma i ta maang 
n i man i n i da n i mu 
a raman i ? a ramu 
Whilst the Uruava pronoun set and the singular pronouns in Torau are 
derivable through Proto-Bougainville from the Proto-Oceanic pronouns reconstructed 
by Ross ( 1981 ) , of the Mono pronouns only man i  ' lpl . e ' is plausibly derivable from its 
pac forerunner . Comparison of the remaining Mono independent pronouns with their 
sub j ect  marker counterparts suggests that the Mono independent pronouns derive from 
*ma - + subj ect marker sequences : 
MaN ( 168)  independent sub j ect  marker 
Isg maha ha 
2sg ma i to 0 
Ipl . i  ma i ta ta  
2pl maang om i 
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Although sequences of aspect and subj ect marker d o  not occur in North Bougainville 
languages , and although present-day Mono ( and , in some cases , Torau) has the sequence 
sub j ect marker + aspect ,  the evidence above suggests that the earlier sequence was 
aspect + sub j ect marker , as it remains in Banoni and Nehan . Sequences of subject 
marker + aspect in Mono , Torau and Proto-New Ireland apparently arose from the Proto­
New Ireland-Bougainville verb-phrase structure : 
PNIB ( 169) indep pron 
Sub j ect  
asp + sm  + V 
Verb Phrase 
The PNIB sub j ect marker was lost , and the independent pronoun reinterpreted as a 
new sub j ect marker . Evidence for this lies in the fact that where there are formal 
criteria to distinguish sub j ect markers derived from Poe independent pronouns from 
those derived from Poe subject markers , Mono and Torau prefixed sub j ect markers are 
more readily derivable from the Poe independent pronouns : 
( 1 70)  Sub j ect  markers Indep pronoun Sub j ect marker 
MON TOR POC Poe 
lpe am- man i - '�ka[ ma Jm i '�m i  , "'ma 
lpi ta- da- '�k i [ {n }  J ta  *ta  
2pl om i - *kam[ i Ju '�m[ i Ju 
The initial vowels of MON am- and om i - and the disyl labicity of TOR man i suggest POC 
*ka[ ma Jm i , *kam[ i Ju ,  PBV *�a [ ma Jm i , *�am[ i Ju as their probable origin ; TOR da- points 
to POC * k i n t a , PBV *� i Da as its origin . 
Since Proto-New Ireland shares the subject marker + aspect  sequence with Mono 
and Torau , and also has sub j ect markers derived from the Poe independent pronouns , 
it is possible that the attrition of the old subject marker and the rise of the 
subj ect marker + aspect sequence had already started in PNIB . Both Mono and certain 
southern New Ireland languages indicate an early fusing of independent pronoun 
subj ects and future aspect marker ,�[ n ]a ,  as follows : 
( 1 7 1 )  Mono Sursurunga Ramuaina 
Singular 1 ha-na i -na  a-n  
2 o-na u-na u-n  
3 e-na {a-na i -n 
Plural le am-a g i m-a m i e t -a 
li t a - ra g i t -a d a t - a  
2 om i -a gam-a mua t -a 
3 e r i -a d-a  d i a t - a  
The data indicate that this fusion may have commenced in PNIB , and been 
inherited by Mono . It is possible that the fused order pulled Mono towards the 
sub j ect marker + aspect  sequence ,  a pull not operating in other Bougainville 
languages because they had lost *[ n ]a .  
As noted in section 2 . 2 . 4 . , the obj ect  marker di ffers in function among the 
Bougainvil le languages .  The obj ect marker in Petats and Solos is invariant , and 
its sole function is to indicate transi tivity . At the opposite extreme , the obj ect 
marker of Banoni , Piva , Mono , Torau and Uruava is plainly a suffixed pronoun 
indicating the person and number of the obj ec t .  Between the two extremes l i e  Haku , 
Hanahan , Selau , Taio f ,  and Teop obj ect markers , marking some person and/or number 
distinctions . These markers are tabulated below : 
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( 1 7 2 )  Isg 2sg 3sg Ipl . e  Ipl . i  2pl 3pl 
BAN - aa - i gho -a -mam - i ta -m i - r i a  
MON -aha - i  0 ,  -no - i , -n -ami - i ta -ang -d i 
TOR -au -0 - ( i )  a -ma n i  -da -mu -d i a  
URU -au - i o - i  -m i ? -mu -d i 
PET -e- -e- -e- -e- -e- -e- -e-
HAl< - ( i ) o - ( i ) o -e- - ( i )  0- - ( i  ) 0 - - ( i ) o- - r i -
SEL -ya - -ya- -ya- - ra - - ra- - r a - - r i - ,  - r a -
SOL - i - - i - - i - - i - - i  - - i - - i -
TEO -ma - -ma - ,  -vu- -0- -ma- ? -ma - ,  -vu- - r i -
TIN -a - -a- -a - -a- -a - -a- - ra-
TAl -ma- -ma - - i [ n  J - -ma - - ra- -ma - - ra- , - i -
The obj ect  markers reconstructible for POC (Ross 1981 ) and for PBV are as follows : 
( 1 7 3 )  
I e  
l i  
2 
3 
Singular 
POC PBV 
-au -au  
-ko[ e J -[ i Jgo 
-a - i a  
Plural 
POC PBV 
-rna , -ma[ m J i  -rna , -mam i 
- k i ta , -ta  - i ta ,  -da  
-m i u ,  -mu[ a J -m i , -mu 
-e n Jt i [  a J - 0  i [ a  J 
(PBV * - i a  ' 3sg om ' < POC * i  ' transitive marker ' + *a ' 3sg om ' )  
The distribution of obj ect markers in ( 1 7 2 )  reflects a gradual simplification in the 
North Bougainville languages of the system of PBV markers .  However , all the markers 
in ( 1 7 2 )  are derivable from ( 1 7 3 ) . In Teop and Taio f ,  -ma- « PBV *-ma ' lpl . e ' )  has 
invaded first the area of formally similar ' 2pl ' (PBV '�-m i ,  *-mu) , then the corre­
sponding singulars (Teop retains -vu- < PBC *-go ' 2sg ' as a second-person marker) . 
In Haku , - ( i ) o- « PBV *-[ i Jgo ' 2sg ' )  has spread through the first-/second-person 
area . In Selau the third person pronouns -ya - and - ra JV- r i - « PBV *- i a  ' 3sg ' ,  
* -O i [ a J  ' 3pl ' )  have invaded the first-/second person area . And in Petats , -e-
« PBV * - i a  ' 3sg ' )  is  all-victorious . The reasons for this development are examined 
in section 3 . 3 . 1 .  below . 
The remaining features of the ' least marked ' Proto-Bougainvi11e verb phrase 
are fairly easy to reconstruct .  
Both Banoni and PNI have the possibility o f  a directional verb before the head 
verb . This is  il lustrated for New Ireland by ( 174)  and for Banoni by ( 175 ) : 
Tabar ( 174 )  RA TAR- I -A ma-d i kayo bua 
BAN 
dirV V-tr-om 
go carry-�-it for-them some bete tnut 
'Take them some betetnut ' 
( 175 )  ghata TA NO TSEREGHE  
asp dirV V 
we . i  fut go s teep 
'We shatt steep (when we get there) , 
The intention markers of Nehan and the Buka languages clearly derive from the same 
source :  
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BAN ( 1 76)  i nggo U {ME } LA KALE K I NAL E  
sm int V 
I I {come } go work 
'I shal l  come/go and work ' 
so we may reasonably assume that PBV had directional verbs . 
Only Nehan and Taiof show preverbal modifier s ,  and one of these , Taiof ma ta i n  
' future ' ,  is evidently cognate with the (postverbal ) adverb reflected in PET SOL 
moto , SOL o-ma t ,  TIN a -mot ' �ter ' .  I t  seems probable that there was no separate 
preverbal modifier category in PBV , and that Nehan and Taiof modifiers are the 
descendents of adverbs which have come to serve as aspectual morphemes . 
All Bougainvil le languages agree on incorporating some adverbs (especially of 
manner and completion , e . g .  'aLready ' )  into the verb phrase . It  is o ften attached 
directly to the verb stem : 
( 1 7 7 )  V + adv-om 
Since Beaumont ( 1979 : 7 5 )  also reports the sequence of ( 1 7 7 )  in Tigak of northern 
New Ireland , it seems probabl e that ( 177 )  occurred in PBV . 
In the light of the considerations in this section , the structure of the 
' least marked ' verb phrase in Proto-Bougainville may be reconstructed as : 
PBV ( 178 )  ( asp +) sm  (+  dirV) + V (+  adv) ( -om) ( -dir) 
3 . 1 . 2 .  Verbal nom; na l ; sa t ; on 
Enough reflexes of Structure B ,  the structure of verbal nominalisation , are 
spread across the Bougainville region to indicate that nominalised verb forms 
occurred in Proto-Bougainville . It is not immediately clear , however , what their 
function was . 
It was noted in section 1 . 2 .  that the forms taken by Structure B resemble the 
POC possessive structures reconstructed by Pawley ( 1973 ) : 
POC ( 179)  inalienable : N-pron 
dominant : *na -pron + N 
subordinate : '�ka -pron + N 
and that reflexes of verbal nominalisation where Pawley ' s  N is replaced by V are 
found as S tructure B in Banoni , Mono , Torau , Uruava , Nehan and the North Bougainville 
famil y .  
In Banoni , Lincoln ( 1 976b) reports o n  the permissive structure : 
BAN (180 )  TA l GH E-M 
V poss-pron 
go f3-you. sg 
'you may go ' 
Mono Structure B is used in general for the progressive aspect and was described 
in section 2 . 2 . 3 .  above . Its sister languages express progressive aspect in a 
similar manner : 
TOR (181 )  i o  TA-TAN I S I  E - LA 
redup-V poss-pron 
he cry f3-he 
'He was crying ' 
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( 182 )  t i on i  ruma t i a - l a - i  TU SA- LA -TO 
V poss-pron- punctiliar 
man house inside-its-at be �-he-now 
'The man is inside the house ' 
URU ( 1 8 3 )  ruma- i a  POPO NO -NA 
v poss-pron 
house-at be �-he 
'He is in the house ' 
Nehan has one apparent remnant of a Structure B ,  exemplified in : 
NEH ( 184 )  Ka l o k  KAE -N t a - r  tun  
V-pron 
Kalok be-he ta-l  ditch 
'Kalok is in the ditch ' 
Since the verb o f  location in Solos , Petats , Haku and Hanahan is ka , i t  is likely 
that the Nehan example in ( 184 ) was historically : 
NEH ( 185 )  ka e-n 
N poss-pron 
Structure B in the North Bougainvil le languages is also clearly nominal in 
origin : 
PET ( 186 )  e l  i a  E KA-NO-G l uma 
vi V-aux-sm 
I � be- ?-I at house 
'I am in the house ' 
Historical ly : 
PET ( 18 7 )  ka no-g 
V poss-pron 
However , not all Structure B forms in Petats , Haku, Solos and Taiof inc lude the 
' auxiliary ' no - ,  and none have it in Hanahan or Selau . A form like : 
HAN ( 188)  a t son E NOU-NA 
vi V-sm 
art man � eat-he 
'The man is eating ' 
may derive historically from one of two structures : 
HAN ( 189) a .  nou-na 
V-pron 
b .  *nou e-na 
V poss-pron 
with the vowel *e- deleted . Since ( 189a) implies a form like the inalienable 
possessive , found nowhere else in a Bougainvil le verb phrase , and since the Taiof 
near past and Tinputz conditional both use e- , the latter seems the more probable 
derivation . 1 7  
The possible forms of Proto-Bougainville nominalisation reflected above are : 
PBV ( 190)  a .  V + *na-pron ( MON , URU , North Bougainville) 
b .  V + *ge-pron ( BAN , MON , TOR , URU , NEH , TAl ) 
c .  V + *sa-pron ( MON , TOR) 
These do not always ocrrespond with the dominant/subordinate constructions of 
the same language : 
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( 191 ) dominant subordinate predicative 
BAN ghe-pron + N g he-pron + N 
MON sa -pron + N e -pron + N 
TOR a -pron + N a-pron + N s a-pron 
URU 0-pron + N e-pron + N 
NEH na -pron + N [ r  ] -e -pron + N 
whilst  the North Bougainville languages preserve no- « PBV *na - )  in Structure B 
verb phrases (and also e- in Taiof and Tinputz ) ,  they have substituted a periphrastic 
possessive construction with the preposi tion ''<ta  'at, to ' for the older POC/PBV 
possessive noun phrase construction : 
HAK ( 192 )  a l uma ta -mu l o  
art house ta -you . sg 
'yOUi' house ' 
I am unable to explain the origin of Pre-Torau ''' sa-pron; the morpheme '''s a ­
appears to b e  a local innovation , occurring i n  both possessive noun phrases and 
verbal nominalisations , but the remaining forms in ( 19 3 )  allow us to reconstruct 
the PBV possessive sequence as : 
PBV ( 19 3 )  *na -pron + N 
'''e -pron + N 
dominant 
subordinate I 8 
Hence the PBV morphemes of possession and verbal nominalisation are the same , 
namely *na- and *§e- , but the sequence o f  e lements is  reversed : 
PBV (194)  V + '' na-/'''§e-pron 
*na -I*§e-pron + N 
nominalisation 
possession 
On widespread Oceanic evidence ( Pawley 1973 )  the possession sequence is the older 
one . 
Al though there is ample evidence for reconstructing verbal nominal isation in 
PBV , there is  insuf ficient agreement between i ts branches , Pre-Banoni and PNNT , to 
posi t  its PBV function . 
3 . 2 .  Proto -North Bouga i nv i l l e-Nehan -Torau 
If the recons truction of the PBV verb phrase presented in the previous sections 
is approximately correc t ,  then one of the two branches of PBV , namely Pre-Banoni , is  
substantially the more conservative . Indeed , the changes from PBV to  Pre-Banoni 
are so limited that there is little to be added to what has been said already . 
The same is not true of PNNT , however , whose daughter languages show substantial 
and varied innovations . These innovations are almost entirely in the area of 
nominalisation/Structure B .  As the discussion in the previous section indicates , 
all  the elements of the ' least marked ' verb phrase reconstructed for PBV remained 
without change in sequence in Pre-Torau (with the possible exception of the pre-head 
directional verb) and Nehan ( except for the loss of the obj ect marker , which is  
discussed below) . Hence there were apparently no s ignificant changes in Structure 
A during development from PBV to PNNT . 
At first sight , there is little commonality of function among the reflexes of 
verbal nominalisation in the daughter languages o f  Pre-Torau , in Nehan , and in the 
North Bougainville languages . However , i t  will be argued here that three functions 
of nominalisation can be distinguished in Mono and that these reflect stages in the 
development of verbal nominalisation , a development which was going on when PNNT 
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split into Proto-North Bougainvil le-Nehan and Pre-Torau , and which assumed different 
forms in the daughter languages . 
The first of these functions is i llustrated in the first verb phrase of ( 195c)  
and ( 196c) : 
MON ( 195 )  a .  mama RE- ENA ga hakas i 
sm-V 
then they-put ? canoe 
'Then they launched the canoe ' 
b .  RE-HOSE 
sm-V 
they-paddle 
'They paddled ' 
c .  HO-HOSE SA- R I A ,  I - KAPA g a  pakus i 
( 196)  a .  
b .  
c .  
redup-V poss-pron sm-V 
paddle-paddle �-they it-fa l l ? axe 
' (As they were) paddling� the axe fell  (into the water) , 
I R I -GAGANA 
sm-V 
they-travel 
'They went (on their way) , 
I R I -NAU 
sm-V 
they-go 
'They went ' 
GAGANA SA- R I A ,  I R I -SOKU 
V poss-pron sm-V 
Hau roho 
go �-they they-reach Hauroho 
'Having travel led� they reached the Hauroho river ' 
In stylistic term s ,  these nominal isations exemplify the device of recapitulation , 
common in the narrative discourse of non-Austronesian languages of the Papua New 
Guinea region and described by Longacre ( 1 97 2 : 45-48) , whereby a previous action is 
briefly recapitulated to ' introduce ' the next action in the sequence . 1 9  Syntacti­
call y ,  this function of Mono nominalisation is  similar to the absolute constructions 
in the earl ier Indo-European languages , which also entail something similar to verbal 
nominalisation , lying between parataxis and subordination (Berent 19 7 3 ) . Such 
nominalisations are always sentence initial and are independent of the syntax o f  
the following claus e .  These syntactic characteristics suggest that i n  discourse 
terms the nominalisations fall into the category ' topic ' ,  whose syntax is described 
by Li and Thompson ( 1976) ; they describe the function of the ' topic ' by quoting 
Chafe ( 1976 : 50) : 
What the topics appear to do is to limit the applicability 
of the main predication to a certain restricted domain 
The topic sets a spatial , temporal or individual 
framework within which the main predication holds . 
Since I am using the term ' topic ' in a different sens e ,  I will use ' thematic topic ' 
( the term is Olson ' s ,  1979)  for Li and Thompson ' s  and Chafe ' s  ' topic ' .  
Although these writers are mainly concerned with noun phrases as thematic 
topics , Chafe includes spatial and temporal settings in his description of the 
thematic topic ,  so that Tuesday in Tuesday I went to the dentist is a thematic 
topic . The Mono use of verbal nominalisation as recapitulation seems to be a 
subtype of thematic topi c ,  providing a temporal ( s equential) setting for the 
fol lowing clause . 
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Because a verb phrase like gagana sa- r i a  in ( 196c)  is a thematic topic ,  it  has 
no TVX structure of its own , and because it is recapitulative , no noun phrases co­
occur with it . This - with the simplest structure of nominalisation - is taken to 
be very early function of nominalisation in PNNT : 
PNNT ( 197 )  V + *na-/*e-pron 
Example ( 195c) above includes a reduplicated form . Reduplication occurs in Tinputz , 
Torau , Uruava , Mono and throughout New Ireland to express a continuing action ( as 
opposed to a puncti liar action) , and it is therefore reasonable to suppose that 
( 195c)  also reflects an ancient structure : 
PNNT ( 198 )  redup-V + "'na-/"'e-pron 
Structure ( 198)  distinguished continuing action from the punctiliar or perfective 
event of ( 197 ) . 
The second function of Mono nominalisation is that of a subordinate clause of 
time . It resembles the first function formally , in that the nominalisation precedes 
an independent clause , but it is not recapitulative . In cases l ike ( 199c)  it borders 
on recapitulation : 
MON ( 199 ) a .  sa-na bataha D i moa i I -MEKA- SOHA 
sm-V-V 
poss-his wife Dimoai she-long-wait 
'vimoai 's wife waited a long time ' 
b .  I -TAOHO 
sm-V 
she-mourn 
, She mourned ' 
c .  RORO SA-NA RO RO SA-NA , I - BO I 
V poss-pron V poss-pron sm-V 
see �-she see �-she i t-night 
'As she kept looking for him, night came ' 
Here roro sa-na is  formally similar to the nominalisations in ( 195c)  and ( 196c) , 
but it does not directly recapitulate a previous verb ; instead , the action is  
vaguely predictable from ' She waited a long time ' .  More clearly subordinate and 
not recapitulative are examples like ( 200) and ( 201 ) : 
MON ( 200)  O-NA-AU SA-M , HA-NA-NUHU- I 
sm-asp-V poss-pron sm-asp-V-om 
you . sg-fut-stay �-you . sg I-fut-dive-it 
'While you stay here, I sha l l  dive for it ' 
( 201 ) AU E-NA , AU E-NA hah i ne-na peta-ang Somapauboho I -AU 
V poss-pron V poss-pron sm-V 
stay poss-she stay poss-she sibling-his shore-on Somapauboho she-stay 
'His sister staying on shore, she stayed at Somapauboho ' 
In ( 201 ) the nominalisation has a VX , but not a TVX , structure . Since a subordinate 
clause which precedes its main clause is usually presuppositional , i . e .  it  is itself 
a topic , it need not have a full main clause structure allowin� the occurrence of a 
battery of noun phrases in various case relations to the verb . 0 
However , what a subordinate clause of time must do ( unlike a thematic topic) is 
to incorporate tense or aspect , as in ( 200) and in ( 202) : 
MON ( 202)  O-NA-GAGANA SA-M O-NA-RORO- I 
sm-asp-V poss-pron sm-asp-V-om 
hanua-ang sa i ga 
you . sg-fut-travel �-you . sg you . sg-fut-see-it men-at 
'As you trave l on, you wil l  see men 's gardens ' 
garden 
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The structural development il lustrated here is a grafting of the preverbal sub j ect 
marker + aspect complex onto a verbal nominalisation . Given that Mono has reversed 
the aspect + subject marker sequence of PBV ( see 3 . 1 . 1 .  above) , we may posit as the 
subordinate-clause structure of verbal nominalisation : 
PNNT ( 20 3 )  (asp-) sm + [ v Jv + *na-I*e-pron 
Although none of the North Bougainville languages has both aspect marker and subj ect 
marker in Structure B ,  Teop preserves the aspect marker , whilst the Buka verb intro­
ducer e appears to be the third person singular subject marker generalised to all 
persons ( s ince the postverbal pronoun renders person/number distinctions of the 
sub j ect marker redundant) . We may also reasonably assume that a transitive verb 
occurring in nominalised form as a thematic topic or in a subordinate clause would 
have carried its obj ect marker with it (and a verb of motion its directional marker) . 
My Mono data in fact show no obj ect- or directional markers in this context , but 
only independent clauses . However ,  this is probably a quirk of the data , as Mono , 
Torau and Uruava all incorporate obj ect markers into Structure B verb phrases in 
independent clauses : 
MON ( 204)  RORO- I A  SA- R I A  
V-om poss-pron 
see-it f'J-they 
'They could see it ' 
TOR ( 205)  A-ALO - D I A  SA-GU 
redup-V-om poss-pron 
make-them f'J-I 
'I am making them ' 
URU ( 206 ) P U RA-PURA- I A  E-M I 
redup-V-om poss-pron 
do-it f'J-you .pl 
'You are doing it ' 
Hence a fuller version of ( 203) i s :  
PNNT ( 207)  ( asp-) sm + [ V JV ( -om) + 1'na-I'�e-pron ( -dir) 
In its third function , the nominalisation is not only non-recapitulative , but 
clearly independent , in that it is not relatable to the following clause . Thus 
( 20 8a )  is not re latable to ( 208b) : 
MaN ( 208)  a .  TA-TA I SA- NA SA- NA kanega ta ro-na 
redup-V poss-pron poss-pron 
cry-cry �-she f'J-she man spouse-her 
'She kept on weeping for her husband ' 
b .  e 1 ua bo i ga I -AU- I n i t ua -ang hama ta 
sm-V-om 
two night ? he-stay-it spirit-at vi llage 
'For two nights he stayed at the spirits ' abode ' 
Example ( 209 ) contains a nominalisation which has its own thematic topic ( bo i ta l u) 
and its own TVX structure ( topic : hanua-ang A l u) , and occurs independently at the 
conclusion of a narrative : 
MaN ( 209) bo i ta l u  hanua-ang A l u RORO - I A  SA- R I A  
V-om poss-pron 
ga n i un u  
formerly people-at A lu see-it f'J-they ? coconut 
'Formerly the Alu  people could see the coconut pa lm ' 
In this third function , the nominal ised form has become an independent verb phrase 
expressing habitual action . However , there is no indication in the Mono , Torau 
or Uruava data of any further development in structure beyond ( 207) . 
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The North Bougainville languages ,  on the other hand , show a number of further 
structural changes , and it seems likely that it was at this stage that PNNT split 
into Pre-Torau and PNN . 
3 . 3 .  Proto-North Bouga inv i 1 1 e-Nehan 
It  follows from the discuss ion in the preceding section that PNN should have 
had two verb-phrase structures , and this  is indeed the approximate situation which 
obtains in the North Bougainville l anguages , with Structure A derived from the 
' least marked ' structure of PBV, and Structure B from verbal nominalisation . 
It wil l  be convenient to discuss the development of Structure B before 
Structure A .  
3 . 3 . 1 . Structure B 
structure B ,  as described for the various North Bougainville languages , 
(brackets are omitted for clarity ' s  sake) : 
( 210)  
PET SOL vi int V adv { cm} aux sm {dir} om fut 
HAK vi int V adv cm om aux sm { dir } 
fut 
HAN SEL vi int V adv cm om sm {
dir} 
fut 
TEO asp V adv cm om aux sm dir 
TIN asp [ V ]V adv cm aux sm dir 
TAl vi mod V {a�v } d�rV cm om aux sm 
On the basis of ( 210) , we may make a tentative reconstruction of Proto-North 
Bougainvill e  Structure B :  
PNB ( 211)  ( asp-) vi ( int +) [ v Jv ( +  adv) ( -cm) ( -om) +aux-sm ( -dir) 
is 
loc 
loc 
The phrase-final locative morpheme occurs only in the Buka languages and wil l  not be 
considered further ; other discrepancies between the North Bougainville structures 
wil l  be considered below . 
The PNNT forerunner o f  ( 211)  was ( 207 ) : 
PNNT ( 207 )  (asp-) sm + [ V ]V ( -om) + *na-/*e-pron ( -dir) 
The historical question which faces us is how ( 207 )  became ( 211 ) . The question i s  
basically : How did the additional elements i n  ( 211)  come to b e  incorporated into 
the verb phrase in PNB? If it is recognised that the PNB verb introducer e is a 
direct descendant o f  the third-person sub j ect marker in PNNT , and that the PNB 
' auxiliary ' morpheme is a direct descendant of '�na-/'�e- , then we are left with three 
elements to explain : the intentional morpheme , the incorporation of the adverb , 
and the origin of the case marker . 
The motivating force behind these additions was the extension o f  function o f  
verbal nominalisation from use in a presuppositional subordinate clause to use i n  
a n  independent assertive clause . The extension necessitated structural innovations 
to cope with noun phrases in various case relations with the verb phrase and with 
adverbial modifications of the verb . In view of this , the most important innovation 
was the incorporation of the case marker into the verb phrase . 
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Some insight is gained into the probable process of incorporation if  we first 
return to the ob ject marker . In a ' least marked ' verb phrase , the last element of 
the verb phrase is typically the obj ect marker immediately followed by the noun 
phrase ( i f  any) with which it is co-referential : 
TAl ( 21 2 )  a i na TO TOK- I N  A 
vi V-om NP 
MOUN t a ra t s u i n  
I � see-her art woman now only 
'I saw a woman just now ' 
This is also the pattern throughout much of New Ireland : 
Tabar ( 21 3 )  U DER- I -A M I  V EV I NE mon i 
sm V-tr-om NP 
I see-�-her a woman just now 
'I saw a woman just now ' 
and in Eastern Oceanic (Pawley 1972 ) . It was probably the POC pattern and almost 
certainly the PBV pattern . 
However , with the introduction into independent clauses of structures arising 
from verbal nominalisation , the object marker was ' boxed in ' by the auxiliary­
sub j ect marker sequence and separated from its noun phrase : 
TAl ( 214 ) a mes TO TOK- I N  NO-N A MOUN 
vi V-om aux-sm NP 
art man � see-her pg-he art woman 
'The man ean see the woman ' 
I t  is  this  separation of obj ect marker from noun phrase which provided the 
precedent for an analogous separation of a case-marking preposition from its noun 
phrase . The crucial factor in the analogy is that PBV prepositions themselves had 
a suffixed obj ect marker co-referential with their noun phrase (as also often in 
POC ; Pawley 19 7 3 : 14 2-1 50 )  . 
The one case marker which is common to all the North Bougainville languages is 
-me- ' associative ' ,  which is clearly cognate with the preposition reflected in BAN 
me-�a - ,  NEH me- 'with ' .  The latter has a suffixes obj ect marker , as do some of 
its New Ireland cognates : 
BAN ( 21 5 ) me-a Vapa i 
prep-om 
with-him Vapai 
'wi th Vapai ' 
NEH ( 216 )  Ma r i a me - s 0 ka l uana 
prep-om 
Maria with-them art friend 
'Maria and her friends ' 
Tabar ( 217 )  ma- i -a e Ma r i s  
prep-tr-om 
with-�-him art Maris 
'wi th Maris ' 
The prepositional origin of the case marker is clear from the fact that even in the 
North Bougainville languages themselves it may occur in certain circumstances out­
side the verb phrase , as noted for Teop and Tinputz .  A further example is : 
SEL ( 218)  amam MERE TAGA E LA-M-U i ra t u  
PrepP vi V-sm-fut 
we . e  with art Taga � go-we . e  sha l l  at bush 
'I shall  go with Taga through the bush ' 
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However , far more common i s  the ' boxed in ' structure which separates the case marker 
and its obj ect marker from the noun phrase with which it is co-referential : 
HAN ( 219 )  none E GALA GONO-ME -RE -NA 
vi V adv-cm-om-sm 
a ga l a  p i en 
he 0 descend together-with-them-he art pI child 
'he is going down (to the beach) with the chi ldren ' 
( Al len 1978 : 5 3 )  
This  separation remains i n  Petats and Solos although they have deleted the 
co-referential obj ect marker after a case marker : 
PET ( 220)  e l  i a  E LA GON-ME-G-U  e Ha roman l a t u  
v i  V adv-cm-sm-fut 
I � go together-with-I-shall  art Haroman at bush 
'I shal l  go with Haroman through the bush ' 
It is easier to present the parallel developments involving the obj ect marker 
and the preposition-ob j ect marker sequence through hypothetical PNN reconstructions 
than present-day examples , but examples ( 202 ) to ( 2 20) provide a basis for the 
reconstruction . 
Our starting point is provided by Structure A forms in which the obj ect marker 
is not separated from the noun with which it is co-referential . We reconstruct : 
PNN ( 2 2 1 )  "'e X E ATUNG- I A  e Y 
sm V-om 
art X he hit-him 
'X hit y '  
art Y 
The parallel prepositional construction is : 
PNN ( 2 2 2 )  "'e X E LA MA - I A e Y 
sm V prep-om 
art X he go with-him art Y 
'X went with Y '  
As was illustrated in ( 21 2 )  and ( 214 ) above , the B form separates the noun phrase 
from its obj ect marker , so that the present progressive · equivalent of ( 2 21 ) i s :  
PNN ( 22 3 )  *e X E ATUNG- I A  NA-NA e Y 
sm V-om 
art X he hit-him 
'X is hitting Y '  
aux-sm 
0-he art Y 
The parallel 'prepositional ' construction , i . e .  the present progressive equivalent 
of ( 2 22 )  is : 
PNN ( 2 24 ) *e X E LA-MA- I A  NA-NA e 
sm V-cm-om aux-sm 
Y 
art X he go-with-him 0-he art Y 
'X is going with Y '  
with this shift , the PNN case marker construction attested by ( 21 9 )  and ( 220 ) arises 
out of the prepositional construction . 
An alternative possibility was noted in Teop and occurs sporadically in the 
North Bougainville languages ,  namely leaving the case marker in its ' prepositional ' 
position outside the verb phrase . Hence , as an alternative to ( 2 24 )  we may 
reconstruct : 
PNN ( 2 2 5 )  *e X E LA NA-NA MA - I A  e Y 
sm V aux-sm prep-om 
art X he go 0-he with-him art Y 
'X is going with Y '  
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Since the structure illustrated in ( 2 24 ) occurs more often in the North Bougainville 
l anguages than ( 2 25 ) , it appears that an alternative resegmentation of the sequence 
verb + preposition + NP had taken place in PNN on lines similar to Engl ish , whereby 
' x  is going with Y '  can be relativised either as ' It is Y ,  with whom X is going ' or 
the preferred ' It is Y that X is going with ' . In the preferred form, ' with ' is 
treated as part of the verb phrase ' is going-with ' .  North Bougainvil le relativisation 
works l ike the preferred English form , leaving the case marker in the verb phrase : 
PET ( 226) a ka tun , T-E  LA  GON-ME-GU-M an , e Ha roman 
reI vi V adv-cm-sm-dir 
art man, who-� go together-with-I-come, art Haroman 
'The man with whom I have come is Haroman ' 
Relativisation in PNN must have worked the same way : 
PNN ( 2 2 7 )  *a t i on i , TO U LA-MA- I A  NA-GU , e 
reI sm V cm-om . aux-sm 
x 
art man , who I go with-him �-I, art X 
Although the obj ect marker is lost in this context in SOL and PET (and disappears 
sporadically in other North Bougainville  languages) , the evidence above points 
towards its reconstruction here . Its presence aids recovery of the case of the 
relativised noun , and perhaps contributed to the reanalysis of the verb + prep­
osition sequence as a transitive verb ' go-with ' .  
All the examples above employ the case marker -me- ' associative ' .  However , 
the other case markers appear to have developed in a similar manner . They are : 
( 2 28)  'benefactive ' ' directional ' 
PET 
HAK -ve - -wa- , -u-
HAN - be- -wa- , -u-
SEL - bua- -wa - , - u-
SOL -bo- -p ( u ) -
TEO k i - ka - -vo-
TIN ke- ka- -vu-
TAl of-
Taiof has no directional case marker , but a relic of it may occur as -0 in nao 'go ' 
« PBK * l a  'go ' + *u (a ) ' directiona l ' ? ) . I cannot explain the origin of the Buka 
benefactive marker . However , the Teop/Tinputz benefactive marker may be cognate 
with the New Ireland dominant possessive morpheme * ka - ,  which sometimes has 
benefactive force : 
Tangga ( 2 29)  ans i ak g i  ke S i a rafut  
bamboo this for Siarafut 
'This bamboo is for Siarafut ' 
The Taiof benefactive marker -of- appears to be cognate with the Proto-Malaitan 
reconstruction * ' of i 'for ' ( Keesing 1975 : 245 ) , indicating PBV *�ov i , PNN ," ov i - 'for ' .  
The origin o f  the directional marker i s  puzzling, as · i t  co-occurs with the 
preposition i in those languages which have i t :  
HAN ( 2 30 )  a l  i a  LA-U Hanahan 
V-cm 
I go-to at Hanahan 
, I went to Hanahan ' 
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This sequence i s  reminiscent of one i n  southern New Ireland where a directional 
morpheme u precedes a locative preposition : 
Tangga ( 2 31 )  A LA u na Amfa r 
I go to at Amfar 
'I am going to Amfar ' 
The directional marker u would then have been ' boxed in ' in the same way as -me­
' associative ' : 
HAN ( 2 32 )  a l  i a  E LA-WA-G han 
vi V-cm-sm 
I � go-to-I at home 
'I am going home ' 
The directional marker - u-�-wa - is never followed by an obj ect marker ,  the absence 
of which is predictable from the hypothesis above . 
Other items which were part of the ' least marked ' verb-phrase structure in 
Proto-Bougainville were also 'boxed in ' in the PNN Structure B .  Thus the adverb 
tended to directly follow the verb , and to precede the obj ect marker in a transitive 
verb , so that when the verb was ' boxed in ' by the auxiliary + subj ect marker 
sequence , these two elements both remained with it . Thus : 
PNN ( 2 3 3 )  '�e X E L A  GONO MA- I A  
sm V adv prep-om 
art X ge go together with-him 
'X went together with Y '  
developed a present progressive equival ent : 
PNN ( 2 34)  *e X E LA GONO MA- I A  
e Y 
art Y 
NA- NA e 
sm V adv cm-om aux-sm 
y 
art X he go together with-him �-he art Y 
'X is going together with Y '  
corresponding to the development from ( 22 2 )  to ( 224 ) , and attested by ( 219 ) and 
( 2 20) . 
Similarly a generic/non-referential noun obj ect was and is  incorporated into 
the verb phras e ,  displacing the obj ect marker .  Thus in ( 2 35)  the presence of the 
obj ect marker -a indicates the referentiality of the obj ect , and in ( 2 36)  its 
absence indicates generic status : 
BAN ( 2 35 )  
BAN ( 236 ) 
nna K-E TSUN-A-MA borogho 
asp-sm V-om : 3sg-dir 
he cmp-he ki ll-it-here art pig 
'He ki Ued a (particular)/the pig ' 
na K-O TA KUU mang u r  i 
asp-sm asp V 
I cmp-I fut drink coconut 
'I am drinking coconut ' 
The Banoni treatment o f  referential and generic obj ects follows a common Oceanic 
pattern . Fij ian behaves similarly : 
Fij ian ( 2 37 )  e GUNU-V-A na wa i na gone 
drink-tr-om : 3  art water art child 
'The child drinks the water ' 
( 238 )  e GUNU WA I na gone 
drink water art child 
'The chi ld drinks water ' (Foley 1976) 
(referential )  
( generic/non-referential)  
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I t  is reasonable to assume that this was the pattern of poe and PBV , and that in PNN 
the Structure A pattern of ( 2 39 ) developed a Structure B equivalent in ( 24 0 ) : 
PNN ( 2 39)  '�e X E AN KO R I T I  
PNN 
This 
TEO 
( 240)  
sm V obj 
art X he eat taro 
'X ate taro ' 
,;�e X E AN KOR I T I  
sm V obj 
art X he eat taro 
'X is eating taro ' 
development is attested by 
NO-NA 
aux-sm 
0-he 
( 241)  : 
( 24 1 )  ena  NA  AN  MUN I H I  TAMUANA NOM 
asp V obj adv aux . sm 
I na eat taro daily 0 . I  
'I eat taro every day ' 
In section 3 . 1 . 1 .  above , it was shown that the various obj ect-marker systems in 
North Bougainville  languages represent varying stages in the decay of the original 
obj ect-pronoun suffixes of Proto-Bougainville . The demise of the obj ect-marker 
system in North Bougainvil le was apparently the result of two interacting factors , 
one syntactic , the other phonological . The syntactic factor is the use of indepen­
dent pronouns within the TVX structure attributable to PBV . The X portion of TVX 
contains at least one ' new '  element , and where the new element in Proto-Bougainville 
was a personal pronoun , it was marked by the non-topic form of the pronoun in 
addition to the clitic or suffixed pronoun form . Thus a clause with the pre­
supposition 'x did something to me ' would read : 
PNN ( 24 2 )  *e X E ATUNG-AU 
art X he hit-me 
'X hit me ' 
whereas with the presupposition ' x  hit someone ' ,  it would read : 
PNN ( 24 3 )  *e X E ATUNG -AU l a u 
art X he hit-me me 
'X hit me ' 
I t  is  probable that by the time PNN split into Nehan and Proto-North Bougainville ,  
the structure illustrated in ( 24 3 )  had become unmarked and had displaced ( 24 2 ) , as 
Nehan has lost its object markers : 
NEH ( 244 )  ka l oko K-E HALOH 
Kalok past he hit 
'Kalok hit me ' 
toto-g uo 
ta-me 
and the North Bougainville languages only permit ( 24 3 ) : 
TAl ( 24 5) e Ma ras TO RAK-MA na  
art Maras 0 hit-l/2 me 
'Maras hit me ' 
The use of a non-topic independent pronoun in the X-part of TVX in North 
Bougainville languages is not limited to obj ects . It results originally from 
' new ' -ness in the post-verbal X region and has become the unmarked form of any 
non-topic pronoun . Its use for demoted - i . e .  non-topic - subj ects was illustrated 
in section 3 . 1 . 1 .  above . It is  used in the same way for case-marked pronouns : 
TAl ( 246)  e Ma ra s s i von NONGOS ME-MA - RO-0 NA 
V cm-om-aux-sm Pron 
art Maras self be with-l/2-0-he me 
'Only Maras lives with me ' 
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SEL (247) Taga  a t ua T-E  SOUSOUO ME-N LA 
rel-vi V 
Taga only that-� live 
'Only Taga lives with me ' 
cm-sm Pron 
with-he me 
A similar process has affected dominant/subordinate possessive constructions ,  in 
which the preposition *ta is used ( as in much of Oceania : Pawley 1973 : 14 8 - 150) . 
The PBV construction was as in : 
PBV (248) *a Ruma 
art house 
'my house ' 
[ ta ]ta-gu  
at-me 
as in Tigak ( New Ireland) a l u i  tata- k .  However , in contexts where the pre­
supposition is 'the house belongs to someone ' ,  an independent non-focal pronoun was 
added : 
PNN (249) '�a Ruma en i [ t a ]ta-gu l au 
art house this at-me I 
'this house is MINE ' 
By the break-up of PNN this had become the unmarked form , so that we find a reflex 
of * l au 'I ' not only in the potential ly marked case : 
SEL (250) a ruma en i ta-g- l a  
art house this at-me-I 
'this house is MINE ' 
but also in the unmarked case : 
SEL (251) a ruma ta-g - l a  en i 
art house at-me-I this 
'my house is THIS ONE ' 
The result is  that Nehan and all the North Bougainville languages except Solos have 
possessive pronoun suffixes which are composed historical ly of the original 
possessive suffix and an independent pronoun , whilst the original possessive suffixes 
have become ( except in Nehan) the subj ect markers of Structure B verb phrases . For 
example , for the second person singular : 
(252) Possessive Subj ect-marker Non-topic pronoun 
NEH -mua < -mu-a a 
PET -mu l ou < -m(  u)  l ou 
HAK -mu l u  < -me 1 u 
HAN -mu l o  < -mu 1 0  
SEL -ml  i < -m 1 i 
SOL -0 -m -0 
TEO -man < -m an 
TIN -ma < -m wa 
TAl -men < -mu an 
The phonological factor at work in the decay of obj ect pronouns is similar to 
the process of phonological simplification which has led to the reanalysis of two 
morphemes as one in the possessives . However , whereas the redundancy o f  two pro­
nouns has led to the collapsing of two morphemes into one in the possessives ,  the 
obj ect marker is boxed in and separated from the independent pronoun , and has under­
gone phonological attrition , and reinterpretation as a marker of transitivity alone . 
Thus the earlier PNN forms : 
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PNN ( 2 5 3 )  ·':e X E ATUNG -MAM I 
art X he hit-us e 
'X is hitting US ' 
( 2 54 ) ·':e X E ATUNG-M I U  
art X he hit-you . pl 
'X is hitting YOU ' 
were reduced to : 
NA-NA l am i  
aux-he us 
NA-NA 1 i m i u  
aux-he you . pl 
PNN ( 2 55) '�e X E ATUNG-MA NA-NA l am i / l  i m i u  
'X is hitting us/you ' 
and the loss of person/number marking triggered the extension of * -ma to the first 
person singular illustrated in Taiof ( 24 5) and ( 246 )  above . 
This attrition is still going on in Taiof , Tinputz and Teop , but is complete 
in Petats and Solos , where only one obj ect marker survives for all persons . This 
obj ect marker therefore became redundent after a case marker and was deleted . 
In Selau , illustrated in section 2 . 2 . 7 . ,  matters have taken a different turn . 
Instead o f  being deleted , the obj ect marker (which distinguishes singular and 
plural)  has been reinterpreted in the context of a case marker so that it is  co­
referential not with the case-marked noun phrase but with the obj ect  noun phrase 
( example ( 110» . 
The developments described in this  section have brought us from the verbal 
nominalisation of PNNT , with the structure : 
*na PNNT ( 207)  (asp+) sm + [ V ]  V ( -om) + { � } -pron ( -dir) "e-
to a PNN structure : 
PNN ( 256)  ( asp+) sm + [ V ]  V ( +adv) ( -cm) '�na ( -om) -{ � } -sm ( -dir) "e-
The remaining developments which gave rise to the PNB structure :  
{dir} PNB ( 257 )  ( asp) (vi)  ( +int) + V ( +adv) (cm) ( -om) ( -aux) -sm 
npr 
have been largely foreshadowed by previous discuss ion , and are motivated by the 
drive to eliminate redundancy from a highly complex verb phrase structure . 
An important development which apparently occurred before the break-up o f  PNN 
was the attribution of function to the now functionless morphemes '�na- and '�e- , 
originally markers of nominalisation . From their origin in subordinate temporal 
clauses , Structure B verb phrases developed progressive ( ' ( as )  they were going ' )  
and near past ( ' having reached . . •  ' )  senses , which seem to have been attributed to 
*na- and *e- respectively . Taiof witnesses to this distinction . Any possessive 
sense which *na- and *e- might have retained was lost with the replacement of the 
possessive construction by the *ta construction in PNB . The attribution of a 
progressive sense to *na- rendered reduplication redundant , and it disappeared . 
The origin of the morpheme - u  ( Buka ' future ' ,  Teop ' non-present ' )  at the end 
of the verb phrase is obscure , but its distribution shows that it arose at the PNN 
or PNB stage , probably as part of the reallocation of tense/aspect functions . 
Once Structure B was wel l  established as the verb phrase of an independent 
clause with , among other senses , a potentially future use ,  then the integration 
into it of the intentional morphemes * l a  'go ' and *me 'come ' ( derived from 
directional verbs) was a natural step ,  as in : 
PET ( 258) e l i a  E NA NALA-G-U 
vi int v-sm-fut 
I � go cpy-I-shal l  
' I  shall  go and cPy ' 
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3.3. 2 .  Structure A 
The ' least marked ' verb phrase of PBV : 
PBV (2 59) ( asp+ ) sm ( +dirV) + V ( +adv) ( -om) ( -dir)  
underwent only a minimal change to produce PNN Structure A :  
PNN (260) ( asp+) sm ( +int) + V ( +adv) ( - em) ( -om) ( -dir)  
namely the incorporation of the case marker into the verb phrase by analogy with 
Structure B .  Whereas i n  Structure B however , this incorporation occurred through 
the ' boxing in ' of the case marker ,  in S tructure A it occurred by simple affixation . 
To return to reconstruction : 
PNN (26 1) *e l i a  G U  LA ma- i a  
sm V prep-om 
I I go with-him 
'I went with X ,  
a weakening of boundaries gave: 
PNN (262 )  * e l i a  GU LA-MA- I A  e X 
sm V-cm-om 
'I went with X ,  
reflected in relativisation : 
e X 
art X 
PNN (26 3) *e  X TO G U  LA-MA- I A  en i 
reI sm V-cm-om 
art X who I go-with-him this one 
' (It was) X, that I went with ' 
where ," en j serves as mandatory non-topic pronoun as attested by: 
PET (264) e Ha roma n , TU G U  LA-M- EN  
reI sm V-em 
art Hamman !Jho I go-with him 
' (It was) Haroman that I went with ' 
3.3.3. Nehan 
Nehan was attributed by Capell (1971 : 259-2 61) to the New Ireland family . 
Lincoln (1976) attributes it to the Bougainville regional grouping , but not to a 
specific subfamily . Todd ' s  (1978) study of its grammar enables it to be assigned to 
the North-Bougainville-Nehan group proposed in this paper ,  although , as Lincoln 
po ints out , it  has long been separated from the languages of the rest of Bougainvill e . 
The main grammatical clues to its membership presented above were:2 1  
a .  i ts strongly TVX structure ;  
b .  its l ack o f  case marking ; 
c .  the affixation of non-topic independent pronouns to possessive 
pronoun suffixes ; 
d .  the verb kae- 'be situated, exis t ' ,  which takes possessive-type 
pronoun suffixes as sub j ect markers and is derivable from PNN 
*ka- 'be ' + *e- ' auxiliary ' .  
Feature ( d )  indicates that Nehan once had Structure B ,  but has lost i t ,  retaining 
only the kae- structure . What appears to have happened is that Structure A and 
S tructure B were merged , the sequence ( -em) ( -om) was lost from Structure A ,  and the 
sequence ( -cm) ( -om) ( aux-sm )  from structure B ,  l eaving the Nehan verb phrase reported 
in section 2 . 2 . 3 . : 
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NEH ( 265)  ( asp-) sm ( +  {��} )  + V ( +adv) ( -dir) 
The introduction of preverbal modifiers to indicate some aspect categories is then 
explained as associated with the loss of the aspect-marking auxil iary ; indeed the 
rise of modifiers (also found in Taiof) may have occasioned the loss of the 
auxiliary by rendering it redundant . The postverbal subject marker attached to the 
PNN auxiliary was in any case redundant , as preverbal subject  markers remained . 
An important clue to the probability that Pre-Nehan had the case markers of 
PNN but lost them lies in the lack of prepositional case marking in Nehan and its 
identical treatment of all non-topic cases . It has been hypothesised above that 
prepositions became case markers in PNN ; these case markers were lost in Pre-Nehan , 
leaving all non-topic cases identically marked . 
3 . 4 . Proto-North Bougai nv i l l e  and subsequent deve l o pments 
Whereas Nehan apparently eliminated the redundancy of the two sub j ect  markers 
in Structure B by losing the postverbal subject marker , PNB took the opposite course 
and reduced the preverbal sub j ect markers to a verb introducer e ,  originally the 
third singular subj ect marker . This simplification has spread gradually to the 
Structure A (preverbal) sub j ect marker ( see table ( 170)  above) , and loss of person/ 
number distinction is compensated by the use of topic or non-topic independent 
pronouns as sub j ect . This  left the PNB skeleton structures . 
PNB ( 266)  
( 267 )  
(asp+) sm . . .  + V . . .  ( -dir) 
( asp+) vi . . .  + V . . .  -aux-sm ( -dir) 
Structure A 
Structure B 
At this  point , PNB split into Pre-Buka and Pre-Saposa-Tinputz , and each 
subgroup treated the preverbal complex in different ways . 
In Pre-Buka , the potential redundancy of a preverbal aspect marker and a post­
verbal aspect-marking auxiliary in one verb phrase was eliminated by loss of the 
aspect marker . However , the ' near past ' auxiliary *-e- was then lost by phonological 
attrition , and its function attributed to the directional marker , giving : 
PBK ( 268 ) sm 
( 269)  vi 
+ V 
+ V 
( -dir) Structure A 
( -aux) -sm (-dir) Structure B 
In Pre-Saposa-Tinputz ,  retention of the aspect marker marked the onset of the 
verb phrase , rendering the verb introducer and the already decayed preverbal 
sub j ect markers redundant and resulting in their loss . Henc e :  
PST ( 270)  asp 
( 271)  asp 
+ V 
+ v 
(-dir) 
-aux-sm ( -dir) 
Structure A 
Structure B 
In Taio f ,  the aspect marker was lost , but the postverbal auxiliary distinction 
between *-na- and *-e- remained . A result of this loss was the absence of any 
marker showing the onset of the verb phrase .  The formal identity of the Taiof/ 
Tinputz verb introducer to and the Teop relative marker to was noted earlier , and 
it is evident that Pre-Taiof and Pre-Tinputz demarked the Pre-Saposa-Tinputz focus 
construction so that it became the least marked structure . The focus construction 
in Teop includes a re lative clause : 
TEO ( 27 2 )  e I v i h i , TO PA TARA-U na 
reI asp V-npr 
art Ivihi, who past se e - u  I 
' (It was) Ivihi (that) I saw ' 
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Its earlier , Pre-Taiof ,  equivalent was : 
Pre-TAl ( 27 3 )  '� e  X ,  TO TARA- I nga 
reI V-om 
art X, who see-him I 
' (It was) X (that) I saw ' 
However , the unmarked equivalent of ( 273 )  did not mark the verb onset : 
Pre-TAl ( 274)  '�anga TARA- I e X 
V-om 
I see-him art X 
'I saw X ,  
and so ( 2 73 )  was demarked (and replaced ( 274» , leaving to as verb introducer : 
Pre-TAl ( 275 )  *e X TO TARA- I nga 
vi V-om 
art X 0 see-him I 
where the obj ect marker *- i guarantees proper case-recovery and the gloss 'I saw X ,  
(not 'X saw me ' ) . This is the situation that obtains in present-day Taiof and 
that has resulted in a re lativisation strategy different from that of all  other 
North Bougainvil le languages ( section 2 . 2 . 10 ) . 
4 .  CONCLUS IONS 
It can by no means be claimed that this  paper gives a complete description o f  
even the ' l east-marked ' verb phrases o f  Bougainville Oceanic languages ,  and the 
sketch of their historical developments given here neglects much , especially in the 
area of morphophonemics . The attempt to trace these developments , however , provides 
some j ustification for the genetic groupings given in Figure 1 ,  and provides a 
family-tree , which , as Lincoln ( 19 76a) observed , is only partly possible with 
phonological and l exical data . 
The division o f  the Bougainville family into a West subfamily (Banoni , piva) 
and the North-Nehan-Torau cluster is motivated by : 
(a )  the retention of PBV ,�� in the West subfamily and its loss in all  
other languages ; 
(b)  the development of the structure of verbal nominalisation to ' least 
marked ' status in the North-Nehan-Torau languages .  
The division o f  the North-Nehan-Torau cluster into an East subfamily (Mono , Torau , 
Uruava) and a North-Nehan group is  motivated by the continued development in the 
function and structure of Structure B « verbal nominalisation) in the North 
Bougainville languages , with which Nehan is grouped for the reasons given in 
section 3 . 3 .  The East subfamily also stands out as the only group in Bougainville  
to distinguish reflexes o f  POC *nt  and *nd . However , it is j ust possible that 
Nehan retains this distinction also . 
The North-Nehan group is assumed on the basis of very limited data to include 
Papapana , as it  shares with the North Bougainville  languages and Nehan the division 
of nouns into two categories : ' cl early countable '  ( PNN article *a )  and ' not clearly 
countable ' ( PNN article *0) . 
An account of the sequence of splits in the North Bougainville subfamily is 
provided in the section immediately above the present one . 
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NOTES 
1 .  My thanks go to Robert Blust , Ross Clark , Peter Lincoln and Darrell Tryon for 
their comments on an earlier version of this paper . Full responsibility for 
thi s  revised version , however , lies with me . 
2 .  In an earlier version of this paper it was suggested that the Bougainvil le and 
New Ireland families belonged to a much larger higher-order subgroup of Oceanic . 
However ,  there is evidence that most of the features crucial to establishing this 
subgroup may be retentions of previously unreconstructed POC contrasts ( Ross 
1981 ) . Hence , although such a subgroup has not been refuted , the evidence for 
it is weakened . 
3 .  The features here are the result of my own analysis of the sound- and cognate 
correspondences among most of the Oceanic languages of New Ireland and 
Bougainville , based on my own data , and a more cursory analysis of Choiseul 
languages , using data from Capell ( 1968) and Lanyon-Orgill (1950 ) . 
4 .  The bracketing conventions employed in reconstructions are : 
( X) 
( X , Y) 
[ X ] 
[ X ,  Y ]  
phoneme X may or may not have been present ; 
either phoneme X or phoneme Y was present ; 
alternate reconstructions with and without phoneme X are 
supported by the data ; 
alternate reconstructions , one with phoneme X ,  the other with 
phoneme Y ,  are supported by the data . 
5 .  SIS BAB re i s  of unknown origi n ;  PNI *[  i ]u , '�nu  reflect Poe *[ i ]-[  n ]u ; PBV '�§o i 
reflect Poe '�[ i ] - ko[ e ] ;  SIS ora , BAB z i ra reflect Poe "' i da ;  and PNI '�d i [ a ] , 
PBV '�[ a ]-D i [ a ]  reflect POC 1' - [ n ]t i [ a ] .  (POC pronoun reconstructions are from 
Ross 1981)  . 
6 .  My knowledge of Banoni syntax came first from Lincoln ' s  ( 1976b & c )  work , for 
which I am very grateful . My knowledge of Nehan syntax comes partly from Todd 
( 1978 ) , to whom I am also indebted . I would also like to thank the following 
informants , who provided lexical and/or syntactic data : Mr Andrew Belanias , 
Yatchibol village (Nehan) ; Mr John Tsihakou , Nova village , and Miss Helen Hosian , 
Hapan village ( Solos ) ; Miss Mary Koisan , Pororan Island , and Miss Dinah Teit , 
Petats Island (Petats ) ; Miss Alina Masina , Lontis village , and Mr Samu Sasama , 
Lemanmanu village (Haku) ; Miss Josephine Wariu , Baniata vil lage ( Selau ) ; Miss 
Josephine Tosan . Jupuno village , and Miss Rose Sisip ,  Kokoteni village (Taiof) ; 
Mr Ezekiel Ivihi , Takani vil lage , and Miss Ros lyne Purupuru, Teop village ( Teop) , 
Mr Chanel Suston , Sisiko village ( Tinputz) ;  Miss Ann Sirinai and Miss Rose Magasa ,  
Rorovana village ( Torau) ; S r  Mary Patrici a ,  Mariga village (Banoni) ; and Mr Moses 
Bil ik i , Gagara village ( Sisingga) . To all my informants , students and teachers 
following programmes at the Goroka campus of the University of Papua New Guinea , 
l owe a debt o f  gratitude for their patience and goodwil l . 
7 .  Text sources are Lincoln ( 19 76b & c) for Banoni and ( 19 76c ) for Piva; Wheeler 
( 19 1 3a) for Mono ; Todd ( 19 78) for Nehan ; Allen ( 1 9 78)  for Hanahan ; Hostetler 
and Hostetler ( 19 7 5) for Tinputz ; and a Saposa manuscript kindly provided by 
David Snyder of SIL .  
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8 .  Morpheme abbreviations used in this paper are : 
adv 
art 
asp 
aux 
cm 
cmp 
cop 
dir 
e 
fut 
i 
int 
1 
loc 
mod 
N 
npr 
adverb 
article 
aspect 
auxiliary 
case marker 
completive aspect 
copula 
directional 
exclusive 
future 
inclus ive 
intentional 
ligative 
locative marker 
modifier 
noun 
non-present 
obj 
om 
pl 
pl . e  
perf 
pl . i  
poss 
prep 
PrepP 
pg 
redup 
sg 
sm 
tr 
V 
vi 
1 , 2 , 3 , 4 
incorporated noun obj ect 
obj ect marker 
plural 
plural exclusive 
perfective aspect 
plural inclusive 
possession marker 
preposition 
prepositional phrase 
progress ive aspect 
reduplication 
singular 
subj ect marker 
transitive marker 
verb 
verb introducer 
1st , 2nd , 3rd , 4th persons 
9 .  I have said that the preverbal NP ( +  topic ) is one whose referent the speaker 
assumes the hearer can identify ; which of the available NPs falling into thi s  
category the speaker selects as topic is determined by other factors which 
include case , point-of-view , and inherent topicality ( I/not- I , animate/ 
inanimate etc . )  (cf . Olson 1979 ch . 2 ) . 
10 . For clarity ' s  sake , verb phrases are capitalised . 
1 1 . Texts consulted were Beaumont ( 19 79 )  for Tigak , Hutchisson ( 1975 )  for 
Sursurunga , Capell ( 1967 )  for Konomala , and Mosel ( 19 7 7 )  for Tolai . 
1 2 .  The analysis in this selection is largely due to Lincoln (19 76b) , but I must 
take the blame for any mis interpretations . 
1 3 .  The account of ta-distribution here i s  incomplete . For further details see 
TOdd ( 1978) . 
14 . All Mono examples in this section are from Wheeler ( 19 l 3a ) . 
1 5 .  I am grateful to David Snyder o f  SIL,  currently working on the Teop language , 
for pointing out the function of the fourth-person marker to me . I t  is 
presumably cognate with the Tinputz instrumental/locative/temporal preposition 
pa . 
16 . I have used the orthography of Hostetler and Hostetler ( 19 7 5 ) , but there may 
well be inaccuracies in my transcriptions of vowel-quality and -length . 
1 7 . My very limited Papapana data also point to *e-pron : 
PAP aatonu vanua TO TOONU E -NA 
vi V aux-sm 
three men � stand �- ?he 
'Three men are standing ' 
1 8 .  The development from poe "' ka- to PBV *ge- i s  unexplained ; cognates o f  PBV "'ge­
are found in Papua ( Ross 1 9 79 )  but not in New Ireland . 
19 . On recapitulation in Waskia , a non-Austronesian language of northern New Guinea , 
see Ross with Paol ( 1978 : 35-36 ) . 
20 . Givan ( 19 79 : 53 )  discusses this matter . 
21 . The features supporting Nehan ' s  membership of a group with North Bougainville 
languages include both the verb-phrase features presented in this paper and as 
yet unpublished features o f  the noun phrase ,  including the article system a 
and 0 described by Todd 1978) . 
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PROTO- K I MBE AND THE NEW GUI NEA OCEANIC HYPOTHES I S  
Raymond L .  Johnston 
O. I NTRODUCT ION 
In considering the Kimbe languages in relation to the New Guinea Oceanic 
hypothesis 1 three crucial issues present themselves : 
(a )  Is  the language ancestral to the present-day Kimbe languages 
( PK) a descendant of an earlier New Guinea Oceanic proto­
language ( PNGO) ? ( c f .  Pawley 1978) . 
(b) Are the Kimbe languages immediately related to the other AN 
languages of the New Guinea area? and 
(c)  Is there a fundamental dividing line at the Wil laumez Peninsula ,  
west of which the Bariai and North Coast-Madang Austronesian 
languages group distinct from the Kimbe languages ?  (cf . Chowning 
197 3 )  . 
These questions presuppose that there i s  a PK which can be reconstructed . Thus 
the reconstruction of Proto-Kimbe phonemes , certain etyma and limited grammatical 
forms is the first goal of this paper . 
A second goal , however , is to relate what is reconstructed to the wider picture 
for NGO . In so doing the reconstruction of an historical sequence of development is 
crucial because of earlier claims by other researchers . Milke (1976)  and Pawley 
(1978)  have broached the NGO hypothesis , however the role of the Kimbe languages in 
helping define the nature of putative NGO was undermined by Chowning ( 19 7 3 )  who , 
after comparing Kove as representative o f  the Bariai family , and Nakanai as represen­
tative of the Kimbe family , claimed that ( 19 7 3 : 2 2 7 )  " I f  NGA does include all the 
languages of the north coast of New Guinea . . .  I think it extremely unlikely that 
it will include any languages of the Kimbe family " . 
However , when the Kimbe languages are looked at from the point of view o f  their 
reconstructed form , Nakanai appears as the most mutated of the languages in its 
development from PK . Additionally there is some evidence of a substratum influence 
which looks to be of an Eastern Oceanic source . 
Crucial in the reconstruction of PK is the consideration of the Bali and Vitu 
dialects spoken on the French Islands , and which previously have not been seriously 
considered in comparative research in north-western New Britain . The Bali dialects 
appears to closely refl ect PK, and seems not too far removed from POC o The recon­
struction of PK identifies clearly the Kimbe languages as part of the subgroup o f  
Northern New Guinea . The dividing line at the Willaumez Peninsula is maintained , 
but not as clearly as indicated in Chowning ( 19 7 3 ) . The matter of whether PK and 
other putative groups such as Proto-New Ireland , Proto-Bougainville , Proto-North 
Coast-Madang , and Proto-Papuan Tip are first-order descendants of POC , or descendants 
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of an intermediary PNGO stage , cannot be resolved with reference to PK alone . How­
ever the data herein do show that the Kimbe languages ought to be grouped in their 
historical origins with all the other AN languages of New Guinea , even though they 
still remain distinct by certain criteria from the Bariai and North Coast subgroup . 
The Kimbe languages are situated in the central northern seaboard area of 
western New Britain . ( See Map 1 ) . The group is comprised of the following languages : 
Bali 
Vitu 
Bulu 
Bola 
Harua 
Meramera 
Nakanai 
total speakers 5 , 586 
3 , 1 3 2  
566 
6 , 194 
1 , 339 
1 , 561 
10 , 4 03 
The only Kimbe language to show any substantial dialect variation by geographical 
location is Nakanai , which is divided into dialects as follows : Bileki ( 6 , 47 7 ) , 
Maututu ( 1 , 31 2 ) , Loso ( 1 , 51 3 ) , Vere ( 7 37 ) , Ubae ( 364 ) . Despite their number , the 
Nakanai dialects are not widely divergent in phonology , lexicon or grammar . An 
account of the Nakanai dialects may be consulted in Johnston 1980a : 14-18 , while 
an account of the sociological situation of the Kimbe languages is available in 
Johnston 1980b . 2 
The Kimbe languages first came to the attention of comparative Austronesianists 
through the work of Goodenough ( 1961 a , b )  who demonstrated that Lakalai (Nakanai) and 
the other Kimbe languages di ffered from other nearby Austronesian languages , and 
adduced evidence to include Nakanai in Grace ' s  ( 19 59 )  subgroup consi sting of F i j ian , 
Rotuman and Polynesian . Goodenough ( 1961a) suggested that Nakanai and its relatives 
arrived in New Britain by means of a back-migration from the east . While the ties 
with Fij ian seem remarkable ,  Milke ( 1965 : 331)  refuted Goodenough , saying supposedly 
uniquely shared features he had noted may have a much wider distribution . Goodenough 
( 1961b) additionally reconstructed a number of proto-forms for ' Proto-Willaumez ' ,  
based on comparisons of Bul u ,  Bola and Harua . Chowning ( 1969 , 19 7 3 ,  19 76a ,b)  has 
ably summarised and extended such previous comparative research in New Britain , her 
main contribution perhaps being a strong rebuttal of Milke ' s  (1965)  arguments for 
the inclusion of Nakanai in his proposed NGO group . 
Previously there has been little recognition given to Bali and Vitu in the work 
on the Kimbe languages . These dialects appear to preserve a number of Oceanic 
features that are less evident in the other Kimbe languages . The author has amassed 
some materials in these two dialects , as we ll as in all of the Kimbe languages and 
all Nakanai dialects . 3 I t  is my hope that i f  the languages of the Kimbe family can 
be further analysed and their distinct phonological and grammatical histories 
demonstrated , then the Kimbe family might help in the overall task of refining the 
first attempts at understanding the proto-forms of larger groupings such as Oceanic , 
as in Grace ( 1969)  and Pawley ( 19 73 ) , and NGO (Pawley 1978) . Additionally the 
author would like to see an applied value for comtemporary speakers of the Kimbe 
languages , as their languages are analysed and established on consistent orthographic 
and grammatical footings . 
The claims of earlier researchers that some or all of the Kimbe languages group 
as a discrete entity on lexicostatistical estimates of shared cognacy in basic 
vocabulary ( Al len and Hurd 196 3 ;  Goodenough 1961b ; Dyen 196 5)  i s  confirmed by a 
cognate count of the first 100 items ( nouns) from Johnston 1980b : 144-14 8 . This list 
is the first comparison of items all elicited by the same fieldworker ( the author) 
under s imilar conditions and in a s imilar space of time for all languages . As the 
list is shorter than the commonly-used Swadesh 200 list , and includes a number of 
items general to coastal Melanesia and to Melanesian culture , it  i s  presumed to 
inflate somewhat on figures derived from comparing Swadesh l ists or their equivalent . 
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Cognacy ranges from 40 to 86% ( see Table 1 ) , and averages 5 2 . 6% . If the bottom 
diagonal row of percentages is excluded ( i . e .  al l neighbouring pairs) the range is 
from 40-66% , the average 4 8 . 4 % . 
Tabl e 1 :  L exi costati sti cal 
compari sons  of Ki mbe l anguages4  
BUL BOL �R NM �R 
BAL 47  4 3  44  40  4 2  
BUL 6 8  6 6  4 7  5 2  
BOL 85  49  52  
HAA 4 9  4 9  
NM 56 
Average : 52 . 6 %  
cf . Bali-Mangsing 12%  
Bali-Kaliai 2 5% 
c f .  % shared cognates calculated by 
Goodenough 1961b from 205-6 items : 
�R-BOL 66 HAA-BUL 54 BOL-BUL 53 
Shared cognate %s cited in Chowning 1969 : 
�R-NM 64 NM-HAR 5 2  NAK-BOL 3 5  
NM-BUL 59 HAA-BOL 66 
BUL-BAL/VIT 36-4 2 
1 .  SYNCHRON IC  PHONOLOGY 
The syllable pattern in all of the Kirnbe languages id (C) V .  Stress i s  penulti­
mat e ,  and non-phonemic in all non-ambivalent instances . High vocoids [ i  ] and [ u J  
are accordingly analysed as vowels in all occurrences , thus simplifying stress 
specification as predictably penultimate . Additionally , instrumental timing of 
segments in Nakanai (Johnston 1980a : 24 7- 260)  showed that high vocoids preceding a 
stressed vocoid approximated ful l vocoids in duration , rather than approximating 
the duration of non-obstruent contoids . A semi-vowel analysis therefore seems 
unwarranted on objective grounds . In the process of extensive elicitation of 
vocabulary and in consulting texts written by speakers of the Kirnbe languages , no 
tendency at all for native speaker literates to symbolise high vocoids in sequence 
with other vowels as semi-vowel s  has been observed . 
Again ,  for reasons dictated by the syllable analysis which I have proposed , 
prenasalised voiced stops in BAL , VIT , BOL and BUL have been analysed as unit 
phonemes . It so turns out that these have developed into their voiced stop counter­
parts according to a regular sound change in the other Kirnbe languages . Younger 
speakers from both east and west extremes of BOL appear to be changing from nasal to 
oral grade realisation of voiced stops , especially initially . In al l four languages 
preserving prenasalisation there is evidence of its dissolution . In HAR the nasal 
ongrade is very rare , and certainly never occurs initially , and we have treated it 
as a free variant of the oral ongrade stop . In BUL, BAL , BOL and VIT nasal clusters 
are the more common pronunciation , both ini tially and medial ly , however they are 
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less frequent ini tially , especially mb . In this paper voiced s tops in BAL , VIT , BOL 
and BUL are written as nasal clusters with occasional reduction in the initial con­
sonant to the non-complex counterpart , in cases where elicitation suggested it . 
Thus a proli feration of correspondence sets for voiced stops was avoided , and the 
phonemic nature of the stops in Kimbe more appropriately summarised and reconstructed . 
Phoneme I t  I is sounded as [ t s ]  preceding I i I  in all the Kimbe languages ,  except 
in HAR where [ s ]  allophone of It I appears before I i I .  The same applies for Bul u ,  
i n  which [ s ]  i s  an allophone of I t / , appearing before I i I  whereas [ t ]  appears in a l l  
other environments : 
s i tano 'earth ' 
ba s i 'give ' 
eus i 'see ' 
pa s i s i  'stand ' 
ma tatau  'sit ' 
i tomoto 'why ' 
kereeate  'sweet potato ' 
Simi larly [ s ]  appears very infrequently in Harua , one exception to its predict­
able conditioned environment being saoaeu l u  'ten ' which Goodenough appears not to 
have had in his data , but which could easily have been borrowed from Nakanai with 
s .  Otherwise HAR [ s ]  appears before I i I  or intervocalically between I i I  and leI in 
that order , e . g .  
m i seu 
s i e i  
' 1st person trial exclusive ' 
'grass skirt ' 
There are a couple of exceptions . Goodenough ( 1961b : 2 ) cites t i o for 'nine ', but 
my elicitation did not lead to that form at all , and I therefore support Goodenough ' s  
suggestion that t i o  is a loan (his reason being that he would expect r i o  in HAR) . 
s appears in loanwords such as m i s i n  and it could be that the two allophones [ s ]  and 
[ t ]  have become distinct phonemes for modern HAR as Goodenough has suggested , but i t  
is also clear that they were relatively recently allophones of the one phoneme I t  I 
and should be regarded as such for comparative purposes ( although they may sti l l  
with profit b e  listed distinctly in wordlists in order that the information a s  to 
their conditioning should not be covered over) . 
Goodenough ( 1961b : 4 )  correctly points out the morphophonemic variation in HAR 
where the final vowel s  of verbs when followed by the third person s ingular obj ect 
pronoun -a shift u to i ,  0 to e, and a to e .  He cites PW* g u t u  'cook ' to HAR gus i -a ;  
pW* ( kK) amumu to HAR kamum i -a 'to fo llow him exactly ' ;  PW* l oNo 'hear ' HAR l onge-a ; 
Pw* ma t i /*m i ta 'to see ' HAR m i se-a ; plus other examples . 
Certain problems o f  vowel hiatus , initial vowels , and PW *h  are also considered 
by Goodenough ( 1961b : 18-23 )  which I ' ve not covered . 
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Tabl e 2 :  
bilabials 
voiced stops mb 
Phonol og i cal  
alveolars 
nd 
chart for t he Ki mbe Languages 
velars Comments 
I)g No prenasalisation in HAR, NAK , MER 
voiceless stops p t k BOL Ikl for I�I and Ik/ ,  NAK Ihl 
fricatives & 5 
nasals m n 
flap v r 
lateral 1 
front central 
vowels-
high i 
mid e 
low a 
� 
I) 
back 
u 
0 
for 
BAL 
HAR 
NAK 
I�/ , MER I?I for 
Iz/,  VIT leI for 
[ 5 ]  allophone 
no Inl or II)I 
o f  
MER has no /'f l  
I�I and Ikl 
lsI , BUL and 
I t  I 
In HAR , BOL and BUL I�I is manifested in free fluctuation as [ � .  x ,  h ] ,  
although there are difficulties with the analysis o f  this phoneme and its allophones , 
which is orthographically rendered by literates as ' g h ' or ' h , . 5 
In MER luI i s  manifested as [ U ]  fol lowing a nasal word finally ; I i I  occurs as 
I I I  word finally following an alveolar stop or fricative . In NAK I i I  is not usually 
sounded after It I and lsI word finally and [ U ]  fluctuates with [ u ]  word final ly 
after Im/ . 
2 .  RECONSTRUCT ION O F  PROTO-KIMBE PHONEMES AND ETYMA 
This section is arranged as follows : 
2 . 1 .  An English to Proto-Kimbe finderlist of reconstructed PK etyma and the 
evidence for them , plus the corresponding Poe form in most instances . Prenasalised 
forms of PK are not written , since the prenasalisation feature is phonemic . The 
' traditional ' prenasalised forms of Poe etyma have however been retained . 
2 . 2 .  A listing of the evidence for the consonant correspondences which indicate the 
PK consonants which I have reconstructed , indexed to the finderlist . 
2 . 3 .  A listing of evidence relating to PK vowels and their reconstruction , also 
indexed to the finderlist . 
2 . 4 .  A table of correspondences between poe, PK and the consonants of the Kimbe 
l anguages . 
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For the most part , reconstructed forms of pronouns , numerals and grammatical 
forms are listed only in the appropriate sections of part 3 of the paper . These 
forms have not been exhaustively cross-referenced into Sections 2 . 2 .  and 2 . 3 . ,  so 
further evidence of Proto-Kimbe phonemes can be adduced by the reader by referring 
carefully to part 3 .  The reader wi ll  note that for a number of etyma a considerable 
body of ' residual ' data , not conforming to PK, is also listed , which could possibly 
reflect a substratum immigratory influence from Eastern Oceanic . A strict criterion 
of correspondences between BAL and VIT , NAK and MER, and one of the Willaumez lan­
guages was for the most part used in reconstruction , in order to filter out any 
possible substratum influence in the Kimbe area . This explains the small number of 
reconstructions , with familiar items such as fire , leg ,  and tooth miss ing . 
Goodenough ( 1961b) gives reconstructed forms for Proto-Willaumez etyma . A comparative 
wordlist for Nakanai dialects and Meramera was given in my doctoral dissertation 
(Johnston 1978)  . 
2 . 1 . Engl i sh to Proto-Ki mbe fi nderl i st and ev i dence 
'after ' 
BAL 
HAR ,  NAK, MER 
BOL 
PK 
poe 
'areca nut ' 
BAL , VIT , 
HAR, NAK , 
PK 
POC 
'axe ' 
BAL , VIT , 
BUL , HAR 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
'back (n )  , 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
'banana ' 
BUL , BOL 
BAL 
HAR, MER 
NAK 
PK 
POC 
BOL 
MER 
BOL 
m i  r i mu r  i 
m u l  i mu l  i 
mu r i  
," mur i 
'�mud i  
mbua 
bua 
*bua 
*mpuaq 
k i  ra 
ki 1 a 
i l a  
'�k i ra 
"'k i Ram 
poke 
poke 
po?e 
'�90ke ( ? )  
�und i 
mbets i  
�ud i 
�ug i 
*eund i 
*pun t i  
Residue : 
BAL alternative pa t s i  c f .  
NAK uats  i 'stone ' 
Residue : 
MER uaba 
Residue : 
BUL boto 
BOL , HAR b i to 
NAK poga 'lumbar ' 
MER po?a ' lwnbar ' 
The correspondences PK '�9 to BAL Imbl and PK *nd to BAL [ t s ] (phonologically I t / )  
are irregular . 
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'beautifu l ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
'bird ' 
BAL 
NAK 
BUL , MER , VIT 
PK 
Poe 
'blood ' 
BOL , BUL 
HAR 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'breadfruit ' 
BAL , VIT 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
PK 
'breast '  
BAL 
VIT 
BOL, BUL, HAR 
NAK , MER 
PK 
poe 
'butterfly ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BOL 
NAK , LOS , MAU , MER 
PK 
poe 
'canoe ' 
BAL 
BOL 
HAR 
NAK, MAU , LOS 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'cassowary ' 
BAL 
HAR 
NAK 
PK 
mazata 
ma 1 asa 
ma rasa 
*mazat 
man u ku 
ma 1 u  
man u  
'�manuk 
*manuk 
nda ra 
da 1 a  
da 1 a  
'�da ra 
daRa 
ku 1 u  
Residue : 
BAL kand i roeo probably from 
poe * kan i and *Ropo 
Res idue : 
BAL , VIT topo 
NAK, UBA, MAU, LOS kasoso 
VER ?asoso 
cf . poe and PPN *toto 
unu (probably by analogy with PK *n to NAK * 1 ) 
u 1 u  
*ku 1  u 
'''ku 1 u 
* 1  to MER / 1 /  shows differential rate of change 
zuzu 
6U6U 
r u ru 
s u s u  
*zuzu 
*susu 
kambamba 
kambembe 
mbembe 
be be 
'':ka bebe 
*mpempe 
&anga 
anga 
aga 
oaga (phonemically uaga )  
oal)a 
*eaga  
,''Wal)ka 
ndundu 
tundu 
dudu 'decorative p lume ' 
1'dudu 
Residue : 
BAL alternative kambeke 
Residue : 
NAK kehu 
MER me l ege 
Occurrence of prenasalised d in HAR is unusual . 
'climb ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
pac 
'co ld ' 
BAL , VIT 
BUL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
pac 
'cooked, 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
pac 
'cr>y '  
BOL 
r>ipe ' 
MER, BUL, HAR 
NAK 
PK 
pac 
'dig ' 
BAL , VIT , BUL 
HAR , BOL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
pac 
'distr>ibute ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
HAR 
BOL 
PK 
poe 
, d:rink ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
BUL , VIT 
BOL 
PK 
poe 
'ear> ' 
BAL , VIT, BUL ,  BOL , HAR 
MER 
PK 
pac 
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za§e 
sahe/sae 
sa?e/ sae 
*zaqe 
'�nsake 
mar)g i -mar)g i -ar)a 
ma i r)g i  
mak i g i  
Residue : 
BOL, HAR r i ke 
maka r i g i  also ma i g i  (all dialects ) 
ma? i g i  
'�ma -ka r i g  i 
'�ma-d  i d i r) 
mazaka 
maosa 
ma sosa (probable lexical reduction cf . NAK maosaosa 'almost 
*maozak cooked ' 
*ma-asa 
t ar) i t i  
tar) i 
ta 1 i 
"' tar)  i t  
*ta r) i s  
§e l i 
ke l i 
0 1  i 
e l a i  
'��e l  i 
*ke l  i 
eazen i 
e i  I e  
eeru 
e i neru (metathesis ) 
eabe ru 
*eazen i ( transitive marker poe *-n i petrified?) 
'�vaze 
!t i n um i  
n i ? i n u 
1 i u (metathesis ) 
§ i n u 
n i n u 
*q i n um 
* i num 
t a l  i r)a 
tar)  i 1 a 
*ta  1 i r)a 
*ta l i r)a 
Residue : 
NAK , UBA , MAU , LOS gavusa 
NAK alternative p i to 
MER alternative t u l  i 
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'eat ' 
BAL, VIT, BUL 
BOL , HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
Poe 
'excreta ' 
BAL 
BOL , HAR 
NAK 
MER 
LOS 
9an i  
kan i 
a l  i 
an i 
"'gan i  
*kan i 
ta�e-ta�e 
ta�e 
ta- tae 
tae- tae 
tae 
PK '� taqe 
Poe *taq i 
( BAL form may mean 'rubbish ' )  
'eye ' 
In all languages 
PK 
poe 
'face ' 
BAL 
MER, NAK 
PK 
'father ' 
BAL, MER, NAK, HAR 
BOL , BUL , VIT 
PK 
poe 
'finger ' 
BAL , NAK 
HER 
PK 
poe 
'fish ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BUL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'fly (verb) ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'flying fox ' 
BAL , BIT 
HAU 
MER 
PK 
poe 
mata 
'�mata  
*mata 
f)a l u  
l agu  (metathesis)  
*f)a l u  
tama 
tata  
*t ama 
'� tama 
kuku 
u?u 
*kuku 
*kuku 
i a  
a i a  
'� i �af)  
'� i kan 
roeoko 
l oeo 
1 080 
'� roeok 
* Ropo 
mbe�a 
beka 
be?a 
*be�a 
*mpef)ka 
Residue : 
BOL, BUL kuee 
BAL k i ndoko c f .  BOL 
NAK koko 'excrete ' 
Residue : 
VIT , BOL,  BUL mbembe 
HAR bebe 
cf . poe '�mpempe 
cf . 'butterfly ' 
Residue : 
BUL kaee 
BOL kopa 
HAR tabu rek i 
NAK , LOS burek i 
VER bu re? i 
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'front� first� ahead ' 
BAL , BOL 
HAR , NAK , MER 
PK 
poe 
mUl)ga 
muga 
"'muga 
*muqa 
POC '�q to PK *g is unexplained . 
'full ' 
BAL 
MER, HAR 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
'garden ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'go doum ' 
BAL 
MER , NAK 
PK 
poe 
eonuku 
eon u 
eo l u  
*eon u k  
*pon uq 
!}uma 
mahuma 
mauma 
*maq uma 
'�quma 
z i o 
s i eo 
'�z i eo 
"'ns  i po 
'grandparent� grandchild ' 
BAL t umbu 
NAK , MER t ubu 
PK * t ubu 
poe 
'hear ' 
BAL, BUL 
HAR, BOL , MER 
NAK 
PK 
POC 
'house ' 
BAL 
BOL, VIT 
MER , NAK , BUL , HAR 
PK 
poe 
'knee ' 
BAL , BOL 
VIT 
BUL 
NAK 
'� t umpu 
1 01)0n i 
1 01)0 
1 0 1 0  
* l ol)on i 
'� 1 ol)o/*dol)o 
ruma ka 
ruma 
l uma 
* rumak 
'� Rul)ma 
t u ru 
t u t u r u  
t u t u l u  
t u l u  
Res idue : 
BOL §an i a  
HAR 1 e!}o 
Residue : 
BOL , HAR p u r u  
NAK alternative p u r u s u  
Residue:  
BAL s i s i  
MER 
PK 
pa t u l  u (may be combination o f  '� pa t u  and * t u r u )  
'� turu  
poe "' tudu 
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' leaf ' 
BAL 
MER 
VIT 
NAK 
BUL 
PK 
Poe 
'light (n ) ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'light ' ( = not heavy) 
BAL 
HAR, BUL 
BOL 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
rauna 
l au l au  
raurau  
g a l a l au 
l a l a u 
'� raun 
*ndaun 
ndama 
maga (metathesis)  
muada (metathesis )  
'�dama 
'�dama 
Residue : 
BOL pal)ga 
HAR paga 
maza�aza�-al)a Residue : 
ma l a�a l a�a NAK alternative maeu l aha/mae u l aga 
ma ra�a ra�a 
ma l ama l a  'easy ' 
ma rama ra ' lightened, relieved ' 
*ma -zaqazaq -a l)a 
PK '�ma - is presumed to correspond to poe '�ma- stative prefix . PK '�-al)a is 
nominalising/adj ectivalising suffix . 
'lime, ash ' 
BAL 
BOL , BUL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
' log ' 
BAL , BOL 
HAR ,  NAK 
PK 
'louse ' 
VIT , BUL 
HAR, BOL 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
'male ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'mother ' 
BAL , MER 
NAK 
BOL 
HAR 
PK 
poe 
�aeu 'ash, dust ' 
�ambu l o  
�abu l 0  
haeu 
oaeu 
*qae u l  
'�apuR/'�kapudu 1 
ponda 
poda 
'�eoda 
�utu  
kutu  
utu  
'��utu 
'� kutu  
( 1 )  
tama�ane 
hatama l e  (metathesis)  
l a tamane 
*tamaqane 
* tamo l e/*I)mane 
t i na 
t i l a  
k i na 
k i n i  
,� t i na 
* t i na 
Residue : 
BOL , BUL kamal)g i 
HAR kamag i 
Residue : 
BAL mbonu ,  eutu  ( 1 )  
MER l es a  
Residue : 
VIT e i e i  
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'my ' ( inal ienable) 
BAL , VIT ,  BOL, BUL 
HAR , NAK, MER 
PK 
pac 
'name ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BUL 
BOL , HAR 
MER , NAK 
PK 
pac 
'nape of neck ' 
BAL , BOL , BUL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
pac 
'navel ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BUL 
NAK, MER 
PK 
pac 
- I)gu  
-gu  
," -gu  
"'-I)ku 
i zana 
� i ea 
r i a  (metathesis)  
ra 
i sa 
'�q i zan 
*qansan 
k i ndu  
k i d u 
k i s u 
i s u 
*k i du 
'�I) kens u/*I)kenj u 
puzo 
pueo 
mb uru  
buso 
'�buso 
*mpuso 
Residue : 
BOLA k i  l a  
The set of correspondences PK "'mb to BAL , VIT /p/ is irregular . 
'net (fishing - large) , 
BAL 
BUL , BOL 
HAR 
NAK , MER 
PK 
pac 
'night, darkness ' 
BAL 
VIT 
NAK, MER 
PK 
'new ' 
BUL 
BOL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
au�oto 
auko 
augo 
auo 
*�u�ot 
'�puko 
ma r i  I)gomo 
ma r i l)go 
ma l i goma 'darkness ' 
�'ma r i gomo 
ka l ambaka 
ka ramba 
ka l aba 
a l aba 
a l aba 
*�a rabak 
' numeral formative for six to nine ' 
BAL, VIT , BOL , HAR po l o-
MER pan-
NAK uo 1 0 'six ' 
BUL ao l o/�o l o  'six ' 
PK '��o l o  
Residue : 
BOL rondo 'night ' 
HAR l odo 
MER l odo 
NAK l ogo 
BUL bOl) i 
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'obsidian ' 
BAL §ane 
NAK ha l i 
MER a l  i 
PK *qane 
'oven ' 
BAL , VIT §umu 
NAK h umu/umu 
PK ," q umu 
Poe '�qumu 
'paddZe '  
BAL boze re 
NAK , HAR, BOL , BUL bo re 
VIT .eotle 
MER bo l e  
PK *bozer 
Poe *ponse 
'pig ' 
BAL mbo roko 
BUL, BOL, VIT mbo ro 
HAR bo ro 
HAK ,  MER bo l o  
PK '�bo rok 
Poe '�mpoRo 
'put ' 
BAL ta ru� i 
MER, NAK tau 
BOL ru 
HAR u r i  (metathesis)  
PK * t a r uq 
Poe *taRu 
Note PK ," e to MER, NAK ¢ ; cf . ' reciprocal ' .  
'rain ' 
Residue : 
BOL , BUL babe 
MER gama 
Residue : BAL 
VIT 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
�uzal)a 
�utla 
h u ra 
BOL , HAR ea l a  cf . NAK l eaea l a  
'rat ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BUL, BOL , HAR 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
' reciprocal prefix ' 
BAL 
"'q uzal)a 
*q unsan 
kubuzeke 
kutluee 
kuruee 
ku ( hu ) s uke 
* k ueuzek 
"'kunsupe 
ba r i  
BUL kadabu 
MER adaeu 
Residue : 
MER go? i 
MER 
NAK 
ma¢ i ( irregular correspondence wi th '�e ) 
eu¢ i 
BOL 
PK 
poe 
PEO 
ea¢¢ 
*ea r i  
*pa i 
'�paR i  
PK '� r  to MER ,  NAK ¢ is irregular . c f .  'put ' .  
P K  '�e to MER Iml i s  also irregular . 
'wet season ' 
'road ' 
BAL 
VIT ,  BUL , BOL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'root ' 
VIT 
BOL 
BUL 
HAR 
BOL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'rotten ' 
BAL 
HAR, NAK 
BOL 
MER 
VIT 
PK 
poe 
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nda 1 al)a 
nda 1 a  
da 1 a  
ga 1 a 'orawl ' 
?a 1 a  'orawl ' 
* da 1 al)a 
'�nsa  1 al)/*nj a l aI) 
eo raka 
ea ka 
aka 1 aka 
ka l a  
aka 
ua 
?a?a 
"'eo rak 
'�waka 
mapu rutu  
maeu 1 u  
maeuru  
maeu 1 u  
ma pu 
*ma-eurut  
'�ma-puru  
Residue : 
NAK gauru  'road ' 
UBA a i  
MER yea 
I presume that ma- was a separate morpheme in PK, to allow the morpheme-initial 
realisation of PK */e/ as BAL /p/ , since /e/ would be expected medially . 
'sea ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BOL/BUL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'shadow ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
poe 
n daz i k i  
ndae i 
nda r i  
da r i  
gas  i 'wave ' 
das i 'wave ' 
'� daz i k 
'�tans i k 
n uanua 
1 unu  
ka 1 u 1  u 
*ka n uan ua 
'�nunu  
A differential rate of change is  shown by the correspondence sets for 'shadow ' and 
'that ' .  I f  we assume PK *n to NAK / 1 /  via MER /n/ as a ' wave ' of change ,  then 
'shadow ' and 'that ' show the advancement of this change into MER . For most occur­
rences of PK '�n ,  hO\-Tever , MER retains /n/ . 
'sky ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
Poe 
1 al) i t i  
1 a l) i 
1 ag i  
* l a l) i t  
�' 1 al) i t  
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'sleepy ' 
BAL 
BOL 
HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
Poe 
'smel l '  ( intransitive) 
MER 
BUL 
HAR 
NAK 
PK 
t u r u - t u r u - n i  
mata - t u l u 
makene-tu- t u l u 
mat a - t u- t u l u  
ma ta-tu l u- t u l u 
*ma t a - t u r u - t u r u- n i 
'�ma - t udu  
mal) i 
mal) i na 
mal) i no 
ma l i 
*mal) i n ( a , o)  
( -na/ -no presumably is a suffix) . 
'stand ' 
BAL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
Poe 
mand i r i 
mag i r i  
mag i I i 
*ma -d i r i 
*G i n i  
ma - is presumed to represent petrified stative prefix ; occurrence of 9 rather than 
d in MER form presumed to indicate the early realisation of the change MER d > NAK 9 
in MER itsel f .  
'stone ' 
BAL , MER tla t u  
NAK, VER , LOS ua ts i 
PK *ea t u  
Poe '�pat u 
* e  to NAK lui  preceding lal cf . *eanga NAK uaga 
'� u to NAK I i i  is irregular ; NAK I i i  conditions 
, sugar cane ' 
NAK, MER, BAL , VIT 
PK 
POC 
'sun ' 
BUL , BOL 
HAR , NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
'tai l ' 
BAL , VIT 
BUL , HAR 
BOL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
toeu except VER eoeogo 
* toeu 
,� topu 
�a ro 
�aro 
oaso 
'�qazo 
'�qanso 
I i ko 
i ku 
ku 
ki u (metathesis)  
? i u  
'� i  ku 
* i ku 
t s  
Residue : 
BOL , BUL , BAL ( alternate) 
VIT kendo 
HAR kedo 
allophone 
Residue : 
BAL eo roto 
VIT eo ro 
of It I 
kendo 
'ten ' 
BAL 
VIT 
HAR 
BUL 
NAK, DBA, LOS , MER 
VER 
PK 
PCC 
'that ' 
BAL 
MEL 
NAK 
PK 
POC 
'throat ' 
BAL , VIT ,  BUL , BOL , HAR 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
'tie, bind ' 
BAL 
MER 
NAK 
PK 
'tongue ' 
BAL 
BUL ,  BOL 
HAR , MER, LOS 
PK 
'tree ' 
BAL, VIT ,  BUL 
BOL , HAR 
MER 
PK 
PCC 
'visaera ' 
BOL 
HAR 
BUL 
NAK 
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za ( f)a ) ttu l uku 
�af)attu l u  
i - raf)attu l u  
raf)attu l u  
sattu l u  
satturu  
*zaf)attu l uk 
'�nsa f)apu 1 u 
i n i  
e l  i 
e l e  
�: i n i 
,q n i  
l ogo 
l oho 
l o?o 
* l oqo 
tt i z i 
tatt i 1 i e  
tt i r i 
*tt i z i  
tambe l a  
tambe l e  
tabe l e  
*tabe l e  
�a i 
ka i 
a i  
*�a i 
'� ka i 
tamund i 
t amud i 
tamond i 
t amus i 
Residue : 
BOL ko l o  
BUL ko l a  
Residue : 
VIT l abe 
NAK ka l amea 
UBA kame l a  (metathesis)  
VER ?a ramea 
MAU ka l amea 
POC *amea 
Residue : 
NAK (all dialects ) obu 
Residue : 
BAL , VIT ma f)ga l  i 
MER maga 1 i 
There is  still ndundu 'aassowary ' ( BALl c f . NAK d udu , where d might be due to the 
reduplicated syllable preventing NAK *dus u .  There is  the chance too that the pre­
sumed cognate is only illusory . 
'vomit ' 
BAL l ua l uaka 
VIT 1 ua 1 ua 
BUL , BOL 1 ua 
HAR k u l u l ua 
NAK ka l a l ua 
MER a l ua l ua 
PK '� l ua l uak 
poe * 1 uaq 
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'when ' 
BAL 
VIT 
BUL 
BOL 
HAR 
NAK 
LOS 
MER 
PK 
PCC 
'yesterday ' 
BAL 
BOL 
NAK 
MER 
PK 
poe 
J) i za - J)a 
J) i ea 
J)a re-ka 
J)ga r i - ka 
ga r i  - ka 
ga¢ i - sa ( ?  metathesis from ga r i ka )  
g¢¢ i - sa (probably P K  '�k to I¢I and P K  * z  to l s i )  
a¢ i - sa  
'�J) i za-J)a 
'� J) i nsan  
J) a rae i  'afternoon ' 
rae i 
a l a l ae i  
l ae i  
*aJ)a rae i 
'�Rap i 
Residue : 
BAL J)o ra BUL no l a  'yesterday ' 
cf . PCC *noRA 
*aJ)a- is a prefix meaning ' past time ' . 
2 . 2 .  I n dex of evi dence for PK  consonant co rrespondences 
1'b 
areca nut 
butterfly 
flying fox 
grandparent 
navel 
pig 
�'d  
blood 
cassowary 
light 
nape of neck 
road 
sea 
stand 
viscera 
*g 
cause 
cold 
front 
my ( inalienable) 
night 
,�t 
cry 
ear 
excrement 
eye 
father 
mother 
sleepy 
stone 
sugar cane 
tongue 
*k 
axe 
finger 
rat 
root 
tail 
vomit 
*q 
climb 
excreta 
garden 
lime , ash 
mal e  
obsidian 
oven 
rain 
sun 
throat 
'�e 
back (n )  
banana 
canoe 
fly 
four ( see Tabl e 6 )  
l ime 
log 
net 
numeral formative 
root 
rotten 
stone 
yesterday 
It would seem that PK *e morpheme ini tial l y  is variably reflected as Ipl and lei in 
BAL and VIT ,  reflecting PCC *p , which is  consistently reflected as lei medi al l y  in 
PK and all the daughter languages . Observation of this limited regularity removes 
the need to posit PK ,�w ,  appearing only initial ly . The conditioning noted here 
presumably reflects a PK phoneme lei which had Ipl as an initial allophone as 
witnessed by such pairs of correspondence as : 
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e . g .  VIT poke 'faU ' 
NAK poke 'back ' ( noun) 
c f .  VIT ma pu 'rotten ' 
NAK maeu l u  'rotten ' 
,I.;z ..... r *m 
beautiful after bird 
breast axe eye 
cooked fly ( verb) father 
distribute house male  
go  down knee 
*n light ( = not heavy) l ea f  
bird name night 
navel pig drink 
paddle put eat 
rat reciprocal prefix ful l 
ten stand male 
tie mother 
when ,� 1 shadow 
breadfruit that 
'�g ear *f) dig face 
eat hear cry 
fish sky sky 
house tail smell 
when new vomit 
tree 
2 . 3 .  Vowel correspondences 
Vowels are on the whole  represented uniformly by five contrastive vowels in 
each of the languages of the Kimbe family . These vowels i ,  e ,  a ,  0 ,  u ,  for the 
most part reflect corresponding vowels in POC o We therefore readily reconstruct 
five PK vowels , * i , *e , *a , *0 , *u , i llustrated by a number of correspondence sets , 
such as '�a in 'flying fox ', 'areca nut ' and 'sea ' ;  '�e in 'flying fox ', 'rat ' and 
'man ' ;  "' i in 'sea ', 'stand ' ;  '�o in 'throat ', 'sun ' and ' lime ' ;  finally * u  in 'areca 
nut ', 'grandparent ' and 'navel ' .  
Irregular correspondences are il lustrated by : 
BAL a to e in the other languages , as in 'butterfly ', 'tongue ' ;  
BAL u to NAK i i n  'stone ' but not for pat s i 'areca nut ' ;  
BAL, VIT 0 to u in the other languages , as in 'tai l ' ;  
BAL e to u in the other languages ,  as in 'banana ' ;  
BAL eo to NAK u ( POC "'wa )  as in 'root ' ;  
NAK 0 sometimes corresponds to MER e as in 0 1  i and e l  i 'to dig ' .  
Other non-correspondences are BAL a to NAK 0 a s  i n  'ripe ', BAL 0 to NAK a a s  i n  
'night ', 'dark ', BAL i to ME R  and NAK e a s  i n  I n l  'this ' to e l e .  I n  these latter 
cases it is easy to find counter examples to the reverse as in BAL meme 'urinate ' 
to MER m i m i  and NAK m i m i s i . 
For the Willaumez languages , Goodenough ( l96lb : 4- S) noted that "Sometimes , under 
conditions which are not clear , there have been assimilations and dissimilations of 
vowel height . . .  Since no consistent pattern is discernibl e ,  I treat these irregular 
correspondences as ambiguous for reconstruction purposes " .  He cites 'when ', 'right 
hand ', 'wing ', 'to tie ', 'sibling (opp . sex) ', 'to think/know ', 'rotten ', 'to wal k/ 
come from ', 'to smel l  ( transitive ) ', 'intestines ' .  Those of this s e t  that I have 
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compared I have either resolved by looking at the non-Wil laumez languages or let the 
PCC form resolve any ambiguity since only a minority of cases is involved . Goodenough 
also draws attention to correspondences between BOL a and HAR i and between BUL 0 and 
BOL and HAR i which lead him to ambiguous reconstructions PW * ( a  i )  and ,', (0 i )  on the 
basis of 'worm ', 'back (of body) ', 'mother ',  'earth/sand/clearing ' .  Goodenough 
bel ieves however that there is outside evidence that the vowel i represents an 
innovation . 
A final complication with vowels is also noted by Goodenough , and was mentioned 
in the discussion of synchronic phonology ( section 1 ) , specifically that the final 
vowels of verbs when followed by the third person singular obj ect pronoun -a shift 
as follows in harua : u to i ,  0 to e ,  and a to e .  
Much o f  the above information can be approximately summarised as follows for 
three of the Kimbe l anguages : 
BAL MER NAK 
poe & PK 
�'a a ,  e e a ,  0 
*e e ,  a e e ,  0 
* i  i ,  e i ,  e i ,  e 
a a a ( after a bilabial continuant) 
*0 0 ,  a ,  u 0 ,  a 0 
,�u u , 0 u ,  a ,  u ,  0 ,  
Tabl e 3 :  Consonant correspondences among POC , PK and Kimbe fami l y  l anguages N 
""" 
PK '�b *d *g ,�t * k  *q *9 1, Z  ,�� ;': r * 1  ;\-m ," n '�I) 
POC *mp , *nd ,  *n t ,  *I)k ,� t *k * q , '�k '�p *ns , *5 *k * R ,  * d  * 1  ;\-m ,  1::n ,  *1) 
I n 0 
*I)P *nj '�I)m *ii  
III ::s Vl Vl 0 c ::s 
BAL mb n d ,  1 ,  r I)g t k !J 9 z � r 1 m n I) � � 1lI C-+  
VIT mb nd  t k 9 e 1 -s I)g � � r m n I) '< n 0 
BUL mb nd  I)g t k � 9 r 1 1 
-s � m n I) -s ro Vl 
BOL mb nd I)g t k � 9 r k r 1 m n I) -c 0 
liAR b d ,  1 9 t k !J 9 r k 1 1 
::s 
m n I) 0-ro 
b d ,  1 ,  7 , ¢ 7 , ¢ 9 1 1 ,  
::s 
MER r 9 t 5 ¢ 5 m n I) n ro ;g 
NAK b d ,  1 ,  k ,  h ,  e ,  1 ,  1 ,  1 1 
Vl 
r 9 t ¢ ¢ U 5 ¢ r r ,  5 m g ,  0 c:r 6 ro 
Ihl /7/ There NAK I rl 
c-+ I C BAL , MER, NAK MER variably are NAK ¢ re- two corre- Appar- � � NAK I I I and MER real ised a number o f  interpreted between ro 0 reflected spondence ently ro 
or I rl /7/ may as [ 0  J as lei as Ihl by ::s m additional sets give high uncon- t>:1 " 
m after a also go before and Ipl variable and some PK * r  to vowels ditioned A :.. 
high to ¢ ; r a J  word unpredictab l e  :c: e morpheme speakers NAK , MER dual t:l -0 
n vowel presum- initi- initial ly alveolar also BAL ¢ , also reflex 0 '"'3 n :,: 
t ably *k ally and in all reflexes in and NAK Igl NAK I t  I in NAK t>:1 III S and *q some- except BUL , all languages ::s :c: 0- t>:1 
are in times is NAK ; also PK *z corre- � 
the found appears sponding to ::::: c;) 
reflec- intermit- lsi , Inl and 
3 � process c:r 
It I in addit-
ro � o f  ted also tently 
merging [ u  J ion to the ...., as reflected III 3 R as Imbl more regular �, --' � ( BAL , VIT , correspond- '< :c: 
BUL) or Ibl ences listed ..... III (") 
(MER , NAK) ; ::s <.C :,: 
also in MER c � as Iml and III <.C 
NAK as Ihl 
ro '"'3 Vl :,: 
initially � � 
NOTE : Allowance has been made , in interpreting correspondence sets , for a wave of change from BAL (most conservative) 
to NAK, roughly in the sequence west to east , with some reflexes l agging behind a predictable sound change , and " � 
others realising it early along with the next l anguage in the postulated historical sequence ( see part 4 . 1 . ) . 
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3 .  GRAMMAT I CAL SYSTEMS 
Noun phrase and clause formats in the Kirnbe languages are unremarkable for 
Oceanic languages . The genitive phrase ,  however , appears originally to have been of 
the preposed form . The basic clause format is NP VP (NP) (Prep P) (Prep P) . The 
basic head modifier NP format is Noun Marker (Number) Noun (Poss)  (Quant) (Qual )  
( Deictic/demonstr) . The VP format appears to be ( Modals ) Aspect/Subj ect marker 
Verb ( -OM) Modi fier . 
The general prepos itional phrase is of the form PK '� na + Noun , exempli fied as 
fol lows : 
BAL , VIT, VUL , HAR , BOL , MER na + Noun (where na means 'for� by� to ' and takes 
the form ne preceding a personal noun) 
NAK te  + Noun 
The motion prepositional phrase is indistinguishable  in form from the General 
Prep P in BAL , VIT and BUL , so we do not reconstruct a motion toward preposition . 
BOL , HAR 0 + Noun 
MER u-LOC (Noun) 
NAK 50-LOC ( Noun) 
In these phrases 0 means 'to '� u means 'to� at ' whi le in Nakanai 50- means 'to ' 
while other bound verbal roots give 'at ' (o- ) �  and 'from ' ( 1 0- ) . 
There is  also an Instrumental/purposive/temporal Prepositional Phrase represented 
in the Kirnbe languages , of the form PK '�n i + N .  
BAL, VIT ,  BOL n i  meaning 'at/in ' ( temporal) and 'purpose ' 
MER n i  meaning locative 'in� at� on ' 
NAK I e  meaning 'with/from ' ( i . e .  instr/source/causel . 
It would appear entirely likely that in Proto-Kirnbe nouns had to appear marked 
in either of two categories , common (marker *na) and personal (marker *e)  both 
markers being preposed to the noun : 
Common Personal 
BAL a e 
VIT na ( definites only) 
BUL ¢ e 
BOL a e 
HAR a e 
NAK l a  e 
MER na e 
The Directional Phrase takes the familiar pattern found in Oceanic l anguages of 
a verb serving as a prepositional relator , followed by a noun . In Proto-Kirnbe the 
noun appears to have been supported by a further preposition : 
BAL ga [ uata  k i ra l a  ga i ga i ] 
run go to . dem bush 
'run [ to the bush ] '  
VIT �a&a [ kara mUQgomuQgo ] 
run go bush 
'run [ to the bush ] '  
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BUL paga [ � to na s i bu l u ]  
run go prep bush 
'run [ to the bush ] '  
BOL �a [ I a kea na robo ] 
run go prep bush 
'run [ to the bush ] '  
HAR 
NAK 
pa ru [ �a i ro na ko ru  
arrive come prep stomach 
, come [ from out at sea ] '  
ha r i [ go i 0 I a hoho i ] 
run go . to NM bush 
'run [ to the bush ] '  
na u t u ] 
prep ocean 
MER a bua [ ma i -no ne P i us ]  
NM areca nut come-dem prep Pius 
'An areca nut [ from Pius ] '  
3 . 1 . Subj ect personal pronouns 
BAL , VIT and BOL are distinct in having a trial as well as a plural set of 
pronouns . BUL preserves this system vestigially . HAR, MER and NAK all reflect the 
trial pronouns from PK as their plural set , i . e .  designating all pronominal reference 
beyond dual number . Table 4 shows the forms of the sub j ect personal pronouns . 
Proto-forms indicate the following recurring partials : 
* t a  ' inclusion ' 
"'mu ' 2nd non-singular ' 
'� - rua ' dual ' 
*m i ' exclusion ' 
*z i ' 3rd non-singular '  
,�-to I u ' triple ' 
HAR forms with / k/ tokua , koe , mutoku , are crucial for reconstructing PK *� rather 
than '�q in the proto-forms of the pronouns . 
The emphatic , topical or focal forms o f  the pronouns are given in Table 4 .  
These are usually the same as the sub j ect  forms except for the latter often being 
reduced by removal of the final vowel . Obj ect forms may be reduced by removal of 
the initial vowel . 
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Tabl e 4 :  Subject 
1st singular 
BAL �au 
VIT �au 
BUL au 
BOL i a u  
HAR a u  
NAK e i au  
MER i au 
PK '�g i au  
1st dual incl . 1st 
BAL to- ro BAL 
VIT n/e VIT 
BUL s i - ta- l u  BUL 
BOL ta- rua BOL 
HAR ta- l u  HAR 
NAK e - ta- l ua NAK 
MER e i -ta-u  MER 
UBA e-ta - r u  UBA , 
VER 
PK * i -ta- rua PK 
1st trial incl . 1st 
BAL t a - ro 1 u BAL 
VIT n/e VIT 
BUL me- te-to l u BUL 
BOL re-u BOL 
HAR to- kua HAR 
NAK e- t a - tou NAK 
MER e i - ¢- tou MER 
VER 
PK * i - t a - to l u PK 
1st plural incl . 1st 
BAL � i -ta  BAL 
VIT !J i - t a  VIT 
BUL - BUL 
BOL !J i - t a  BOL 
HAR - HAR 
NAK - NAK 
MER - MER 
PK "'!J i -ta  PK 
personal pronoun 
dual excl . 
m i - ro 
m i - ro 
m i - l umba 
ma- r i a  
m i - l  u 
a-m i - l ua 
a-m i - l u  
MAU e-m i - l ua 
e-m i - ra 
*a-m i - rua 
trial excl . 
m i - to l u 
m i  - u  
me- teu 
ma- teu 
m i -seu  
a-m i - teu  
a-m i - teu 
e-m i - tou 
'�a -m i -to 1 u 
plural excl . 
�a-m i 
n/e 
ma -mi  
¢-m i -a 
-
-
-
*!Ja-m i -a 
fonns i n  the Ki mbe l anguages 
2nd singular 3rd singular 
BAL o�o BAL i a  
VIT �o VIT � i a  
BUL e�o BUL e i a  
BOL i oe BOL i a  
HAR koe HAR i a  
NAK eme NAK e i a  
MER 010 MER e i  
PK *go PK * i a  
2nd dual 3rd dual 
BAL mo- ro BAL �/z/nd i - ro 
VIT mo- ro VIT � i - ro 
BUL mu- l u  BUL r i - l u  
BOL ma- rua BOL ¢- rua 
HAR mu- l u  HAR r i - l u  
NAK a-mu- l ua NAK e-g i - rua 
MER a-mu- l u  MER su- l u  
UBA e-mu- l ua UBA e- s u- l ua 
VER e-mu- ra MAU g i - l ua 
PK '�a-mu- rua PK '�z i  - r ua 
2nd trial 3rd trial 
BAL mu- to l u BAL �/z/nd i - to l u  
VIT n/e VIT n/e 
BUL mu- tou BUL re- t eu 
BOL ma- tou BOL ¢- tou  
HAR mu- to l u HAR r i - tou 
NAK a-mu- tou NAK e-g i - teu 
MER a-mu- tou MER sou 
UBA e-¢- sou 
VER e-mu-tou VER e-g i - tou 
MAU a-mu - t eo MAU 9 i - t eo 
PK *a-mu- to l u  PK *z i - to l u  
2nd plural 3rd plural 
BAL �a-mu BAL !J i -z i  
VIT n/e VIT ¢- nd i -a 
BUL - BUL ¢- r/nd i -a 
BOL ¢-mu-a BOL r i -a 
HAR - HAR -
NAK - NAK -
MER - MER -
PK *!Ja-mu-a PK '� r  i -a 
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3 . 2 .  Pos se s s i ve pronouns and possess i ve suffi xes 
Bali has four systems of marking possession : 
( a) Inalienable : N [ -�g u J for body parts and kin , parts of wholes : a 1 i ko-na 
kauaka 'the/a dog 's tail ' ;  
(b)  Intimate : k i na [ -�gu J N items intimately connected with the referent , e . g .  
areca nuts , a letter ( i . e .  which I wrote) : a k i na-�gu pas 'my 
letter ' ;  
( c )  Neutral : ke- [ �gu J for domestic items , drinkables , e . g .  house , village , 
spear , dish , water : a ke- �g u  ma l a ra 'my vil lage ' ;  
(d )  Edible : �a[ -�gu J food and food-associated obj ects , e . g .  saucepan , pig , 
dog , fish : a �a-�g u i �a�a 'my fish ' .  
N + N possession is marked by k e  preceding the possessor , which precedes the possessed 
noun as in : 
ke L i �e i  a rumaka 'Lingei 's house ' 
N + N combinations with no possession marked also occur as in : 
a man uka manuku 'the/a bird 's nest ' 
For contrastive focus all non-inalienably possessed nouns can be fronted as in : 
a ruma ka ke-na 'HIS house ' ( as against a number o f  possible houses potentially 
referred to) . 
The Vitu system appears to have one less possessive category , but apart from 
that appears to be little different from Bali : 
a kand i a  s t ua 'their store ' 
ka�gu ma l a l a  'my village ' ( for newly introduced ( as wel l  as indefinite) 
information , marker na is deleted) 
The possessed noun may be preposed , and in the non-singular persons the different 
category markers may be neutralised : 
( a) 
(b)  
(c)  
(d )  
a ma l a l a  kote  � i t a 'their little village ' 
Like Bali , Bulu has four systems of possession : 
Inalienable : 
Famil iar : 
Neutral : 
Edible :  
N[ -�gu J for body parts : 1 i ma-�gu  'my hand '; 
N t a[ -�g u J for kin :  kambu ta-na 'his cross-co llateral relative '; 
no[ -�gu J N for personal items such as axe , house , dog : no-¢ 
mb ute 'your dog ' ;  
�a[ -�gu J N also ea- [ �g u J for foods , e . g .  taro , banana : �a- �g u 
maeu 'my taro ' .  
N + N combinations o f  possession are marked by the possessive marker preceding the 
possessor , which is postposed to the possessed noun , but sometimes with a pronoun 
copy of the possessor preposed to the whole phrase : 
nona mbute ne A l o i s 'Alois ' dog ' ( lit . 'his dog of A lois ' )  
eund i �ana John 'John 's banana ' ( lit . 'banana of John ' ) . 
Evidence is that the systems in BAL , VIT and BUL are non-gender-l ike : 
VIT �a�gu kaua 'my dog (to eat) , 
ka-�gu kaua 'my dog (to keep) ' .  
Bola , Harua , Nakanai and Meramera all have just two ( gender-l ike) possessive 
systems , inalienabl e  and alienable,  ' the possessor always being pos tposed to the 
head noun : 
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BOL HAR 
a 1 i ma-na a 1 i ma-na 
'his hand ' 'his hand '  
a t a f)a n-au  a t uaf)a neao-f)gu 
'my vil lage ' 'my village ' 
a bakoa i daf)g i na t ua f)a ne 
ne K i mbe m i s i n  
'a big man of 'the place of 
Kimbe ' the mission ' 
NAK MER 
l a  1 i ma- l a  1 i ma-na INALIENABLE 
'his hand ' 'his hand ' 
l a  ma u t u  taku a ubu  m i -n-au ALIENABLE 
'my vil lage ' 'my vi l lage ' 
l a  taha l o  te buse ne A l o i s  NOUN + NOUN 
gaaman 'A lois ' dog ' POSSESSION 
'a man of the 
government ' 
Tabl e 5 :  I na l i enabl e possess i ve pronoun systems i n  Ki mbe l anguage 
1st  singular 2nd singular 3rd singular 
BAL - f)g u  BAL -ma BAL -na 
VIT -f)gu VIT V I  VIT -na 
BUL - f)gu  BUL -¢ BUL -na 
BOL -f)gu BOL -mu BOL -na 
HAR -gu  HAR -mu HAR -na 
NAK -gu  NAK -mu NAK - l a  
MER -gu MER -mu MER -na 
PK *-gu  PK *-mu PK '�-na 
1st dual incl . 1st dual excl . 2nd dual 3rd dual 
BAL ndoro BAL m i - ro BAL mo - ro BAL nd i - ro 
VIT n/e VIT n/e VIT n/e VIT n/e 
BUL ta l u  BUL m i - l u  BUL mu - l u  BUL r i - l u 
BOL ne- r ua BOL ne-ma r i a  BOL ne-ma - rua BOL ne-¢- rua 
HAR ne- ta l u  HAR ne-ma- r i l u  HAR ne-mu- l u  HAR ne- r i - l u  
NAK -ga l ua NAK m i - l  ua NAK a-mu- l ua NAK 9 i - rua 
MER ne- i ta u  MER ne-am i - l u  MER ne-a-mu- l u  MER ne-s u- l u  
PK '�ne - t a- rua PK * ne-m i - rua PK *ne-mu- l ua PK *ne-z i - rua 
1st trial incl . 1st trial excl . 2nd trial 3rd trial 
BAL nda-to l u BAL m i - to l u BAL mu-to l u  BAL nd i - to l u  
VIT do l u  VIT i - ta VIT m i -u  VIT nd i -a 
BUL ma -m i BUL me- t e  BUL mo- tou BUL r i a/nd i a  
BOL ne-teu BOL na-me-teu  BOL ne-ma - tou BOL ne- tou 
HAR ne- tou HAR ne-¢-tou HAR ne-mu-tou HAR ne- r i - tou 
NAK g a - tou NAK -m i - teu  NAK mu - tou NAK g i - teu 
MER ne- i tou MER ne-a-m i - t eu MER ne-a-mu-tou MER ne-so-u 
PK *ne-ta-to l u  PK *ne-m i -to l u PK *ne-mu- to l u  PK *ne-z i - to l u  
IV indicates vowel lengthening and/or stress ( data from P .  Lincoln personal 
communication) . 
Note : BAL , VIT , BUL and BOL have plural possessors as well as trial . 
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Tab l e 6 :  Al i enabl e posses s i ve pronoun systems i n  the Kimbe 1 anguages 
BAL prefixes with ke/ k i na/�a the forms in Table 5 
VIT prefixes with k ( i n ) a/�a the forms in Table 5 
BUL prefixes with no-/ta -/�a- the forms in Table 5 
BOL HAR NAK MER 
1st singular ne-nau ne-eo-gu te-g i aku 1 m i -n-au 
2nd singular eo-mu ne -eo-mu ta- ume2 m i - n i -?o 
3rd singular eo- na ne-eo-na te-ta l a  m i -ne- i 
1st dual incl . t a - r ua ne-ta- l u  te-ga l ua m i - n e- i tau 
1st trial incl . ne- teu ne-¢- tou te-gatou m i - ne- i tou 
1st dual excl . ¢-ma - r i a  ne-ma - r i l u  ta-m i 1 ua m i - ne-am i l u  
1st trial ¢-ma -teu ne-¢-tou ta-m i teu m i -ne-am i teu 
2nd dual ¢-ma - r ua ne-mu- l u  ta-mu l ua m i -ne-amu l u  
2nd trial ¢-ma-tou ne-mu - tou ta-mutou m i -ne- amutou 
3rd dual ne- rua ne- r i - l u  te-g i rua m i -ne- s u l u 
3rd trial ne- tou ne- r i - tou te-g i teu m i - ne-sou  
l alt . tegea ( k) u  2 alt . ta i me 
The forms of inalienable and alienable possession in the Kimbe languages are 
shown in Tables 5 and 6 .  It would appear from the data presented here that the pos­
sessive markers that can be reconstructed might be as many as five , yet the highest 
number of non-inalienable systems observed is three,  in Bali and Bulu . It seems 
l ikely that the various possessive markers can be reduced to a tripartite set for 
Proto-Kimbe as shown in Table 7 .  
Tabl e 7 :  Posses s i ve prefi xes i n  the Kimbe l anguages 
PK *na- *ta- "'�a 
familiar 1 neutral edible 
pac *na- 1,ta  *ka 
controlled possession of a place ( or person? )  edible/subordinate 
BAL k i -na-2 ke- 3 �a 
VIT k ( i - n ) a- - �a-
BUL no- ta- �a-
BOL , HAR, MER ne- - -
NAK - te-/ta- -
l Famil iar and neutral categories appear to have switched in Bulu . 
2 k i - forms on this table are presumed to indicate a 3rd singular verbal prefix . 
3Form ke- is presumed to indicate a reduced development of earlier forms as 
''' k i - ta  > 1'k i  - t e  > ke . 
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The possessive phrase is tentatively reconstructed for Proto-Kimbe as follows : 
POSSESSOR + POSSESSED , making it of the preposed type . Since this  is only attested 
in BAL, VIT and BUL, the question of influence from Kove arises . Counts ( 19 69 )  gives 
the following possessive classes and forms for Kaliai-Kove : 
INTIMATE - for kin and body parts 
EDIBLE - for food and food-getting things 
NEUTRAL - for other items 
ahe-�u 'my leg ' 
a-�u han i Qa 'my food ' 
l e-�u wa�a 'my canoe ' 
These forms seem to indicate that the edible category of possession could have been 
borrowed from Kove , but equally well they could indicate a shared inheritance of both 
languages . 
3 . 3 .  N umera l systems 
These show a dual grouping , BAL , VIT , BOL , HAR and MER all having a base-ten 
system in which the numbers from six to nine are bui lt up from five plus smal l er 
digits , and BUL , NAK which have a fully decimal system with numbers from one to ten 
all reflexes of POC cardinal numerals . I f  an immigratory influence brought in the 
latter system it apparently influenced Bulu and Nakanai separately , since i f  Bulu 
had borrowed its system from Nakanai we would expect BUL ' six ' to be ( ) 0 1 ; we would 
also expect NAK i - to be borrowed into BUL , along with the accreted initial u in the 
NAK form for ' six ' . Additionally , the � in BUL appears to have developed independ­
ently of NAK, and the words for ' nine ' differ considerably . The numeral systems for 
all the Kimbe languages can be found in Table 8 .  As with the analysis of the 
possessive systems , Proto-Kimbe numerals appear to be more like the Bariai languages 
to the west than would be apparent from simply looking at the Nakanai data or the 
data from the Wil laumez languages alone . For example the numbers from six to nine 
in Maleu (personal communication G .  Haywood) are formed from five plus a digi t :  
MALEU 'six ' masa me te i a  
'seven ' masa me l ua 
'eight ' ma sa me to l 
'nine ' masa me taQe 
When a less aberrant reflex of 'five ' ( POC *1 i ma )  is observed , as in Kaliai , the 
parallel with Proto-Kimbe numerals is more evident in form as well as system :  
Kaliai 'eight ' I i ma -�a- to l u , cf . Kilenge 'eight ' ma ssa-me- i - to . The numerals o f  
the Kimbe languages excluding BUL and NAK suggest a shared grammatical typology 
with the Bariai languages ,  yet without such an identity of form that we can suggest 
an immediate grouping of these two groups of languages . 
Tabl e 8 :  N umber sys tems i n  t he Kimbe l anguage 
ENGLISH BALI 
'one ' ka t i ku 
'two ' te- rua 
'th:t'ee ' te- to l u 
'foUX' ' te-eata 
'five ' te- l i ma 
'six ' te-po l o- kat i ku 
'seven ' te-po l o- rua 
'eight ' te-po l o- to l u  
'nine ' te-po l o-eata 
'ten ' zal)aeu l uk 
I takena 'another one ' (alt . )  
4 alt . l al)aeu l u/I)ga ramo 
POC 
'one ' sa/ka i 
'two ' dua 
'th:t'ee ' to l u  
'foUX' ' pat i  
'five ' l i ma 
'six ' one 
'seven ' p i t u 
'eight ' wa l u  
'nine ' ns iwa 
VITU 
ka t i ( k) u 
rua 
to l u  
ea ta 
l i ma 
po l o - ka t i u  
po l o- rua 
po l o-go l u  
po l o-eata 
eal)aeu l u4 
2 t a ra 
'ten ' zal)ap u l u (PEO) 
BULU BOLA HARUA NAKANAI MERAMERA 
tara  1 taku2 t a ra i - sasa 3 tasa 
l ua r ua i - l ua i - l ua I ua 
to l u  to l u  i - to l u  i - to l u  to l u  
eaa eaa i -eaa i -eaa eaa 
l i ma l i ma i - I i ma i - I  i ma l i ma 
gono/eono po l o- t a ra po l o-na - ta ra i -uo l o  pan - tasa 
e i  t u  po l o- rua po l o-na- l ua i -e i t u  pad- i l ua 
a l u  po l o- to l u po l o-na-to l u i -ua l u  pan - to l u 
r i o  po l o-eaa po l o-na - i eaa ua l as i u  i a l as ue 
ral)gaeu l u  i - raeu l u ( - taku)  i ra l)gaeu l u  saeu l u  saeu l u  
'another one ' ( al t . )  3VER,  LOS i - ta  'one " i -n i ma - t a  'five ' 
PAN PK cf . PW ( Goodenough 1961b) 
esa taza t a ra 
Dewha rua Lua 
te l u to l u  tol u 
e (m) pat ea ta vaa 
l i ma l i ma l i ma 
enem 9o l o- t aza ( h ) ono 
pi t u  eo l o- rua v i t u 
wa l u  eo l o- to l u ( h ) a l u  
ns i wa eo l o-bata 5 i wa 
(n )  sa-nga-pu l u I)a-bu l u-ku -vu l u 
CXl -...J 
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3 . 4 . Nomi nal i s i ng s uffi x 
A reflex of the PEa noun derivative suffix * (c ) a Qa is preserved in BAL , VIT , 
and BOL , but not in the other languages .  In BAL and VIT it has the form -aQa ,  as in 
m i aQa 'sitting ' and in BOL it has the form -Qa as in eaub i Qa 'fighting ' .  The use of 
the suffix is most evident in BAL however ,  where it serves as a participial marker 
marking a dependent clause . Both functions , nominalising and participial formation , 
may be semantically related as a typological feature of Austronesian languages ( c f . 
Chung 19 7 3 ,  Ross 1982 ) . Certainly we can recognise reflexes of the nominalising 
suffix in other languages of the north coast of New Guinea , so at least some of the 
Kimbe languages again turn out to look less dissimilar to their neighbours than might 
previously have been assumed . The other Kimbe languages follow Nakanai ' s  pattern of 
nominalising by suffixation of - l a/-na ( stems of more than two syl lables ) or infixing 
of - i l -/ - i n - .  On the basis of examples such as these in Bali we tentatively recon­
struct PK *aQa for the nominalising suffix : 
t a l ako-aQa 'ta lking ' 
l ebo-aQa 'throwing ' 
t u reQg-aQa 'killing ' 
kut u-aQa 'making ' 
3 . 5 .  Aspect and  s ubj ect agreement markers prepo sed  to the verb 
Whil e  the system of aspect/sub j ect marking is  not as yet ful ly analysed for 
Bali and Vitu , it is known for Bola (Bosco 1979 : 3 3 ) , which system shows the l ikely 
complexity of the original system ,  which is declined ( in Bola) for five aspects , and 
conjugated through all 15 pronouns for sub j ect agreement ( see Table 9 ) . By contrast ,  
BUL, HAR , and MER all have much simpler systems indicative of the Eastern Oceanic 
languages .  The BAL and VIT systems , upon preliminary analysis , appear to have a 
reduced version of the Bola system ,  which appears comparabl e  to systems in parts of 
Papua and Eastern Oceania . In the simpler systems of BUL , HAR , NAK and MER ,  aspect 
is either marked ( i rrealis)  or not ( realis ) , the marked aspect being indicated by 
ge or Qge , from pac *Qke ' hypothetical ' .  I f  the verb is marked at all , it will be 
only the third person agreement marker i which appears . 
Tabl e 9 :  As pect/subject agreement markers preposed to t he verb i n  Bol a 
Real Future Conditional Expected Irrealis 
1st singular a ga hara taga maga 
2nd singular 0 go boro tago mago 
3rd singular i ge ba r i  tage mage 
1st dual exc l .  m i  r i (ga ) m i  r i  ba ( ra ) m i r i tam i r i g i  (ma ) m i  r i g i  
1st trial excl . mete  ( g a ) mete ba ( ra ) mete tametege (ma ) ma tege 
1st plural excl . m i  (ga ) m i g i  ba ( ra ) m i  tam i g i  (ma ) rn i g i  
1st dual incl . tu  (ga ) tu  ba ( ra ) t u  t a t ugu  (rna ) gotu  
1st trial incl . te (ga) tege ba ( ra ) te tatege (ma ) gate  
1st  plural incl . 5 i (ga) s i g i  ba ( ra ) s i  tas i g i  (rna ) s i g i  
2nd dual rnu ru (ga ) rnu r u  ba ( ra )rnuru  tarnurugu (ma ) rnu rugu 
2nd trial moto (ga ) moto ba ( ra ) moto tarnotogo (rna ) g amoto 
2nd plural rnu (ga)  mu ba ( r a ) mu tarnug u (ma ) muga 
3rd dual ru (ga)  ru ba ( ra ) ru  ta rugu (rna ) g a ru 
3rd trial to (ga)  to ba ( ra ) to ta togo (rna ) togo 
3rd plural r i (ga)  r i ba ( ra )  r i  ta r i g  i (rna ) g a r i g i  
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4 .  THE H I STORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE KI MBE LANGUAGES 
4 . 1 . Devel opment s ubsequent to P K  
Table 3 showed the system o f  correspondences of phones i n  POC , PK and Kimbe 
l anguages .  Bal i and Vitu have more and c loser reflexes o f  POC than do the other 
languages . BUL , BOL , HAR are next in c loseness of reflexes of POC , and finally MER 
and NAK show the l east identity . I posit the following historical sequence of 
change : 
BAL POC -C endings retained , with echo-vowel added 
PK ,"� and *q merge as BAL � 
VIT loss of most -CV endings 
less productive use of -a�a 
PK '''z to VIT e 
BOL PK *� and '''k merge as BOL k 
PK "'z to BOL r 
BUL simplification of aspect/subj ect marking 
HAR loss of trial pronoun set 
loss of nasal gradient in voiced stops 
MER PK ;'q and '''k merge as MER ? 
NAK 
PK *q goes to MER 0 before a 
PK '''z to MER S 
PK i': r and ''' 1 merge as MER 
PK i'tn and *� merge as NAK 
PK "' � to NAK 9 and 
PK '''q to NAK h 
PK 1 and n to NAK 1 
[ in the above sequence a statement is true for all  languages l evel with it and 
below , until superseded , e . g .  PK ," z to e is superseded by the lower change PK '''z 
to r J  
Confusing the neatness of the above hypothesised historical sequence are the 
isoglosses for numerals and noun markers . The cardinal numeral systems group BOL , 
HAR and MER with po l o- prefixes , versus the others which have regular reflexes of 
the POC system . As noted in 3 . 3 .  the phonologies of the intrusive numeral sub­
stratum in NAK and BUL suggest that these two languages were influenced separately ,  
rather than BUL borrowing second-hand from NAK , despite historical records of 
migration to BUL from NAK around 191 3 .  ( c f . Hees 1915- 16) . Noun markers are 
lost for the most part in MER, VIT ,  HAR and BUL ,  but these are assumed to be 
ephemeral , and consequently sub j ect to easy loss if contact pressure and l anguage 
simplification conditions apply . 
I propose therefore a process of phonological , l exical and grammatical 
divergence from Proto-Kimbe , as l isted above . The historical sequence broadly 
follows a line west to east , which could reflect the complex of contact with other 
languages ,  rather than a line of migration . 
4 . 2 .  Devel opment of P K  from POC :  i mpl i cations  for the New Gui n ea Ocean ic  hypothes i s  
Evidence presented i n  parts 1 to 3 o f  this paper suggest that PK i s  a distinctly 
reconstructible proto-language subsequent to POC . There is , then , in the area 
immediately north of mainland New Guinea , a record of an historical stage in which 
a language existed which had three palatals , three velars in the process of merging 
to two , POC *ns , '''d and *s merged as *z , word-final C retained , and POC *d and '''R 
merged as * r .  It  is interesting that BAL and VIT still show a three-way palatal 
contrast ,  whereas in the other daughter languages of PK it has reduced to a contrast 
between r and 1 or 1 and S .  Also noteworthy is the fact that the three velars PK 
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*q , *k  and "'� are only discernible by comparative means , and are not all witnessed 
together in any contemporary language of the Kimbe family , except by *� going to ¢ 
as a contrast with both k and h in NAK, where the picture is confused by a contem­
porary change to loss o f  k and h ,  and reinsertion of h for ¢ by some speakers in 
certain definable areas . In the daughter languages o f  PK there is complex crossing 
of the three proto-velars , which appear to have been distinct until the break-up of 
PK . 
The merging of *q and *k  is found to be in progress throughout NGO from Central 
Papua to Kimbe , so these were pres�ably separate phonemes in a dial ect chain which 
broke up into the present-day language families of NGO ( excluding the languages from 
Aitape to Salamaua , as well as the languages of the Admiralty Islands . )  It  seems 
likely that the allophones of *k and *q overlapped in the original dialect chain . 
It is evident that with pac *q and *k beginning to merge at the point of PK ' s  
break-up , and with pac *s and *ns merged as PK *z , as well as the retention o f  pac 
final C in PK , that PNC and PK have distinct lines of development subsequent to pac . 
Some reconstructed PK etyma herein suggest that final C should be written in 
more POC etyma than had previously been realised to have this ending . Further than 
this ,  however , there is little indication that PK is anything other than a conserva­
tive post-POC development ,  phonological mergers being typical of those characteristic 
of POC o 
The c loseness of PK to pac indicates a quick break-up of what was probably a 
dialect chain , over a wide geographical area , possibly beginning in northern New 
Britain . There would have been little time for an intermediary PNGO phase o f  
development , and there i s  no consistent evidence i n  phonological innovations or 
shared grammatical changes to support such an hypothesised stage of development . 
In summary , reconstruction of PK shows that the Kimbe languages are part of 
the comparative and historical linguistic milieu of NGO , and were not introduced 
into the area independently of the source common to other NGO languages , although 
a substratum influence from Eastern Oceanic is stil l a possibil ity in the Kimbe area . 
Additionally , we can tentatively conclude that PK, while  being distinct by certain 
phonological criteria from the north coast New Guinea languages , is not so markedly 
divergent as to support an intermediary PNGO phase of development . 
Certainly the close identity in phonological characteristics of PK and POC 
indicates the rapid break-up over the NGO area from Kimbe to Central Papua of a 
dialect chai n ,  this break-up occurring relatively quickly after the break away 
from pac , a contention supported by the apparent similarity in phonology and 
grammatical systems of PNI , PBV and PPT to PK ( see Ross 1979 , 1982) , and the uniform 
closeness of these proto-languages to pac . I f  these c laims are true , then the 
existence of PNGO is considerably undermined by the existence of PK in the form 
reconstructed in this  paper . 
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NOTES 
1 .  This paper is a revised version of the one given at the Conference . A finder­
list of PK etyma has been included , an appendix of Bal i texts deleted , certain 
amendments made in the tracing of the historical development of PK phonemes , 
and some PK etyma revised . Abbreviations used herein are as follows : 
BAL Bali 
BIL Bileki 
BOL Bola 
BUL Bulu 
HAR Harua 
LOS Loso 
MAU Maututu 
MER Meramera 
NAK Nakanai ( Bileki dialect taken 
as standard , except where a 
contrast is emphasised between 
BIL and the other dialects ) 
UBA Ubae 
VER Vere 
NW 
PAN 
PBV 
pm 
PCP 
PEO 
PK 
PNC 
PNW 
POC 
PNI 
PPN 
PPT 
PSH 
PW 
New Guinea Oceanic 
Proto-Austronesian 
Proto-Bougainville 
Proto-Choiseul 
Proto-Central Pacific 
Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
Proto-Kimbe 
Proto-North Coast-Madang 
Proto-New Guinea Oceanic 
Proto-Oceanic 
Proto-New Ireland 
Proto-Polynesian 
Proto-Papuan Tip 
Proto-Southern Hebrides 
Proto-Willaumez 
2 .  The author ' s  research in the Kimbe languages has been conducted since 1971 for 
varying periods of time , residing in Karapi village in the Nakanai-speaking area 
near Hoskins . An earlier draft of this paper entitled ' Steps towards the 
phonology and grammar of Proto-Kimbe ' was delivered at the 1978 Congress of the 
Linguistic Society of Papua New Guinea . Grateful acknowledgement is expressed 
to those who assi sted with criticisms o f  that earlier paper and a subsequent 
re-drafting : John Lynch , Pete Lincoln , Bob Blus t ,  Malcolm Ross . They are in 
no way responsible for my possible misapplications of the points they have 
tried to make with regard to the analysis of the Kimbe languages .  Thanks is 
also extended to Ann Chowning and Andrew Pawley for sending hard-to-get materials , 
and to Pete Lincoln for Vitu data and Malcolm Ross for Bali data . I am also 
grateful to both Ross and Blust for further criticisms and comments on the present 
revision , with of course the same disclaimer as above . 
3 .  Thanks are due to Barbara Gili (Bali ) ,  John Matana (Bali ) , Fidelma Lingei (Vitu) , 
Francis Geloa ( Harua) , Sabina Berbard (Meramera) , Michael Utu (Bulu) , John Bosco 
( Bola) for assistance with the elicitation of wordlists and the production o f  
texts . Further materials referred to were L .  Bischo f ' s  Ubi l i  dictionary from 
the Microbibliotheca Anthropos series , kindly printed off and sent by Lois 
Carrington with the ready co-operation of Stephen Wurm ; a computer printout 
master list of available wordl ists , kindly prepared by Steve Whitacre of the 
Summer Institute of Linguistic s ;  the data in Goodenough 1961a & b ;  the infor­
mation available in Chowning ' s  ' Bileki vocabulary ' ( typescript) and in Chowning 
19 7 3 ;  Richard Thurnwald ' s  ' French Insulaner Sprache ' cards in the possession of 
Don Laycock , ANU ; various lists by teachers ' col lege students and l ists taken 
by the author and by members of the Summer Institute of Linguistics ( SIL) , on 
file with SIL , PNG ; Vincent Tangari ' s  mimeograph work ' Tabele ne tarua ' [ Our 
language ] (Bo la ) , Keravat High School ; data in Johnston 1980a & b ,  and Johnston , 
ed . 1980 ; John Bosco ' s  ' Bola grammar ' ( see bibliography) including extensive 
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text material prepared by Bosco therein ;  Bible History in the Ubili  Language , 
Mimeograph , Sacred Heart Mission , Ulamona . 
4 .  Tryon ( 1979 : 891 )  gives further figures for Nakanai percentage o f  cognates with 
Pacific languages as follows : with Gilbertese ( 20 . 8% ) ; with Mota (Banks Islands) 
( 21 . 3% ) ; Samoan ( 2 2 . 1% ) . Compare these with the considerably lower figures 
obtained between Nakanai and New Britain languages in Hooley ( 1971 ) : with Kuanua 
( 1 8% ) ;  with Maleu ( 15% ) ; with Arove (Arawe) ( 6 % ) . Blust calculated 30% for 
Nakanai and Fij ian . 
5 .  Goodenough ( 1961b : 2- 3 )  had difficulty with the phones h ,  x and 9 in BOL , BUL 
and HAR ( his Xarua ) . However it seems that what was recorded variously as � ,  h 
and x in his data is the one phoneme � (mistakenly g )  articul ated differently by 
different speakers and in di fferent areas . This � appears to be lenis and back­
velar in quality and articulation . In wordl ists from various workers ( e . g .  
Allen and Hurd 1961 - on file SIL) x and h are sometimes both recorded for the 
one item . In wordlists by educated young people , h is invariably written for 
all three possibilities , as indeed it is written for � in Bali  and Vitu; 
literate Bolas also sometimes write the � as g h .  Consider to that the name of 
my "Harua " has been variously rendered as Xarua , Karua , and Garua - suggesting 
that the initial consonant is more than elusive even to a trained ear . 
Goodenough l ists a number of facts from his data that further encourage one to 
go ahead confidently and l ist � rather than raising the spectre of false corre­
spondences mUltiplying velars as a result of artifacts of our over-di fferentiation 
plus inaccurate recording . Consider then the points Goodenough raised : 
a .  The distribution o f  x ,  h and 9 in BOL , BUL and HAR suggests one phoneme ; 
b .  I n  BUL h appears i n  only three words , all  initially , while x i s  recorded in 
26 , both initially and medially ; 
c .  In BOL h is recorded in five words ( al l  medially) while x is recorded in 
18 words both initially and medially ;  
d .  In HAR however h is  recorded in 22  words ( initially and medially) and x in 
only six (both initially and medial ly) ; 
e .  The pair kuru-ha l e  'wrong ' and xa l e  'bad ' in HAR suggest that recorded x 
and h may represent free variants of one phoneme ; (while one does not readily 
agree with G ' S  reasoning here , nevertheless this is the point he makes ) ; 
f .  A similar correspondence to ( e . )  is found in BUL h a t e l u - ka 'egg ' and NAK 
hatoto l u 'egg ' ,  when NAK h is otherwise reflected by BUL x or g ;  
g .  But there was difficulty in discriminating between x and 9 in both BOL and 
BUL ; 
h .  For the five cases o f  h i n  BOL , two with cognates i n  HAR and BUL show a 
different pattern of correspondences from that which obtains where BOL x is 
recorded , while one shows the same pattern ; this is suggestive but not 
conclus ive evidence of a separate phonemic status of h and x in BOL ; 
i .  The correspondence patterns for HAR h and x with BUL and BOL are the same , 
thus supporting the apparent lack o f  phonemic difference in those two 
languages ; 
However Bola has been analysed by a young national student in linguistics who 
has produced a grammar , orthography , l iteracy plan and pre-reading and primer 
materials . At no stage of his training or production of materials has the 
student (John Bosco) indicated the need to establish a contrast between x and h 
in Bola , which sounds he symbolises as h but analyses as � .  
6 .  There i s  also some l exical evidence o f  �n intrusive influence from Eastern 
Oceania . This argument was put forward by Goodenough ( 1961a) and is also alluded 
to in general terms in Chowning 19 76b and 19 7 3 . It would seem incautious 
however to attempt to subgroup the Kimbe l anguages with the Central Pacific or 
other Eastern Oceanic languages on the basis of irregular changes which could 
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b e  due to parallel evolution , and under the influence o f  relatively high lexico­
statistical percentages of cognacy between Kimbe languages and the Central 
Pacific languages and their neighbours , when such figures could be an arti fact 
of unusually high retention rates in the languages compared . Note that 
Goodenough ( 1961a) also raised the matter of the complexification of data in the 
Nakanai dialects by virtue of dialect borrowing which led to new correspondence 
patterns . In this  connection he cites among other evidence doublets such as 
MER oa t e ,  a t e ,  UBA hate , BIL hate  'Ziver ' alongside MER Na l a ,  UBA ga l a ,  B IL ga l a  
'breath ' giving two sets o f  reconstructed doublets TNK '�ha t e ,  �'HaTe and *Na l a/ 
'�nga l a .  Such doublets are quite frequent ,  and G .  quotes BIL pu l o/hu l o  'to turn ' 
as a prime example .  
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TOWARDS A CLASSIFICATION OF SOLOMON ISLANDS LANGUAGES 
D . T .  Tryon 
1 . I NTRODUCTORY 
The term ' Solomon Islands ' has been used in anthropological and ethnological 
parlance with a variety of meanings , usually extending beyond the boundaries of the 
country formerly known as the British Solomon Islands Protectorate . The reason for 
such usages has its origin in the history of the former protectorate , parts of which 
were under German control until the end of the last century . 
Britain declared a protectorate over the southern islands of the group 
(Guadalcanal , Savo , Malaita , San Cristobal and the New Georgia group) in 189 3 .  In 
1898 and 1899 the islands of the Santa Cruz group , including utupua , Vanikoro , 
Tikopia and Anuta , as well as the Polynesian Outliers Sikaiana , Rennell and Bellona 
were added to the protectorate . In 1900 , by a treaty with Germany , several islands 
in the north were transferred to British administration . These were Choiseul and 
Santa Ysabel , the Shortland Islands to the south of Bougainville ( now part of Papua 
New Guinea) , and the outlying atoll of Ontong Java . All o f  these islands make up 
the Solomon Islands , which gained i ts independence on July 7 ,  19 78 ( see also Map 1 ) . 
The total land area of the Solomon Islands is 11 , 200 square miles ( Census 1970 : viii ) , 
while  the population is currently estimated at a little over 200 , 000 people .  
The languages of the Solomons are among the most imperfectly known in island 
Melanesi a .  Early writers such as Codrington ( 1 885)  and Ray (19 26) , together with 
that prolific student of is land Melanesian languages ,  the Rev . W . G .  Ivens , culled 
most of their material from gospel translations , and concentrated on grammatical 
sketches . Capel l  ( 1956 and 1962 )  gave a general account of the languages of the 
archipelago . I t  was not until 1968 (Hackman 1968) that any publications appeared 
which treated anything like the totality of the Solomon languages , followed in 1971  
(Hackman 1971 ) by a short listing of the languages . In 197 5  Hackman decided to 
j oin forces with the present writer , to undertake a survey of all of the languages 
of these islands and to present an internal classification of them , initially , ( see 
Tryon and Hackman , forthcoming) . There was a sociolinguistic account of the lan­
guage situation in the Solomons published in 1979 (Tryon 1979) , and the present 
paper represents a first attempt at an overall classification , to be expanded and 
amplified in the forthcoming study mentioned above . The preliminary classification 
presented here is based largely on l exicostatistics , the sound correspondences between 
the languages having been determined and taken into account . In the latter part o f  
the paper ,  the phonological evidence for internal subgrouping is considered briefly , 
as a check on the subgroupings which emerged from the quantitative evidence . 
Amran Halim , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third International Conference on Austronesian Lingui stics , vol . l :  
Curren ts in Oceani c ,  97-10 8 .  Pacific Linguis tics , C- 74 , 198 2 .  
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2 .  THE LANGUAGES 
There are , according to the criteria followed in this study , some sixty-three 
languages and many more dialects spoken in the Solomon Islands at present , excluding 
Gilbertese and other languages imported into the Solomons over the last few years . 
The languages of the Solomons are basically Austronesian , fifty-six out of the sixty­
three languages being so . Of the fifty-six Austronesian l anguages , fifty-one are 
Melanesian , the other five being Polynesian Outlier languages . Seven of the Solomons 
languages are considered to be Papuan or non-Austronesian , although the exact 
classification of some of these has been a matter for debate , see below . For 
purposes of this paper , however , the emphasis will be on the Austronesian languages . 
2 . 1 . The Papuan l anguages 
The Papuan ( non-Austronesian) languages of the Solomons number seven . No 
attempt has been made here to classify them . I t  is of interest , however , to note 
that nearly all of them have borrowed extensively from neighbouring Austronesian 
languages , this being particularly noticeable in the case of Savosavo and Baniata , 
borrowing from Guadalcanal and New Georgia l anguages respectively . The Papuan lan­
guages , with locations and approximate numbers of speakers are as follows : 
LANGUAGE LOCATION SPEAKERS 
Bi lua Vella Lavella 4 , 300 
Baniata Rendova 1 , 000 
Lavukaleve Russell Is  700 
Savosavo Savo I 9 50 
Aiwo Reef Is  3 , 500 
Santa Cruz Santa Cruz I 3 , 0 30 
Nanggu Santa Cruz I 200 
Formerly there were three Papuan languages/dialects spoken on the island of New 
Georgia : 
1 .  Kazukuru 
2 .  Doriri 
3 .  Gul iguli  
Very little is  known of these languages , although a wordlist of roughly one hundred 
words is available  for Kazukuru ( Capell 1969 ) . 
Early writers did not recognise the Papuan languages as such , but simply 
regarded them as aberrant or difficult Melanesian l anguages ( see Codrington 1885 and 
Ray 19 26) . Wurm ( 19 75) assigns the first four l anguages listed above (Bilua ,  
Baniata , Lavukaleve and Savosavo) to the Yele-Solomons Stock o f  his East Papuan 
Phylum, seeing a genetic relationship between them and the Yele languages of Rossel 
Island ( Papua New Guinea) . He also tentatively assigns Kazukuru , Doriri and 
Guliguli to the same stock , although the material available for these l anguages is 
extremely scanty . Todd ( 19 7 5) agrees with Wurm in grouping Bilua , Baniata , 
Lavukaleve and Savosavo into a ' Solomons Language Family ' ,  noting that B il ua and 
Savosavo are more closely related to each other than to the remainder . 
The Papuan l anguages of the Eastern Outer Islands of the Solomons have been 
something of a problem in terms of language classification . A number of schol ars 
have written about Aiwo , Santa Cruz and Nanggu , including Davenport ( 1962) , Wurm 
( 1969 , 19 75  et passim) , Lincoln ( 19 7 5 ,  1978) , Green ( 19 76)  and Simons ( 19 77 ) . There 
has been some debate concerning the status of these three languages , particularly 
Santa Cruz . Wurm ( 19 7 5 : 796) maintains that they are indeed Papuan and that they 
have been heavily influenced by Austronesian languages . He ass igns them to the 
East Papuan Phylum , although as a subphylum-level family some distance from the 
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Papuan languages in the north of the Solomons archipelago . On the other hand , 
Lincoln maintains that the languages in question are indeed Austronesian , pointing 
to a number of lexical and morphosyntactic features in support of his claim . The 
affil iation of these three languages is  not clear-cut , for while a number o f  
features in them are plainly Austronesian , the basic morphological sys tem appears 
quite unlike anything else in island Melanesia , and in fact quite simiiar to that 
encountered in the Papuan languages to the north of the Solomons . The morphological 
complexity of the verb phrase in Aiwo , Santa Cruz and Nanggu is in distinct contrast 
to the relatively simple system found in the four Papuan languages of the northern 
Solomons . until further detailed studies are undertaken it is unlikely that the 
debate will advance much further . The present writer considers that in view of the 
central role of the verb and verb morphology in these languages and their obvious 
dissimilarity with other island Melanesia languages , it is preferable , for the 
present at leas t ,  to consider Aiwo , Santa Cruz and Nanggu to be Papuan . The final 
word has certainly not been said on the sub j ect and the mUltiple influences that 
have been at work on these languages will be difficult to unravel , for the languages 
of this area have , in addition to what has been discussed above , also been sub j ect 
to considerable Micronesian and Polynesian influence . 
2 . 2 .  T he Austrones i an l anguages 
There are fifty-six Austronesian languages spoken in the Solomon Islands , 
including five Polynesian Outliers . They are as follows : 
LANGUAGE 
Alu 
Vaghua 
Varisi 
Ririo 
C . E .  Choiseul 
Ghanongga 
Lungga 
Simbo 
Nduke 
Roviana 
Ughele 
Kusaghe 
Hoava 
Marovo 
Vangunu 
Zabana 
Laghu 
Kokota 
Zazao 
Blablanga 
Maringe 
Gao 
Bugotu 
Gela 
Lengo 
W .  Guadalcanal 
Talise 
Malango 
Birao 
Longgu 
LOCATION 
Shortland Is 
Choiseul 
Choiseul 
Choiseul 
Choiseul 
Ranongga 
Ranongga 
Simbo 
Kolombangara 
New Georgia 
Rendova 
New Georgia 
New Georgia 
New Georgia 
New Georgia 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Santa Ysabel 
Florida 
Guadalcanal 
Guadalcanal 
Guadalcanal 
Guadalcanal 
Guadalcanal 
Guadalcanal 
SPEAKERS 
1 , 700 
1 , 000 
1 , 900 
1 8  
5 , 000 
1 , 320 
700 
9 50 
1 , 500 
4 , 100 
650 
9 50 
600 
2 , 900 
900 
1 , 000 
5 
1 70 
100 
5 50 
5 , 000 
500 
1 , 900 
5 , 300 
5 , 200 
5 , 000 
4 , 500 
1 , 800 
3 , 200 
750 
LANGUAGE 
Lau 
N .  Malaita 
Kwara ' ae 
Langalanga 
Kwaio 
Ocri ' o  
' Are ' are 
Oroha 
S .  Malaita 
Arosi 
Fagani 
Bauro 
Kahua 
Nembao 
Asumboa 
Tanambile 
Buma 
Vano 
Tanema 
Rennel lese 
Luangiua 
Sikaiana 
Pileni 
Tikopian 
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LOCATION SPEAKERS 
Malaita 6 , 500 
Malaita 1 3 , 500 
Malaita 1 2 , 500 
Malaita 2 , 000 
Malaita 7 , 000 
Malaita 900 
Malaita 10 , DOO 
Malaita 100 
Malaita 6 , 500 
San Cristobal 2 , 800 
San Cristobal 300 
San Cristobal 2 , 800 
San Cristobal 4 , 000 
Utupua 1 50 
Utupua 20 
Utupua 50 
Vanikoro 50 
Vanikoro 5 
Vanikoro 5 
Rennel l/Bel lona 1 , 800 
Ontong Java 1 , 100 
Sikaiana 2 20 
Reef Is  800 
Tikopia/Anuta 1 , 800 
The Austronesian languages of the Solomon Islands have been classified , tentatively 
at this  stage , using the following criteria quantitativel y :  
Approximately 8 1 %  - 100% 
Approximately 50% - 80% 
Approximately 30% - 49% 
Approximately 20% - 29 % 
Dialects of same Language 
Different Language , same Subgroup 
Different Subgroup , same Group 
Different Group , same Family 
These percentages of shared cognates largely follow Wurm ( 1971 : 54 2 ) , with the 
modifications made in Tryon ( 1976)  in his classi fication of the languages of 
vanuatu ( formerly New Hebrides ) . The reasons for the selection of these percentages 
as critical need not detain us here , in a preliminary classification of this  nature . 
Two other points are , however , relevant to the classi fication : 
i )  At l east two hundred comparisons were made between a l l  test l ists , 
which included the Swadesh 200 l ist , as modified by Samarin ( 1967 : 2 20) . 
i i )  The sound correspondences for a l l  lists were worked out and used to 
determine cognancy or otherwise ( and will be reproduced in full in 
the final c lassification , Tryon and Hackman ( forthcoming» . 
In this paper , as in previous classifications of the languages of vanuatu 
(Tryon 19 76 and 19 77) , the problem of non-discrete boundaries and subgroups has 
manifested itself again in some instances . For example , a ' dialect chain ' would 
be a series of speech communities such that the speech of Community A is mutually 
intelligible with that of Community B ,  that of B with C,  but not A with C,  setting 
up an intelligibility chain . The dialect chaining principle is wel l  known from the 
work of Wurm and Laycock ( 1961 ) , Voegelin et al . ( 196 3)  and Wurm ( 19 7 2) . What is  
of interest here , and throughout island Mel anesia at  least , is the extension of the 
chaining principle to language subgrouping at higher levels ,  thereby circumventing 
the problem of sharp cut-offs between one category or subgroup and the next . 
Thus in Chart I it will be seen that the languages of the Solomons fal l into 
a number of Groups , Subgroups , Languages and Dialects , the percentile criteria for 
which have been given above . It will be noted that all o f  the subgrouping l evels 
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lie  within rectangles , a number of which overlap . This overlapping represents non­
discrete subgroups brought about by the chaining phenomenon discussed above , the 
principle being appl ied at all  levels . 
So under the heading ' Dialect ' ,  names enclosed in rectangular configurations 
are dialects , mostly all chains , of the ' Languages ' to their l eft . So , for example ,  
the language named Central East Choiseul i s  i n  fact a dialect chain with six major 
constituents or links . At a higher l evel it wil l  be seen that Ririo is a member of 
both the North West Choiseul and Central East Subgroups , Vaghua , Varisi and Ririo 
meeting the criteria for membership of a single subgroup , while Ririo and Central 
East Choiseul form a separate subgroup . At a higher level again , the Group level , 
it wil l  be seen that both of these subgroups are subsumed under a single Group , the 
Choiseul Group . An examination of the Chart will show , then ,  that the chaining 
phenomenon is apparent at all levels .  
So it is that the languages of the Solomon Islands fall into eleven highest­
order ( for purposes of this paper) subgroups , here called ' Groups ' ,  based on a 
standard basic wordlist . Some of the groups so distinguished will be seen to 
represent discrete entities , while others will  be seen to overlap ;  the Chart appear­
ing below should be sel f-explanatory . For the sake of added clarity , however , the 
highest-order groups and their overlaps will be set out separately as follows : 
Group 1 .  Shortlands 
2 .  Choi seul 
3 .  New Georgia 
4 .  
5 .  
We" Ysabel � 
I East Ysabel 
6 .  I Bugotu � 
7 .  I Gela � 
8 .  I Central Solomonic � 
9 .  Utupuan 
10 . Vanikoro 
11 . Polynesian Outlier 
The above diagram is meant to illustrate what has been included in Chart I ,  namely 
that the languages o f  the Solomon Islands fall into eleven higher-order subgroups 
according to lexicostatistical criteria , that Groups 1 to 3 and 9 to 11 constitute 
discrete subgroups , while  Groups 4 to 8 are overlapping groups , such that for example 
West Ysabel partially overlaps with East Ysabel which partially overl aps with Bugotu 
and so on until the Central Solomonic Group . 
The total Solomon Islands classification , distinguishing four l evels ,  is put 
forward , tentatively at this stage , in the chart as fol lows : 
Group 
SHORTLANDS 
CHOISEUL 
NEW GEORGIA 
WEST YSABEL 
EAST YSABEL 
BUGOTU 
GELA 
CENTRAL 
SOLOMONI C 
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Subgroup 
I Shortlands 
N . W .  Cho iseul 
I 
C . E .  Choiseul I 
Roviana 
I Marovo 
� 
I Laghu 
Ysabel 
I Bugotu 
I 
Gela 
Guadal canal 
Language 
A l u  �-----------
Vaghua ---------
Vari s i  ---------
Ririo ----- --
C . E .  Choiseul --
Ghanongga ------
Lungga ------
S imbo ------
Nduke -------
Roviana ------
Ughele ------
Kusaghe ------
Hoava ------
Marovo t----n 
Vangunu ------
Zabana r------
Di a l ect 
Babatana 
Katazi 
Sengga 
LOmaumbi 
Avaso 
Ghanongga 
Lungga 
S imbo 
Nduke 
Roviana 
ughele 
Kusaghe 
Hoava 
Zabana 
Laghu r------ ---- Samasodu 
Kokota ------
Zazao ------
Blablanga ------
Maringe ------
Gao ------
Bugotu r------
Gela �mm 
Lengo ------
West ----
Guadalcanal 
Tal i s e  ----
Malango ----
Birao ----l 
'" 
Kokota 
Ki lokaka 
Blablanga 
Ghove 
Kmagha 
Leleghia 
Tataba 
Poro 
Bugotu 
Gae 
Ndi 
Tandai 
Nginia 
Gari 
Poleo 
Koo 
Malageti 
Tal i s e  
Tolo 
Moli 
Malango 
Birao 
,---------------------------
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Group 
CENTRAL 
SOLOMONIC 
( continued) 
UTUPUA 
VAN I KORO 
POLYNESIAN 
OUTLIER 
Subgroup 
Malaita 
San Cri s tobal 
I Nernbao 
I Asumboa 
I Tanirnbi l i  
I Vanikoro 
Polynesian 
Outlier 
Language 
Longgu 
Lau 
North 
Mal aita 
Kwara ' ae 
Langalanga 
Kwaio 
Dori ' 0  
' Are ' are 
Oroha 
South 
Mal aita 
Arosi 
Fagani 
Bauro 
Kahua 
Nernbao 
Asurnboa 
Tanirnb i l i  
Burna 
Vano 
Tanema 
Rennel lese 
Luangiua 
Sikaiana 
Pi leni 
Tikopian 
SOLOMON ISLANDS NON-AUSTRONESIAN LANGUAGES 
1 .  B i l ua (Ve l l a  Lave l l a )  
2 .  Baniata ( Rendova) 
3 .  Kazukuru ( New Georgia ,  extinct) 
4 .  Lavukaleve .(Rus s e l l  Is) 
5 .  Savosavo ( Savo I )  
6 .  Aiwo ( Reef I s )  
7 .  Santa C r u z  ( Santa Cruz I )  
8.  Nanggu ( Santa Cruz I )  
-----
-----
-----
-------------------------
-----
-----
----
-----
-----
-----
�-----
r-----
r-----
-----f-----
-----
--- ---------- - -
-----
-
-
-
-
-
-
--
Di a l ec t  
Longgu 
Lau I Wal ade 
To ' abaita 
Baelelea 
Baeguu 
Fataleka 
Kwara ' ae 
Langalanga 
Kwaio 
Dor i ' o  
' Are ' are 
Oroha 
Sa ' a  
Ulawa 
Uki Ni Masi 
Kahua 
Tawaroga 
Mami 
Santa Ana 
S .  Catalina 
Nernbao 
Asurnboa 
Tanirnb i l i  
Burna 
Va no 
Tanema 
Ontong Java 
Sikaiana 
va 
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3 .  THE  PHONOLOG ICAL EV I DENCE 
The subgroupings based on quantitative criteria , tentative though they are , 
appear to be well supported by qualitative evidence . The phonological evidence 
for each of the lexicostatistically based subgroups will be examined briefly , 
highlighting only the major phonological innovations which may be used to distinguish 
them . 
A Shortlands subgroup appears to be supported by ( 1 ) the fact that POC * Q  + ¢ 
[ Alu bo i 'night ', l ao ' au 'fly ' ]  intervocalical ly ; ( 2 ) POC ''' k + ?  intervocalically 
also [ Alu ba ' o i  'shark ' ] ; ( 3 ) POC ;' 5  and '''ns  appear to merge as ¢ ,  with the sol e  
exception of Alu hose 'paddle ', thus : [ aha-na 'what ', a l e  'float ' ] .  ( 4 )  Phoneti­
cally POC *p is reflected as h in Alu ,  and in none of the languages north of Malaita , 
whil e  POC '''d and *nd merge as I .  While the quantity o f  l exical data from which this 
phonological evidence has been adduced is rather l imited , nevertheless it appears 
that none of the other language groups within the Solomon Islands share the combi­
nation of sound changes l isted above . 
Choiseul appears to be supported as a subgroup by a small number of phonological 
developments not found elsewhere in the Solomons .  The most common of these is a v 
accretion before u ,  and a z accretion before i after the loss o f  initial k generally . 
Thus , we have : Babatana v u t u  ' louse ' ,  z i ta 'we pl incl ' .  In West Choiseul the 
accretion does not occur regularly , thus Vaghua eta  'we pl incl ' .  All o f  the lan­
guages of Choiseul share an r accretion to reflexes of the cardinal pronoun forms 
*koe 'you sg ' ,  "'kam i 'we pl excl ' and '''kamu 'you pl ' .  Thus , for example : Vaghua 
o ram , Varisi  ramu , Ririo ram , Babatana , Katazi , Sengga , Lomaumb i ,  Avaso ramu , 'you 
pl ' . In Choiseul POC ,',w + ¢ ,  a change shared by a number of other l anguages in the 
area ,  and Poe *ns  + ¢ word initially , except when reflecting *nsaqat 'bad ' .  Thus , 
for example ,  Sengga z- i a  'nine ' .  
The New Georgia subgroup can perhaps be best defined negatively , for these 
l anguages share none of the innovations which distinguish the Shortlands and 
Choiseul subgroups . They do , of course share such widespread developments as POC 
'''w + ¢ ,  and the merger of POC ''' Qm and *m as m .  
Phonologically , Santa Ysabel ,  with the exception of the Bugotu area i n  eastern 
Ysabel ,  appears to form a subgroup distinct from al l other Solomon Islands groups . 
The phonological history o f  these languages is obviously complex, with the develop­
ment o f  a set of aspirated stops not encountered elsewhere ,  together with preconson­
antal glottal occlusions whose origins are not evident as yet . Apart from these 
phonetic oddities , a number of the Poe phonemes have reflexes not shared beyond 
Santa Ysabe l . For example ,  POC *m + ¢ with cardinal pronouns . Thus : Kilokaka 
y a i 'we pl excl ', yau  'you pl ' .  Initial Poe *m is sometimes reflected a s  n .  Thus , 
Kilokaka nath a ,  Blablanga nat ha ,  Ghove n a t h a 'eye '; Blablanga nana f a ,  Samasodu 
nanafa 'heart ' .  This sound change could b e  the result of the merging o f  some kind 
of article , perhaps *na , with the first consonant of the noun . Articles are not 
generally used in the l anguages of Santa Ysabel , however . It is interesting to note 
also that Poe *n is reflected as n in the languages preserving the Proto-Oceanic 
;'n/;'n distinction , but only reflecting Poe *manawa 'heart ', thus Leleghia nana fa , 
Poro nanafa 'heart ' .  It is possible , o f  course , that the POC reconstructed form 
may be more properly ;'manawa . 
Santa Ysabel ( excepting Bugotu) is  alone , too , in reflecting Poe "'P as f or h ,  
'''mp as b ,  but '''IJP as ph . The phonological evidence , then , even after a preliminary 
study , would indicate the existence of a Santa Ysabel subgroup . 
The lexicostatistically established subgroups , Bugotu, Gela ,  Guadalcanal , 
Malaita and San Cristobal , and the Central Solomonic group share the merger of POC 
* 1  and *R . This  merger ( see also Pawley 19 72 : 30) is not shared by other language 
groups in the Solomons .  This large subgroup also shares a number o f  other sound 
changes occurring over a wide area , and not of great diagnostic value . 
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within the Central Solomonic group , a subgroup including the languages o f  Malaita 
( together with Longgu and Marau on Guadalcanal)  and San Cristobal appears to be 
strongly indicated by the phonological evidence .  All of these languages share the 
following innovations : 
( 1 )  Poe ,�t -+- ¢ .  Thus : To ' abaita ma-na , Bauro ma-na 'his eye ' ;  Kwa i o  ' u, 
Kahua yu ' louse ' .  
( 2 )  POC * s  and *ns are reflected a s  s before high vowels , and t elsewhere .  
Thus : Fataleka fote , Ulawa hote 'paddle ', but s i kwa and s i wa 'nine ', respectively . 
( 3 ) There is  an s - accretion before a in a number of words . Thus : Oroha sae , 
Fataleka sae8au ' liver ', Fataleka sato , Ulawa sato 'sun ' .  This accretion appears to 
be restricted to Malaita and the languages within the immediate Malaitan subgroup , 
where the *s- has a number of regular reflexes . 
The languages o f  Guadalcanal , Florida (Gela)  and Bugotu may be subgrouped 
negatively , in that while they all share the POC * 1  and *R merger , they do not share 
the innovations j ust discussed for Malaita and San Cristobal . Positively , Poe *m 
and *Qm merge as m in Bugotu, Gela and Guadalcanal , traces of the labiovelar being 
found as reflexes of *Qmata  'snake ', in some of the dialects of Guadalcanal , but not 
for other etymons . Thus : Gela mane , Gae mane , Malango mane 'man ', but Moli ma ta , 
Gari mua t a ,  Lengo uma ta 'snake ' .  The merger of Poe '�Qm and *m is fairly widespread , 
but is not shared by the Malaita-San Cristobal languages , where we find , for example : 
Baelelea Qwane , Sa ' a  mwane 'man ', Kwaio wa, Ulawa mwa 'snake ' .  In addition , Poe 
*w -+- u in Florida and Guadal canal , and ¢ in Bugotu , whi le it is retained in Malaita­
San Cristobal . Thus : Ndi s i u ,  Talise s i u  'nine ', but Bael elea s i kwa , Arosi s i wa 
'nine ' .  The phonological evidence for two subgroups of Central Solomonic is strong , 
then , even though only the major features have been discussed here . 
As far as the two putative subgroups in the Eastern Outer Islands , Utupua and 
Vanikoro , are concerned , the picture is  not so c lear , for the dearth of cognates 
and low percentages lexicostatistically make it difficult to establish many phono­
logical rules which are useful as subgrouping evidence .  As more extensive 
vocabularies become available and the complex borrowing patterns c larified , detailed 
phonological evidence will undoubtedly be adduced . At this stage , the picture is 
not very c lear . I t  appears that Utupua and Vanikoro share none of the phonological 
innovations which constituted the principal evidence for the subgroups discussed 
above , and so may be excluded from them . Utupua appears to have lost reflexes of POC 
"' R ,  whil e  Vanikoro appears to have retained them . Thus : Nernbao n i e ,  Tanirnbili 
now i o  'water ', but Burna e ro ,  Vano w i re ,  Tanema w i ra 'water ', Nernbao nano , Tanirnbili 
non i o  'coconut ', but Burna l u ro 'coconut ' .  POC ," d is also reflected as y in two of 
the three Utupuan languages , while it is reflected as 1 in Vanikoro . Although these 
pieces of evidence are fragmentary , they suggest that the languages of Utupua and 
Vanikoro have undergone a perhaps l engthy period of separate development . The 
l exicostatistical evidence would certainly lead one to believe this , although 
morpho syntactic features suggest much closer links . 
4 .  CONCL US IONS 
While  both the quantitative and qualitative evidence is of a preliminary and 
necessarily tentative nature , it appears that the major subgroups established on 
l exicostatistical criteria are largely corroborated by a preliminary consideration 
of the broad l ines of the phonological evidence . The only significant modification 
which the qualitative evidence would suggest , at this stage , is a single subgroup 
for Santa Ysabel (with the exception of Bugotu) rather than the two overl apping 
subgroups for that island set up in the first part of the paper . What is known of 
the morphosyntax of the Solomon Islands l anguages suggests that a similar more 
definitive subgrouping wil l  be reached as that evidence is considered . Of course 
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the external relationships of these languages remain to  be determined . Such an 
exercise was beyond the scope of a preliminary study such as this . 
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BORROWING IN AUSTRONESIAN AND NON-AUSTRONESIAN 
LANGUAGES OF COASTAL SOUTH-EAST MAINLAND PAPUA NEW GUINEA 
Tom D utton 
1 .  INT RODUCTION 
The coastal area o f  the mainland of south-east Papua New Guinea is inhabited by 
different groups of people speaking one or more of two distinct language types ,  
Austronesian (AN) and non-Austronesian (NAN) . The NAN l anguages that we are 
interested in in this  paper belong to one family , the Mailuan Family , whose speakers 
occupy the coastal area between Cape Rodney in the west and Gadaisu in Orangerie 
Bay in the east and inland of Cloudy Bay as far as the Keveri Vall ey - see Map 1 .  
These people are in contact with speakers o f  the AN Keapara language on their 
western boundary , with those of the AN Suau language on their eastern boundary , and 
in betwixt these two points with the few remaining speakers of several scattered AN 
languages , Ouma , Yoba,  Magori and Bina . In addition one group of speakers of one of 
the member languages of the Mailuan Family ,  notably the Mailu Islanders , wer e ,  at 
the time of first European contact , and still are active and aggressive long-distance 
traders whose principal points of contact were and still are with Aroma and Maopa 
dialect speakers of the Keapara language on the west and with Suau and other AN 
speakers of the present-day Milne Bay Province of Papua New Guinea farther east . 
Little wonder then that many of these languages contain borrowings from one 
another ' s  languages .  Indeed several of them contain so much basic vocabulary in 
common that early observers can hardly be blamed for classifying one in particular , 
Magori , as an aberrant form of another , Magi , when in reality they are genetically 
quite unrelated ( Dutton 1976c ) . However , although the nature , distribution and 
use of these l anguages is now better understood and preliminary studies have shown 
that the loaning and borrowing is confined , for the most part , to the Mailuan Family 
languages and Ouma , Bina , Yoba and Magori ( Dutton 1971b ;  1976c ) the question of who 
borrowed what from whom precisely , and when , has not been investigated seriously , 
although it has long been proposed (Thomson 1975a : 44 , Sl ) . 
It is  the purpose of this  paper to rectify this situation and to begin such an 
investigation by focussing on Ouma and Magori , two of the four Oumic languages which 
belong to different subgroups of those l anguages and for which the best materials 
are available . The results of this investigation will then be considered briefly to 
see what implications they have for the prehistory of the area . 
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2 .  THE  PRESENT -DAY L I NGU I ST I C  SCENE I N  MORE DETA I L  
2 . 1 . The  Mai l uan fami l y  
The Mailuan Family consists o f  six or seven languages depending o n  whether two 
different sets of communalects in one area are regarded as rather divergent dialects 
of a single language or as separate languages .  In this study the latter position is 
adopted so that the family will be taken as consisting of the following seven lan­
guages whose numbers of speakers are approximately as shown : 1 , 2  
l .  
2 .  
3 .  
4 .  
5 .  
6 .  
7 .  
Domu 
Morawa 
Ma 
Neme ' a  
Bauwaki 
Magi (or 
Laua 
Mailu) 
500 
800 
600 
200 
400 
5 , 500 
l ?  
Village lists and old names used to refer to parts or wholes o f  these languages are 
given in Dutton ( 1973 )  and Thomson ( 19 7 5a ) , and present-day villages are shown on 
Map 1 .  
These languages share between approximately 50% and 60% basic vocabulary with 
each other , with the higher percentages occurring between neighbouring languages . 
However these figures cannot be regarded as indicating the ' true ' rel ationship 
between these languages as the calculations used to arrive at those percentages are 
based on numbers of apparent cognates which include many borrowings from different 
sources . A better picture can only be obtained after the results of this paper are 
taken into account . 
Magi ( or Mai lu as it is  sometimes called) is the largest and most prestigious 
language of the family and is the only one which has been studied in any detail ,  
and so i s  the only one for which there is anything other than basic vocabulary l ists 
available .  As already indicated it is spoken by about 5 , 500 people who inhabit some 
120 kilometres of coastline between Sandbank Bay in the west and Orangerie Bay in 
the east . It consists of the fol lowing nine dialects ( from west to east)  which are 
defined and discussed by Thomson ( 1975a ) : 
l .  Domara 900 
2 .  Darava 276 
3 .  Island 1 , 985 
4 .  Asiaoro 382 
5 .  Delebai 3 79 
6 .  Borebo 758 
7 .  Geagea 1 7 3  
8 .  Ilai 185 
9 .  Baibara 2 3 3  
These dialects are a l l  similar to each other and differ most in basic vocabulary 
chiefly "as the result of a greater degree of borrowing from AN l anguages"  (Thomson 
1975a : 56 ) . There are some minor grammatical differences between them , however , 
which group them into two sets : those east of Amazon Bay and including the last 
four listed above , which are often referred to as the Varo or Maisi dialects , and 
the remainder , as shown on the accompanying Map 1 .  
The Island dialect is the largest and most prestigious and is the source of 
those spoken on the nearby islands of Laluoro and Loupomu and on the mainland 
opposite and to the west , as well as at Gadaisu and Laimodo in Orangerie Bay where 
there has been intermarriage between Magi speakers and Suau speakers (Thomson 
1975a : 4 3 )  as Island dialect speakers moved out to found new colonies in the past 
few centuries . See Map 2 .  From the point of view of this  paper the Island dialect 
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is also the most important as it is the one that has been best recorded as well as 
being the one spoken by Mailu Islanders , who are the potters and long-distance 
traders of the area . 
2 . 2 .  T he AN l anguages Duma , Magori , Yoba and B i na 
As already noted Ouma , Magori , Yoba and Bina are the scattered remnants o f  what 
were apparently formerly much larger AN language speaking groups . 
Ouma was formerly the language spoken in villages of the same name reported by 
early Government officers and missionaries as being several miles inland up the 
Bonua River that flows into Table Bay but now represented by only four speakers 
l iving in the small village of Labu ( 51 )  on the coast near the mouth of that river . 
Nearby was , and still is , Magori ,  spoken in the two villages of Magori ( 1 24 )  and 
Deba ( 39 )  situated inland and on the coast beside the lower reaches of the Bailebo 
River at the eastern end of Table Bay . Inland of Magori was Yoba formerly spoken 
along the middle reaches of the Bailebo River j ust mentioned but now only remembered 
by two speakers ,  a man , Aruba Inabe , and his mother , Bo 'odi , at present living in 
Laua village ( 31 )  in the same area . Much farther east was Bina inland of the 
western end of Orangerie Bay . Today the only surviving speakers of this  language 
are an old man , Tobi Koakoa , married into and living at Nabai (49 ) , and his sister 
l iving at Gogosiba ( 56 ) , both Magi villages in Orangerie Bay . 
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Speakers of all four languages are also fluent i n  Magi , the dominant ( socially 
and economically) l anguage in the area . Many also know and use other languages such 
as Laua and Daga spoken in the same villages and inland . 
These languages ,  together with other AN languages of what is  now call ed the 
Central Province of Papua New Guinea , belong to a single closed subgroup of Oceanic 
and derive from a single common ancestor , which was originally called Proto-Central 
District (Pawley 1975) , but which has since become better known as Proto-Central 
Papuan ( PCP ) . There is some disagreement amongst l inguists interested in this sub­
group , however , as to whether the four Oumic l anguages form a separate subgroup 
within this family and as to j ust what their relationships are with other members 
of the family ( Dutton 19 76c ; Lynch 1978 ; Ross 1979a ) . We do not need to pursue this 
debate here , however , as all we need to know for present purposes is what the 
phonological correspondences between the separate languages are , and/or how 
establ ished , or suggested , reconstructed proto-sounds are reflected in these 
languages . For present purposes also we will assume a s  Ross ( 1979a) and I ( Dutton 
1976)  have argued elsewhere , that Ouma and Magori belong to di fferent lower-order 
subgroups within an Oumic subgroup , and have therefore had separate histories for 
the past few hundred years . 
3 .  METHODS AND MATERIALS 
3 . 1 . Data 
The following study is based on data obtained from the following varied , and 
for the most part unpublished , sources : 
( a) short basic vocabulary lists of usually fewer than 1 50 items collected by 
early government officers and published in the Annual reports for British New Guinea 
or Papua . See for example Grist ( 1 9 26) , Strong ( 1911 ; 1919a ,b , c , d ) . Some of these 
were l ater reproduced in Ray ( 19 38)  and also used in Capell ( 194 3 ) ; 
(b )  longer basic vocabulary l ists of usually between 200 and 300 items collected 
more recently by missionaries and/or others . Many of these are still only avail able  
in  manuscript form and are  of limited distribution . These include Abel ( 1980) , 
Dutton ( 1968 , 1969 , 1980) , Saville ( 19 35a , b) and Thomson ( 1971 ) . Some of these ,  
or parts of them , have been published , or exist in mimeographed form , notably Cooper 
( 1975 ) , Dutton ( 1970 ; 1976c ) , Pawl ey ( 1975 ) , Ross ( 1979a , b ) , Savil le ( 1 9 35 a , b ) , and 
Thomson ( 19 7 5a ) ; 
( c ) ful ler vocabularies in the AN languages Motu,  Sinagoro ( Balawaia dialect) , 
and Keapara (Hula dialect) which are to be found in Kolia ( 19 7 5 ) , Short ( 19 39 ) , and 
Lister-Turner and Clark ( n . d . ) . 
These data are of varying reliability and value . The early materials are 
naturally the most valuable historically as they were collected before the socio­
linguistic situation of the immediate precontact period was disturbed by the 
relocation ( and often combination) of communities to suit the administrative needs 
of the Australian colonial period , and before Pol ice Motu , the lingua franca of 
Papua , had spread into every village . There is always the probl em with these 
materials , however , of not knowing what exactly they represent and whether they 
were accurately recorded as no information is supplied about speakers from whom 
they were obtained nor about the manner of collection . In these circumstances we 
have to assume they are representative of the speech communities nominated by the 
collectors and reliably recorded except where it is possible to detect errors by 
comparison with later materials . 3 
The later material s were col lected using Magi and/or Police Motu as the 
eliciting language . Besides being from a later period they suffer from other defects . 
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As far as the Oumic languages are concerned Bina , Yoba and Ouma are the l east 
reliably recorded ( and in that order) because they are moribund and wil l  be dead 
when the few remaining speakers pass on . Because these languages are no longer 
functional and their speakers are bilingual in Magi and use that language (or more 
particularly , that dialect of it in which they live) for everyday l iving , the 
reliability of the materials from these sources is decreased . Ouma is the most 
reliable of the set but here too we have to expect that contact with modern Magi may 
wel l  be , and is most likely, interfering with , or has already interfered with , 
earl ier borrowings , either by replacing old Ouma items , or by modifying old Magi 
forms . Magori is better off but there too the speakers are fluent in Magi ( Island 
dialect) and this  is interfering with the phonology of the language , so that ,  for 
example , it  is not yet clear whether glottal stop is a phoneme in Magori or not .  
On the NAN side the Magi materials are the most reliable , because the l anguage 
has been wel l  studied and recorded , Laua the least , and the others somewhere in 
between . In the Magi case we do have to remember ,  however , that because of name 
avoidance and word taboo associated with kinship relationships the distribution of 
words ( inherited and borrowed) within dialects of Magi may be disturbed (Thomson 
1975a : 4 3 ) . 4 
. 
The Laua materials are the least reliable because at the time of collection the 
only speaker of it for whom it was his first language was not available and so the 
data were collected from two others for whom it was , in one case , that person ' s  
second or third language , and in the other that person ' s  fourth or fifth language . 
The data from the other Mailuan languages are as reliable as survey data usually 
are . 
Thus it is impossible to be sure that the data available and used for this 
study reflect the historical events accurately , or perhaps better , that we will be  
able to  interpret them correctly . Given that they are the best we  have available , 
however , and provided they are approached cautiously , they can probably be used to 
indicate historical trends if  nothing better . 
3 . 1 . Assumpt i ons  and  genera l  pri n c i pl es 
Apart from the assumptions and general principles that underly comparative and 
historical l inguistics generally the following particular ones underly this study : 
1 )  items of similar form and meaning occurring in Oumic and Mailuan languages 
must , by virtue of the designation or definition of these languages as AN and NAN 
respectively , be borrowings . Consequently when we find such items the task becomes 
one of determining the origin , and hence , direction of borrowing , of them . In 
practice i tems are determined as being either AN or NAN in origin according to 
whether they reflect established or suggested reconstructions in these two domains ; 
2 )  initially a borrowing language will only maintain the distinctions in sounds 
of the language borrowed from as long as they coincide with its own : those that do 
not will be modified to suit the borrower ' s  own sound system . 5 Over time , however , 
and particularly if  borrowing continues on a l arge scale the borrowing l anguage may 
develop new sounds to incorporate borrowed ones . In this case sounds ( and therefore 
words in which they occur) may only be suspected of being borrowed if there is  
something unusual about their distribution in words in  individual languages . In  
practice the sound systems of relevant languages are compared in order to determine 
which sounds are diagnostic in identi fying ( recent) borrowings in the different 
languages . This is done herein in Chart 1 which is derived from the descriptions 
in Appendices 2 and 3 .  By studying this chart it will be noted that all the lan­
guages have similar ranges of sounds and that the only diagnostic sounds for 
detecting borrowings are those which correspond to absence (marked #) in other 
Language 
Magi 
Domu 
Morawa 
Ma 
Neme ' a  
Bauwaki 
Laua 
Magori 
Ouma 
* 
Not medially 
PMF MGI DOM 
,�t t h 
;I· r r n 
," k  k I k 
I I 
¢ ¢ 
·�w v w 
*y ? y 
Chart 1 :  
p/f  tis  
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
+ + 
Chart 2 :  
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Summa ry d i spl ay of synchroni c s ound of 
Ma i l  uan and Oumi c l anguages 
k I b d 9 h m n l / r v/w y i e a 0 u 
+ + + + + # + + + + + + + + + + 
+* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ * + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+* + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
# + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
+ + + + + # + + + + # + + + + + 
+ + + + + + + + + + # + + + + + 
D i agnost i c  refl exes of  proto -sounds i n  
Ma i l uan and Oumi c l anguages 
Mailuan Oumic 
MOR MA NEM BAU LAU poc/pcP OUM MAG YOB BIN 
s s h s h *t  t ( h )  t t t 
n r r r r "'s , ns/D  r k I I 
k k k k k "' I , y/R  ¢/ ( y ) y y Y 
I I I I 9 *#/k ¢ , k  k k k 
¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ "'k , q/q ¢ k I I 
( h )  *#/kw ¢ ¢ k k 
w w w w h , v?  
n , 1  y y y ? 
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l anguages ,  notably ,  h in Magi and Magori ,  k in Laua , medial k in all languages except 
Magi , and perhaps y in Ouma and Magori . Clearly there are not many and those few 
uncertain . This does not mean that we have little hope of detecting borrowings for 
we need to remember that just because these languages have similar sound systems they 
do not reflect proto-forms in the same way and therefore it is possible to identify 
sources by looking at the sounds in the various forms of apparent cognates available . 
Thus , for example ,  Morawa and Domu reflect PMF * r  as n medially and not r as other 
languages do so that if two cognates occur in the Oumic languages one with r and one 
with n the one with n most probably comes from one of the two languages Morawa and 
Domu in which n occurs in inherited words . The proto-sounds and reflexes that are 
relevant in this regard in the two sets of languages can be obtained from Appendices 
1 and 2 but which are set out again in Chart 2 for convenience ; 
3 )  in attempting to identify sources we can only work from what is available  
in the data ( at l east initially , and until we  begin to  build up a picture of the 
borrowing pattern ) . That is , where there is identity in form across the Oumic­
Mailuan boundary we have to assume that the form on one side was borrowed directly 
from the language with the same form on the other . We do not assume that both 
borrowed the form from a third party for which there is no evidence , even though , 
of course , there is always that possibility ,  since any form can obviously be 
replaced in the right circumstances . On the other hand where there is  non-identity 
in form then we have to al low for the possibility , and probability , that one of 
these has come from a language where no present-day cognate exists ( i . e .  which may 
have had that form but it has been replaced ) . Take , for example , words l ike the 
following for 'garden ' .  In Magi this is madava whil e  in Magori it is mado . Assuming 
these two are cognate , it is clear that since we have only one form in the Mailuan 
languages which is not identical to the Magori form , and since we have no other 
comparative evidence to go on , we are forced ,  in cases l ike these , to allow that the 
Magori form ( assuming that the cognates are NAN in origin) may wel l  have come from 
a source other than Magi . The alternative is to claim that there has been an idio­
syncratic sound change in Magori , which is of about the same probability as c laiming 
that it came from another source . Without additional evidence these cases are not 
useful for historical reconstruction . 
Finally , note also in this regard that where there are no data available in a 
particular l anguage we have to allow of the possibility that the languages so indi­
cated may be a source , since negative evidence is not evidence that that language 
was not a source , even though on other evidence it is not very probable . See for 
example ,  'joke ' in section 4 .  below ; 
4 )  languages change through time and no situation i s  static . We should expect 
therefore that the evidence wil l be stratified and that all the vocabulary ( since 
that is what we have to work with at this point) will not necessarily have been 
borrowed at the same time . There is no way of predicting in advance to what 
historical l evel a particular item belongs , or even necessarily of spotting i t ,  
except in particular cases where sound changes may have intervened ; 
5 )  ' inherited ' is  a relative term . I f  borrowings are old it may not be 
possible to detect them because if  an item was borrowed before the present-day 
daughter languages split off from their ancestors then that word will undergo 
sound changes like any other inherited one and will go undetected as a borrowing ; 
6 )  people borrow from one another according to the advantages (prestige , 
economic , power) that they see in knowing and using parts , or all , of the language 
of those they borrow from . Thus i f  A borrows from B he does so with some purpose in 
mind ( though not necessarily consciously expressed) . So if  we know what A borrows 
from B we can reconstruct with varying degrees of confidence , what it was that B 
had that A was interested in or did not have . We must be careful , however , not to 
assume that negative evidence is taken as evidence of an event . I f  something does 
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not occur it may be either because A was not interested in it or that the vocabulary 
item A used to refer to it at the time he borrowed it has since been replaced . In 
short we have to keep in mind that we will never be able to say we have reconstructed 
the full story because we can never be sure that we have all the necessary evidence . 
3 . 2 . 2 .  Appl i cation  of  assumpt i ons  and general pri nci p l es 
The process of analysing and interpreting the available data (or that portion of 
it that can be used) is  a cyclic one ,  requiring a number of  passes over the data 
refining the results with the obj ect of developing a hypothesis that accounts for as 
much of the data as simply as possible .  The following description sets out the steps 
by which the results upon which the hypothesis presented later is established . 
STEP 1 
Initially the available materials were searched for apparent cognates in the 
relevant languages . These were arrayed on sheets of  the kind shown in section 4 .  
with only one set of apparent cognates per sheet , together with a marking system 
devis ed to show the range and type of  data available . When doublets or triplets 
occur these are identi fied by using subscripts on the English reference head word , 
e . g .  'father I ' and 'father2 ' ,  'hot } ' and 'hot2 ' .  
STEP 2 
The sets established in step 1 above were then scanned and all but the most 
promising-looking cases ( that is , those with the most complete evidence ) 6 and within 
those in which the Ouma and Magori forms were different or showed some variation in 
form7 were put aside for later consideration and interpretation in the light of  the 
results obtained by taking the best cases first . Altogether ,  all but about 7 5  cases 
out of over 400 were excluded in this way . The remaining 75 cases were then studied 
in some detail and divided into two sets : those containing items ( sets of cognate 
forms ) which on inspection looked as if they were AN in origin and those which were 
not .  In doing this decisions about the AN-ness or otherwise of the items were made 
by appealing to the various sets of reconstructions that have been suggested or 
established for AN languages in general (Wurm & Wilson 1975 )  and those of Central 
Papua in particular ( Ross 1979a ,b) , and to the derivational sound laws for languages 
of Central Papuan AN languages as tentatively established and discussed in Pawley 
( 1975 ) , Lynch ( 1978) , and Ross ( 1979a , b) , and represented by the chart given in 
Appendix 1 . 6 
In presenting the results of these decisions later I cite Proto-Central Papuan 
(PCP) and Proto-Oceanic ( POC) ( or reconstructions that have been suggested for 
specific subgroups of Oceanic if available )  in preference to Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
(PEO) ones , in preference to Proto-Austronesian ( PAN) ones , as this order reflects 
the ascending order of subgroups which include the relevant AN languages in question . 
Where no appropriate reconstruction appears to have been suggested to date 9 
decisions about the AN-ness of a form were made on the following basis : 
If  a form in Oumic languages has cognates of  the right form ( i . e .  in accord 
with established sound laws) in other AN languages of Central Papua and/or 
in Suau ( in dialects other than , or as well as that containing Gadaisu and 
Laimodo communalects) } O  it is regarded as AN , and a reconstruction suggested 
and double starred . 
On the other hand i f  a form for which no reconstruction is available has cognates 
only in Oumic languages ( e . g .  and perhaps in Suau dialect incorporating Gadaisu and 
Laimodo) then it is regarded as NAN in origin . Indeed it was further assumed , given 
results of earlier studies which show that Mailuan languages have borrowed very 
l ittle from other NAN languages except in the border areas between this  family and 
the Yareban one to the north and west , I I that all words of (probable) NAN origin are 
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o f  Mailuan origin ( and until it can be shown by comparison farther afield that they 
should not be so regarded) , and a reconstruction , based on the sound correspondences 
for Mailuan languages set out in Appendix 2 ,  suggested . 
In a few cases ( e . g .  'garden '. 'sweat '. 'sweet potato ' )  where the evidence is 
limited to one cognate in one of each of the Oumic and Mailuan languages ,  or where 
there is unpredictable variation between apparent cognates the source of the item 
is more in doubt than usual . In these cases the source is assigned according to 
the principles already outlined but question marked , and in one case ( 'hair ' )  no 
decision was made at all and the source was left indefinite . These cases are not 
discarded as useless , however , even though their probable origin cannot be assigned 
with as much confidence as others . They obviously still have value for showing 
contact between two speci fic groups of speakers irrespective of which way the 
borrowing has gone .  That i s ,  we distinguish between those cases which show source 
and direction of borrowing and those which only show contact , the latter being a 
restricted and less informative case of the former . 
STEP 3 
Once the items had been roughly sourced in the manner described in step 2 they 
were studied in more detail and expected reflexes compared with actual forms . In 
some cases earlier decisions about the status of the forms had to be revised . In 
others hypotheses of origin could be more clearly stated . For example , where there 
is no present-day cognate given in either Ouma or Magori but a form appearing in one 
of the Mailuan languages contains a reflex that could only have come from one of 
them , and not the other , the origin of that form can be assigned with confidence to 
the Oumic language with that reflex ( e . g .  'jaw/chin '. 'sun l '. 'sweat ' ) . A few other 
cases were put aside as not being sufficiently clear or useful to warrant inclusion 
in the final set of ' best ' cases . 
During this  step it was also found that in a few cases there were different 
reflexes of the same proto-form in Oumic languages which according to the derivational 
and borrowing sound laws used must have come from different sources within the 
language groups being considered ( e .  g .  'woman 's clo thes '. 'nave l '. '0 ld '. etc) . In 
these cases both sources are listed and discussed although the reflexes themselves 
are not counted as separate items . These are not counted as in the l isting given in 
section 4 . , as distinct from doublets which are . 
STEP 4 
The sixty ' best ' cases remaining after the completion of step 3 were then 
studied in detail with a view to making hypotheses about the origin and direction 
of borrowing and/or in those few cases where sourcing was not possibl e ,  about the 
contact between the languages concerned . These hypothese s ,  together with accompanying 
j ustifications are recorded on the data sheets presented in the next section . 
4 .  RESULTS 
In this  section the comparative data and hypotheses regarding the origin and 
direction of borrowing of items between Oumic and Mailuan languages and vice versa 
are presented . These cases represent the 'best ' or clearest cases that have been 
arrived at after the application of the methods of analysis  described above . They 
are arranged in alphabetical order according to the English referent head words 
used for ease of reference . Each sheet is also marked in the top right-hand corner 
in a self-evident way so that it can be rearranged into language-specific sets 
involving either Ouma (OUM) or Magori (MAG) as necessary . 
In setting out the data and working with it the following other more specific 
conventions are used in addition to those that have already been indicated more 
generally above : 
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1)  Languages ,  dialects of interest , and references to reconstructions are coded 
in the following way : 
POC 
POCGR ( OC) 
PCP 
PCP ( Ross)  
POM 
P� 
mu 
SIN 
KEA 
UA (H)  
UA ( A) 
UA (W)  
OUM 
�G 
�G (M) 
�G ( D) 
YOB 
BIN 
SUA 
SUA (G)  
SUA ( L) 
SUA (K)  
SUA ( S )  
SUA ( Is )  
MGI 
MGI ( Is )  
MGI ( 0) 
OOM 
MOR 
� 
NEM 
BAU 
�U 
DAG 
etc 
Proto-Oceanic 
Codes used in Wurm and Wilson ( 19 7 5) 
Proto-Central Papuan 
PCP as reconstructed by Ross ( 1 9 79 a , b )  
Proto-Oumic 
Proto-Mailuan ( Family) 
Motu 
Sinagoro 
Keapara 
Hula dialect of Keapara 
Aroma dialect of Keapara 
Wanigela dialect of Keapara 
Ouma 
Magori 
Magore dialect of Magori 
Deba dialect of Magori 
Yoba 
Bina 
Suau 
Gadaisu communalect of Suau 
Laimodo communalect of Suau 
Konemaiva communalect of Suau 
Savaia communalect of Suau 
Suau Island communalect of Suau 
Magi 
Island dialect of Magi 
Dialects of Magi other than the Island one 
Comu 
Morawa 
Ma 
Neme ' a  
Bauwaki 
Laua 
Daga 
2 )  Data are presented as they occur in the available sources and no attempt has 
been made to phonemicise them in accordance with the descriptions given in Appendices 
2 and 3 .  There is thus variation between phonemi c ,  subphonemic and phonetic 
renditions . This is not too serious in this  case , however , as the phonologies o f  
a l l  languages are not complex ; 
3) Only apparent cognates are shown and where a language does not contain a 
relevant form in the avai lable materials but has some other form this is indicated 
by a dot (or period) . Where there is no evidence available at all for a given lan­
guage this is indicated by a question mark . That is , a question mark signifies that 
we do not know whether an apparent cognate exists or not in the given l anguage as 
there was nothing recorded for the given English i tem in the available data ; 
4 )  On both sides of the sheet the column ' Expected Reflex ' is for displaying 
what the form of the established or suggested proto-form we are interested in should 
be if that form were reflected in the present-day languages . Where such a proto­
form is reflected its expected present-day form is obtained by applying the sound 
laws given in Appendix 2 to the proto-form . As has already been pointed out these 
expected forms are important for determining whether a given form in the data is of 
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AN origin or not , as well as for suggesting the source of borrowed forms where there 
is no present-day cognate in the source language ( s ) ; 
5 )  The section ' Borrowing Hypothesis ' sets out in schematic form conclusions 
reached as to the origin of a form in either the AN or NAN language , or languages ,  
under review , as well as to the direction o f  borrowing o f  that form in the respective 
language or languages . Arrows across the data are an additional display of the 
conclus ions reached although it is not always possible to include all the various 
aspects of the hypothesis proposed . Ful l line arrows indicate the most probable 
sources and direction of borrowing ; broken line ones indicate less probable ones . 
Note here also that all sourcing is based on linguistic evidence only . Social and 
other evidence are not relevant at this point and will only be taken into account in 
interpreting the evidence later . That is , we work from the linguistic evidence to 
history ( s ince that is  what we are trying to il luminate) and not vice versa ; 
6 )  In the section ' Justification ' the conclusions reached in the ' Borrowing 
Hypothesis ' section are j usti fied . In this the simplifying shorthand expression 
' proto-AN ' or 'AN in origin ' is used to indicate that the form is derived from some 
established or suggested reconstruction and is therefore not necessarily equivalent 
to Proto-Austronesian ( PAN) ; 
7 )  In proposed PMF reconstructions ( as in Proto-AN ones ) symbols in round 
brackets or parentheses indicate that evidence as to the presence or absence of that 
symbol is inconclusive . TWo symbols separated by a comma in parentheses indicate 
that one or the other phoneme is to be reconstructed , but the evidence does not 
show which . A symbol in square brackets indicates that there is evidence for the 
reconstruction both with and without the phoneme and two symbols separated by a 
comma in square brackets indicate that the evidence points to both alternatives . 
The data follow : 
ITEM: 'bathe, wBh ' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CDNCLUSION: (AN+) NAN . AN(Oum) 
AN Lanquages 
Language Oata Expected Reflex Language Oata Expected Reflex 
MGI (IS)  opuopu 1 ImJ 
(0) opuopu J ""'-.. SIN 
OOM t 
>CR I(EA (H) 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
(A) • 
I---+-----+-....:::::: ..... _'''' ............... ----1 �fO.--�-
f�-----------
LAU YOB 'epu 
oAG MAG (M) kebu 
(D)  
BIN 'epu 
SUA (G) yepuyepu 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is) 
Proposed Reconstruction: Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one (s) . N11 
l _______________________________________ _ Proposed Recons truction: POH **Depu 'bathe, wsh ' 
Borrowing Hy}X)thesis : 
?AN in origin. Complex borrowing with sequence : 
1. Oumic la.nguage • MF 19; 
2. Sound change in MF 19; 3. HGI . OUM. 
Justification : 
repu 
lepu 
kepu 
'epu 
The origin of these forms is unclear. However, given the variety of forms in 
auntic languages which reflect ( except for DUM) a suggested POM form **Depu. then 
the DUM form represents a reborro ..... ing from HGI where the form presumably represents 
a changed form of an ea.rlier borrowing from the OUmic languages . The alternative 
hypothesis that the Oumic fonns all derive from MGI is much more elaborate and 
therefore less likely in that it involves unexplained sound changes in three of 
the Oumic languages . A third possibility is that MGI borrowed directly from OUM 
where ofu is unexplained . Irrespective of the ' true ' origin of opuopu in M;I or 
ofu in OUM the correspondence between these two forms shows contact between MGI 
and DUM. 
ITEI1: 'betelnu.t ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '" AN(Oum) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Oata Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is)  
(0) 
OOM 
>CR 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
oAG 
oa Ck , ' , �) .  
wa l e  wa Ck ,  ' , � ) e  
wa ' e  oa Ck , ' , � ) .  
wa l e :____ oa ( k , ' , ¢) e 
wa ' e  w;rk , ' ,�).  _ 
oake oa Ck , ' , � ) .  
7 - - - - oahe 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
NAN in origin. OO M  ) 
MOR 
KA -+ OUM NEM 
LAU? 
Justification: 
ImJ 
SIN 
I(EA (H) 
(A) 
(W) O� �;�;-------------
YOB 
MAG (M) 
(D) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( 5 )  
(Is)  
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious ones . 
OUK ua ' e  is not the expected reflex of any suggested or established proto-AN 
reconstruction and because it does not have any apparent cognates in any other AN 
language, although it does with NAN MF languages. it must be a borro .... ing from one of 
those languages . The most likely source is one of DOM, HeR. HA, NEM and possibly lAU 
for which there is no evidence, because the OUM form correslXlnds best with the forms 
in those languages . BAU is excluded as the most probable Source because of the k in 
oakE . The MF forms appear to derive from a proto-form *oake 'betel nut '.  
ITEM : 'buttocks ' 
NAN Languages 
I..anguage Data Expected Reflex 
HGI (IS)  boto 1 
(0) boto " 
1 00M (gonlpol "-..... 
";)R 
MA bo ' i  (na) 
NEM 
BAU bore 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
N,l 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Mag) � NAN 
AN Languages 
Lanquage Data 
SIN 
I<EA (H)  
(A) 
(W) 
OUH 
YOB 
w'G (H) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(10) 
Expected Reflex 
buto 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
POCGR(OM,EB) *mputo 'anus ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
AN in origin. (ItGI LAU (or HAG � Mel � LAU) 
Justification: 
The MF language forms in MGI and [.AU are obviously most similar to MAG bote 
and since the MAG form is a reflex of a proto-AN form the MF language ones must be 
AN in origin. 'Ihe most probable source is MAG as OUM has another form, .... ea, which 
has no CQ9Ilates elsewhere and is presumed to be an innovation or a replacement from 
some other source . It is not clear if Hel and LAU borrowed directly and indepen­
dently from MAG or one from the other. 
ITEM: ;::::£ ':� h ��thes, perineal 
Lanquage 
ItGI (IS) 
(0) 
DOH 
KlR 
MA 
NEM 
NAN Languages 
Data 
I vart l 
J'\, 
Ewan � 
Evan 
twa l 
Expected Reflex 
I(k , ' ,¢ levarl 
l 
(k ',¢lewanl 
(k ' ¢lewanl 
(\ ',¢lewari  
9Ewa l � (k, ' , ¢l ewarl 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION : NAN � A.''HMag) 
AN Languages 
Language Data. 
SIN 
I<EA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
Expected Reflex 
BAU Evar t  _ lk, ',¢)�ari DUM 
LAU 7 - - _ _ _ � (k ,9 , ¢l ehar l " YOB i var i  
--------------- -::---==-=--'�-!.;-.;,=-�LJ-'MA�G-("-)-+>=u�v�a�rti ����������t������������j 
(D) uvarl 
BIN i var l  
SUA (G) �i f�a!..r!..i -----+---------1 
(L) 
(K) 
( S )  
Prop>oed Re=ns truction, 
::=:::
h
::-::::::::::�:: 
(
: ��------------l l PMF *kevar i  'penneal band, s ih i '  No obvious one ( s) . I 
N,l 
Proposed Reconstructl.on! I 
--------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin. 
Justification : 
KGI 
MA 
BAU 
LAU7 
The MAG form uvar T  is not a. reflex of any proto-AN form so must be a borrowing 
from MF languages. Although the initial vowel is unexplained in Hagori the JnQst 
likely source is one of MGI , MA, BAU and/or perhaps LAU. DOH and I«)R are excluded 
as sources because of the medial n and NEM is excluded because of the initial 9 .  
ITEM: ' (OOntrn 's) clothes, skiftt, 
petticoat ' 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: {NAN " AN ( Qum) NAN .. AN (Mag) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I s )  
arowo I \:savl.u.e 
baroa.j,193S) baro[ v ) (o . a) (0) 
DOH 
barowoj"", baro[ v ] (o.a) 
SIN � bano[ w)(o .a) 
MeR bora bin�)(o a) ICEA (H) 
MA boro ·o .... ' baro[w ) (o.-;;) ,  (A) 
NEM f-__ -+ ____ -...........:.._-l.c:ba""r ... o,"-[ w_)_(o-.-a-').:>..M �W) _ _  �______________ _ 
ba roe w ) (0 . a) ���-=::::s ba roa BAU 
LAU 
OAG 
baroa - aro[ h .  v ) (0 '�J1<''::;�0''''''''-+'':-------f----------l --------------- --------------- MAG'(� barowo 
(0) barowo 
ITEM: 'cloud, sky ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION : NAN " AN(Mag) 
NAN Languages M Languages 
Language 
MGI ( I s )  
(0) 
DOH 
MeR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
OAG 
Data 
nogara, 
Expected Reflex Language 
fnogara 
nogana 
nogana 
nogar� 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
nogara � (W) 
nogara OUM 
Data Expected Reflex 
::���=:=::: ��=og= __ =:�,,�a __ �-.:. ...,,-� r�c.::· "'G-'>.,(�;:-)-+�r:'"fn-09-'a-r-a----+--------j 
--------------- (D) 1 nogara 
BIN BIN nogara 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *baro[ v ] (o,a) '(IJOm2n 's) l clothes, skiftt, petticoat ' 
--------- ------------------------ ----- - -
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
S UA  (G) 
( L )  
(K) 
( 5 )  
(Is)  
Established Reconstruction (5)  : 
No obvious one ( s )  . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
NAN in origin . Complex borrowing pattern. 
1 . ;';�) � OUM 
2. ;1!?} � MAG 
Justification: 
AsslUning that these forms are not AN in origin then we are forced to assume that 
the OUM form is borrowed from either MGI or LAU and the HAG form is borrowed from one 
of the remaining MF languages , most probably MGI . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PHF *nogara 'cloud' 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in or igin. ��} .. MAG 
Justification: 
SUA IG) 
IL) 
(K) 
(5) 
( I s )  
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one ( s ) . 
::::;�;-::::::�:::��::� ________________ J 
As the Mageri forms are not reflexes of so far suggested or established proto­
AN forms , they must be borrowed from MGI or LAU, the only candidates . 
ITEM: 'coconut r 
NAN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is)  ' ama 1 f ( k , ' ,�}ama 
(0) J """ l 
DOM ""'" (k ' .�}ama 
""R 
MA (k '�}ama 
NEM ( k , ' ,�} ama""" 
BAU (k ' .�}ama 
LAU (k ,g  ,�} am� - -
OAG 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
l _____ �:_��=_�:�:���� _______________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. 
Justification: 
MGI 
MA? 
NEM? 
SAU? 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN + AN (Mag) 
Language 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA ( H )  
(A) 
(W) 
DUM 
YOB ....... 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
MAG �) ��;ama� __________ -r __________ � 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5)  
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (5 )  : 
No obvious one (5 )  . 
Proposed. Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As the MAG form is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established proto­
AN one, it must be a borrowing from MGI , the only candidate, unless it is from one 
of MA, NEM, SAU for which there is no available evidence. 
ITEM, 'cotd lof a thi1lfl} , 
NAN Languages 
Language Data EXpected Reflex 
MGI ( Is) memea 1 meme ( k ,  , . ¢) a 
(0) lrno"",' J"-, meme( k ,  ' , ¢ }a  
DOM ....... meme ( k , ' , ¢} 
""R �(k, ' ,¢) 
meme ( k , ' ,¢} 
NEM meme ( k , ' , ¢} """ 
BAU meme ( k ,  ' ,¢) 
LAU memeha 
DAG 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
PMF *memeka 'cold ' 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin. MGI + MAG 
Justification: 
SUHMARY CONCLUSION: NAN + AN (Hag) 
Language 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA (H)  
(A) 
(W) 
DUM 
YOB ....... 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
MAG (M) 1-.... -.:::me=:me=a'-______ -+ ____________ -1 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(1<) 
(5) 
(Is) 
_________________ .J. _______________ _ 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one (5) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As the MAG form is not a reflex of a so far suggested or established. proto­
AN form, it must be a borrowing from MGI, the only candidate. 
ITEM: 'cook, boil ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION : (AN"+) NAN -+ AN (OWn) 
NAN Languages 
Language oata 
MGI ( I s )  da r i da r i  
(0) 
DOH 
l'I)R dan _ 
MA d a r i  
NEM d a r i  
Expected Reflex Language 
>mJ 
SIN dari 
KEA ( H )  
( A )  
( W )  
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
dari  
�SA�U� __ � ____________ � _________ "'� �o�--_-_-_-�-i�:�;�:_--_-_-_-_-------t-��-;�:----------4 
LAU Y� dar i da r i  dar i 
OAG HAG (H) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( S )  
( I s )  
dar i dari 
dad 
Proposed Reconstruction: Established Recons truction (s) : 
No obvious one ( s ) . l _____ �:: _______________________________ _ Proposed Reconstruction: 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
AN in origi n .  Complex, old borrowing: 1 . :�?} -+ MF Igs. 
2. SOund change in MOR and then MOR .... OUM. 
Justification: 
PCP **da ri 'cook ' 
Given that the AN forms are derived from a PCP Uda r !  'cook ' (and the 
occurrence of d a r i  in SIN suggests this) then the MF form must be AN in origin 
and borrowed most probably from one or more of the Oumic languages . However , 
this borrowing must have been some time ago as the MOR form has undergone the 
-r->-n- sound change of inherited words . Subsequently OUM borrowed dani from 
MaR replacing in the process the expected form dari or some other form that it 
must have had . 
ITEM: 'COUflh ' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CONCLUS ION : {NAN -+ AN (Oum) NAN .... AN (Mag) 
AN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I S )  okol I [o(k . · . �) oro 
(0) J� 
DOH oro � o (k . '  .¢) ono 
HOR 
HA 
NEH 
SAU 
LAU 
OAG 
010 .... ---.........., �( k . · �ono 
oro-= ---- ill,' .�)oro 
ero t"--o ( k . · . �) o� 
Ekoro 
horo -
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *okoro 'cough ' 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
1. � }in
�
O:::i n .  
LAU? 
2 .  MGt -+ MAG 
Jus tification : 
>mJ 
SIN 
KEA ( H )  
( A )  
( W )  
YOB '-... 
HAG (H) �0<.O�kO� ________ -+ ____________ � 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
( K )  
( S )  
( I s )  
oko 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one (5) . 
:::=���-::::::::::�::�-------------------' 
Given that these forms are NAN in origin then the present distribution of forms 
indicates complex borrowing patterns both within the Mailuan family and between it 
and OUM and MAG. Relevant to understanding this are the fol lowing facts : 
(a) the OOM and foI)R forms are not the expected reflexes of PMF *okoro; they 
should contain medial n, not medial r / I ; 
(b) LAU horo should be borrowed as horo also in OUM but the OUM form may be 
misrecorded . I f  it is horo and not oro as shown then LAU would be the most 
probable sourc e .  
ITEM: 'crooked ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '"  AN(Oum) 
NAN LanguAges 
Data Expected Reflex Language 
k iokio ......... ( k . · . �) io' 
f--_--"'"-f--·...:i.::o_· :..:i O'--_"-..._"'I-.:(c:k,,-. _' !!' �:!.)...:i 0:::.':---1 S IN 
(k . '  .�) io' 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
I-"'= __ f--'...:i :o_' :..:i O'--__ +:..:(c:k"-._' !!' �:!.)...:i 0:::.':-.:;:--1 XEA (H) (k • • •  �) io' "'-.., (A) f-..:..------f------� 
f-___ f-_____ +_(_k_._' ._�_)_iO_' _ ___i '� __ � _____________ _ 
( k , · ,�) io2 OUM ...... k iok io ·a i  ���-----t-�------------- -����������---- :: (
M
) 
k iok io 
��� _ _ _ _ _  L! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______ -------------__ (0) 
I 
I I 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is) I Proposed Reconstruction: Established Reconstruction(s) : 
I PHF *k iokio 'crooked' 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borro .... ing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. MAG {IS) '" OUM 
Justification: 
No obvious one(s) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
The OUK form can only be derived frCft Me I { Is )  because of the k ' s  in that 
form and since k iok io ( 'a i }  does not appear to be a reflex of any proto-AN fOIlD. 
ITEM: 'cut (IJith knife) , 
Language 
MGI ( Is ) 
(0) 
DOH 
P«lR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
NAN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
pomupomu
, 
pornu 
" pornu 
pomu """ 
pomu "'-.., 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '"  AN(Magl 
Language 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
AN Languages 
Data 
�;;;;----- -----------------
Expected Reflex 
I 
1 
---------------l 
LlIU 
OAG 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _________ .:_� �=__= __ "'_ _; _l�y�B!.....::��t-'------+-------I 
MAG
- (N) -1O (g i r i ) pomu 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *pomu 'cut ' 
Borrowing Hypothes is: 
NAN in origin. MGI (IS)} 
DOM ... HAG 
LAU? . 
Justification : 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
----------_ _ _ _ _  -1 
(IS)  I 
:::::::h::-::::::::::::: (:��-------------I 
No obvious one (s) . I 
Proposed Reconstruction: I I 
-----���-----------------------------------' 
As the MAG form is not a reflex of a so far suggested or established 
proto-AN fonn, it must be a borrowing from either MGI ( Is ) , DOH or LAU the 
only possible candidates . 
...... N '" 
ITEM: 'dog ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN + AN(Oum) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I s l  da ( k , ' , �) a r i  
(0) dar i da(k , '  . � } a r i  
OOM � da{k . ' . � ) a n i  
>!OR da { k .  I , ¢ } a n i  
da ' a l--.. da ( k , ' , � ) a r i  
da ( k , ' , � ) ar.!.... 
BAU da (k , '  , ¢ ) a r i  
I LAU daha r i  - daha r i  
f;;;::::: ::::: :::::::::: : :::::::::::::: 
I 
i I I 
I Proposed Reconstruction: 
I PKF 'daka r i  'dog ' L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
NAN in origi n .  MGI (OI 
MA 
LAU 
Justification : 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA (HI  
(AI  NWI 
YOB 
MAG (MI 
(01 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one (s) . 
proposed Recons truction: 
Nil 
As the OUM form is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form it must be a borrowing from one of KGI {O) , MA. or LAU, with the 
latter two the most probable. 
ITEM: 'elbow ' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION : NAN " AN (Mag) 
AN Lanquages 
Language oata Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I s )  
(0) 
OOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
OM; 
i gutu
, 
i gutu 
"'" i guhu 
i gusu 
i guhu i gusu 
i guhu __ � 
i g u ( s , k ) u  
i g i s i h i  i guhu 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PHF * i gutu 'elbow ' 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. MGI " MAG 
Justification : 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA ( H )  
( A )  
(Wi 
DUM 
YQl.... 
MAG (� 
( 0 )  
BIN 
SUA (G) 
( L )  
(K) 
(5) 
( Is l  
j 
I I 
) 
----------------- -------- - - - - - - --1 i I 
i 9 i t u  I 
i g  i t u  , 
i gutu  
- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -1 
I 
Established Reconstruction ( s )  : 
No obvious one ( s ) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
-----�::-----------------------------------' 
As the MAG form is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form it must have been borrowed from some H.F language where similar. if 
not identical forms exist. On this evidence MGI is the most likely candidate with 
the - i - in the HAG form being explained as an unexplained subsequent sound change 
jUdging by the BIN form which must have been borrowed fran the same source .  
ITEM: 'eye ' StlMHARy CONCLUSION : NAN '"  AN (Mag) 
Language 
MGI (Is)  
(0) 
OOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
NAN Languages 
Data 
i n i  1 
i n i  J "'" 
n i gaba "'-
n i g i ba 
i n i  ..... 
n i  -----........ 
Expected Reflex Language 
i n i  M'I'U 
i n i  
i n i  i"'. i n i  
i n 1  
SIN 
l<EA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
BAU ni ' Aba i n i  OUM 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
������J����= ��� ______ ��  :tM� f i n i  r-__ �(D�)��'\�i�n�i ________ � ____________ � 
PrOlX>sed Reconstruction: 
l _____ ::_����:��:�:_��:�_�::::� _______ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. MGI } 
HA ... HAG 
LAU 
Justification: 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( 5 )  
( I s )  
Established Reconstructio n ( s } : 
No obvious one (5) • 
Proposed Recons truction: 
Nil 
As the HAG form is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form it must be a borrowing from some MF language where identical and 
other similar forms occur. MGI, HA and LAU are the most probable candidates . 
ITEM: 'father 1 ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN .... AN ( Mag) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I s )  abai  t baba ( k .  ' ,; )  i HTU 
(0) f-----iJ..>..,"""----+------l 
OOM baba babai ,� baba ( k , ' , ¢ )  i 
MOR Aba ' a i . Aba i i i  'baba ( k . ' ,;)  i 
MA bo t i ............... baba (k , ' . ¢ )  i 
NEM babo baba ( k , ' ,¢ )  i 
BAU baba I e baba ( k , ' , ;) i 
LAU baba ( k , g , ;) i 
--------------- ---------------DAG ambo i 
--------------- ---------------
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *babak i 'father ' 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
NAN i n  origin . :;!} .... MAG 
Justification : 
�--�--------�------� 
SIN 
l<EA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
YOB'..., 
----------------1 
I 
MAG �l>o>o� r,a:::ba::i� ______ _+------------� 
(D) 
-\aba i  
BIN 
SUA (G)  
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
( I s )  . 
::::::::h::-::::::::::::: (:��-------------I 
No obvious one (5 )  . ! 
Proposed Reconstruction: II Nil 
---------------------- ------------------- --
As the MAG form is not derived from any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form it must be a borrOloo'ing from some ME' language where cognates are 
to be found . The most likely candidates are MGI and MJR although MGI is the 
strongest because its forms are identical with those in MAG. 
I-' tv CD 
ITEM: 'father2 ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '"  AN(OUm) 
NAN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex LanguAge 
MGI (Is) 10bo i !1baba ( k , ' , ¢) i  H---------�--------� 
DOH 
MOR 
HA 
(0) j j 
baba, baba i ' i 
aba ' a i  :-aba i ' i 
00 '  i 
bobo (k , ' , ¢) i 
bobo ( k ,  ' , ¢) i 
baba (k , ' ,¢) i 
HTU 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
�
NE�M=-_+�
b
�
a
�bo�) _�===p'
b
�
o
�
b
�
a
�
( k;;
,
-;,.:.
, ¢;)�i_-=t��_::_=_�(W�)�_:k: ______________ _ 
�B�A�U�-��b�ab�a�'�e---------��b�o-ba�(�k�,-'�, ¢�)-i_4 �O�UM��_��-�lb�0�bo�---_+------1 
LAU boba ( k ,g , ¢) i YOB 
OAG 
Pro}X)sed Reconstruction: l PMF "'"babaki 'father ' 
----------------------------------------
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin . OOM }  NEM .. DUM 
BAU 
Justification: 
HAG (M) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L )  
(X) 
(S) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction(s) : 
No obvious one(s ) . 
Pro}X)sed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As CUM baba is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established proto-AN form it must be a borrowing from one of OOM, HEM, or BAU, with the first two as 
the most probable. 
ITEM: 'fl.y (n) , SUMl1ARY OONCLUSION: AN (Mag) ..... NAN 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
HGI (Is) ! 1 nogoma _ HTU 
(0) 1 J """ - 1-__ --t-----t-----1 
......... SIN -- nagama na{g ,,) ama DOM " I_--_+-------+-----__l 
MOR I""" KEA (H) �HA�--I_�----_+---"'��-_1 (A) l-�n�ok�o�m�a� ___ �n�a�ka�m�a� __ _1 NEM � (w) rakama f-- -+----t------'>..".-j -----------------�BA�U�-��-----+_-----_1 �OUM�-_1-� ---�n�a�g�o�01O�--__l 
LAU nagama +-- rY"'�O=_.;:___t_:_------+_'nc:a ... g;:.o01O.c:...---_t 
OAG ---------------�- MAG (� Jnagama nagama 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
AN in origin. 
Justification : 
(D) tnagama 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(X) 
(S) 
( Is )  
nagama 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
PCP (Ross) *nagama 'fly (n) , 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Given that all these forms are AN in origin the most probable sources for 
the MGI and lAU forms are MAG and SIN . KEA is excluded as a source as medial k 
is not borrowed as 9 in MF languages . 
ITEM: 'gruvlert ' 
NAN Languages 
Language Da. ta 
MGI (IS) f \ madava 
(0) IT 
DOM 
P«J. 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
Expected Reflex 
11 madava 
madawa 
madawa 
, 
madawa 
madawa � 
madawa 
mada (h , vl ) a 
SUMMARY OONCLUSION: NAN "" AN(Maq) 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex 
>mJ 
SIN 
l<EA (H)  
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
YOJl-." ���-----l--------------- --------------- MAG (�'j.o..�ma�d�O�---+_-----__l 
-------- --------------- --------------- 1-_.J.(D!<)Lj_..::ma�do� ___ --l ______ -l 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ �:_���:���_�:�:�� ______________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(J() 
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (5) : 
No obvious one (s) • 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
Nil 
NAN in origin. MGI .... HAG (with subsequent unexplained sound change) 
Justification: 
As the MAG form is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form it is assumed to be a borrowing from some MF language where there 
is still at least one coqnate. The only candidate at the moment is MGI but this 
invol ves an unexplained sound change in HAG. However, it is possible that the 
HAG form was borrowed from some other HF language in which the form once was mado. In the absence of additional evidence of this having happened, however,  
we assume that MGI is  the source. 
? 
ITEM: ' hair> ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Mag) ... NA 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (IS) 
(0) 
DOM 
P«J. 
MA 
NEM 
MTU 
SIN 
l<EA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
�SA�U�_�� _____ +-_____ ���IU�M�_�� _____ _4-�r�a�m�u----1 
LAU � ramu � . ,  MAG ( MN, �--.:.r.:..::::mu�,� ___ 4_.:..r=am:::u,-__ _ OAG --------------- --------------- 1-_,;,(�D)!_1-:...ro.:..m::u'----_4-�r�am=u----
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(J() 
(5) 
(Is) 
Proposed Reconstruction: Established Reconstruction (5) : 
ramu 
N�l POCGR(OC) *Ramu 'root ' 
l Proposed Reconstruct�on: J N>l ---------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
Origin probably AN. If so MAG .... MGI ; if not origin uncertain and MGI � MAG. 
Justification: 
If MAG r imu is not an unexplained derivative of ramu, a reflex of POe *R.amu 
'root ' ,  its origin is uncertain. The MGI and MAG forms are clearly related, however, 
and must indicate contact between these two groups irrespective of original source . 
lIn MGI I Imu 1 u  means 'hairJ fur ' .  
2'nlis tOni only occurs in  the Baibara dialect and means 'feather ' .  
J r 1 mu  in MAG(M,D) mea.ns 'featherJ fur '. 
...... W o 
ITEM: 'ground, Land, earth ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN(Qum) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
\, Mel I lSl t-_____ -+ __ d_O_; _____ HMT _  U __ +-______ -+ ______ -I 
(0) do i 
1 00M doi 
SIN 
I !'lOR do i doi KEA IHI 
MA do i doi IAI 
L NEM do ; r- do ; __ IWI �---+--�----�----��� I BAU do '0 do; OUM 5r:;-d�i-----------! LAU doi - doi YOB 
�����
�
��� ��������������� ��������������� 
MAG 
::: 
I I 
i 1 
BIN 
SUA IGI 
ILl 
IKI 
lSI 
IIsl 
I proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ ::_:::_::���_���:_��::: ____ J 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
BorrO'Jing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. ::;::R } 
NEM .. OOM 
lAU 
Justification : 
No obvious one (s) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Given that there is as yet no suggested or established proto-AN form from which 
these forms can be derived it is assumed that the OUM form is aborrowing fran one 
of MOR, MA, NEM, or LAU where identical forms occur . 
ITEM: 'head' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Magl .. NAN 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is) uru� 
t--�J �;:----t-- --1 101 
OOM 
><lR 
MA 
NEM � �  
MTU 
SIN 
KEA IH I 
IAI 
IWI ----------------- ----------------1 
�B=A�U�-_r�-----r---��-� OUM UYU 
:: ����������
��
��� 
�
�
��
�
�
��
l'f._
�
-
'
O
B-.,
-
G
-
'-'
:
�c!.!.:
_fl__f1
{
-"
� ,.:..:�"_ru 
____ 
_+-"-�U"-�:'-"�'-- ----! 
Proposed Recons truction: 
BIN ku l u  
---Jo...---
SUA IGI 
ILl .! kuru 
( KI "1 kuru 
lSI 1 -
1151 1:kuru 
' uy u  ----------------1 
ku l u  
ku l  u 
ku l  u 
ku I u _________________ ..1 _______________ _
Established Reconstruction (5 )  : l N11 POCGR (OC) {'qu l u  'head ' 
Proposed Reconstructl.on· J N11 --- ------------------------------------- ----- ---------------- ----- - ----- ---- - -----
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
AN in origin but borrowing pattern complex: 
1 .  SUA + { ��: 
2 .  :�: } .. MGI 
YOB 
3 .  Loss of k in Mel then MGI .. MAG . 
Justification: 
The MAG forms are clearly AN in origin but the expected. reflex is kuyu suggesting 
that the present-day form has been borrowed . Given that SUA still retains forms of 
the expected shape derived from POe !\-qu l  u it would appear that it is the most l ikely 
source of the ku I u and kuru forms in BIN and yoa respectively and that the MAG form 
is to be explained as a borrOWing from MGI where kuru had earlier been borrowed from 
either SUA, YCS or BIN and where it had lost the 1nitial k as has happened in other 
cases - see Appendix 2 . The reverse hypothesis that MGl borrowed from MAG after it 
had lost initial k after having itself borrowed kuru from SUA is less likely. 
Language 
MGI (Is)  
(0) 
DOM 
..:lR 
MA 
NAN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
( Oomara) vavana 
wawana . "" 
wawana .. � 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN{OUm) '" NAN 
Language 
>mJ 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
NEM 
SAU 
f-__ 
-If-
w
_
a
_
w
_
an
_
a ___ -,f-____ ,_ ........ ...-l� -�����;(i;;hi)--- vana 
LAU 
OAG 
proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ :�� _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
AN in origin. ::::�?}} + {:R 
YOB? HEM 
BIN? 
Justification: 
YOS
' vana 
MAG (H) 'f-______ �-�v�a-na�--� 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G)  
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is)  
Established Reconstruction ( s )  : 
POCGR(OC) *pana 'hot ' 
Pro}XIsed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
vana 
ASsuming that the DUM form is a reflex of Poe *pana (although the vowel change 
is unexplained) then P«)R, MA and HEM must have borrowed their form from one of the 
Qumic languages. most probably DUM, although we cannot be absolutely sure because YOS, 
SIN and HAG should have had similar reflexes of POC *pana to DUM originally, even 
though they now have other forms most probably borrowed from one of the other KF 
languages as is indicated in item 'hot2 ' following. 
ITEM: 'hot2 ' 
NAN Languages 
Language Data 
MGI (Is)  lodaoda, rI' 
DOM 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
OAG 
(0) j "" 
vadada 
hodahoda 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
PMF *vodavoda 'hot ' 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
Expected Reflex 
vodavoda 
i'-, wodawoda 
wodawoda 
wodawoda 
WOdawoda � 
wodawoda 
hodahoda 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '" AN(Hag) 
Language 
>mJ 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
rOB ....... 
MAG (M) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is)  
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
wodawoda 
vodavoda 
wodawoda 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one ( s) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
NAN in origin. MGI ( except Domara) ... MAG 
Justification : 
As these forms do not reflect any so far suggested or established Proto-AN form 
they are presumed to be NAN in origin. If so then the Oumic languages have 
borrowed from MF ones, most probably from MGI where the absence of initial v/w on 
the reduplicated parts is taken to represent a recent change if it does not 
represent a recording error . 
ITEM: ''horJ m:lr.y, haL] much ' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: {�O:�7= 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I S )  1 i va 1 MTU 
(0) 1 i va J 
SIN 
roM v i  l a  
MOR I i va ------
MA 1 I vana 
NEM 
SAU v i  ra 
v i  ka 
I LAU t 1 r� ----- -- ' -- ---------- YOS v i  ' a  MA G  (M) --------------- f--'"'(D,,)--+-�-----f__-----_1 
I 
I 
BIN v i l a  
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( S )  
( I s )  
I Proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ �:: _______________________________ _ 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
POCGR{OMB , OC , EB) *Pi nsa 'hOlJ much, 
Proposed Reconstruction :  
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
AN in origin , but complex borrowing pattern. I .  CUM -+ OOM ( and possibly others) 
2 .  Methathesis i n  one of MGI , l-K>R, MA with borrowing in remainder 
3 .  MA -+ DUM 
Justification: 
hOlJ rrrzny ' 
Given that all these forms are related ( through metathesis) and are reflexes of POe *p i nsa 'how much, how many ' the most economical explanation of the present-day 
distribution of different forms is that the expected DUM reflex v i  ra of POe *p i nsa 
did in fact occur and was borrowed by one or more of the MF' languages .  including 
MGI . OOM, MOR and MA. Subsequently this form was metathesised in one of these 
languages and borrowed by others, except OOM, which retained the original expected CUM form v i I  a .  CUM then borrowed 1 i vaha from MA replacing the earlier form v i  r a .  
ITEM: 'jaw, chin ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Oum) "fo NAN 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected. Reflex Mel ( I s )  are (na)l 
(0) are (na ) J 
roM 
MOR 
MA are ....--_ 
M'I'U ade ( 'chin ' )  ad. 
�r-- SIN ,are a re I 
� -- I-;---...=..-....,,;::+-----+-------l �� ��r+'�a�re�------1-��----� '>< (Al ,are are 
NEM 
SAU f----t-----.....-----:P
-
-�=--- ---=rr�U-M--�) �-;�;���--------- ----���--------� 
LAU ar. (na ) -+- YOS a ' e  
DAG 
ak. MAG (M) 
--------------- --------------- f-_'"'(O"')--+--' ______ +-_�ak"'e=__ _ ___4 
BIN _________________ ____ a_�� _________ l
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( S )  
Pro?,sed Reconstruction , Es t�:::h::-::::::::::::: (:��------ -- - ---l 
1 Nil POCGR(OMN) *anse 'ja:JJ ' I 
l________________________________________ ::::�;�_::::::::::::::� ________________ J 
Borrowing Hypothes i s :  
M in origin. OUM } 
SIN 
KEA ( H , A) 
Justification : 
{Mel 
� MA 
LAU 
Given that these forms are AN in origin those in MGI, MA and LA.U can only have 
been borrowed from CUM, KEA and SIN - MTU is excluded as a probable source because 
of the medial d in ade which should be borrowed as d by MF languages i f/when 
borrowed . It is not clear from the available evidence , however, which of DUM , KEA 
or SIN is the most probable source for MGI. MA. and LA.U as both !fare and a I e will be 
borrowed as are by MF languages - see Appendix 4 .  
ITEM: 'joke ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN(Mag) 
NAN Languages 
Language Data 
MGI (lsi borere 
(01 
DOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
Expected Reflex Language 
borere 
............ bonene 
bonene 
bore're 
borere 
HTIJ 
SIN 
KEA (HI 
(AI 
(WI 
Data Expected Reflex 
SAU �� __ r-____ __  �r-=oo�re�r�e _ _ � ��;��--�-�--�-_-_--�-_--_-_--_--_-_--_--�--------------�-
YOB "'-.. LAU 
DAG 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
I PHF *borere 'joke ' 
( 01 
BIN 
SUA (GI 
(LI 
(KI 
(51  
(ls i 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
No obvious one (a )  . 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin . :�?) .. MAG 
Justification: 
Given that borere does not reflect any so far suggested or established proto
-
AN 
form it is assumed to be NAN in origin. MAG borere must therefore be a borrowing 
from either Mel or LAU although the latter is only suspicious because there is no 
evidence available on which to base a judgement. It is also assumed that MJR is 
not a probable source even though there are no data available for it as , even if 
it did reflect PMF *borere, it would be of the wrong form. 
ITEM: 'knee 1 ' 
NAN Lanquages 
Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (lsi turu(na )  
(01 turu (na) � 
DOH ""'" 
":>R ""'" 
MA ""'" 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU turu 
--------------- ---------------DAG 
--------------- ---------------
I Proposed Reconstruction : 
l _____ ��� _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hy}X)thesis : 
AN in origin. 
Justification : 
MAG 
BIN 
YOB 
DUM? 
{MGI 
LAU 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN(Mag?I .. NAN 
AN Languages 
Language Data 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA (HI 
(AI 
(WI �--
:VOB turu 
MAG (HI turu 
(01 turu 
BIN turu 
SUA (G) tur i 
(LI 
(KI 
(51 
tur i 
tur i  
tur i  
Expected Reflex 
1 
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - --1 turu 
turu 
turu 
turu 
turu 
----------------1 
Es t�:: :h:�-:::::::::::�:: (:��------------l 
POCGR(OGC,EB) *turu 'knee ' I 
Pro}X)sed Reconstruction: I Nil 
_____________________________________ ______ J 
Given that the Y08, MAG and BIN forms are AN in origin the Mel and LAU ones 
must represent borrowings from the OUmic languages. Just which one of these is 
the source is not clear, however ,  as all are equally good, including DUM, 
assuming that it also had turu as expected (even though it now has a form g i ba ' a  
which is a borrowing from DOH, HORr MA. or  NEM a s  indicated i n  'knee
2
') . 
ITEM: 'knee2 ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN ..... AN (Oum) 
NAN Lanquages AN Languages 
Language Dat. Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
HGI (Is) 
(0) 
DOH 
MaR 
' MA  
HEM 
g i bo ' a  
g i bo ' a  
g i  bo ' a  -
g i bo ' a  
g i bo (k , ' , ¢ )a 
g i bo (k , '  , ¢)a  
g i bo (k , '  , ¢ ) a  
g i bo (k , ' , ¢ ) a  
g i bo (k;" ,?) a 
M'I'U 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
( W ) • f----+-------i--------i ���-. ----------------- ---------------
10UM ----� 9 i ba I a BAU [ ' opal  g i bo (k , ' , ¢) a 
LAU 9 i boha YOB 
OAG HAG (M) 
--------------- --------------- f-_"'( O,,)-+ _______ +-_____ -+ 
I Proposed Reconstruction: 
l _ _ _ _ _  ��_���:��_::���: ________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. OOM } :R ..... OUM 
HEM 
Justification : 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
No obvious one (s) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Given that these fonns do not reflect any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form they are asslmled to be NAN in origin. The OUH form must therefore 
be a borrowing from one of DOH, K)R, MAo or HEM. It is not possihle to distinguish 
between these as to the most probable source , however. given the identity of forms . 
BAU is excluded as a probable source because it lacks initial g .  
ITEM: 'mother ' 
NAN Lanquages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN ..... AN(Mag) 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
HGI (Is) 
(0) 
DOM 
MaR 
HA 
HEM 
SAU 
LAU 
OAG 
adeil ade[ k , ' , ¢ ] I  
adei) � 
� ade[ k , ' , ? ] i  
ade[ k , ' , ¢ ] i  
ade[ k , '  , ¢ ] i  
ade[ k , ' , ¢ ] i  
" 
ade[ k , ' , � ] i  
ade[h ] i  
proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *ade[ k )  i 'mother ' 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin. HGI .... HAG 
Justification: 
M'I'U 
SIN I 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) I 
OUM 
--- -------------- ----------------1 
i 
YOB '-., 
HAG (M) Ix Jade ' i 
(0) lade ' i  
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K)  
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
No obvious one (s) . i 
Proposed Recons truction: I 
_____ �i_� ___________________________________ 1 
Ai though present-day informants give t i na for 'mother ' in MAG (which is the 
expected reflex of POCGR(OMQ(OC» *t i na 'mother ') in 1917-18 they gave ade ' i .  And 
as ade ' i is not a reflex of any so far suggested or established proto-AN form it 
is assumed to be NAN in origin. The MAG forms must therefore be borrowings from 
MGI, the only candidate. 
ITEM: 'mouth ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN(OUm} -+ NAN 
NAN Lanquages AN Lanquaqes 
Language Oat. Expected Reflex Language Oat. Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is)  ma l a  ( 'tooth ') MTU (0) ma l a  ( 'tooth ') � ,  SIN DOH 
ma l a  
ma ' .  �  f-IfJ=
R'--+-=--'-1--::-?"--!---__ '...:,"-1� IKEA IH) 
MA , IA) 
NEM ma ' a  ___ IW) • I-
SA
-
U
--+----'----f-- -----l � �-���---------
LAU YOB 
CAG MAG 1M) 
ma ( k l ) .  
ma ( kl ) .  
m. ( k l ) .  --------------- �-'"'ID"')_t-------+_-__,_---� 
BIN ma ( k l ) .  
Proposed Reconstruction : 
l _____ ::: _ ___ ___________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hy{Xltbesis: 
AN in origin. OUH -+  {:R NEM 
Justification: 
�------- -----------------
SUA IG) 
I L )  
IK) 
IS )  
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
POCGR (EG) t.-maf)a 'mouth ' 
Proposed Recons truction: 
Nil 
Assuming that the CUM form is & reflex of proto-AN *maf)a 'nt:)uth ' forms in the 
MF lanqu&qes must be AN in origin and borrO'oW'inqs from OUM, the only candidate . 
The 1«;1 form is coqnate with the other forms but now has a different, if allied, 
referen t .  It must therefore also be a borrowing although its ilNDediate source is 
not clear. 
ITEM: 'nape (of neck) , SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Mag) -+ NAN 
NAN Langu&qes AN Lanquages 
Language Oat. Expected Reflex Languaqe Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is) gedu 1 (0) gedu J" 
DOH 
IfJR 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA IH)  
IA) 
IW) 
geru 
gedu 
g/!eru 
keru 
keru 
"" OUM gedu 
�������1��������=�T1"!-0�:�::"':_t-t_"" :g",:,,":�,,-___ +-_-, :gc:;:.::.:�=-- ----t 
BIN ---�. gedu gedu 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
SUA IG) 
IL) 
IK) 
I S)  gedugedu gedu 
lIs) 1 � 
Estab;;:�::s:�c�;:;�u�:;;; I(�; neck) • I POCGR (EB) kkesu 'nape ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: I 
_____ :�� _________________________________ J 
AN in origin. Unclear . but shows YOB, MAG and BIN in contact with MGI and LAU . 
Justification: 
Given that these forms are AN in origin the MGI and LAU forms must be 
oorrowings from one or more of YOB , MAG, BIN and SUA (S) , although the evidence 
does not point to a most probable source amongst them. 
ITEM: 'navel. ' 
Language 
MGI (Is) 
(0)  
DOM 
""R 
MA 
NAN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex Language 
i r i bu 
i n i bu ...... i n i bu 
>mJ 
SIN 
i n i bu --.......... i n i bu..... .... XU (H) 
i r i bu i r i bu'" .... (A) 
AN Languages 
Data 
NEM 
SAU 
i r i p  i r i bu r---jW) ... I-----II----t--"'_:-t-t----------i � -�R-;�ib�-------
Expected Reflex 
LAU 
__ 
�:��� 
________ ___ ____ _ 
� I-'y'-'=O"'B=_+<:-:--'-____ -+ ______ -I 
MAG!Hr-�'�· f�i�r�i b�u�--1_-----_1 OAG 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin. Complex borrowing. 
(0)  li r i bu 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
No obvious one(s) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
1. Either .) ::J � OUM, or b) ::J � MGI � OUM 
2 . :I?} 
� MAG NAM 
LAU 
3. �} .. HGI 
Justification : 
Given that these forms do not reflect any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN form they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case the OUH and 
HAG forms have different sources even if no most probable one can be distinguished 
in either case . Note, however, that the HGI form must also be a borrowing from 
either DOH or MOR as its expected reflex of PHF * i r i bu  is i r l bu ,  not i n i bu .  In 
that case HGI could have been a source for MAG (assuming it had the expected reflex 
i r i bu initially) and may also be one for DUM. 
ITEM, 'old lhous6) , 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CDNCLUSION: (NAN � AN (Mag) NAN .. AN(Durn) 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is) boae bovae >mJ 
(0) SIN 
OOM 
""R KEA (H) 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
(A) I""--- (W) f----f-------t----""-.....::--I oi;-----�-b�;;�-b�;�i---
LAU 
OAG 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
PHF *bovae '0 l.d ' 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin. 
1 .  Mel " DUH 2 . ��?J � MAG 
Justification : 
YO"-"""': ' 
MAG (M) r ....... _b::.cO::.cbc::a-'.i ____ f-_____ -i 
BIN 
(0) 1 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
( Is )  
Established Reconstruction (s)  : 
No obvious one (s) . 
proposed Reconstruction: I 
-----�:�-----------------------------------' 
Given that there is no suitable as yet suggested or established proto-AN form 
that these forms reflect, and given the distribution of them in HF languages we 
assume they are NAN in origin. In that case DUM has borrowed its form from HGI 
where boae appears to be a late form of bovae , the expected reflex of PHF l':bovae . 
LAU is excluded as a source for OUH boae , boa I j because medial h in LAU should be 
borrowed as medial h in OUM . The origin of the HAG form is not so clear because of 
the medial b which should come from b in the MF languages . Since the K)R and LAU 
forms are the expected reflex of PMF *bovae the MAG form must be either a recording 
error or an innovation after some form bovae was borrowed . On present evidence the 
post probable source is MJR, although if boae in HGI is a recent innovation MAG may 
have borrowed bovae from that source before the innovation occurred . 
ITEM: 'path� road' Stn04ARY CQlHCLUSION: AN (Oum) .. NAN 
NAN Lanquages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Lanqu4ge Data Expected Reflex 
MGI ( I S )  
(0) 
COM 
MOR 
MA 
HEM 
l aea 
l aea � 
I ... -............ 
I .. -............ 
HTU d a l a  
SIH dabara 
XEA (H) raooa ra 
(A) gara r---- (w) t.r. 
dal a 
r •• 
r •• 
r ...  
r----t-------+=....�----"_.._1 ;;----� "'::;1���---------- r.y. BAU 
lAU 
OAG 
proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ ::: _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
1. AN in{:;9in . 
CUM "'" DOH MOR 
MA 
and either 2 .  HA "'"  MAG, or 
"-
YOB ..... , 7  'aya 
MAG (M)-l- I-"'''-·--'-r'''.e=--____ t----'k".:!y.::. ___ -I (0) 
8IN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(X) 
( 5 )  
(Is) 
r.e 
Established Reconstruction(s) : 
kaya 
'aya 
PEOPAWA *nsa I a 'path� road ' 
PEPPAW *da l a  'path� road '  PCP (Ross) *OaRa 'path� 1'Oad '  
Proposed Recons truction: 
-----�!!----------------------------------
3. E�} .. HAG (with subsequent loss of final a) 
MOR? 
Justification: 
Given that the AN forms reflect PCP .OaRa 'path� road '  then the MF forms must be borrowings from OUM, as there are no other candidates with 'the correct form to 
give the HF fOrml . In that case the MAG form is either an innovation, or a borrowing 
frOCD MA, or a borrowing from OUM, MGI , 0C»t or foDR with subsequent loss of final a .  
ITEM: 'pour out ' SUMMARY OONCLUSION: AN (Mag) ..... NAN 
NAN L&nquaqes AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex Lanquage Data Expected Reflex 
bobobobo HTU ..::::::::;:;10- bubu 
............... --- "'- XEA (H)  
bobo � ............... "'- (A) I--
_-+ 
__
_ 
-
-+---
---'::::,
�
-....-:
=_"""{.jb...:_�-� ��----- OUM"'--
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Y08 
-...... 
MAG (HI 
(0) 
8IN 
SUA (G) 
(L )  
(XI 
(5) 
( I S )  
J { g i n i - ) bobo l bobo 
Established Reconstruction (s )  : 
bubu 
bubu 
pupu 
pupu 
bubu 
bubu 
bubu 
bubu 
PAND *bubu[ h)  'POW" out ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
_____ �_:�����_� �_���� ________________ J 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
AN in oriqin. YOB} {MGI ( Is)  
HAG ..... DOH 
HTU MA 
Justification : 
AI though the YOB , MAG and MTU forms do not absolutely reflect PAND ftbubu[ h) -
they should reflect as vuvu, vuvu, and huhu respectively - they may be assumed to 
be AN on distributional grounds , if local in origin, and to reflect a. PCP form 
**bubu 'pour out ' .  In that case the HF lanquage forms are borrowings from either 
YOB, MAG or HTU. The evidence does not favour any one of these as the most 
probable source. 
ITEM.: 'sick ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION : AN (Own) ... NAN 
NAN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language 
MGI (Is) mara i  
r
-
--�--+-------� 
( 0) marai � 
MOR mara i ( 'S01"e ( n  ') 
NEM 
SIN 
XEA (H) 
"-..... (A) 
_____ '-.... (W) • 
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
i-BA-U--+------t-------l � � �-����i-------- ---�;�;�-------
LAU marahae 
--------------- ---------------OAG 
--------------- ---------------
Proposed Reconstruction : 
l _____ :�: _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
AN in origin. 
Justification : 
YOB 
MAG (M) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( S )  
( Is )  
marahi ma l a  I i 
maka k i  
makak i 
marai rna ' 01 '  i 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
POCGR (EG,OC) *masaki ( t )  'sick ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As the ME' language forms are obviously AN in origin they must have been 
borrowed from either CUM or BIN. OUM is the most likely source as BIN has a form 
which differs from its expected reflex of POC *masak i ( t )  and so probably 
represents a borrowing from MF languages or from CUM . 
ITEM: 'smokel (of fi1"e) ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '" AN ( Hag) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
Mel ( I s )  bautu 1 bautu 
(0) bautu 1"-... bautu 
DOM bauhu 
MOR bausu 
MA ba us 0}..... 
NEM bauhu � 
BAU bauku 
LAU 
--�����----- ----+- --����::��-
-
�- .- - -OAG 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *bautu 's!noke (of fire) ' 
( c f .  also PMF *p i [y )omu 'smoke2 
(of firei ' )  
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin .  
Justification : 
MTU 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
YOB "" 
MAG (M)-� bautu 
(0)  
BIN 
SUA (G) 
( L )  
(K) 
(S) 
( I s )  
bautu 
bautu 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one ( s ) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As the Magori and BIN forms are not derived from any so far suggested or 
established protO-AN ones they are assumed to be NAN in origin, in particular. borrowed from MGI or LAU where identical forms occur . 
• ITEM: 'BMOke
2 
(o.� fire) , SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN ""  AN (Qum) 
NAN Lanquaqes 
Language Data Expected Reflex 
AN Languages 
Lanquaqe Data 
I<I'U 
Expected Reflex 
I, Mel (Is)  ri-' _____ -+_P_i_[ _1_Jo_m_u __ --1 (0) I . p i [ 1 )omu /----+--------+-------1 I OOM I [ p  i am � .  p i ram p i  [ y ,  I )omu SIN 
i !"OR 
MA l [ f iomJ _ - - - .  pi [ yJomu 
NEM 
BAU I . p i [y Jomu pil1Jomu 
I I 
I 
KEA ( H )  
(A) 
�:- .!.W) 
YOB 
HAG (M) 
(D) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5 )  
(Is)  
p iomo 
I Proposed Reconstruction, Established Reconstruction (s) : 
I PHF *p i [y Jomu 'smoke (of fire) ' (cf.  also PM *bautu 'stmkel (of l fire) ') 
----------------------:..-----------------
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in oriqin. OOM }  
MA + 
LAU 
MOR? 
Justification: 
No obvious one(s) . 
Prop)sec1 Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As these fol'1lls are not of AN origin they are assumed to be NAN in origin. 1'1le 
DUM and YOB forms must therefore be borrowed from one or more of OOM, MA, IAU and, 
less likely. MOR. It is not possible to say, however, which of these is the most 
probable source because no diagnostic sounds occur . 
ITEM: 'snake ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN "" A."H Oum) 
Language 
MGI ( I S )  
(0) 
DOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
NAN Lanquages AN Languages 
Dat. Expected Reflex Language Data 
mio m io (k , ' , j) (o , e i  MTU 
m i o  � 
SIN mio(k . ' , ¢ )  (o , e i 
mio 'o mio{k . ' .�) (o .e i KEA (H) 
me'e i  ---- mio (k . ' . ;lS) (o .e i (I\) 
me ' e i  m io ( k , ' , ::S) (o , e i  ............ (W) • 
Expected Reflex 
I ! 
I 
f----f-------+m-i-o-(-k-. '
-
.
-;-)-(o-.-.-ij � �-�i�---------- ----------------I BAU 
LAU 
DAG 
ffiio m loh (o , e i )  YOB 
HAG (M) 
(D) 
BIN 
I 
! I 
----------------1 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5)  
(Is)  
Proposed Reconstruction: Established Reconstruction (5) : 
PMR '*miok {o .e i ) 'snake ' j' No obvl.OUS one ( s ) . I l ________________________________________ . :::=���_:::::::::::::� ________________ J 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
NAN i n  origin. MGI } 
HOR .... DUM 
LAU 
Justi
'
fication : 
As these forms are not reflexes of any so far established or suggested 
protO-AN forms they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case the OUM form 
m i o  must be a borrowing from either MGI. MaR or LAU where the most similar 
combinations of sounds occur . There is no further evidence to suggest which is 
the moat probable source amongst these, however . 
ITEM: 'stand UP .. erect ( v . tr . ) ' 
NAN Languages 
Language oata 
>1(;1 (Is)  Cva-) ; da 
(0) "" 
OOM i dai "-
HOR i da i 
MA (va-} i dae 
NEM ( va-) i dae 
BAU Cma-) i da. 
��-----f-------------
OAG 1 -------- ---------------
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Expected Reflex 
i da C  i , e )  
i do C  i ,e) 
i da C i  ,.) 
i do C i ,e)  
i da{ i t e l  
i do C i ,e)� 
i daC  i ,e) 
i da C i , . ) ---------------
------------ ---
PMF * ida ( i , e) 'stand UPJ el"flct 
( v . tr . )  , 
Borrowing Hypothes is : 
NAN in origin. 
Justification: 
SUKHARY CONCLUSION: NAN .... AN(Mag) 
Language 
HTU 
SIN 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
YOB "-
MAG (M) 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is)  
AN Languages 
oat. Expected Reflex 
C vo-) i do 
(vo- ) 'o (ool o) 
_t'E!i�l _ _ _ _ _____ _ 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No suitable one t s ) . 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
Nil 
Given that these forms are not derived from any so far suggested or 
established proto-AN form they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case 
the MAG form is a borrowing most likely from MGI .... here an identical form occurs. 
Note, however , that the prefix va- ,  ma- ' causative ' in HI' languages is of AN 
origin. being derived from PANGR *pa- ' causative ' .  
ITEM: 's tar ' 
NAN Languages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION : AN(Mag) ...... NAN 
AN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex LangUAge Data Expected Reflex 
>1(;1 ( I s )  
(0) 
OOM 
HOR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
OAG 
v i  s i u  1 
v i s i u  J '-
HTU h i s i u  
SIN v i t i u!u 
v i  t i u  
w i  t i u  
KEA (H)  I'!'-i_v-'-u _____ +_w_i l:...u'_ __ _1 
(A) rv:...i:...u ______ �-w:...:...i i:..u'---_1 
(W) v i u  
OUM v i h i  u "-v i t i u  �r--- YOS v i t i u  --------------- --::-:--,-�-=---==-- --- MAG �,II_'-'-'-r _' u---'( ... r"'9t"-�"':"'�.28"+--V-i ':...i:...u ___ -1 
(D) tvi t i  r i u  
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
( I s )  
---�����--- -----I 
proposed Reconstructio n :  Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
yas? .... {MGI 
AN in origin. MAG } 
BIN? LAU 
Justification : 
POCGR ( OC , EB )  *p i t uqu  'star ' 
PCPPAW *v i t  i ( 9 )  u 'star ' 
Proposed Reconstruct.ion : 
Nil 
Given that all these forms are AN in origin the MGI and tAU forms must have 
been borrowed from one of MAG, YOS or BIN . SIN is excluded as a probable source 
because of the medial , which . under normal circumstances , should have been 
borrowed as such by MF languages if/when borrowed . Note also that the MAG form 
has changed from v i s i -u ( recorded in 1917-18) to v i t l r i u  in the past fifty years . 
ITEM: 'stone ' 
NAN Lanquages 
SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN '"  AN(Oum) 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language oata Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is) baga I 
101 
DOH 
baga MTU 
baga SIN 
baoa 
I �R I<EA IHI 
i NEH 
I BAU L��----­����-----
I 
i I 
baoa 
baga 
baga 
I Proposed Reconstruction: i PMF 'bag" 'stone ' 
baoa 
baga 
baoa 
baga 
l ________________________________________ .. 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin . MA 
NEM 
lAU 
MGI? 
Justification: 
IAI 
, (w.l 
OU 
YOB 
MAG IMI 
101 
BIN 
SUA IGI 
ILl 
11(1 
l S I  
IIsl  
�-b;;;----------
Establi shed Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No obvious one ( s ) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As these forms are not reflexes of any so far established or suggested proto-AN 
ones they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case the OUM form has been 
borrowed ei ther from one of MA, NEM or LAU or from MGI before baga undentent 
semantic changes in that language . There is no evidence to suggest which one of 
these is the most likely source , however .  
lIn MGI baga means 'sman stones, pebbZes ' and in modern Papua New Guinea , 'eoin, 
money ' .  
ITEM: 'straight ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Oum) .... NAN 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is) 'oro'oroni 
101 
DOM 
f«)R unan 
MA 'ora loran 
MTU maoro 
SIN rorO!oto 
I<EA IHI rod ror i 
IAI roi ro i 
ror i  ro 
1 0 1  i 1 0  
1 0 1  i 1 0  
1 0 1  i t o f-:-�--+------t-------; �F:�������-------
ror i  ro 
lAU 
OAG 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
N.I 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
AN in origin . DUM .... MF 
Justification : 
YOB ro..-i ro 
MAG IMI ror i ro 
101 ro..- i ro 
BIN ror i  ro ----------------1 
SUA IGI 
ILl 
1 1( 1  
lSI  
IIsI  I 
::::�::
h::-�::::::::::::: I:��-------------I 
PCPPAW (' rod ..-o ( r) 'struight ' I 
Proposed Reconstruction : I Nil 
------- --------------------------------- -- -
Given that the DUM and MF languages forms are AN in origin the MF languages 
must have borrowed from DUM where 'oro 'oro represents an innovat.ion. Not.e, however, 
that the borrowings in MF' languages must be old. or at least old enough for the 
borrowing in f«)R to have undergone the sound change - r->-n- as in inherited words . 
ITEM: 'sturrr� base ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Mag) -+ NAN 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Dat. Expected Reflex 
MGI (Is)  
(0) tutu 
HTU 
SIN 
dudu tutu 
tutu 1 00M i,,""=R_--+_-'--___ --+""""' ____ ., KEl\ (HI  � (A) 
l BAU r kuku ' a ] L��-----f---�----------­����-----L--�-----------
i 
I ! proposed 
Nil I 
Recons truction: 
I '-----------------------------------------
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
AN in origin. YOB } 
MAG -+ HGI (O) 
BIN 
Justification: 
(W) 
DUH tuhu 
tutu ' a  tutu 
HAG (� rt_t�u�t�u--------�--�tu�t�u�----� 
(0) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is)  
tutu 
Established Reconstruction (s) : 
PANDYTV *tuquD 'stwrrp ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PCP **tutu 'stump ' 
tutu 
tutu 
Assuming that the Oumic forms are AN in origin (an assumption that seems 
justified by the occurrence of apparent cognates in MTU and SIN) then tutu in 
MGI (0) must have been borro .... ed from either YOB. MAG or BIN. OUM is excluded as 
a probable source because even if it had a reflex of PCP **tutu it would have 
been of the .... rong shape . The BAU fonn suggests in addition that this was an old 
borrowing in MF languages . at least old enough for t > k as in inherited .... ords in 
BAU . 
ITEM: SUMMARY CONCLUSION: {AN(Oum) -+ NAN NAN -+ AN (Mag) 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
Dat. Expected Reflex Language Dat. Expected Reflex 
n i na 1 HTU d i na d i na 
n i na 1 "-������L-�� _____ � SIN I i na ' ..... r i na I i n. � """ KEA (H) r i na 
I-"'''------Ir---.:.I.:.;i n.:.:.:..-'-I ____ --+r--__ -=�"'-...,,::_--__{ (A) r i n. � (W) .  ? I f-- --+-------1f-- ---:>...d � .::--�------------ ---;;-(;,-;)-;-----1 
YD� ' i  ( n ,  1 ) .  
--------------- ---------------
MA G  
(� f n i na k i  (n , 1 ) a  
Proposed Reconstruction: 
N11 
l _______________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
(D) i n i na ki ( n .  1 ) a  
BIN , i ( n ,  ? } a  
SUA (G)  
( L )  
( K )  
( 5 )  
(Is)  
----------------1 
Established Reconstruction (5) : 
POCGR (OMB) * s i l)a (R )  'Sl�� ' 
PCP ( Ross) * 0 1  ( n , l) ) a  'Si.4"l ' 
Proposed Reconstruction : I 
_____ ��� __________________________________ J 
2. Sound change in HGI or HAG and then HeI +-+ HAG 
Justification : 
The MF l anguage forms are clearly AN in origin. Not only that but the OOM. MOR and MA forms must have been borrowed from OUM .... hich is the only Oumic language 
to have had the corresponding expected reflex. Since then CUM has borrowed a NAN 
form bud i va from HEM (see item 'SUP12 ' belo .... ) .  Mean .... hile eit.her MGI borrowed I i na 
from someone and changed it t.o n i na and the HAG borrowed it from them replacing 
whatever form they had , or vice versa . Whatever the true picture. however , the 
correspondences show contact between MAG and MGI .  
SUHHARY CONCLUSION: NAN '" AN (Oum,} 
NAN Language!; 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language 
I MGI ( I S )  budi va HTU 
(0) bud i va 
OOM budiwa 
MOR bud iwa 
. MIl budiwa 
: NEM [ butwaj _�a 
I SAU budiwa 
f; :::: ::::: ::: ::: :::1: :::=: :::::::: 
SIN 
KEA 
OUM 
YOB 
MAG 
BIN 
SUA 
(HI 
(AI 
IWI 
IMI 
101 
IGI 
ILl 
IKI 
(51 
( I s )  
AN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex 
--------- -------- ---- -----------� budi va 
---------- - - ---- - ---------------
----------------- ---------------! Proposed Reconstruction : Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
PMF' :':bud i va 'sun ' No obvious one(s) . I proposed Reconstruction: L _______________________________________ _ Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. HEM -to OUH . 
Justification : 
Given that these forms do not derive from any so far suggested or established 
proto-AN ones they are assumed to be NAN in origin . In that case OUM has borrowed 
its form from NEM, the only candidate. (But see also item '814"1 ' above . )  
ITEM: 'BfJeQ.t (n) ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Qum) '" NAN 
AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
HGI (Is)  MTU varahu vatara 
(0) SIN wa t a l a  ! COM wahara 
MOR KEA IHI waa l a  
MA IAI waa l a  
NEM 1----+-------1r------
---
-i � --�------ ------ --1 ---�- - - - - - - - - - -� 
SAU 1--"=--1--'-- ----+-------1 OUM ahara I wahara I 
LAU YOB weta ' ara vatara 
oAG MAG (MI 
votara vatara 
--------------- 1-_-"1 0"'1'-1_'--_____ +-_____ --1 
proposed Reconstruction: 
N11 l ________________________________________ " 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
AN in origin. OUM -to DOH 
Justification : 
BIN vatara 
SUA (GI 
ILl 
IKI 
I S )  
I I . I  
----------------- ------------- - - -1 
-------- ----------------- -------------- -1 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : I No obvious one ( s )  . . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
_____ ��_::������_� ��_�:)_� _____________ J 
Given that these forms are AN in origin the ooH form must be a borrowing from OUM which DlUSt have originally had the expected reflex wahara of PCP *:':vatara ( i f  
the present-day given form i s  not a recording error) . 
ITEM: 'BlJeet potaco r SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Mag) .... NAN 
NAN Languages AN LanguAges 
Language Data Expected Refle.x Language Data Expected Reflex 
Mel (Is)  
(0) 
OOM 
IfI'U 
SIN mote 
""ter[ ; , e J  
""tel [ ;  , e J  
, I«> R KEA (HI !--'''''.:.t:.;e:.:a'-___ --t---''moe=c:l [,,;-',..:e.,.J_---1 
MA mode I e  
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
OAG 
I 
OUM � YOB 
(AI ""e l [ ; ,e J 
(W) 1 
moher( i ,e ] 
MAG (M) !(mode l i  (1917-18) loi'I{1 
moter( i ,e ) 
moter( i , e ]  
BIN 
SUA IG) 
Ilmode l e  meter[ i , e )  
----------------- ---------------
I Proposed Reconstruction, 
(L) 
(K) 
(5) 
( Is) 
Established Reconstruction ( s )  : 
l _______________________________________ _ 
No suitable one ( s ) . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PCP **moter( i ,e ] 'BtJeet potato ' 
Borrowing Hypothesi s :  
AN ?  in origin. Unclear, but seems t o  involve contact between MAG and BIN, 
and HA most directly . 
Justification: 
Given the distribution of these apparent cognates in AN lanquages the recorded 
forms are probably reflexes of a pcp form. In that case the MA one is a borrowing 
either from MAG or BIN on present evidence. The origin of the DOH form is unclear 
but cannot be a borrowing of SIN mote because SIN -t- should be borrowed as -t- by OOM . 
ITEM: '(dog 's) tail
l
' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN (Hag) ... NAN 
NAN Languages AN Languages 
LangUAge Data Expected Reflex Language Data Expected Reflex 
Mel 
OOM 
I«>R 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
OAG 
(Is) 
(0)  doru � 
Proposed Reconstruction : 
l _____ ��� _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothes i s :  
AN in origin. �} .... MGI (0) 
Justification : 
IfI'U 
SIN 
KEA ( H )  
OUM 
(A) 
(W) 
� doru ( 'back. ') doru 
I 
do ru 
MAG (�r.+_f d�o�r�u�---_+-�d�o�r u�--� 
(D) I doru doru 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L)  
(K) 
(5) 
doru ! 
( Is )  . 
j 
Established Reconstruction ( s )  : 
No suitable one(s) . 
::::;�:::.:�:u::�;!!�::� ________________ J 
Given the distribution of doru in MTU and MAG we presume these reflect a PCP 
'A1!cdoru 'tail ' .  In that case the MGI (0) form must be a borrowl.ng from el ther MAG 
or MTU. 
ITEM: ' (dog's) tail2 ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN -f> AN(Oum) 
Language 
MGI (Is) 
(OJ 
DOM 
NAN Languages 
Data Expected Reflex Language 
batuna batuna MTU 
bat una 
baruna bahuna 
SIN 
MaR r=_---1r-.::.ba:.:h.:.:u::;n.:.a_II-"""'::I---.:b.:a.:s.:.un::;.'---'->.-j KEA (H) 
bahuna J r- basuna "' ... (A) MA 
AN Languages 
Data 
NEM 
SAU 
r-__ --t _____ --t __ b_.h_u_n_.-_-----=.-:....:-1 ��;-�-------------
r=""-_---1r--'--____ +-'b"'a"'k"'un"'.'--_-! OUM _ - -�bahuna 
Expected Reflex 
LAU _______________ ___ ������_=__: __ I-'Y"'O"B __ +---'-_____ -+ ______ -1 
DAG 
Borrowing Hypothesis:  
NAN in ori}in . Multiple borrowing. 
Ei ther 1) OOM 
NEM -+ OUM 
LAU 
NEM + MA } + OUM 
or 2) IX)H } 
LAU MeR 
Justification: 
MAG (M) 
(D) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (s)  : 
No suitable one(s ) . 
proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As these cognates do not reflect any proto-AN form they are assumed to be NAN 
in origin . In that case DUM bah una must be a borrowing either from the set of 
languages whose expected reflex of PMF *batuna is bahuna, i . e . ,  DOH. , NEM and LAU, 
even though this form is no longer retained in those languages, or it must be a 
borrowing from the set of languages that have that form today, i . e .  MOR and MA ,  
even though that form must also b e  a borrowing i n  those languages (because their 
expected reflex of PMF *batuna is bas una) • 
ITEM: 'ten ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN (liag) 
Language 
MGI (Is) 
(0)  
DOM 
MaR 
MA 
NEM 
SAU 
LAU 
DAG 
NAN Languages 
Data 
nanau omu 
Expected Reflex Language 
nanau [omu] MTU 
� nanau [omu] SIN 
..... nanau [omu ]  
nanau [ emu ]  
nanau [omu ]  
nanau [omu ]  
nanau ( omu 1 � 
KEA (H) 
(A) 
(W) 
OUM 
YOB " 
AN Languages 
Data 
MAG (M) � nanau t ana 
(D) 
BIN 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
(S) 
(Is) 
EXpected Reflex 
Proposed Reconstruction: Establ ished Reconstruction (s) : 
PMF *nanau [omu] 'ten ' No sUl.table one(s ) . 
l Proposed Reconstructl.on: J N.l ---------------------------------------- - -------------------------------------- ---
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin . MGI } 
HA? 
-+ MAG NEM? 
BAU? 
Justification : 
As these forms do not reflect any so far suggested or established proto-AN 
forms they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case the HAG form is most 
likely a borrowing from MGI ,  although MA, NEM, and BAU cannot be excluded as 
probable sources for lack of data. 
ITEM: 'undemeath
l
' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN (Mag) 
NAN Languages 
Language oata Expected Reflex Language 
MGI ( I s )  I )gOda(na-de) god( e . a ) va ) 
OOM 
""'R 
MA 
NEIl 
SAU 
(0) t " t SIN 
godewa(na-de)' god (e a )wa � god (e. a)wa 
........... god(e a )wa 
KEA (H )  
(A) 
god ( e .a)w; , (w) 
god ( e . a ) wa ----.... ';;;;;-----
AN Languaqes 
Data Expected Reflex 
I 
----------------1 
ITEM: 'underneath
2
' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: AN ( Qum) -+ NAN 
Language 
MGI ( I s )  
(0) 
OOM 
""'R 
MA 
NAN Languages 
oat. 
gab i l a  boh i a  
----
Expected Reflex Language 
SIN 
KEA ( H I  
(A) 
AN Languages 
oat. 
gabure-na i 
kapu l e-nai  
NEIl 
SAU 
�:-::---rg-a-b-i-e-. u_"_a..= +===r=�-=-------�qt-�---;:::::��;�;;-J-----------------
OUM -- gab i i a - i  
LAU 
DAG 
YOB 1 
MAG (M) 
(D) 
Expected Reflex 
kapu 1 e 
gabure 
gabure 
qabure 
BIN BIN gabu l a-e gabure 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF *god ( e . a) va 'underneath ' 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin .  �?} ... MAG 
Justification: 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K)  
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction (5)  : 
No suitable one(s) . I 
Proposed Reconstruction: I Nil ----------------------- ------- -------------
Given the restricted distribution of this form in AN lanquages and that it 
does not reflect any so far suggested or established proto-AN form we asswne this to be NAN in origin . In that case the MAG form is most likely a borrow-ing from 
DOH, although it may well have been from MGI if at some time it had the expected 
reflex god ( e , a ) va of the PMF form . 
I Proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ �:: _______________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
AN in origin . 
OUM ... (:;O� 
Justification: 
SUA (G) ka i -gab i -na 
(L)  kubu-na-nea 
(K) 
(5) 
(Is) 
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
PCP (Ross) 1:gabu 1 e  'underneath ' 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Given that these forms are AN in origin the HOR and HEM forms are borrowings , 
most likely from OUM where the identical form occurs. 
ITEM: 'Vil. lag9 ' SUf!04ARY OONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN ( OUm) 
Language 
MGI (Is) 
(0) 
DOM 
MaR 
MA 
NAN Lanquages 
Data Expected Reflex 
mar l  f marl  
mar l  , -.......... mar i  
mar i dou �arl 
mar i  _ 
- ... nl _ --......... 
AN Languages 
Language Data 
SIN 
XEA (H) 
CA) 
NEM 
BAU 
mari  --:,. �W) 
f------1f--------+-m-a-r-1 ----1 �;� �-;;�i-----------
LAU mar l  - mar i  YOB 
OAG MAG CM) 
Expected Reflex 
--------------- --------------- f- "C O'-!.)-4-'-----_f-_____ -
-
-
1 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
l _____ ::_���:_:��:::�� _______________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin . Either 1 )  :�} .. C>lJK, 
or , more lately 2) �} 
-+ 
OUH 
Justification : 
BIN 
SUA CG) 
CL) 
CK) 
CS)  
( I s )  
mar i  
Established Reconstruction ( !I )  : 
No suitable one ( s )  . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
As the&e forms are not reflexes of any so far suggested or established proto-AN 
form they are assumed to be NAN in origi n .  Consequently DUM mar i must be a 
borrowing from MF languages . However, since mari in DOH and HOR is not the expected 
reflex of PKF *mar i  - the expected reflex is man! - then either: 
a) CUM borrowed mar i  from MGI or LAU; or 
b) CUM borrowed mari  frOID [X)M or MA after these had themselves borrowed mari 
from some other HE' language which had or still has i t .  
ITEM: 'wal Laby ' 
NAN Languages 
Language Data Expected Reflex 
MGI CIS)  marau 
10) 
DOM manau 
MaR manau 
MA 1 1 marau 
HEM 1 � _ _ _ _ _ marau 
BAU 1 J marau 
LAU marau marau 
UAG 
SUMMARY OONCLUSION: NAN -+ AN (OWn) 
Language 
SIN 
XEA CH) 
CA) 
CW) 
YOB 
MAG CM) 
Data Expected Reflex 
marau 
--------------- --------------- f-
_"CO'-!.)-+-'-_____ -+ _____ ---1 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
PMF ..... marau 'wlLaby ' 
l _ _ _ _ ___________________________________ _ 
Borrowing Hypothesis: 
NAN in origin. !AU } :"�? -+ DUM 
SAU? 
Justification : 
BIN 
SUA CG) 
CL) 
CK) 
CS) 
( I s )  
Established Reconstruction ( s ) : 
No sui table one ( s )  . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Given that marau in DUM and LAU are cognates but that they do not reflect any 
established or suggested proto-AN reconstruction they are assumed to be NAN in 
origin . In that case the DUM form must be a borrowing from LAU or from one of MA, 
NEM or SAU .... here the expected reflex of PMF *marau is also marau but where necessary 
data are lacking. 
ITEM: 'UOntln, 1.Jife ' SUMMARY CONCLUSION: NAN " AN(Oum) 
NAN Langu6.gt"OI' AN Languages 
Language Data Expected Ref lex Language Data Expected Reflex 
HGI ( I s )  
(0) 
COM 
MOR 
MA 
ave5a 
ave5a 
have 
aveha ) .... 
aveha r� 
( t ) aveta HTU 
( t ) aveta SIN 
(h) avesa 
( s )  awesa KEA ( H )  
Cs ) awesa (A) 
HEM 
BAU 
aveha _ (h) aweha ...::. _ ( W ) • F-E-=--==t=��:--:1:tr.=.:.�--:::-....:-...:�� .. ----------------avaka (5)  aweka OUM aveha 
LAU 
!lAG 
have t .  avesa (h) ah.ha YOB 
MAG (K) --------------- --------------- 1---'(l.!!D�) -+---'-----1-------1 
81N 
SUA (G) 
(L) 
(K) 
( 5 )  
( I s )  
proposed Reconstruction: Established Reconstruction ( . )  : 
PMF ft ( t ) aveta 'wc:m:ln, wife ' No suitable one ( s } . 
Proposed Reconstruction: 
Nil 
Borrowing Hypothesis : 
NAN in origin . Either 1) �?) .. OUM. 
or, more 
Justification: 
Given that these forms are not reflexes o f  any so far suggested. or establ ished 
proto-AN forms they are assumed to be NAN in origin. In that case the OUN fonn is 
a borrowing. However ,  since the MOR and MA forms are not the expected. reflexes o f  
P MF  ft { t) aveta - the expected reflexes are ft C s ) awesa - then either : 
a) OUM borrowed aveha from NEM or possibly [)OM .... here have is a reduced form 
of the expected reflex (h) aweha .... hich would correspond well .... ith aveha i f  
i t  occurred; o r  
b ) OUM borrowed aveha from MeR o r  MA which had themselves borrowed that form 
from some other KF language . 
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5 .  D I SCUSS ION OF RESULTS 
The sal ient features of the results of the analysis of the data presented in 
section 4 .  above are : 
1 )  There are at least two different levels of borrowing , AN + NAN and NAN + AN , 
and a historical sequence of borrowing in which NAN speakers first borrowed AN words 
from Oumic language speakers and then AN speakers in turn borrowed NAN words from 
Mailuan language speakers ,  sometimes even borrowing back what were once their own 
words in a different form . These conclusions are based on two pieces of evidence : 
(a )  the present sociolinguistic situation in which AN languages are small in number , 
dying , scattered and bilingual in Magi , a result according to oral tradition of 
repeated attacks by NANs on the ancestors of the present-day populations within the 
recent prehistorical past . In this situation it is not likely (according to 
assumption 6 in section 3 . 2 .  above ) that NAN speakers would have seen any advantage 
in borrowing anything from them ; 
(b)  a few lexical items which show that they must have been borrowed before NAN 
languages diversified . That is , there are lexical items which could not have been 
borrowed from ANs recently as they would then have been of a different form . The 
best evidence of this is to be found in the items 'bathe/Wash ', 'oook/boil '  and 
'head ', 'how many/muoh ' where an AN form has been borrowed by one or more Mailuan 
language ( s )  where they have undergone a sound change and are then subsequently 
borrowed back again by Ouma and Magori respectively . Two other items 'path/road ' 
and 'sun l ' are variations on the same theme , except that the former is less certain 
(in that it could have been borrowed from Ouma by Magori and undergone an idio­
syncratic sound change ) and the latter involves replacement by a NAN· form in Ouma . 
These forms thus give some time depth to the history of contact between ANs and NANs 
in the area under consideration . Although there is no way of dating this depth , if  
some of these items and other simpler ones like 'straight ' for example are old 
enough to have undergone sound changes in Mailuan languages along with inherited 
words they must be of considerable antiquity , probably in excess of several 
centuries ; 
2 )  Ouma and Magori have remarkably different borrowing and loaning patterns : 
Ouma ' s  contacts have been with a range of languages now found around and inland of 
Cloudy Bay to the west and along the coast and inland of Baxter and Table Bays , 
while Magori ' s  have been predominantly with Magi , and less certainly with Laua . 
This is nicely illustrated by items such as 'smoke 1 ' and 'smoke2 ' for example ,  where 
each has borrowed different NAN forms from di fferent languages , but is confirmed by 
a simple lexicostatistical type analysis of the individual hypotheses proposed for 
each item in section 4 .  above such as are given in Charts 3 and 4 below . 
Thus although we must be wary of taking these statistics too strictly since 
there are certain complications in them ( e . g .  some calculations include other 
languages as possible sources ) it would seem to be reasonably clear from Chart 4 
that Magori has had closest contact with Magi , both as a donor of AN vocabulary and 
as a borrower of NAN words . The position of Laua and Ma are less clear - Ma simply 
because its figure is low and Laua because , even though it scores quite high , it  
will be seen that whenever it scores it scores in association with Magi . It is not 
clear j ust what this means at the moment - on the one hand it could simply indicate 
that , because of the sociolinguistic situation obtaining in Laua at the present time 
with Laua moribund and informants using Magi as their everyday language , these 
results are unusable ;  on the other hand it could mean , as oral tradition has i t ,  that 
Laua is an offshoot of Magi , and therefor e can be expected to score more or less the 
same as Magi . Consequently , and for the time being and until some more detailed 
work can be done on Laua , we must be suspicious of the implications of the Laua 
figures . The other languages in Chart 4 score so low with Magori that they can be 
disregarded . 
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In Chart 3 ,  in which Ouma figures are presented , a completely different picture 
from the Magori one emerges .  Here we have a cluster of values that are all very 
similar . There are some differences between the AN-as-origin values and the NAN-as­
origin ones but with no one language outstanding as in the Magori case . Note,  how­
ever , that the Laua figures are suspicious for the same reasons as in the Magori 
case j ust described , and the Magi ones are inflated in some respects , and appear to 
reflect a recent borrowing pattern ( rather than an earlier one) in others , e . g .  
'bathe� (woman 's) clothes� crooked� o ld '  and 'snake ' .  Thus Ouma would appear to 
have had quite a different historv o f  contact with Magi from Magori , and a rather 
cheque red one elsewhere , having been in contact most with Morawa and Ma whilst a 
donor of AN forms , and with these same languages , and possibly Neme ' a ,  Domu , and 
Laua in addition , as a borrower of NAN forms . Subsequently it has been borrowing 
NAN forms from Magi . 
Apart from these facts Charts 3 and 4 also show that both Ouma and Magori have 
borrowed and loaned very much the same kind of vocabulary . Thus about hal f of the 
words in each are of AN origin and half of NAN origin,  and both have a similar range 
of borrowed and loaned basic vocabulary , including some items such as ' (woman 's) 
clothe8� cough� how many/much, navel ' and 'old ' in common . 
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Chart 3 :  Analys i s  of  i tems i n  whi ch Ouma s hows 
one or more Mai l uan l anguages 
No Item* MGI DOM MOR MA NEM BAU LAU 
1 'bathe� wash ' x 
2 'BETELNUT ' x x x x ? 
3 ' (women 's) cLothes ' x x 
4 'cook� boil ' x 
5 'COUGH ' x x x ? 
6 'CROOKED ' x 
7 'DOG ' x x x 
8 'FATHER2 ' X X x 
9 'GROUND ' x x x x 
1 0  'hot l '  X X x 
1 1  'how many/much ' x ? x 
1 2  'jaw� chin ' x x x 
1 3  'KNEE2 ' X X X x 
14 'mouth ' x x x 
1 5  'NAVEL ' x x 
1 6  'OLD ' x 
1 7  'path� road ' x x x x 
18 'sick ' x x 
19 'SMOKE 2 (of fire) , x ? x x 
20 'SNAKE ' x x x 
21 'STONE ' ? x x x 
22  'straight ' x x x 
2 3  'sun l ' x x x 
24 'SUn2 ' x 
2 5  'sweat ' x 
26 ' (dog 's) TAIL2 ' x X x x x 
27  'underneath2 ' x x 
28 'VILLAGE ' x x x x 
29 'wallaby ' ? ? ? x 
30 'WOMAN� WIFE ' ? ? ? x 
SUMMARY 
AN in origin ( 1 5 )  6 4 9 ?  8? 5? I ?  3 
NAN in origin ( 1 5 ) 6? 9? 1 0? 9?  7 1 9?  
TOTALS ( 30)  1 2  1 3  19 1 7  1 2  2 1 2  
* In this chart the capitalised words are NAN in origin . 
contact wi th 
Comments 
Recent borrowing 
Recent borrowing ( ? )  
Recent borrowing ( ? ) 
MGI least probabl e  
Incl . YOB , BIN , MAG as 
possible sources 
Incl . SIN, KEA ( H , A) as 
possible sources 
Recent borrowing ( ? )  
Old form 
Either MOR-MA as a set 
or DOM-NEM-LAU as most 
probable source 
Either MGI-LAU as a set 
or DOM-MOR as most 
probable source 
No evidence in MA,  NEM, 
BAU 
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C hart 4 :  Ana lys i s  o f  i tems i n  wh i c h  Mago ri s hows contact w i t h  
one or  more Mai l uan l anguages 
No Item* MGI DOM MOR MA NEM BAU LAU Comments 
1 'buttocks ' x x 
2 ' (men 's) CLOTHES ' x x x ? No evidence in LAU 
3 ' (women 's) CLOTHES ' x ? x 
4 'CLOUD� SlCI ' x x 
5 'COCONUT ' x ? ? ? No evidence in MA ,  
NEM, BAU 
6 'COLD ' x 
7 'COUGH ' x 
8 'CUT ' x x ? No evidence in LAU 
9 'ELBOW ' x 
10 'EYE ' x x x 
11 'FATHER ! ' X x 
12  'fly (n )  , x x 
1 3  'GARDEN ' x 
14 'hair ' x 
1 5  'head ' x 
16 'HEART ' x x Incl . YOB , SUA ( G ,  L )  
1 7  'HOT2 ' x 
18 'JOKE ' x ? No evidence in LAU 
19 'knee 1 ' x x Incl . 'OUM? , BIN , YOB 
20  'mother ' x 
21  'nape (of neck) , x x Incl . YOB , BIN 
22 'NAVEL ' ? x x x 
23  'OLD ' ? x 
24 'pOUT' out ' x x x Incl . YOB , MTU 
25  'SMOKE l (of fire) , x x Incl . BIN 
26 'STAND UP '  x 
27  'star ' x x Incl . YOB? , BIN? 
28 'stwrrp� base ' x Inc l .  YOB , BIN 
29 'sun l ' x 
30 'sweet potato ' x Incl . BIN 
31 ' (dog 's) tail ! ' x Incl . MTU 
32 'TEN ' x ? ? ? 
3 3  'UNDERNEATH !  ' ? x 
SUMMARY 
AN in origin ( 1 3 ) 1 3  1 1 2 0 0 5 
NAN in origin ( 20 )  19? 2 2 ? 6?  3 ?  3 ?  8?  
TOTALS ( 33 )  32  3 3 8 3 3 1 3  
* 
In this chart the capitalised words are NAN in origin . 
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6 .  H I STORI CAL I MPL I CAT IONS 
Many historical conclusions can be drawn from the borrowing pattern described 
above and the present distribution and sociolinguistic situation of the remnants of 
the languages in question . We can be even more specific if facts provided by other 
disciplines and some additional linguistic analysis are taken into account , however . 
These additional facts are : 
1 )  There was an expansion of the Magi language westwards about two hundred 
years or so ago when colonies were established by Mailu Islanders on the mainland 
coast between Amazon Bay in the east and Cloudy Bay in the west at the present-day 
villages of Kurere , Magaubo , Darava , Boru and Domara - see Map 2 ; 1 2  
2 )  Three at least o f  these colonies were formed by the amalgamation o f  mainland 
communities with incoming colonisers .1 3  These three were Domara , Magaubo and Darava . 
" Domara was formed partly from the mainland , the people went first to Burumai Point , 
then Dedele ,  and lastly to their present site " (Thomson 1975a : 57 ) ; Darava and Magaubo 
villages were formed by Island dialect speakers "amalgamating with Ma speakers further 
west , Darava first and Magaubo later"  (Thomson 1975a : 57 ) ; 
3 )  Present-day Ouma speakers at Labu , an appendix to one of these colonies , 
Darava , claim that their ' homeland ' ( that is , the position they occupied as far back 
as tradition goes) was a set of two low hills about fifteen kilometres west of their 
present position and inland of Table Point and Magaubo village , another of the Mailu 
Island colonies mentioned above .1 4  According to this tradition these hills were at 
that time islands . l s  The tradition also says that their forefathers traded with 
Gavuone , Paramana and Aroma (Keapara speakers west of Cloudy Bay) whence they 
went on sailing canoes l 6  and on outrigger canoes to buy pigs . They used sago and 
nose bones (Motu : mok i )  and breast shells (Motu : ma i r i )  as money for this purpose 
but not pots . The nose bones and ma i r i were later replaced by armshells (Motu : 
toea ) made by the Mailu .  They said they did not know the Aroma language wel l but 
only , as they say in Police Motu s i s i na s i s i na ( l it . ' little little ' ) , or 'only a 
little bit ' .  This was when the hills were islands . They made pots but only of 
the narrow necked , water carrying type that the Motu call hod u  which were decorated 
Guma 
Hills 
Beach 
ridges 
Present 
beach 
P l ate 1 :  Ouma H i l l s  
+ Magaubo 
River 
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with simple square geometric patterns like this : � around the 
shoulder . 1 7  They say there are plenty of sherds o f  these on the beach and hills . 
These pots are different from the Mailu ones they say and the Mailu pattern is  
different too , as  is their tattooing pattern on  women . 
Present-day informants also claim that at the time they lived on their homeland 
hills Mailu Islanders lived there with them , but subsequently moved to Mailu Island 
itself to which they later took some Ouma speakers as captives . These subsequently 
married into the island population and never returned . Their descendants still live 
on that island and belong to the Oiadudu clan . The remaining Ouma speakers were 
forced off their hills by local warring over land and pigs 1 8  and had to flee from 
place to place in the swamps around the Bonua River until the process was interrupted 
by the arrival of the White Man ; 1 9 
4 )  The Magori also have traditions of having been through somewhat the same 
experience as the Ouma ( Dutton 1976c : 589-590) . 2 0  According to one account they have 
a tradition of coming from the west "from a site on a river named the Amini River , 
said to be close to Abau [ =Cloudy Bay ] " (Teasdale 1967 : 8-11 )  . 2 1  According to 
another , related to me by Or N .P .  Thomson , 2 2  the Magori claim they used to live 
farther east over in the region of the Origuina River inland of the western end of 
Orangerie Bay . At the time of first European contact ,  however , the Magori were in 
a rather difficult social position and fighting for their lives at the hands of the 
so-called Velavelai from the interior , and the Magi along the coast . According to 
Savi lle ( 1926 : 308) they were close allies of the Maisi villages ( Oagobo , Unevi and 
Borebo ) and neighbouring ones in Mayri Bay and Millport Harbour to the east , and the 
true g a ra ( from Magi ga ra 'spear, war ' )  villages of the Mailu Islanders offshore . 
Savi lle ( 1 9 2 6 : 208) says "It was among these people that the Mailu did their head­
hunting" . But the Magori also had allies in villages friendly with the Mailu , and 
even had "one sub-clan at Kurere [ that ] was related by marriage to Magori " ,  though 
this did not necessarily protect Kurere from danger of attack by the Magori ( Saville 
192 6 : 208) . The Magori are also known to have been on a changing relationship with 
their nearest neighbours and relatives , Deba , whom they are known to have killed on 
occasions ( Saville 1926 : 209 ) . They also attacked Darava on the coast about ten 
miles west . They themselves were , however , regularly attacked , as already noted , 
by the Velavelai and the Magi . At time of contact they are known to have spoken 
Magi though few Magi know or knew Magori ,  claiming . that ( and Ouma like it)  is too 
difficul t . 2 3  
Culturally the Magori were similar to those surrounding them although it is 
not known whether they once knew how to make pots . Saville ( 1926 : 209 )  reports that 
" inland from the shores of Amazon Bay I have found bits of pottery bearing different 
patterns from those of the Mailu . And the Mailu man tells me that long ago there 
were people living there who were potters , but that he ' finished them off , . ,, 2 4 At 
the time of contact cooking pots were obtained from the Mailu Islanders who were 
the great traders in this commodity ( Irwin 1978)  ; 
5 )  One section of Mailu Island village contains the descendants of several 
Ouma speakers said to have been kidnapped and taken there several generations ago 
as already noted . This section is cal led Diadudu and , interestingly , has the same 
name as one o f  the Magori clans ( Teasdale 1967 ) . Unfortunately it is not known at 
this time what the Magori have to say about this  correspondence but the Mailu 
Islanders I spoke to corroborated the Ouma story in spirit although not in detail 2 5  
6 )  According to archaeological research the Amazon Bay-Mailu Island portion of 
the area of interest has been inhabited by pottery making and using peoples for 
about the last 2000 years . Thene people "practised a generalised gardening and 
fishing economy and lived in villages which were distributed along the coast and on 
offshore islands . Villages were apparently functionally unspecialized " , each 
catering for itself  in food and pottery needs ( Irwin 1978 : 407 ) . This situation 
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continued for something like a thousand years . Then something happened to cause an 
abrupt break in the continuity of styl e ,  s imilar to what has been found by archaeol­
ogists in the Yule Island and Port Moresby areas . Subsequently there was increas­
ingly rapid development towards standardisation ( in the size and structure of pots) 
and central control of the pottery industry , and the Mailu Islanders emerged for 
various geographical , logistical , and other reasons as the specialist traders and 
pottery manufacturers along the whole coast . This latter development/achievement 
probably took place several centuries ago . The changes in pottery style and trade 
were accompanied by social changes around the Amazon Bay area.  Villages formerly 
located on the lowland near the beach moved up on to local ridges , presumably for 
defence purposes , as the Mailu Islanders become increasingly dominant ; 
7)  The first Oumic language speaking peoples to come into contact with Mailuan 
language speaking peoples must have been sailors and traders . An analysis of terms 
having to do with present-day trading activities of Mailu Islanders shows that a 
s ignificant subset of them are of AN origin , in particular from Ouma and/or Magori . 
It is not yet possible to be as precise about the origin and direction of borrowing 
as with the basic vocabulary analysed in the rest of this paper . This is principally 
because no data is available from any Mailuan language except Magi . But it is clear 
that the fol lowing terms must have been an important part of the AN culture the Magi 
came in contact with : 
1 )  Sailing technology 
Engl ish 
, ( outY'iggeY') canoe ' 
'sail (n ) ' 
'outY'iggeY' ' 
'steeY' ' 
'sew ' 
, NW Monsoon ' 
, (canoe) po le ( n) ' 
'cUY'Y'ent ( n ) ' 
'salt wateY" 
'coY'al ' 
'beach ' 
'sorceY'Y ' 
'flag ' 
Magi 
wa ' ona2 6 
l aea 
l a r i ma 
' a r i s i 2 7  
s u r i  ( s u r  i )  
avara 
i va ra 
a rua ru 
sa r i  
l ade 
one 
ba l au 
l ag i  
2 )  Trade i tems and contacts 
'baY'teY' ' 
'how many/much ' 
'pig ' 
'salt ' 
'mat ' 
, sweet potato ' 
'chief ' 
vo i vo i  
I i va 
bora ' a  
s a r i  
eba 
kanua 2 8 
ve re 
Source 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN ( PCP ) 
AN? 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
AN 
Of these the word for 'sail ' is particularly important not only because it shows 
that the ANs were seafarers but also because the forms for this in Morawa and Domu 
(with - n - corresponding to - r- in other languages )  suggest that it  is of considerable 
antiquity . 
But this is not the total picture because there are several other items of 
importance which come out as being of NAN origin and so appear as counterexamples 
to the above . These are the following : 2 9 
' (sailing) canoe ' 
'cooking pot ' 
'aY'lTlsheU ' 
'sago ' 
o rou 
omu 
oba 
ode i 
NAN 
unclear but assumed to be NAN 3 0  
NAN 
NAN 
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How do we explain the NAN or1g1n of such basic modern trading terms as  these? There 
is no obvious answer at the moment but presumably the only logical answer , given the 
above hypothesis about the age of the word 'sai l ' and the complex of other sailing 
and trading terms is that these must be innovations , that is , not the obj ects ( except 
perhaps '�shel l ' ) , but the terms used to refer to them ; 
8) The Magi have long been at home by the sea and had used it as a resource 
before the coming of the ANs . This is indicated by the analysis of another set of 
terms in Magi associated with knowledge of the sea , notably 'fish ' (o rebe) � 'fish 
net ' ( a ra i ) , 'octopus ' ( g u i va ) , 'crayfish ' (ava j )  , 'dugong ' (op i ) ,  'crab ' ( go ( go ) ) . 
This is so because all of these words are NAN in origin in Magi and it is most 
unlikely that if they had been introduced earlier by ANs all of them would have been 
replaced by NAN words . There are two others , however , which are AN in origin and 
which provide another perspective . These are 'fish hook ' ( ka u r i ) , and 'crocodile ' 
( uaea) . They indicate that line fishing must have been introduced by ANs and that 
the crocodile must have had some special significance for them which the NANs thought 
worth investing in . Presumably this was not because AN introduced crocodiles but 
rather it had something to do with sailing and the symbolic relationship between 
canoes and crocodiles . 
When all of the above facts are taken into account , I think a clear picture 
emerges of what happened prehistorically between ANs and NANs in the Amazon Bay­
Cloudy Bay area of coastal south-east Papua New Guinea . It is similar to what I 
suggested in Dutton ( 1978)  on the basis of much less evidence . Briefly what I think 
happened was this : 
The coastline between Amazon Bay and Cloudy Bay was once unoccupied before the 
coming of the ancestors of oumic speaking peoples , except for Mailuan Family lan­
guage speakers .  The Mailuan speakers generally lived on the foothills o f  the main 
range and on the hills that come down towards the coas t ,  in the Cloudy Bay area to 
the west and the Amazon Bay , Mayri Bay and Port Glasgow areas to the east . No one 
knows how long ago the Oumic speakers came or where they first settl ed . Presumably 
they were descended from the same group , or groups , of AN speakers who came to 
Central Papua and who are now represented by the larger languages farther west and 
to which they are most closely related , e . g .  Motu , Sinagoro , Keapara . The fact 
that at least four languages still exist ( al though only just) clearly indicates 
that speakers of AN languages were once more widely distributed along the south-east 
coast of Papua than was thought before 1969 when they were first ' discovered ' 
( Dutton 19 71 )  . 3 1  And even though it is not possible at this stage to reconstruct 
in detail the sequence of events that led to their present distribution and parlous 
state it would appear that given that they are most closely related to languages 
immediately to the west ( as already indicated) they presumably : 
(a)  settled on the coast first , as AN speakers elsewhere seem to have done and 
then spread inland as other circumstances necessitated ; 
(b) came with s imilar cultural traits to their closest relatives , but specifically 
with a knowledge of pottery making , canoe building and sailing . But whether 
knowledge of sailing also implies long distance trading is not clear although it 
would seem to be suggested by the fact that sails were a prominent part of AN culture 
acquired by the NAN Magi . Given further that Ouma has had closest contact with 
Morawa , Ma and Neme ' a  .( and possibly Laua) who now live in the Cloudy Bay area while 
Magori had closest contact with Magi ( and possibly Laua) the Ouma probably first 
settled near where they claim their homeland to be , that is , at or near Baxter Bay . 
The Magori settled somewhere near the Magi , presumably around the Amazon Bay area 
as until a few centuries ago , the Magi appear to have been concentrated in the area 
between that bay , Mayri Bay , and adjacent Port Glasgow . Colonies were then establi shed 
in Table ,  Baxter and Sandbank Bays to the west . The Magori also presumably settled 
on the offshore islands as their more distant relatives did in the Milne Bay area 
and elsewhere . The Yoba and Bina probably settled in the same area but east of the 
Magori .  
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Presumably the Ouma and Magori eventually , if  not immediately , came into contact 
with the Magi and other Mailuan language speakers just mentioned who mainly lived 
inland from them . I f  the record of the Motu-Koita contact around Port Moresby i s  
any guide a s  to what happened in such situations ( Dutton 1969 : 26- 36) both presumably 
entered into some kind of close symbiotic relationship with each other attracted 
probably by the ANs ' superior technology and trading activities . Eventually , the 
NAN l earned the crafts of their seafaring AN ' friends ' even to the point of 
participating in j oint trading ventures such as the Koita did with the Motu 
( Seligman 1910 : 4 5) . In doing this the NANs borrowed many items of basic vocabulary , 
contrary to what is supposed to happen , according to some linguistic tenets . 
How long ago this was and how long the NAN continued to borrow from their AN 
' friends ' is not known but it was apparently before the development of an - r - to -n­
sound change in Morowa and Domu languages , presumably a considerable time ago . This 
situation did not last , however ,  and some time ago there was a complete reversal in 
the relationship between the two groups of people and ANs began borrowing basic 
vocabulary from their former NAN ' friends ' ,  even in some cases borrowing back their 
own AN words which had changed form in the meantime . That this happened on a wide 
scale is evident from the fact that both the Ouma and Magori speakers borrowed very 
much the same kind of basic vocabulary independently and from di fferent sources . 
There is no indication in the l inguistic record of what this ' something ' was but 
given the present parlous and dependent state of the ANs ,  and that they were forced 
to flee from their former homes into swamps and/or up on to hills , the stimulus for 
this borrowing was presumably not superior technology but survival . More specifi­
cally , it would appear that this reversal is to be tied to the recent rapid rise of 
Mai lu I slanders to the position of pottery and trading kings in the . area as 
documented in the archaeological record , and as manifested in their colonial 
expansion to the west . 3 2 But how do we explain the fact that (present-day) Mailu 
Islanders are NAN language speakers , if,  according to the l inguistic evidence ,  it 
was the ANs who introduced them to sailing and trading and presumably also to 
pottery making? 
The only possible explanation in my view that fits at all with the archaeologi­
cal record of a continuous settlement on Mailu Island and of a continuous pottery 
sequence in the area going back two thousand years is that the present Mailu Island 
trading system represents a takeover of a former AN one by the NANs . In particular 
I think we are forced to conclude that Mailu Island was once occupied solely by AN 
speaking peoples , most probably the ancestors of present-day Magori ,  who were 
gradually joined on the island by Magi speakers from the mainland , specifically from 
the Amazon Bay area around Kurere and the present-day Government Patrol Post . Here 
the NANs learned the skills of the Magori and eventual ly became strong enough to 
take over their technology and trading system and to develop it to the position of 
eminence it  was at the time of first contact . 
And there we shall have to leave the reconstruction save to note that it is 
stil l possible that support for ,  or counterevidence against , the above conclusions 
may yet exist somewhere in the world in the form of as yet undiscovered vocabularies 
recorded by Franciscian priests or brothers on Torres '  voyage through the Torres 
Straits in 1606 , or some time afterwards . On that voyage Torres kidnapped fourteen 
children between the ages of s ix and ten years from Mailu I sland ( Stevens 19 30 : 1 53 )  
and took them to Manila "to make a better report" to the King ( Stevens 19 30 : 231 ) . 
There they were "baptized to the honour and glory of God" and taught "the prayers 
of Pater Noster , Ave Maria , Credo and Salve Regina , and the commandments and articles 
of the catholic faith" (Stevens 19 30 : 1 55) . Although we do not know what eventually 
happened to these children it is l ikely that the Franciscan priests to whom they 
were entrusted during the voyage to Manila (Hilder 1980 : 14 , 1 3 1 ) , and presumably in 
Manila as well , recorded some o f  their vocabulary at some stage , especially as two 
o f  the captives ' words , n i na 'sun ' and pu r i  'moon ' ,  are given in the published 
accounts of Torres ' voyage . I f  such vocabularies exist and are ever located , and 
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then if they are found to be AN ( specifically oumic) in origin , this would support 
the above hypothesis and show that the NAN ' takeover ' occurred within the last 
three hundred years . On the other hand if such vocabularies are found to be NAN 
( specifically Mailuan) in content , that would not necessarily negate the above 
conclusions - it would merely indicate that the island was already occupied by NANs 
at the time of Torres '  visit . Unfortunately the two words 1iven above are not 
sufficient to either support or deny the above conclusions , 3 and as no other 
relevant vocabulary items have so far been located nothing more can be added to what 
has already been said at this stage . 
7 .  CONCLUS ION 
It has long been known that certain languages of the south-east coast of the 
mainland of Papua New Guinea contain many borrowings from one another although no-one 
has actually ever attempted to source these in any detail .  In this paper I have 
attempted to take up the challenge implied in this situation and have focussed on 
the borrowings in selected languages of the two groups of languages involved , 
notably the AN languages of Ouma and Magor i ,  and their NAN Mailuan neighbours . A 
sourcing analysis of sixty of the clearest cases of borrowings showed that : 
(a)  these languages have borrowed from one another in a closed system ( that is , 
there is negligible external borrowing) ; 
(b) Ouma and Magori have borrowed from different languages - Ouma from those 
presently located around and inland of Cloudy Bay and Magori from Magi now spoken 
along the whole coast and its offshore islands ; 
(c )  the borrowing between these AN and NAN languages was intense and ranged over 
the whole vocabulary including basic vocabulary ; 
(d )  there was a complete reversal in the borrowing pattern : firstly borrowing was 
from AN to NAN and then from NAN to AN .  
Thus although much still remains to b e  done before the borrowing and loaning 
pattern in this and neighbouring areas can be said to have been well s tudied these 
were quite startling and unexpected results based as they are on the restricted 
data presently available . What is more they have profound implications for the 
prehistory of the area . In particular when taken together with other information 
that is presently available they suggest that there has been a complex and interest­
ing interaction between the speakers of the two different types of languages 
presently found there .  Thus it is clear from what has been said that after the 
arrival of ANs in the area NANs entered into a close relationship with them 
apparently attracted by their knowledge of sailing and trading . Some time later 
something happened to this relationship and the ANs were attacked and driven into 
the interior . Although it is not yet proven it would appear that the stimulus for 
this reversal in relations , if not a manifestation of i t ,  was the rise to power of 
one group of NANs , notably the Mailu Islanders . They presumably learned the skills 
of the ANs in situ and somehow took over a system that the ANs had introduced to 
them and they developed it to the point of monopoly . As a result they could 
colonise areas left vacant by the now fugitive ANs and could expand their trade into 
new areas . 
Although many questions are left unanswered I think the main outlines of what 
happened between ANs and NANs on the south-east coast of Papua New Guinea are now 
clear . How far l inguistics can elucidate the picture further remains to be seen 
but I look forward to pursuing the problems raised herein further . 
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D uma ta ttoo patterns ( L a b u  I d u h u )  o n  
Dgel a Ada u ,  L a b u  v i l l a g e  ( s ee p . 1 5 5 )  
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APPEN D I X  1 :  MA I N  REFLEXES OF POC AND OTHER CONSONANTS I N  
SELECTED CENTRAL PAPUAN LANGUAGES AND SUAU 
The following chart , compiled from information contained in Pawley (1975 )  
and Ross ( 19 79a ,b ) , serves as a convenient display of word-initial and word-medial 
correspondences in the principal Central Papuan AN languages referred to in this 
paper , as well as in Suau , the next AN language to the east . I t  is to be noted , 
however ,  that some of the correspondences listed for the Oumic languages are based 
on very slim evidence and can therefore only be taken as tentative until the results 
of this paper are taken into account . 
In the listing conditioned variants are bracketed and two reflexes of the same 
proto-phoneme , the distribution of which is unexplained at the moment , are separated 
by a comma . Languages and dialects are symbolised as elsewhere in this paper 
except that POM ( for Proto-Oumic) is an addition . 
The chart follows : 
POC PCP POM SUAU 
MTU SIN KEA OMA YBA MAG BNA SUA 
HUL ARM 
# *p p p p p * p p p p p p 
*mp 1'b b b p p '�b b b b b b 
," p  "'p h v {� ) v v *v v v v v h (wi _0) 
*m 1:m m m m m ''tm m m m m m 
";�w *w v w w W '/(w [ w ] V v v , w  w 
*t *t  t { s )  t ¢ ¢ ,� t t { h )  t t t t { sl i ) -
* n t , nj '�d d d ( r ) r r *d d d d d d 
*s , ns * D  d r r r *D r I k I 5 
* 1 , y * R  1 ( ¢I ( i ) ¢ ¢ e *y ¢ ( y ) y y y ( 1 ) I , n  - u  '�y>y 
'�d , nd , R  "' r r 1 1 1 * r  r r r r 1 
"'''n , n  * n  n n n n "' n n n n n n 
# #k  k , ¢ k k ¢ '�k ¢ , k  k k k # 
*I)k  *9 9 9 ,� k k 1'9 9 9 9 9 9 
"'k , q  '�q � , ¢ � � , ¢ � , ¢ "'¢ , q  ¢ I k I (" k> I ( IV _V) 
*q> k 
'� I) * 1) ¢ � � � *[ n ]  ? ? ? ? n 
# '�kw kw kw kw w * kw ¢ k ¢ k kw 
'� I)m *m m m m ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ ¢ m 
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APPEND IX  2 :  MA ILUAN PHONEMES AND THE RECONSTRUCT ION OF PROTO-MA ILUAN 
In this Appendix I attempt to reconstruct the sound system of the language 
ancestral to all the Mailuan languages . In doing so,  and until this can be revised 
in the l ight of the results of the present paper and further evidence , I treat all 
languages as of equal value in reconstructing forms and in attributing those to the 
proto-language , i . e .  no subgrouping within the family is attempted and/or taken 
into account . 
The reconstructions are based on tentative phonemic analyses of the individual 
languages , except for Magi , which has been well studied and whose phonemes are 
established and described by Thomson ( 19 7 5b : 602ff) . The analyses are of necessity 
brief and unavoidably tentative since they are based on the limited lexical materials 
available and as described in section 2 . 1 .  They are , moreover , synchronic 
descriptions which , as far as it is possible to do so , have been made without 
comparing one language with another or without using the analysis of one language 
to guide that of another - comparison comes later when we attempt to make statements 
about the diachronic changes that have occurred in the individual languages . As they 
stand then these analyses include all sounds that occur in all words that are not 
obviously recent borrowings ( e . g .  mas i n i  'maahine ' from English , so l u 'salt ' from 
Pol ice Motu and/or English etc . )  so that they probably include a nuffiber of sounds 
that have been borrowed at some other time but which may only become apparent when 
the languages are compared with one another as is done later in this appendix . 
In general the synchronic phonologies of the languages are all very similar : 
they all have a set of five vowels i ,  e ,  a ,  0 ,  u and a set of consonants which 
include the voiced stops b ,  d ,  g ,  nasals m and n ,  a voiceless stop t or fricative 5 
depending on which allophone is taken as the norm to represent the phoneme , a liquid 
1 or vibrant r ,  and voiced bilabial fricative v or semivowel w .  They also contain 
a voiceless s top p or fricative f (=[ � J) , a voicel�ss velar stop k ,  a voiceless 
uvular fricative h ,  and a palatal fricative y in different combinations , although 
there is some uncertainty about the status of these as phonemes since 
(a )  glottal stop appears sporadically word initially and in some cases word 
medially , a situation that undoubtedly reflects transcription uncertainty in the 
data; 
(b)  k is of very low frequency and does not appear medially in any word in any lan­
guage other than in Magi and is therefore very suspicious . As will be seen below 
comparative evidence suggests that this is because k is an old phoneme in Mailuan 
languages and is being replaced by glottal stop which in turn is being replaced by 
h or being dropped altogethe r ;  
( c )  y only appears in a few words and then only before a and 0 ;  
(d)  h occurs sporadically in some languages and may merely represent non-phonemic 
onset to voicing in some of these . 
All languages have open syllables and there are no consonant clusters , except 
for Neme ' a  where k occurs before wa word initially . All languages also drop final 
vowel s  word finally after nasals and , in some languages , after other sounds . 3 4 
The following chart lists apparent synchronic phonemes of the languages as herein 
determined . In this a ' + '  at the intersection of a row and a column indicates the 
presence of the relevant phoneme in the language shown and a # indicates the 
absence of such a phoneme . 
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Language p/f tis k b d 9 h m n J / r  v/w y e a 0 u 
Magi + + 3 5  + + + + + # + + + + + + + + + + 
Domu + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Morawa + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Ma + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Neme ' a  + + + + + + + + + + + + + 3 6 + + + + + 3 7  
Bauwaki + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
Laua + + # + + + + + + + + + 3 8 + + + + + + 
These phonemes correspond regularly ( except for the cases to be discussed below) 
in apparent cognates in Mailuan languages as indicated on the following chart . In 
this chart blanks indicate that there is no regular correspondence in the available 
data and round brackets are used to mark off less regular correspondences , which , 
because of the distribution of some of the apparent cognates in which they occur , 
are assumed herein to indicate borrowings . Generalised reconstructions of Proto­
Mai luan ( PMF) sounds based on these correspondences are given at the head of each 
column : 
PMF '�p  ," t 3 9 * k4 O 
MGI p , f- ,  -p , f- t - , - t - k , ' , ¢- , - k ,  " , ¢ -
OOM p , f- ,  -p , f- h- , -h- k ,  , , ( g )  , ¢- , - k ,  , , ¢-
MOR p , f- ,  -p , f- s - , - s {h ) - k ,  ( g )  , ¢- , - k ,  , , ¢ -
MA p , f- , -p , f- s , { h) - , -s { h ) - k { g )  , ¢ , ' - ,  - ' , ¢-
NEM p , f- ,  -p , f- h- , -h- k {g ) , ¢ , ' - ,  - ' , ¢ , { s ) -
BAU p , f - ,  -p , f- s { h) - , - k { s ) � k ,  , , ¢- ,  - ' k-, 
LAU p , f - , -p , f- h { s ) - , -h { s ) - k , g , ¢- ,  - h ,  ' -
PMF 1' b '�d  *g  *m 
MGI b - , -b- d- , g - , -g- m- , -m-
OOM b- , -b- d- , -d- g- , m- , -m-
MOR b- , -b- d- , -d - g- , -g- m- , -m-
MA b- , -b- d- , -d- g- , -g- m- , -m-
NEM b- , -b- d - , -d- g- m- , -m-
BAU , -b- d- ' ( g ) - , m- , -m-
LAU b- , - b- d - , -d- g- , -g- , -m-
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PMF *n 
MGI n - , -n-
OOM n - , -n-
MOR n - , -n -
MA n- , -n -
NEM n - , -n-
BAU n - , -n -
LAU n - , -n-
PMF i':e 
..... r 
r - , - r -
r- , -n ( r) -
r- , -n- � 2 
r - , - r-
r- , - r -
( r- ) , - r-
r ( n , ¢ ) - , - r-
*a 
MGI e ( ' e ) - , -e - , -e a - , -a - , -a 
DOM e- , -e- a- , -a- , -a 
MOR e- , -e- , -e a - , -a- , -a 
MA e- , -e- , -e a - , -a- , -a 
NEM e - , -e- , -e a - , -a- , -a 
BAU e- , -e- a - , -a- , -a 
LAU ( h ) e- , -e- , a- , -a- , -a 
*v *y 
V/W- , -V/W- ? � l 
w- , -w ( h) - y-
W- , -W- n/ l -
w- , -w- y-
w- , -w ( h) - y-
w- , -v- y-
w , h , v , p- , -v , h- ? 
*0 
0- , -0- , -0 
wa ,o- , -a , o- , -o 
o- , -o , a - , -o 
o- , -o , a- , -o 
wa ( e) - , -a (o) - , - O  
wa- , -o- , -o 
(h ) o- , o , a- , -o 
From this data it is apparent that : 
.J. "  " 1 
i - ,  - i - ,  - i 
i - ,  - i - ,  - i 
i - ,  - i - ,  - i 
i - , - i - ,  - i 
, - i - ,  - i 
i - ,  - i - ,  - i 
i - ,  - i - ,  - i 
*u 
u- , -u- , - u  
u- , -u- , - u  
(w) u--u- , -u 
u- , - u- , - u 
u- , - u- , - u  
u- , -u- , -u 
( � ) u- , - u- , -u 
( 1 ) Proto-Mailuan ( PMF) seems to have had a sound system containing the following 
phonemes : 
*v .J. "  " I  
the consonants 
Language 
MGI 
OOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
*e 
of 
*p 
P 
P 
P 
p 
P 
P 
P 
*a 
* k  
*g 
*u  
which had the 
,� t *k 
t k ,  , ,¢ 
h k ,  , , ¢ 
5 k ,  , , ¢ 
5 k ,  , , ¢ 
h k ,  , , ¢ 
5 ( k) k ,  , , ¢ 
following reflexes 
*b *d 
b d 
b d 
b d 
b d 
b d 
b d 
h k , g , ¢ , ( - h - )  b d 
in Mailuan languages : 
'''g *m *n  i" r ,;':v *y 
9 m n r v ? 
9 m n r ( n )  w y , l  
9 m n r ( n )  w n , l  
9 m n r w y 
9 m n r w y 
9 m n r w y 
9 m n r h , v? ? 
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( 2 ) The following innovations have occurred s ince the separation of the present 
daughter languages : 
a) i,t > Ihl in DOM, NEM, LAU 
lsi in MOR , MA, BAU 
b) ,', r > Inl medial ly in DOM, MOR 
c)  "'Y > In , 1 1 initial ly in MOR 
d)  *0 > Iwal initially in DOM, NEM 
In addition there is a sound change *k > k > I > ¢ ,  h spreading throughout the 
Mailuan l anguages , and one r > n in Morawa ; 
( 3 ) The Mailuan Family is either not very old or the languages have remained in 
contact with one another . 
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APPENDIX  3 :  OUMA AND MAGORI  SOUND SYSTEMS 4 3 
These two languages have very similar sound systems in the number of phonemes 
they possess and in the nature and distribution of their allophones . Thus both have 
conventional five-vowel systems ( i , e ,  a ,  0 , u) and both have the following 
consonants in common : 
p t k 
b d 9 
m n 
v r 
O�a has h in addition . 
Their voiceless stop phonemes ( excluding glottal ) are usually aspirated and may 
be fricated so that /p/ may appear as [ p ,  ph , � ,  f J , /t/  as [ t ,  t s , s J , and /k/ as 
[ k ,  x J  or even [ h J  in Magori . /9/ in Magori is also sometimes fricated word medially . 
Glottal stop in both languages is a suspect sound as it occurs automatical ly between 
l ike vowel sounds ( as it does in Magi)  and has been noticed to occur in free 
variation with h word medially in O�a . It has been recorded word initially in both 
languages but it is not certain whether it is functional there . /v/ in Magori is 
more a bilabial fricative but has the variant [ w J  before back vowels ; in O�a [ w J  
i s  the more common sound although [ s J  occurs unconditionally . Finally / r/ in Magori 
is usually [ r J  with [ 1  J occurring word medially ; in Ouma [ 1  J seems to be the more 
common . In both [ y J  is an al lophone of / i /  word initially when a vowel follows . 
There are no consonant clusters in O�a or Magori , and all syl lables are ope n .  
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APPEN D I X  4: SOME EV I DENCE OF HOW SOME ENGL I SH SOUNDS ARE 
PRONOUNCED IN MA ILUAN AND OUMIC LANGUAGES 
In this chart I list all those words that appear in the data which indicate how 
some English sounds are pronounced in Mailuan and Ournic languages . The first two of 
these ,  'salt ' and 'machine ' occurred spontaneously in basic vocabulary elicitation , 
the first with no English model , the second with the Police Motu model ma s i n i . The 
others were elicited deliberately mainly to see how speakers perceive and pronounce 
famil iar and unfamiliar sounds , but mainly fricatives , in different positions with 
a view to helping to understand what speakers do with borrowings from nearby 
languages . 
Language 
MGI 
Darava 
Selai 
DOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
MAG 
OUM 
Language 
MGI 
Darava 
Selai 
DOM 
MOR 
MA 
NEM 
BAU 
LAU 
MAG 
OUM 
l .  'salt ' 
[ so 1 ] 
[ so l u ]  
[ so l u ]  
[ t so l u ]  
6 .  'piss ' 
[ p  i s ]  
[ p i s ]  
2 .  'machine '  
[ m i s i n i ] 
[ m i s i n i ] 
[ m i s i n ]  
[ m i s i n i ] 
7 .  'tag , 4 4 
[ ta ] 
e t a ]  
3 .  'matches ' 4 .  'visit ' 5 .  'heissen , 4 4  
[ malk i s ]  [ v  i I i  j ] [ ha i sen ] 
[ ma t s  i s ]  [ v i z i t ]  [ ha i sen ] 
[ mas i s i ] [ b i s i s i ] 4 5 [ ha i sen ] 
8 .  !thacker , 4 4  9 .  'pith ' 10 . 'gona ,4 4 
[ salka ] [ p  i t ]  C o ' ona ] 
[ saka ] [ p  i s ]  [ ' ona ] 
An analysis of this chart shows that the consonants that occur in the test 
items are pronounced as follows : 
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1 )  Initial 
ENG 
s 
m 
v 
h 
p 
t 
� 
th 
MGI 
m 
v 
h 
p 
t 
0 ' ,  I 
5 
2 )  Medial 
ENG 
l ( t) 
sh 
n 
tsh 
z 
s 
k 
MGI 
n 
k , t s  
I , z 
5 
k 
3 )  Final 
ENG 
s 
t 
n 
� 
th 
MGI 
5 
j , t 
n 
¢/ 
t , 5  
DOM 
m 
DOM 
5 
n 
DOM 
MOR 
MOR 
MOR 
MA 
5 
m 
MA 
NEM 
5 
m 
NEM 
I ( u) I ( u)  
5 
n 
MA 
5 
n 
NEM 
BAU 
5 
m 
BAU 
I ( u) 
5 
n 
BAU 
LAU MAG 
5 
LAU MAG 
I ( u )  
LAU MAG 
OUM 
m 
v 
h 
p 
OUM 
5 
5 
5 
OUM 
5 
5 
n 
Examples 
1 
2 ,  3 
4 
5 
6 ,  9 
10 
7 
8 
Examples 
1 
2 
2 ,  7 
3 
4 
5 
8 
Examples 
3 ,  6 
4 
5 
10 
9 
That is , speakers have no di fficulty with sounds that occur in their own 
languages ( e . g .  5 ,  m , v ,  h ,  p ,  t , I ,  n , k )  but interpret unusual sounds in terms 
of their ' nearest perceived ' sound in their own language . Thus : 
i )  ' English ' [ �- , � J becomes [ ¢ - , -¢ J and then the word is glottalised initial ly 
in Magi ; 
i i )  Engli sh [ th J in initial and final positions is reinterpreted as [ s , t J in Magi ; 
iii )  English [ -tsh- J i s  pronounced as [ - k- J  or [ -t s - J  in Magi and as [ - s - J in Ouma ; 
iv) English [ - z J  is pronounced as [ - I J or [ -z J  in Magi depending on what the 
listener thinks the English speaker is trying to say . It becomes [ - s J  in Ouma ; 
v)  English [ -sh- J becomes [ -s - J in Police Motu and then [ -s - J in Mailuan and 
oumic languages . 
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APPEND I X  5 :  ANALYS IS  OF D I F FERENCES B ETWEEN EARLY RECORDS AND 
MODERN ONES IN TWO MA ILUAN LANGUAGES 
If modern vocabulary lists in Morawa and Domu are compared with those of Strong 
( 1919 ) they will be found to agree except in the following two respects : 
1 )  where one sound has been substituted for another . Consider , for example :  
a) ' two  ' MOR sauna > hauna [ comment : [ s J  is the regular reflex of ,� t in MOR J 
b) 'path ' MOR wage-z - i a ra > l a ra [ Comment : All languages have cognates with [ l - J J 
c) 'stone ' MOR gaga > ha�a [ comment :  gaga i s  evidently a transcription or typo-
graphical error as other languages have baga J 
d) 'fish ' MOR onebe > o rebe [ Comment : Recent borrowing from Magi because -n-
is the expected reflex of * r  in  Morawa J 
2 )  where there is a substitution of a completely new form in the modern 
materials which is unrelated to the 1919 one . Some of these are probably due to 
misunderstandings in elicitation or to different referents used in elicitation . 
Consider ,  for exampl e :  
a) 'house ' MOR ma r i  > wun 
b) 'root ' OOM naga i ' i > i ' i n i  
MOR i - i n  > nagasae 
c) 'sea ' OOM i a-u  > s a l  i ' a  
d) 'UYife ' DOM i naha > have 
e) 'wind ' OOM bode-a > yag i 
MOR bode -a > an i 
f )  'arrow ' OOM wada i - i -haro > puh i 
MOR owana > bome 
g) 'breast ' MOR I an > ama 
h)  'bush ' DOM anahuhu > douba 
MOR ana > ewo 
Others probably either ( i ) represent recent borrowings , as for example :  
a )  'yam ' 
b) 'ashes ' 
c) 'blood ' 
d) 'bow ' 
e) 'butterfly ' 
f) 'finger ' 
g) 'five ' 
h )  'ground ' 
i )  'betelnut ' 
MOR o-a > maho « Police Motu maho) 
DOM au > maena « ? )  
MOR kau > konunu « Magi konunu )  
DOM nabu  > yara « ? Magi l a l a ) 
MOR nabu > nana « ? )  
DOM o i fa > peva « Police Motu peva ) 
MOR ko i p i so l o  > peva « Pol ice Motu peva ) 
DOM a une > wa ' i hagu r i  « ? )  
MOR a u -ope > orapepe « ? )  
MOR euda-a l i  > d i d i ba « ? )  
MOR aunapau > i ma ' omu « Magi i ma ' omu)  
DOM momo > hanD « ? Police Motu is tano)  
OOM adaubana > wa ' e  « Ma , Neme ' a  wa ' e ) 
MOR uwen > wa ' e  « Ma , Neme ' a  wa ' e) 
or ii )  are synonyms that occur because of word taboo : 
a) 'egg ' DOM baha > baha , u r i m  « Morawa , Ma , Neme ' a  u r i m ( i , u » )  
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NOTES 
1 .  These languages are Ma and Neme ' a .  On the basis of a prel iminary lexico­
statistical comparison I suggested ( Dutton 1971b : 21 )  that they were probably 
divergent dialects of a single language . Thomson ( 19 75a) on the other hand 
using the same method but comparing two other communalects obtained lower 
percentages and so suggested that they were better regarded as separate 
languages . Diachronic phonological evidence presented in Appendix 2 of this 
paper also suggests that is how they are best regarded . 
2 .  These figures are based on 1969 figures given in Dutton ( 1971a : 20) and on those 
given in Thomson (1975a : 37 , 4 1 )  and have been adjusted upwards and rounded off 
to the nearest hundred to allow for natural increases in the intervening years , 
except for Laua where there is believed to be still only one native speaker . 
3 .  For a discussion of some of these see Appendix 5 .  
4 .  Name avoidance is also practised throughout the area although to what extent 
amongst other Mailuan languages is not known ( Dr .  Thomson , personal communication) .  
5 .  Although this is assumed to be generally true some additional support for the 
validity of such an assumption in this study is to be found in Appendix 4 .  
6 .  Some data were excluded because they (a )  only involved Bina and Yoba and Mailuan 
languages ;  (b) did not discriminate between Ouma and Magori ; ( c) did not contain 
evidence from Keapara to the wes t ;  and (d)  exhibited evidence from only one 
Mailuan language . 
7 .  Sets with identical forms in Ouma and Magori are not usable as they do not 
discriminate between sources . 
8 .  The sound laws for oumic languages are still only tentative . With better 
reconstructions some of the doubtful statements in the following can probably be 
tightened up . Indeed , as I have already indicated , I hope this study will  
contribute to a better set of PCP reconstructions . 
9 .  I have to say ' appears ' because there may well be relevant ones available but 
not under the head words that I have searched through to date . 
1 0 .  Gadaisu and Laimodo communalects are suspicious because , as already pointed out , 
Magi speakers have married into them . 
1 1 . Thus , for example , Bauwaki and Neme ' a  languages show contact with Abia ,  one of 
the Yareban languages , and the former community of O ' oku ( the whereabouts of 
whose members is not known) seems to have been originally a Yareban communalect 
with heavy borrowing from Laua and/or Magi ( Dutton 19 71 )  . 
1 2 .  Other Island dialect speakers moved to Gadaisu to live with Suau speakers as 
well but these are of little interest to us in this study . 
1 3 .  The remaining two , Boru and Kurere , are "pure Mailu Island colonies " ( Thomson 
1975a : 57 )  . 
14 . The three high points (village s ites ? )  on these hills are called ( from left to 
right) OMOU ' ORO , BAGA ' ORO and SILO ' ORO . See Plate 1 ,  p . 154 . 
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1 5 .  There would seem to be some support for the claim that these hills were once 
islands in the fact that dune ridges can easily be seen from the air showing 
progressive prograding of the beach in this area ( see Plate 1 ) . However , even 
though beach prograding is a common feature of parts of coastal South-East 
Papua New Guinea (Loeffler 197 7 : 114-18) , rates of prograding vary according to 
local conditions of tide , wind , rainfall ,  etc . Consequently it is not possible 
at the moment to suggest a date at which the Ouma hills may have once been on , 
or very close to the beach . It may not have been all that long ago, however ,  
as I am told by Dr Thomson (personal communication) that Urika Miss ion Station 
in the Gul f of Papua was originally built on the coast west of Orokolo about 
eighty years ago but the site is today almost a mile inland . Unfortunately I 
was not able to visit the Ouma hills at the time to make surface observations 
and to look for pottery sherds , stone artefacts and/or other clues to earlier 
habitation which the Ouma claim to be there . 
16 . Present-day informants said they went on J agato i ( the Motu name for trading 
canoe) but this could not have been their word for i t ,  even if they did have 
similar vessel s ,  by the sound rules used in this paper . Thus Motu J agato i 
derives from a combination of POC "'waf)ka ( f) )  'canoe ' and POC ,� to J u  'three ' the 
expected reflexes of which in Ouma are vaga and toyu . 
1 7 .  I do not see any connection between this pattern and any of those unearthed by 
Irwin ( 1976)  in his archaeological exploration of Mailu pottery . 
1 8 .  Ouma enemies were said to be from the following villages : Ba ' u  (Bauwaki 
language) , Doma (Neme ' a  language) , Bamu ( Neme ' a  language) , Mada ( Ma language ) , 
Velavelai (Bauwaki language) , Oka ' udi (Abia language) , Dorivaida (Abia 
language) , Oadeure ( ?  language) . 
19 . The following are the names of former villages given to me by present-day 
informants : U ' ubi (or O ' oubi) , Obara ,  Godoa,  Limu , Orimaguina , Ganema , Badana , 
Savaiaguina , Oviaguina , Darava , Ovesaguina , and Labu where the present 
informants (men of about their mid-50s ) were born . 
20 . As have the other remnants of Oumic languages , Yoba and Bina , as wel l  as 
those of the Laua language presently living in the vil lage of the same name 
( Dutton 1976 : 588-9 2 ) . 
21 . Acey Teasdale was an anthropologist who investigated land rights among the 
Magori for the Administration of Papua New Guinea in the late s ixties . 
2 2 .  Neil  Thomson was a former medical superintendent of the Iruna Hospital at 
Amazon Bay . 
2 3 .  This was the explanation given to me recently by Mailu Islanders ( Dutton 1980) 
and expresses beautiful ly the relationship between these groups and supports 
assumption 6 used in interpreting the data for this paper . Clearly there i s  
nothing to b e  gained b y  the Mailu from ' the Magori now although a s  the record 
shows this was not always the case . In marked contrast to this , however , they 
have learned to speak other AN languages such as Suau and Keapara , the languages 
of their trade partners ( and s imilar in structure of Ouma and Magori) . 
24 . Haddon ( 19 32 )  subsequently compared this sherd with others of south-east 
Papua and found it to be distinctive . 
2 5 .  My Mailu Island informants were two old men Igua Alabu and Vea Ogagama of the 
Diadudu clan . I have not had the opportunity of discussing this again with my 
Ouma informants . 
26 . This appears to derive from Ouma and literally means 'canoe (wa- ) , 'one ' ( ' ona)  
or 'one-hul led canoe ' .  
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2 7 . This form occurs in Darava and Selai ( the only communalects I have information 
from) . Mailu Island has ma reva , although Dr Thomson informs me (personal 
communication) that they also have ' a r i  ' a r i  ' (to) sail ' .  
28 . Note that this belongs to a different cognate set from that given for sweet 
potato in section 4 .  above . 
29 . There are also other items that come out as NAN in origin but these are all 
items that are local in origin and so provide no insight necessarily into sea 
trading . Take , for example ,  the following : 'SE wind ' ( bodea ) , 'island ' 
( pomu) , 'dog ' (wa ' a i ) , 'tobacco ( native) ' ( l ugu ) , 'knife ( native) , ' ( bau ) , 
'aze ' ( g i l o) , ' (men 's) clothes ' ( i va r i ) ,  ' (women 's) clothes ' ( b a roa ) , 'string 
bag ' (0 i sa ) , 'spear ' ( d uabo) , and 'beads ' ( bo re) . 
30 . This i s  assumed to be NAN because it does not reflect any so far suggested 
or established Proto-AN reconstruction for 'pot ' .  It may well , however , 
reflect POC *q umu ' (stone) oven ' ,  especial ly as the expected reflexes o f  this 
form are of similar shape in some Oumic languages .  Thus consider OUM umu ,  
YBA and BNA ' umu , MAG kumu , although it i s  not known what present-day forms 
occur in these languages .  
31 . There may well  be other remnants around this area as I have not visited many 
villages to ask , nor have I checked through the old l iterature again to see 
what I may have missed in earlier searches .  
32 . Note here that the expansion and formation of colonies in association with Ma 
speakers is a very unusual situation . I have no idea what could have given 
rise to this but the Ouma who had been originally friendly with the Ma may 
have had something to do with it . But why were the Ouma forced to become 
fugitives then? 
3 3 .  N i na 'sun ' i s  AN i n  origin and occurs in both present-day Magori and the 
Mailu Island dialect of Magi , although it is not clear whether the Mailu 
borrowed it from the Magori or vice versa ( see item 'sun ! ' in section 4 . ) . 
Pu r i  'moon ' does not appear to reflect any relevant ProtO-AN form and does 
34 . 
not occur in any present-day language of south-east Papua with the appropriate 
meaning . It is therefore of unknown origin . However ,  in the Mailu Island 
dialect of Magi , p u r i does occur with the meaning ' to grow, sprout ' and it 
may be that when the children were asked ( in sign language) for the word for 
'moon ' they used pu r i  to refer to the phases of the moon either out of 
ignorance of what was being asked of them , or because 'moon ' was a taboo word 
at that time ( see section 3 . 1 . ( c) ) . 
The following chart shows the range of instances observed in the presently 
available data : 
Language m n b d g l l r tis 
Magi + 
Domu + + 
Morawa ? + 
Ma + + + + 
Neme ' a  + + + + + + 
Bauwaki + + 
Laua + + + + + 
In thi s  note : a) concerning the Magi row , that although Thomson ( 19 7 5b )  does 
not mention final vowel dropping and Savil le ' s  (19 35a ,b)  vocabularies do not 
contain any examples Dr Thomson assures me (personal communication) that final 
vowel dropping does occur after m ;  
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b )  concerning the ' + ' s  i n  the intersection of the b ,  d ,  and 9 columns of the 
Neme ' a  row that the final consonants that remain after the vowels have been 
dropped in this language then become devoiced to [ p ,  t ,  k ] ;  
c) concerning the ' + ' s  in the intersection of the d and l / r column of the Laua 
row that in these cases vowels seem to be always dropped before the suffixes 
bau and ba ' a ,  and only irregularly otherwise ; 
d) concerning the ' + ' s  in the intersection of the tis  column of the Laua row 
that vowels are dropped after [ t ]  only irregularly and this may indicate that 
[ t ]s are in fact devoiced [ d ]s . 
3 5 .  Thomson (1975b : 60 3 )  notes that " I t  I i s  heard nowadays as either [ t ]  o r  [ s ]  
although [ t s ]  was apparently once more normal ( Malinowski 1915)  but is seldom 
heard in the contemporary situation . "  
36 . This sound approaches [ 6 J .  
3 7 .  These languages also have [ � ]  which occurs occasionally and which i s  taken to 
be an allophone of 101 . 
38 . [ w ]  may manifest a separate phoneme . 
39 . Evidence for the reconstruction of this sound is weak and the present display 
suggests that internal borrowing has affected the picture . 
4 0 .  Evidence for the reconstruction o f  this phoneme i s  very weak because there are 
very few occurrences of k in the presently available data . Not only that but 
k is apparently sometimes erroneously recorded as 9 and glottal stop is not 
in many cases where it probably should be . The rather diffused set of corre­
spondences in this chart can only be explained as evidence of a sound change 
that is still in process ;  that is that k is an old sound in those words in 
which it now occurs . Support for this conclusion is to be found in (a )  that 
k is of very low frequency in the modern languages and unevenly distributed ; 
and (b) that the forms in the following loans in Oumic languages can only be 
explained by claiming that these were borrowed at a time when k was a much more 
functionally important sound in these Mai-luan languages : 
l .  'beach ' YOB , SUA ( L) kone MF ' one 
2 .  'cassowary ' MAG gu i aga MF gu i a ,  gu i ae ,  gu i a ' e ,  gu i aha 
3 .  'thigh ' OUM , MAG gobe MF ' obe , waba 
4 .  'wa llaby ' MAG magan i MF man ( i ) , han i 
5 .  ' left hand ' YOB , BIN kebe MR ' ebe , eban , hebe 
6 .  ' liver ' BIN ka l ame MF ' a  reme 
7 .  'pot ' MAG akomu MF ' omu , hohomu 
8 .  'head ' YOB , BIN ku l u  MF u r u  
9 .  'fish ' YOB , BIN ko rebe MF ' o rebe , warebe , ' onebe 
4 1 . Evidence for the reconstruction of this sound is again weak but there are 
sufficient cases to j ustify keeping it for the moment at l east . One problem 
is that no cases occur in which Magi y corresponds to anything in any other 
language because of the limited range of data presently available . 
4 2 .  In Morawa n seems to be spreading to take over r .  See Appendix 5 .  
4 3 .  This account i s  based on my own fieldwork . 
44 . These are nonsense words . 
4 5 .  The informant said b i s i s i  g u r i  ( lit . 'bisisi shel l ' )  thinking I was trying to 
say the Motu word b i s i s i  'shel lfish ' .  
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PROTO-OCEAN I C  * a k i ( n i ) AND TH E PROTO -OCEAN I C  
PER I PHRAST I C  CAUSAT I VE 
S . P .  Harrison 
1 .  I NTRODUCT ION ! 
1 . 1 . POC * -a k i ( n i ) the standard ana lys i s 
To my knowledge , the first reference in recent comparative Oceanic literature2 
to the form now usually reconstructed as POC *-ak i ( n i )  ' remote transitive suffix ' 
appears in Biggs ( 196 5 : 414) , who reconstructs PEO *-ak i ' cause , instrument ' . The 
reconstruction PEO ,',- (C) ak i ( n  i )  ' dative , instrumental ' first appears in Pawley ( 19 7 2 ) . 
What will be termed the s tandard anal ysis of the history of POC '� -ak i ( n  i )  is set out 
in Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  and extended in Pawley and Reid ( 1979 ) . 3 Under that analysis , POC4 
is assumed to have had two transitive suffixes , POC '�- i  and POC "' -a k i ( n i ) ,  the 
former flagging such direct obj ect rol es as patient , goal , or stimulus and the 
l atter flagging such roles as concomitant , caus e ,  instrument , or beneficiary . These 
transitive suffixes are held to have shared a (pre-POC) historical source with the 
preposition POC 1, ( q } i ' locative ' and the prepositional verb POC '�k i n i - 'bY3 with ' ,  
respectively . The suffixes arose through a morphological ' capturing ' of the l exi­
cally more independent preposition/prepositional verb , in some of their uses , by an 
immediately preceding verb . The standard analysis seems to suggest that affixal and 
non-affixal variants o f  the ancestral forms (PAN * i  and *aken , respectively) were 
originally synonymous and only developed distinct functions , to the extent that they 
have , subsequently . It is not explicit with respect to the historical period at 
which the ' capturing ' first took place , though Pawley and Reid (1979)  suggest that 
the alternation may have been a PAN feature , or at l east have arisen at a slightly 
later post-PAN but pre-POC period . They do not consider the possibility that the 
capturing might have taken place more than once , at different times in different 
branches of the family or on more than one occasion in the history of a given 
language or subgroup . 
1 . 2 .  The troubl e wi th  *a k i ( ni ) 
The standard analysis holds that '�-ak i ( n i } /'� k i n i - functioned as an ' accessory ' 
role marker . Whil e  this function is manifest in refl exes in a number of daughter 
languages ,  there are , in addition , other uses of and restrictions on such reflexes 
that do not obviously follow from the standard analysis . Among these are : 
i )  an ' agentless ' passive suffix in Micronesian languages 
WOL la o go be weg i t i  i g  l a  
2 sg tns turn-tr fish that 
'You must turn that fish ' 
Amran Halim, Lois Carrington and S .A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third International Conference on A ustronesian Linguistics ,  vol . l :  
Currents in Oceanic ,  179-2 30 . Pacific Linguistics , C-74 , 1982 . 
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lb . i g  l a  ye bwe weg i teg 
fish that 3sg tns turn-pass 
'That fish must be turned ' 
i i )  a suffix on reciprocal verbs i n  Polynesian 
SAM 2a . ' ua ma fTnau ma P a i  i a i  
asp lpl . e  argue with Pai p rep adv 
'Pai and I argued about it ' 
2b. ' ua ma fefTnaua ' i a i  
asp lpl . e  REc-argue-a ' i prep adv 
'We argued about it ' 
So far as I am aware , the use of a suffix reflecting *-ak i  ( n i l  with reciprocal verbs 
is lexically specified in most Polynesian languages . 
iii )  a causative suffix 
ROT 3a . ' i mo 'to drink ' 
3b . ' i om ' a k i  ' to make someone dxoink ' 
TON 4 a .  huu 'to enter ' 
4b . huumak i 'to make enter ' 
iv) a distributive/dispersive suffix 
BAU 5 .  e a ve i sokoyak i  na cau ravou 
3u tns REc-sail-yak i art youth 
'The young man sai led hither and thither ' 
v) in de-nominal transitive verb derivation 
TON 6a . 
6b . 
7a .  
7b . 
' otua 
' ot ua ' a k i  
tama i 
tama i ' ak i  
MOK 8a .  wa rah 
8b . wa ran k i  
9 a .  j amah 
9b . j amank i  
'god ' 
'to regard as a god ' 
'father ' 
'to have someone as a male relative ' 
'his vehiole ' 
'to use something as a vehiole ' 
'his father ' 
'to regard someone as a father ' 
vi ) in de-stative transitive verb derivation 
MOK lOa . 
lOb . 
lla . 
llb . 
l i ng 
I i  ng k i  
mwehu 
mwehu k i  
'pretty ' 
'to regard something as pretty ' 
'good ' 
' to like something ' 
vii )  alternating with the ' close ' transitive , with no contrast in the role of 
the direct obj ect 
BAU l 2a .  i l ova ' to look at (refleotion) , 
l 2b .  i l ovaka 'to look intently at (refleotion) , 
GIL l 3a .  bwa roa ' to spil l  on something ' 
1 3b .  bwa roak i na ' to spil l  on something ' 
The variety of functions of reflexes of * a k i { n i ) ,  some of which , l ike i )  above , 
are difficult to reconcile with the standard analysis of its function and some of 
which , like vii )  above , appear in fact to contradict that analysis , has been largely 
ignored in the literature on Oceanic transitivity . The proposal to be put forward 
here attempts to provide an account of POC *ak i { n i l  that can be reconciled with such 
disparate functions of its reflexes as noted above . 
1 . 3 .  The data and s ubgroupi ng 
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The data used in the present study is drawn , for the most part , from published 
sources and from the author ' s  fieldnotes . The Oceanic data is far from representative 
as it is drawn almost exclusively from those languages which Grace ( 1955 )  included 
in his group 4 and which , fol lowing Biggs ( 1965) and Pawley ( 1 972)  have been termed 
Eastern Oceanic . A bias of this sort is regrettable but inevitable nonetheles s ,  
since data of the sort required i s  unavailable from other parts of Oceania . While 
I will refer to the language ancestral to the Oceanic languages considered in the 
present study as Proto-Oceanic ,  any conclusions drawn , if  valid at all , may be valid 
only for a lower-order subgroup of Oceanic . 
Any subgrouping assumptions are bound to be controversial in some quarters . In 
the present study it will  be assumed that Micronesian is a valid subgroup . It is 
further assumed that Trukic  ( represented here by Trukese , Puluwatese , Ulithian , 
Woleaian , and Pulo Annian) and Ponapeic (Ponapean , Mokil ese , and Pingelapese) are 
valid lower-order subgroups of Micronesian . More recent suggested revisions to the 
internal subgrouping of Eastern Oceanic (Pawley 1977)  or to lower-order subgroups 
thereof (Geraghty 1978 : 327ff . )  appear to be largely irrelevant to the claims of the 
present work . The non-Oceanic evidence used here is fragmentary and intended to 
enable some very tentative conclusions to be drawn regarding the PAN antecedent of 
POC "'a k  i ( n  i ) . No internal subgrouping arguments wi ll be used with reference to this  
material . 
1 . 4 .  A new proposal  and some remarks on method 
We propose here that Poe *ak i ( n i )  was a lexical verb appearing in a serial 
construction S with a preceding verb . The semantic governing these V-," ak i n i  con­
structions can be viewed as ca usa ti ve ,  in a sense to be made explicit in section 3 .  
The main verb appearing with *ak i n i  in these constructions will be claimed to be 
an intransitive verb form of a particular semantic class ( see section 2 . 4 . ) . Only 
the somewhat grammaticalised interpretation ' to act on/with respect to ' can be 
reconstructed for "'a k i  ( n i )  itsel f ,  though it is likely that this sense is a result 
of a ' semantic bleaching ' from an earlier , less grammatical , interpretation , but 
one not recoverable  on the basis of available evidence . 6 
The change in the lexical status of reflexes of POC * a k i ( n i ) ,  from a verb to an 
enclitic and ul timately to a suffi x ,  will  be shown to have been a post-Poe develop­
ment , and one that is yet to occur in some functions in a number of the languages 
considere d .  Furthermore ,  this change will not be viewed as a single historical 
event . It will  be argued that the development of '�ak  i (n i )  into a lex:i.:cally less 
independent element ( ultimately a suffix) has varied tp�porally along two axes : 
i )  occurring a t  di fferent times in different branches of the family 
ii )  occurring at  different times in different functions 
The proposed non-uniqueness of the development of poe *ak i  ( n i ) into a suffix is  
noteworthy only because it represents a practical violation of Occam ' s  Razor as 
applied to the investigation of historical change . Under the premise that any 
single occurrence of a given change is accidental , the most satisfying conclusion 
is always that identical developments in a number of related languages reflect a 
single development in some historical antecedent of those languages . While I would 
not wish to suggest that this premise be abandoned , I must point out that slavish 
devotion to it can easily lead to gross errors in grammatical reconstruction . The 
problems that arise in this regard follow from differences between the nature of 
linguistic signs themselves and the grammatical systems in which they are embedded . 
These differences are all too frequently ignored in applying historical methods 
appropriate to the
' 
former in investigating the latter . 
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The comparative method was devised to enabl e the reconstruction of lexical items 
( somewhat contentiously , atomic l inguistic signs ) under the assumption that , since 
the sign is an arbitrary form-content pairing , cross-linguistic similarity in the 
shape of signs is unlikely to be accidental . Absolute sign identity , of course , 
leads to no conclusions regarding change . The postulation of change depends on the 
recognition of patterned differences . Evaluated in terms of some theory , implicit 
or explicit , of  what is a possible change , the recognition of these patterned differ­
ences leads directly to a reconstructed proto-sign . The principal difficulty in 
applying the method , as is  well known , is  that while  we have some theory of form-form 
transitions , our understanding of content-content transitions is , at bes t ,  l imited . 
Lexical reconstruction is necessarily atomistic in that one reconstructs one 
sign at a time , until one has built up a listing of proto-signs . The notion of 
system intrudes into lexical reconstruction only insofar as one adopts a ' real 
language ' approach to the proto-language . This approach demands that one view the 
proto-phonological inventory extrapolated from the reconstructed proto-signs as a 
possible natural language inventory , in accordance with some phonological theory . 
The same constraint ought to hold for proto-semantic systems , but is theoretically 
somewhat premature perhaps . 
Grammatical reconstruction , it seems to me , cannot long proceed in this fashion 
before difficul ties begin to arise , in view of the fact that morphosyntax is funda­
mentally a functional system . The syntactic patterns and morphological contrasts 
observed in language , except at risk of totally sterilising the descriptive exercise , 
cannot be viewed out of the context of the communicative functions they serve . The 
same may ultimately be true of lexical systems , but not to the same degree . Viewing 
a lexicon as a list may be a gross distortion of its nature , but does not preclude 
its investigation , either synchronically or diachronically . Viewing morphosyntax 
as a set of obj ects , uninterrelated , is tantamount to ignoring its existence . 
Lexical items and grammatical systems are distinct in that the former have an 
independent form while the latter do not .  The only true formal obj ects in a 
grammatical system are in fact the lexical items themselves . This  observation 
constrains possible approaches to the comparison of grammatical systems , and to 
reconstruction therefrom . Similarity between formal ( symbolic) obj ects , like 
lexical items , is unexpected and therefore not likely to be accidental . Similarity 
between functional systems , on the other hand , is to be expected , if all human 
languages can be assumed to be systems serving the same communicative needs , and 
is , therefore , much more likely to be accidental . 
The established tradition of grammatical reconstruction in Oceanic ( following 
Pawley 1972 , 1973)  typically does not focus on totally formless obj ects , like word 
order typology , but on probl ems of trans itivity , case marking , possessive systems , 
etc . and their formal realisation . Given the considerations noted above , it is not 
surprising that this has been the case , nor that the approach adopted to reconstruc­
tion has been that appropriate to the reconstruction of symbols ( lexical items ) 
rather than icons (morphosyntactic systems ) . 7 The practical consequences of this 
approach have been that : 
i )  a s  with lexical reconstruction , the content ( in this context more 
appropriately termed function) of purported cognates has not been 
compared with the same rigour as has their form 
ii )  there has been a tendency towards atomism in  reconstruction ; recon­
structing obj ects rather than systems 
iii )  assumptions of parall el independent development of grammatical elements 
has been viewed in the same light as such assumptions would be viewed 
in the realm of phonological change ; that is , as the l east appealing 
hypothesis . 
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I view these trends a s  unfortunate ,  but can offer littl e  i n  the way of a concrete 
al ternative programme .  I would only wish to stress here that l inguistic functions 
are not arbitrary in the same manner as are l exical forms . Much of the current 
literature is focussed on just that observation ; that language has a job to do and 
that historical changes will be such that the necessary jobs are , in some manner or 
other , done . Furthermore ,  it  is commonplace in general discussions o f  linguistic 
systems to obs erve that they are designed to make broad (perhaps infinite) use o f  
finite means . In practical terms , this characteristic is manifest in the observation 
that functional/grammatical/semantic contrasts of a given type are frequently 
brought to bear to mark other contrasts and , like the functions themselves , these 
functional extensions are not arbitrary but are potential in all  l inguistic systems . 
The historical development o f  a grammatical system or subsystem must  be viewed 
as a dynamic in terms of which the state of the system at any point in time is a 
response to an earlier state , governed by non-arbitrary ( retrodictable  if  not pre­
dictable)  functional/semantic changes . The present study is an attempt to investi-' 
gate one such dynamic .  The approach followed here is motivated , perhaps ingenuously , 
by the considerations outlined above . In their present state , these methodological 
views are so embryonic as not to deserve even the appellation 'programmatic ' .  I 
o ffer them , nonetheless , in an attempt to clarify as much as possible , my views 
regarding the nature of grammatical change . 
1 . 5 .  Outl i ne 
In section 2 ,  we outline the evidence that Poe '�ak i  ( n j )  was not a suffix , but 
a lexical verb . Some evidence for its non-suffixal status in pre-POC , on the basis 
of data from non-Oceanic languages , is also presented . S ection 2 . 4 . provides a 
first attempt at a reconstruction of the principal function of POC �' ak  i ( n  i ) ,  here 
termed ( fol lowing Arms 19 74 ) the confective/refecti ve function . Arguments are 
presented that , in this function , Poe *a k i n i  was for the most part restricted to 
constructions with a particular semantic class of verbs , here termed in tradirecti ves . 
Section 3 provides a more detailed functional history of POC *ak i ( n i ) . in terms 
of which the original confective/refective function is viewed as an interpretation 
of what will be termed the cause seman tic . Subsequent developments in the use of 
reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i ) are seen , on the one hand , as extensions of the cause 
semantic and , on the other , as a shift towards an act seman tic .  
Section 4 considers briefly the probl ems posed by the occurrence of thematic 
consonants with reflexes of Poe *ak i ( n i )  in Central Pacific and suggests some 
possible accounts of their origin . Sections 5 and 6 are concerned with the status 
of the PAN antecedent of Poe "'a k i  ( n i ) . In section 5 ,  some non-Oceanic cognates 
are assessed . Section 6 proposes some possible prefixal reflexes of the PAN/POC 
item and considers the potential consequellces of these reflexes for the study of 
PAN verb morphology . 
2 .  THE VERBAL STATUS OF POC *aki ( ni ) 
I ntroducti on 
In spite of the fact that the most widespread reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i )  are 
suffixal , their distribution and function argue rnat the POC form itself was not a 
suffix but an independent lexical verb . In section 2 . 1 . ,  PMC �'ak  i n i will be 
reconstructed as a l exical verb . Section 2 . 2 .  will consider reflexes of POC 
"'a k i  ( n i )  in other Oceanic l anguages , evidence that is more ambiguous than the 
Micronesian evidence . It suggests , as Pawley (1972 , 19 7 3 )  concluded , that at l east 
two forms must be reconstructed , one suffixal and the other not .  Viewed together 
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with the PMC reconstruction , however , one is forced to conclude that these distinct 
reconstructions should not be postulated for POC itsel f .  In section 2 . 3 . ,  some non­
suffixal cognates of POC ," ak i ( n  i )  in non-Oceanic languages are considered . 
Section 2 . 4 .  proposes that the original function of POC *ak i ( n i )  was what Arms 
( 1974 )  terms confective/refective and suggests that POC ," a k i  ( n i )  appeared for the 
most part with a semantic class of intradirective verbs in this use .  It is this 
reconstruction of the function of POC *ak i  ( n i )  that leads to the conclusion that it 
was not a suffix in POC o 
2 • 1 • PMC * a k i n  i 
PMC '�ak  i n i can be reconstructed on the basis of cognates in all Micronesian 
languages except some eastern areas of the Trukic continuum , where the form appears 
to have been lost . The canonical shape of the reconstructed proto-form ( regular loss 
of final vowels in some languages aside) is , however ,  preserved only in Gilbertese 
and Trukic : 8 
GIL -ak i na 
WOL ( Y ) ag i I i  
ULI y i x i l i  (� - x i l i  as a suffix on some verbs) 
PLA -ak i n i  
PUL - (y ) ak i n  � - (y) ek i n  
I n  Ponapeic ,  Kosraean , and Marshall ese the initial vowel o f  the proto-form is absent 
in putative cognates : 
PON k i  � k i n  (before vowels)  
MOK k i  
PNG k i n  
KOS - k i hn 
MAR kon , -vk ( see section 3 . 5 . 5 . )  
The fact that refl exes with and without initial PMC *a are complementary through the 
family (except for the minor variant �x i l i  in Ulithian)  and that all reflexes have 
similar functions ( see section 2 . 4 . )  suggest that all have descended from the same 
proto-form , with irregular loss of PMC *#a in Ponapeic/Kosraean and Marshallese . 
PMC *ak i n i  is reconstructed as a lexical verb , typically appearing with an 
immediately preceding verb in a serial verb construction . 9 On the basis of available 
evidence , I O  all reflexes of PMC *a k i n i  occupy immediate postverbal position when in 
construction with a verb : 
WOL 14 . r i g  yag i l i i r  l ag s a r  ke l a  
run yag i l i - 3pl away ahild those 
'Run away with those ahildren ' 
MOK 1 5 . ngoah kosohk i hd i  pe i pahu j a h rpas 
Isg aut- k i -down papep-that knife-a 
'I aut the papep with a knife ' 
KOS 1 6 .  Sohn e l  s r i tac l kuhn l ah man i ah  
John 3sg  p lay - k i hn -away money the 
'John gambled away the money ' 
GIL 1 7 .  e tabetabea k i na ana mmaku r i  
3sg busy -ak i na his wopk 
'He 's tied up with his wopk ' 
though , in Mokilese at least , k i  may appear as an independent preposition , outside 
the verb phrase ( in the sense of Pawley 19 72 : 41ff)  : 
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MOK 18 . ngoah kosohd i pe i pahu k i  j ah rpas 
'I cut the paper with a knife ' 
Sentences like example 18 are less favoured than the corresponding example 1 5 ,  
becoming more acceptable as the distance between a VP-internal k i  and its nominal 
complement increases . 
Though the favoured position for PMC *ak i n i  appears to have been immediate 
postverbal , there are phonological arguments that , in both pre-PMC and PMC periods , 
it was not a suffix . In the course of their history all Micronesian languages have 
been subj ect to a process of final consonant deletion , to which appeal can be made 
in a reconciliation o f  such transitive/intransitive verb pairs as GIL wa reka ' to 
calculate something ' and {wa re } wa re ' to calculate ' .  The presence o f  a transitive 
suffix in the former ' protects ' the historical final consonant from deletion . The 
fact that historical final consonants are never preserved before reflexes o f  PMC 
*ak i n i  ( for exampl e ,  GIL t eboka 'to pour water on something ', { tebo } tebo ' to dive, 
to bathe ', teboa k i na 'to be insistent on something ' argues that '�ak  i n  i was not a 
suffix at the (pre-PMC) period in which final consonant deletion applied . 
In the post-PMC period , most Micronesian languages have undergone a process of 
final vowel deletion . 1 2 As in the case of final consonant deletion , this process 
fails to apply to vowels ' protected ' by a following suffix . Thus , for example , 
historical final vowels are lost in isolate forms of inalienable nouns but are 
preserved before possessive suffixes : 
MOK 19a . 
19b . 
19c . 
k i l 'skin ' < POC '�ku l i t ,  PMC *ku l i 
k i l i n 'his skin ' < PMC 1: ku l i na 
k i l i n 'skin of ' < PMc '�ku l i n i  
In languages in which PMC final vowels are lost , these vowels are not preserved 
before reflexes of PMC '�ak  i n i : 
KOS 20a . s i hm i hs 'to write something ' 
20b . s i hm ' to write ' 
20c . s i hmk i hn 'to write with something ' 
MOK 2la . poa l oa 'to chop something ' 
2lb .  poa l poa l 'to chop ' 
2lc . poa l poa l k i 'to chop with something ' 
PUL 22a . fat i 1 'to paddle ' 
22b . fat i 1. 3k i n  'to paddle with something ' 
This observation suggests that reflexes of PMC *ak i n i , whatever their subsequent 
history in individual languages , were not suffixes at the point at which final 
vowel deletion applied . 
The synchronic status of reflexes of PMC *ak i n i  is variable .  Ponapeic k i { n }  
is  a verbal enclitic , a s  evidenced by the fact that it triggers j unctural lengthening 
phenomena ( see Harrison forthcoming) that true suffixes , such as the nominal pos­
sessive suffixes , do not .  Thus : 
MOK 23a . ngoah koso pe i pahu 
lsg cut paper-that 
'I 'm trying to cut that paper ' 
2 3b .  ngoah kosohk i hd i  pe i pahu j ah rpas 
lsg cut-k i -dowm paper-that knife-a 
'I cut that paper with a knife ' 
where the final vowel of koso 'io cut something ' is lengthened before enclitic k i , 
as is the final vowel of k i  itself before enclitic d i  'down ' .  As noted above 
( example 18) , Mokilese k i  can also appear as an independent preposition . 
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Woleaian yag i l i and Ulithian y i x i l i have been analysed ( Sohn 1975 and Sohn and 
Bender 1973) , in most of their uses , as preposi tional verbs , non-affixal relational 
elements taking verbal obj ect suffixes . There is evidence that , in some uses , they 
are suf fixed . The non-suffixed status of these Trukic forms is particularly clear 
in examples like : 
ULI 24 . gaag senseye bo y i x i l i i re ya ramata 
l sg teacher COMP y i x i l i - 3pl person 
'I am a teacher for the people ' 
where ULI y i x i l i  appears with the complementiser bo 'that ' .  
The only evidence that Gilbertese -ak i na is , synchronically , anything other 
than a verbal suffix comes from some rather impressionistic observations regarding 
stress , whereby -ak i na and the verb to which it is suffixed appear to be stressed 
independantly to some degree . Thus : 
GIL 25a .  bwa ro 'to spi l l ' 
25b . bwa r6a 'to spil l  on something ' 
25c . bwa ro i ngkam f i ' to spill  on you (pl)  , 
25d . bwa roak fna 'to spil l  on something ' 
where the -ak i na transitive 25d . appears to have two main stresses . This observation 
awaits confirmation , however .  Descriptions o f  other Micronesian languages with 
reflexes of PMC * a k i n i  provide no concrete arguments for the status , suffixal or 
non-suffixal , claimed for them therein . 
On the basis of the evidence presented above I conclude that , regardless of the 
synchronic status of its reflexes , PMC *ak i n i  itself was not a suffix . The fact 
that its refl exes take verbal object pronouns in those l anguages where PMC obj ect 
pronouns are reflected argues , moreover , that it was a transitive verb : 
WOL 26 . sa ke r yag i 1 i g  
GIL 27 . 
lsg asp happy yag i l  i - 2sg 
'I am proud of you ' 
e 
3sg 
'He 
ngarea k i na i  
laugh-ak i na-lsg 
laughed at me ' 
2 . 2 .  Other Oceani c l anguages 
2 . 2 . 0 . I ntroduction  
This section considers the l exical status of reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i )  in non­
Micronesian Oceanic .  Section 2 . 2 . 1 . treats the Fij i an long transi tive s uffix , as 
representative of apparently cognate suffixes throughout non-Micronesian Oceanic .  
Section 2 . 2 . 2 .  considers PPN *ak i  and Fij ian k i na .  
2 . 2 . 1 . The F i j i a n  l ong trans i t i ve s uffi x 
The long transitive suffix has two distinct forms in most Fij ian dialects . In 
standard Fij i an ,  for example ,  it  has the shape -Ca k i  in intransitive clauses and in 
transitive clauses with pronominal and proper name obj ects , and the shape -Caka 
elsewhere . In Wayan , it has the shape -Ca k i  in intransitive clauses and -Cak i n i  in 
transitive clauses . The first alternative , in each of these cases , can be taken to 
reflect POC '�a k i , without obj ect agreement , and the second , POC *ak i n i , with obj ect 
agreement . For some discussion of the phonological history of these forms in Fij ian , 
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see Geraghty ( 1978 : 252-2 53) ; for their syntax in standard Fij ian ,  see Arms ( 19 74 : 
ch . 2 )  . 
In what Arms ( 1974)  terms s tandard Fi jian , the long transitive suffix is found 
with nine ' thematic ' consonants : -yak i , - tak i , -vak i , -cak i , -mak i ,  -nak i , - l a k i , 
- rak i , -ka k i .  These variants are not of equal relative frequency ; in Arms ' sample 
-cak i , -mak i , -nak i , and -ka k i  are significantly under-represented . Individual suf-
fixes , or groups thereof ,  tend to be associated with distinct functions ,  an obser­
vation whose significance wil l  be considered below . We might note , at this  point , 
only that some roots can occur with more than one suffix , often with distinct 
semantics . For example :  
FIJ 29a . 
29b . 
s e retak i 'to sing (a song) , 
se reva k i  ' to sing about something ' 
The synchronic status of Fij ian -Ca k i  as a suffix is not open to question , 
except in the case of -ya k i  which , if  suffixal , appears to have become so only very 
recently . Arms ( 19 74 : 9 5-96 ) notes the rather ambiguous status of thematic /y/ , in 
view of the fact that this consonant is found otherwise only before word-initial /a/ . 
Furthermore ,  unique among long transitive suffixes , -ya k i  carries primary stress 
and the verb to which it is suffixed secondary (or co-primary) : 
FIJ 30a . 
30b . 
30c . 
ve i sokoyak i 
ve i sokoyak i 
sokodl k i  
, to sai l around ' 
'to sail around ' 
'to sail with something ' 
Arms concludes that the form yak i , used only together with the reciprocal prefix 
ve i - in what he terms the dispersive function ( see section 3 . 5 . 3 . )  was , at least 
until very recently , a separate word rather than a suffix . 
Geraghty ( 19 7 8 : 255) notes that the most frequent confecti ve suffix ( see 
section 2 . 4 . ) , -va k i , has external cognates in Mota -vag and ' Are ' are -ha ' i { n i }  in 
the same function . He points out , further , the existence of ' Are ' are ha ' i n i - 'with, 
in the company of ' ,  a prepositional verb , and ha ' i  'together, simultaneous ly ' ,  an 
adverb . Mota -vag is itself separable from the verb to which it would otherwise be 
suffixed ( Codrington 1885 : 281-282) : 
MOT 31a . 0 re remwe ra we mu l evag 0 tapera 
art boy tns go-vag art dish 
'The boy is going with a dish ' 
31b . n i  we mu l e  raveag l ue 0 t i nes a ra vag 0 tapera 
3sg tns go through art yard vag art dish 
'He is going through the yard with a dish ' 
While it is for the present arguable whether the more independent confective forms 
in Mota and ' Are ' are are the result of reanalysis of an older suffix or vice versa , 
these data show nonetheless that the presence of a thematic consonant is not 
incompatible with non-suffixal status . Were we to postulate a non-suffixal pre­
Fi j ian confective *vak i ,  however , some account must then be given of the origin o f  
the initial consonant .  We  return to this question in section 4 .  
2 . 2 . 2 .  PPN *aki  and Fi j i an k i na 
PPN *ak i  ' instrumental ' and FIJ k i na ' anaphoric adverb ' under the standard 
analysis ( Pawley 197 2 ,  19 73 )  are reflexes of POC '� -ak i { n i } and Poe '�k i n i - ,  
respectively . Under the view adopted here they wil l be interpreted as reflexes of 
a single verb Poe *ak i  { n i } ,  with the same irregular loss of initial *a in the 
Fij ian form as was seen in Ponapeic/Kosraean and Marshallese reflexes of PMC 
*a k i n i . The semantics o f  these forms wil l  be considered in section 3 . 5 . 1 .  
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Al l the forms in question function as anaphoric adverbs : instrumental anaphors 
in Polynesian and general oblique anaphors in Fij ian . Tongic refl exes of PPN " 'ak i 
are also used as prepositions , however , as in :  
TON 32 . ' oku  ngaoh i en i ' ak i  e mohuku 
asp made this ' ak i  art grass 
'This is made of grass ' 
Churchward ( 1 9 5 3 : 119-120) presents two arguments for earlier verbal status for 
Tongan ' ak i : 
i) the fact that its complement is frequently preceded by the absolutive 
marker ' a ,  unlike other prepositions 
ii )  the fact that it is preceded by the preverbal conj unction kae  'but ' 
rather than its alternative ka 
To these arguments one might add the observation that TON ' ak i  can appear in 
immediate postverbal position , separated from its compl ement . 
TON 3 3 .  fo ' a k i  ho ' u  kofu ha va i mafana mo ha koa 
wash ' ak i  your clothes art water warm and art soap 
'Wash your clothes with warm water and soap ' 
in a manner reminiscent of the behaviour of Mokilese k i  ( see example 1 5  above) . 
These arguments suggest that the antecedent of Tongan ' ak i (one assumes PPN "'ak i )  
functioned as a 'prepositional ' verb flagging instruments in a serial construction 
with a preceding verb and , thus , agrees closely with lexical status and syntax 
proposed here for POC "'ak i (n i )  . 
2 . 3 . Non-suffi xal cognates i n  non-Ocean i c  l anguages 
While  all the putative non-Oceanic cognates considered in Pawley ( 1 9 73 : 1 22-125 )  
of  the form reconstructed here as  POC "'ak i { n i )  are in  fact suffixes , there is evi­
dence that Malay -kan and wolio -aka are developments from earlier , more independent 
forms . Grammars of Malay consider the suffix -kan to have developed from an 
independent source surviving in the preposition akan , now used only in literary Malay : 
MAL 34a .  d i - i kutkan -nya akan k i j ang i t u 
3sg fo llow 3sg akan deer that 
'He fol lowed after the deer ' 
34b . mu rka akan patek 
angry akan lsg 
'angry with me ' 
34c .  me�g uchap shuko r  akan A l l ah 
pre-give thanks akan God 
'give thanks to God ' 
The examples in 34 (Winstedt 1914 ) show MAL akan in a function that we wil l describe 
pelow as refective .  It can also be used modally , to mark intention or prediction , 
as in : 
MAL 35a . t i ada akan chukup 
neg akan sUfficient 
, It wi U not be sufficient ' 
MAL 35b . betapa akan bahag i anya? 
what akan fortune- 3sg 
'What wi l l  be his fortune? '  
This modal function of MAL akan is suggestive of verbal status . 
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As in most Oceanic languages , PAN final consonants have been lost in Wolio but 
are preserved before a following suffix . For example :  
WOL 36a . kompas i 
36b . tadami 
36c . abak i 
36d . ta l) i s i  
'to climb something ' 
'to sharpen something ' 
'to ask someone ' 
'to CY'y oveY' someone ' 
« kompa 
« ma tada 
« aba 
« tal) i 
'to climb ' )  
'sharop ' )  
'to ask ' )  
' to  croy ' )  
Though Anceaux (19 52 )  considers WOL -aka to b e  a suffix i n  all of its occurrences , 
it appears that PAN final consonants are preserved before -aka only in a minority of 
cases . Compare examples 37a-b , where a PAN final consonant is preserved , with 
examples 38a-c , where it is not :  
WOL 37a . t umbu l aka 'to set something in gY'ound ' « t umbu 'to come up ' )  
37b . mendeusaka 'to fOY'bid ' « mendeu 'unJ.J)iZ ling ' )  
38a . abaaka 'to enquiY'e about something ' ( c f . 36c . ) 
38b . ta l) i aka 'to bewai l  something ' ( c f .  36d . )  
38c . t u t uaka 'to pound faY' someone ' (cf . t u t uk i 'to pulveY'ise some thing ' )  
The most obvious account of the failure of PAN final consonants to b e  preserved 
before -aka in these forms is that -aka was not a suffix , in most it its uses , at 
the period at which final consonant deletion took place in Wolio . 
2 . 4 .  Confecti ve/refec ti ve functi on and i n tradi recti veness 
The standard analysis of POC *-ak i ( n i ) ,  as pointed out in section 1 . 1 . ,  holds 
it to have functioned as an accessory role marker ,  flagging concomitant , cause , 
instrument , or benefactive obj ects . We have already noted ( section 1 . 2 . )  that its 
refl exes also have other functions ,  distinct from rol e marking , in a number of 
daughter languages .  The most widespread of the functions , of POC '''ak i  ( n i )  and its 
reflexes , and the only one reconstructible for all the lower order subgroups of 
Oceanic recognised here , is the one described by Arms ( 19 74 )  as confecti ve/refecti ve .  
The present study claims this to have been the primary function o f  PCC *ak i  ( n i ) ,  in 
a sense to be modified somewhat in section 3 ,  from which the other functions of its 
reflexes have evolved . 
Confective and refective are two of the five functions Arms distinguishes for 
Fij ian -ca k i . 1 3 These two functions are in complementary distribution according to 
the semantics o f  the verb root , so that it is undoubtedly not accidental that both 
are associated with the same thematic variants of -Ca k i  (usually -vak i , but also 
-mak i ,  -cak i , or -nak i ) . Confective function applies for the most part to motion 
verbs ( and to some affective transitives - see section 3 . 1 . ) ; refective function , 
for the most part , to verbs of psychological state or acti vity . The obj ect of a 
Fij ian confective transitive is typically a concomitan t ,  less frequently an 
instrument , as in : 
FIJ 39a . i )  l adev i 'to jump oveY' something ' 
ii )  l adeva k i  'to jump with something ' 
39b . i )  s i  1 i m i  'to dive faY' something ' 
ii )  5 i 1 i ma k i  'to dive with something, to dowse (net) faY' fiY'st time ' 
39c . i )  ka rav i ' to po le a boat to somewheY'e ' 
ii )  ka ravak i 'to pole something ' 
39d . i )  curum i  'to enteY' something ' 
ii )  curuma k i  'to inseY't something ' 
3ge . i )  v i  r i k i  'to thY'ow at something ' 
ii )  v i r i ta k i  'to thY'ow something ' 
The obj ect of a refective transitive is typically a s timul us ( source , cause , reason , 
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or beneficiary ) , as 
FrJ 40a . cud ruvak i 
40b .  tag i ca k i  
40c . d re d reva k i  
40d .  re reva k i  
40e . se revak i 
40f . so rova k i  
illustrated in : 
'to be angry at something ' 
'to cry because of something ' 
'to laugh at something ' 
'to be afraid of something ' 
'to sing about something ' 
'to make an offering for someone ' 
Like Fij ian -Caki , reflexes of PMC ," ak i n i  can be found in a variety of functions ,  
most restricted to particular languages of internal subgroups . The only function 
common to all languages in the family , and the only one reconstructibl e for PMC , is 
its occurrence in vi -*ak i n i  constructions with broadly confective/refective inter­
pretation . Some examples are : 
WOL 4 1 . sa  ker  yag i l  i g  
lsg asp happy yag i l  i - 2sg 
'I 'm proud of you ' 
4 2 .  r i g  yag i l i i r  l ag s a r  ke l a  
run yag i l i - 3pl away child those 
'Run away with those children ' 
4 3 . i gabetaag i l  i John be ye be l ag 
lsg cA-deaf-ag i l i  John COMP 3sg mod go 
'I ye lled for John to go ' 
44 . ye mmwutaag i l i  met ta? 
3sg vomit-ag i l  i what 
'What did he vomit? ' 
MOK 4 5 .  i h  mehk i hd i  j ohmwehu i n  me l e i s i k  
3sg die -k i -down sickness-of heart 
'He died of a heart attack ' 
46 . ngoah kupwu rohk i h l a  mehk rna ngoah w i a  
lsg sorry - k i -away thing-those REL lsg do 
'I 'm sorry about what I did ' 
4 7 .  i h  koau l k i koau l pas  
3sg  sing-k i  song-a 
'He sang a song ' 
KOS 48 . t uh l  i hk ah  pwac r k i hn wan i hs r  l a l ta h l  ah 
child the happy - k i hn parcel their the 
'The chi ldren are happy with their parcel ' 
49 . Sepe e l  a r l ac t uhpwekk i hn suhtuh  se l a l ah 
Sepe 3sg very ashamed-k i hn mistake this her the 
'Sepe is very ashamed of her mistake ' 
50 . kuht kaheng k i hn mwe t n i hmn i hrn ah 
3pl . e  run- k i hn person RED-drink the 
? 'We ran away with the drunk ' ( no gloss given in source) 
GIL 51 . e w i i n rang i ak i na kaubwa i na 
3sg boast-ak i na wealth-his 
'He boasted of his wealth ' 
5 2 .  e nga reak i na i  
3sg laugh-ak i na -lsg 
'He laughed at me ' 
53 . t i  rna i uak i na te akawa 
lpl live-ak i na art fishing 
'We live by fishing ' 
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The confective and refective functions exemplified in examples 39 through 5 3  can be 
found with reflexes o f  POC *ak i { n i }  throughout Oceania .  
I f  we accept for the moment that the original function o f  POC *a k i  { n i }  was in 
fact the confective/refective one outlined broadly above then it follows that if  we 
can identify the class of verbs occurring with reflexes of * a k i { n i }  in this function 
we can assume that it was this class of verbs that occurred with '�a k i  { n i }  in POC o 
Most available descriptions of Oceanic languages do not ,  however ,  consider in any 
detail what restrictions , if  any , hold on the class of verbs occurring with *ak i { n i }  
refl exes in these functions . In Fij ian , as already noted , the confective inter­
pretation for -Cak i  transitives is largely restricted to motion verbs and the 
confective to psychological state verbs . Exampl es 41-53 above reveal a similar 
pattern for refl exes of PMC '�ak i n i . ( I t  might be noted that the confective use of 
reflexes of PMC 1'ak  i n i is more limited than is that use of its Central Paci fic 
cognates - see section 3) . As a first step towards a delimitation of the class of 
verbs occurring with *ak i { n i }  in POC let us now consider the semantics of those 
verbs with -ak i na transitives in Gilbertese . 
Verbs with - a k i na transitives in Gilbertese fall into a number of apparently 
disparate semantic classes , among them : 
i) motion verbs ( e . g .  bo rau 'to navigate ', nakonako 'to walk ', 
b i r i  'to run ', bwaka 'to fal l ' ) 
ii )  stance verbs ( e . g .  t e  i 'to stand ', wene 'to lie ' )  
iii)  perception verbs ( e . g .  noo 'to see ', ma taku 'to look ', ongo raa 
'to listen ', m i i 'to admire, to dream ')  
iv) cognition and other psychological state verbs ( e . g .  i ango 'to think ', 
n i bwa raa 'to be agitated ', bot u  'to be bored, fed up ', kuku re i 'to be 
happy ' )  
v) ' li fe force ' verbs ( e . g .  ma i u  'to live ', mate 'to die ' )  
vi ) communication verbs ( e . g .  m e  'to shout ', w i i n rang 'to boast ', 
ngu re 'to grumble ' )  
vii )  ' executive ' verbs ( e . g .  t abe 'to b e  busy ', kaanga i 'to do thus ', 
aua 'to dawdle ', tabo 'to have recourse ' )  
vii i )  verbs of inherent reciprocity ( e . g .  i kaka rabwa ka u  'to discuss ', 
boobwa i 'to trade/deal ', ua i a  'to compete ', mwa i o  'to meet ' )  
Many o f  these verbs fall into a natural semantic class that will b e  termed 
intradirecti ve . 1 4  Intradirective predications are those i n  which a state/location 
or a change of state/location arises or is maintained within the entity in the state/ 
location or undergoing the change of state/location . Cardinal intradirectives 
(motion , stance ,  and inherent reciprocal predications) , then , are those in which the 
entity in question is both controller and undergoer . This characterisation can be 
extended to psychological (perception , cognition , and psychological state) predi­
cations , in which the entity ( consciously) maintains a psychological state or event,  
though impinged upon by some external stimulus . 
In a broader sens e ,  that cannot be ful ly explicated here , these predications 
could be characterised as semantical ly ( conceptually) intransitive : cardinal 
intradirectives because the controller and undergoer and the same entity ( the 
typical ' obj ect ' being a goal or location) ;  psychological predicates , ignoring the 
sense in which the same entity is both their controll er and undergoer , because their 
' ob j ect ' is not an undergoer but a stimulus . Semantic intransitivity , in various 
senses , is a property of the remaining verb classes as wel l .  ' Executive ' verbs 
( ' adverbial ' predicates)  are operators on clauses ; communication verbs have cognate 
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obj e cts , in the sense of Austin ( 1980) . We wil l  continue to employ the term intra­
directive for the entire class here , however . 
All Gilbertese verbs with -ak i na transitives are intradirective in this sense ,  
though it does not appear to be  the case that all  semantically intradirective verbs 
(where the controller and the undergoer are the same entity) have -ak i na derivatives . 
( The majority appear to , however . )  A similar restriction seems to hold on -a k i n i  
transitives in Pulo Annian . For example : 
PLA 54a .  dongaak i n i  'to be angry at ' 
54b . n g t s t ak i n i  'to be tired of ' 
54c .  mad t l ta k i n i  'to s leep because of ' 
54d .  kke l eak i n i  'to be pleased with ' 
54 e .  ddo l i ak i n i  'to bark at ' 
54 f .  l tdtak  i n i 'to be surprised at ' 
54g .  mman i ak i n i  'to laugh at ' 
54h .  ya tngat ngaak i n i  'to despise ' 
As already noted, confective/refective functions of reflexes of POC *ak i { n i )  in 
other l anguages considered are similarly restricted . It is impossible to j udge 
whether POC :�ak i  ( n i )  occurred freely with all intradirectives , as appears to be 
more or less the case in Gilbertese , or was restricted to some subclass ( es )  thereof . 
Furthermore , while there appears to be no obvious reason why *ak i  ( n i ) , in the 
function in question and viewed in isolation , should have been so restricted , we 
will attempt to demonstrate ( section 3 . )  that , in terms of a broader view of the POC 
causative system , this restriction emerges as a natural one . We might note , finally , 
that the instrumental confective function ( as in example 3g e .  above) does not follow 
from the account presented here , since the verbs used with *ak i { n i )  reflexes in this 
function are not intradirective . We claim below that this function is in fact an 
innovation . 
2 . 5 .  poe *aki ( ni )  as verb 
The standard analysis of the history of poc 1:ak i { n i )  arose , it  seems to me , 
primarily as a result of an unavoidable data bias , in that the majority of the 
languages for which descriptions were then available clearly reflected it as a 
suffix . There was no evidence at that time that it was anything other than a suffix 
in POC o In the best described Oceanic languages , notably Fij ian , this  suffix 
alternated with reflexes of POC 1: - i for a majority of verbs ( 7 5  percent of the verbs 
in Arms ' ( 1974 )  Fij ian sample) . From this observation arose that component of the 
standard analysis that holds POC ,�- i and '�-ak i ( n  i )  to have been contrasting rol e­
marking suffixes . It was not observed , however , that reflexes of these two forms 
do not alternate with this  frequency in most Oceanic languages nor that , even in 
Fij ian , many of the alternations do not involve role marking . On these grounds 
alone , the standard analysis becomes suspect . 
In the previous subsections we have argued that there is  ample evidence that 
the form reconstructed in the standard analysis as POC *-a k i { n i )  was , at some point 
in i ts history , a lexical verb . Where the present analysis differs from the standard 
one on this issue is in claiming that it had verbal status in POC . This conclusion 
is based on two premises : 
i )  that the original function of POC *ak i  ( n i )  was the confective/refective 
one considered in section 2 . 4 .  
ii )  that , in  the Micronesian subgroup of Oceanic ,  the form reconstructible 
in this function was not a suffix but a verb PMC 1:ak  i n i 
Were we to assume a POC suffix with confective/refective function , as does the 
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standard analysis , we would first be forced to account for its demise without trace 
in PMC . More damaging, however , is the fact that such an account leads to the con­
clusion that , following the loss of this putative suffix in PMC , a verb with , 
ultimately , the same historical source was taken over in precisely this function . 
One is left to speculate what the function of this verb was before the suffix was 
lost . While it is of course possible that the suffix and the verb alternated in the 
same confective/refective function in POC , this  conclusion strikes me as less 
plausible than the view that the suffix developed subsequently.  An account of this 
development wi ll be presented in section 3 .  
3 .  THE POC PERI PHRAST IC  CAUSAT IVE  
3 . 0 .  I n troduct i on 
In this section , we develop an account of the function of POC '�ak i  ( n i )  as a 
causative marker .  I f  Poe * a k i { n i )  was a verb , as argued in the previous section , 
then Poe v-," a k i  { n i }  constructives were a type of periphrastic causative . In section 
3 . 1 .  the syntax and semantics Oceanic A-verb/P-verb contrast are reviewed . An 
attempt is made to demonstrate that the typical A-verb behaviour of intradirectives 
is a natural consequence of their semantics . Section 3 . 2 .  considers the functions 
of the Poe '�paka- ' causative ' ,  noting that it can be interpreted under two distinct 
semantics , as a valency-increasing device under the cause semantic and as an 
actorhood-increasing device '.mder the act seman tic .  Arguments are given that the 
l atter was the original function of Poe *paka- , although it is likely that *paka­
derivatives of some statives had a ca use semantic interpretation . Section 3 . 3 .  argues 
that the confective/refective function reconstructed for POC *ak i { n i )  was itself a 
development from an earlier cause semanti c . It is in this sense that POC *ak i { n i )  
is claimed to have been a causative marker , restricted to constructions with intra­
directive predicates . Section 3 . 4 . treats the PMC agentless passive as an extension 
of the cause semantic for Poe *ak i ( n i ) .  In section 3 . 5 .  the development of other 
functions for reflexes of Poe *ak i { n i )  is considered in terms of the spread of an 
act semantic .  Final sections discuss reflexes of *ak i  ( n i ) as productive transi­
tivising devices and the Rotuman suffix - ' ak i . 
3 . 1 . A- and P -verb sema ntics  
Syntactically , the contrast between Oceanic A- ( agent-oriented) and P - (patient­
oriented) verbs is manifested in the choice of sub j ect in intransitive clauses . 
For A-verbs , intransitive and transitive subj ects are identical in role ;  for P-verbs , 
the intransitive sub ject is identi fied with the transitive object . Thus : 
FIJ 5 5a .  e a gunu  na gone 
3u tns drink art child 
'The child drank ' 
55b . e a gunuva na wa i na gone 
3u tns drink-tr art water art child 
'The chi ld drank the lJater ' 
55c .  *e a gunu  na wa i 
FIJ 56a . e a do l a  na katuba 
3u tns open art door 
'The door opened/was open ' 
56b . e a do l ava na kat uba na gone 
3u tns open-tr art door art chi ld 
'The chi ld opened the door ' 
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FIJ 56c . *e a do l a  na gone 
So far as I am aware this contrast , in some form or other , is present in most Oceanic 
languages . Most verbs with both transitive and intransi tive forms will belong 
unambiguously to one or the other class , though there will be some verbs that follow 
both patterns . 
It has frequently been observed that , although it is impossible to predict with 
complete accuracy on the basis of its inherent semantics the class to which a given 
verb will belong , there is a strong correlation between process semantics and P-verb 
behaviour , in which the transitive object/intransitive sub j ect ( undergoer or neutral 
enti ty) undergoes a change of state . Intradirectives (motion verbs and psychological , 
emotional , conceptual , or perceptual verbs ) and action verbs ( see below) t end to be 
A-verbs . 
The l exicalisation of a particular situation type as , for example , a process 
involves imposing a point of view on that situation or situation type . Consider , 
for example ,  a situation in which a man picks up a hammer and directs it toward a 
vase such that the hammer makes contact with the vase and the vas e ,  in some sens e ,  
decomposes . I n  English , and most languages , we are offered two single-verb coding 
choices , the well-documented ' hitting ' and ' breaking ' contrast ( Fillmore 1970) . 
It would thus appear that , fundamental to human conceptualising , is  a binary choice 
between adopting as one ' s  point of view for such situations some intended or observed 
effect or result and adopting as one ' s  point of view the means , mechanism ,  or course 
of action followed . The former is termed effecti ve in Fil lmore ( 19 68 )  and facti ti ve 
in Lyons ( 1977 ) ; the latter , affective and opera ti ve ,  respectively . Languages will 
frequently present lexical or grammatical options reflecting this contrast . 
This choice of point of view has other consequences . In an effective predication 
the focus of interest , in what I hope is an obvious sense , will be the undergoer (or 
neutral enti ty) , while in an affective predication it will be the actor (or control ­
l ing enti ty) . It is clearly this conceptual distinction that lies at the heart of 
the Oceanic P-verb/A-verb contrast . Moreover , in effective (process )  predication , 
the situation is  being described in terms of its end point or ,  more broadly ,  as a 
whole .  In affective predication , on the other hand , the point o f  view is that o f  the 
events leading up to , but not necessarily including , the end point . In an obvious 
sens e ,  then , the effective/affective conceptual distinction can be correlated 
directly with such notions as telicity and the perfective/imperfective aspectual 
dichotomy . 
The fact that intradirective predications exhibit A-verb ( affective) behaviour 
is perhaps surprising in view of the fact that archetypical intradirectives , motion 
verbs , are , in the broadest sense , processes . They involve not changes of state, but 
of location . Intradirectives are distinctive , however ,  in that the entity controlling 
the change of location and the entity undergoing the change of location are the 
same . An intradirective verb with a single nominal can thus be viewed as adopting 
both effective and affective points of view simultaneously . 
Intradirective situations are ,  furthermore ,  self-maintaining . They continue , 
in the case of motion verbs , until the controlling/neutral entity ceases motion . 
Thus , even i f  viewed as effective , they are not necessarily being viewed in terms 
of the end point of the situation ( that is , are not telic) . 1 5 In this sense they are 
typically more affective than effective . The end point of a motion situation is 
arrival at a goal . It is this goal that is then coded as object ,  i f  the motion verb 
is being used transitively . Such obj ects are ,  however , semantically distinct from 
obj ects ( undergoers ) of non-intradirective processes . They are , in view of the 
nature of intradirectiveness , the end point of action rather than an effect resulting 
therefrom . In this sense they are more like the obj ects of affective transitives 
like ' to hit ' .  The A-verb behaviour of intradirectives in Oceanic thus follows 
naturally from their semantics , in spite of the fact that many of them are in a real 
sense processes . 
3 . 2 .  T he Ocean i c  causa t i ve 
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In his discussion of Fij ian causatives l 6  in vaka- ( va- before velars ) , Arms 
( 19 74 : 81ff . )  observes a contrast between what we will term the ca use semantic and the 
act seman ti c .  
The cause semantic is the interpretation linguists usually associate with 
structures termed causa tive . A causative , under this semantic , is a valency- increas­
ing device through which a new actor ( causer ) , which is not an argument of the 
causativised predicate , is introduced . The cause semantic can be schematise d :  
57 . z-cause ( x  - V - ( y »  
where Z is the actor introduced into the predication ( x  - v - (y » , a s  i n  the inter­
pretation of Fij ian vaka- in cases like : 
FIJ 58a . e ra a gunu  
3pl tns d:t>ink 
'They d:t>ank ' 
58b .  e ra a gunuva na yaqona 
3pl tns d:t>ink-tr art kava 
'They d:t>ank the kava ' 
58c . au a vagun uv i i ra ( e na yaqona ) 
lsg tns cA-d:t>ink-tr 3pl at art kava 
'I made/let them d:t>ink (the kava) , or 'I provided them with (kava to) d:t>ink ' 
Fi j ian vaka- is interpreted under the cause semantic with some A-verbs , as in 
example 58 above , and is  also usual for what Arms would term de-adj ectival l 7  and 
de-nominal causatives ( examples 59a . -c . )  and for A-verb root causatives ( intransitive 
A-verb forms vaka-vA without a transitive suffix) , as in example 60 : 
FIJ 59a . vakaba l avutak i 'to lengthen ' « b a l avu ' long ' )  
59b . vakamarauta k i  'to entertain ' « marau 'happy ' )  
59c .  vakava l etak i 'to house ' « va l e  'house ' )  
60 . n a  i vacu n i  vakamoce 
art punch of CA-s leep 
'the knock-out punch ' 
Some examples of the cause semantic in Gilbertese for causatives in ka- derived from 
roots similar to those of 58-60 above are : 
GIL 61a .  a amwa rake a tae i (n te i ka ) 
3pl eat child:t>en at art fish 
'The chi ld:t>en ate the fish ' 
61b . i kaamwa rake i i a  atae i  ( n te i ka ) 
lsg CA- - 3pl child:t>en at art fish 
'I fed the child:t>en (the fish)  , 
62a . e kukure i tamau 
3sg happy father-my 
'My father is happy ' 
6 2b .  i kakuku re i a  tama u  
l s g  CA-happy-tr father-my 
'I made my father happy ' 
63a.  e kamaama te t e  i t i  
3sg cA-RED-die art electricity 
'Electricity is dangerous ' 
63b . e kangongo t e  baa ae i 
3sg CA-itch art leaf this 
'This leaf causes itching ' 
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The act semantic is less frequently regarded as a function o f  causative struc­
tures because it does not involve an increase in valency . The ' causer ' ,  in this 
function , is an argument o f  predicate to be causativised , schematically : 
64 . x - act - (x - V - (y) ) 
Causativisation , under the act semantic , does not change the valency of a predication . 
It increases the actorhood of the causer argument , indicated that that it is a more 
conscious , active , volitional participant ( see also section 3 . 5 . 2 . ) , as in : 
FIJ 65a . e a rongo 
3u tns hear 
'It was heard ' 
65b . e r a  a rogoca 
3pl tns hear-tr 
'They heard it ' 
65c . e ra a vaka rogoca 
3pl tns cA-hear-tr 
'They listened to i t ' 
The act semantic is applicable to Fij ian P-verb causatives , as in example 6 5  and to 
Fij ian P-verb root ( intransitive) causatives , as in : 
FIJ 66a . e a kau na me l i  
3u tns carry art mail 
'The mail was carried ' 
66b . e a kauta na me l i  ko koya 
3u tns carry-tr art mail art 3sg 
'He carried the mail ' 
66c . e se vakau t i ko na me l i 
3u yet CA-carry stay art mai l  
'The mail i s  sti l l  being carried ' 
Though no actor is expressed in examples l ike 66c . , one can infer the existence of an 
actor expressable as the actor of a simple transitive sentence like example 66c . 
These examples contrast sharply with examples like 58b . -c . , in which the actors are 
clearly distinct . 
Though some Fi j ian A-verb cau3atives , as noted above , fol low the cause semantic , 
others , like vakata rog i 'to ply someone with questions ' « ta ro-g i 'to ask someone ' ) , 
fol low the act semantic . Still  others , like vaka l akov i 'to tour over, to make some­
one go ', are ambiguous . Some de-adj ectival root causatives also follow the act 
semantic ,  as in : 
FIJ 67 . e a c i c i  vakatoto l o  
3u tns run cA-quick 
'He ran quickly ' 
a function Arms terms adverbial . 
ko koya 
art 3sg 
Though Arms suggests no basis by which it is possible to predict which semantic 
a particular de-adj ectival causative will follow , Gilbertese evidence ( see below) 
suggests that most statives (both phys ical and mental) follow the cause semantic , 
while those statives that name characteristics of actions ( l ike 'quick ', 'careful ', 
etc . )  follow the act semantic . I t  is likely that the particular semantic followed 
by a given stative/adj ective is in part context sensitive , as in : 
GIL 68a . e aa i ntoa 
3sg tough 
'He 's tough ' 
68b . e kaa i n toa 
3sg cA-tough 
'He 's acting tough ' 
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GIL 68c . t i  na kaa i n toaa 
lpl tns cA-tough-tr 
'We 'll  toughen him up ' 
In both Gilbertese and Fijian ,  some roots have distinct cause and act causatives : 
FIJ 69a . ra i c i  'to see something ' 
69b . vaka ra i c i  'to inspect something ' 
69c .  vaka ra i tak i 'to show someone ' 
GIL 70a . rau 'calm ' 
70b . karaua 'to act calmly to/in ' 
70c .  ka rauaka 'to calm something ' 
The causative is not common with the Gilbertese analogue of Fij ian P-verbs 
(process predicates with non-causative transitives)  but in those few cases of which 
I am aware such causatives follow the act semantic , as in Fij ian : 
GIL 71a . e u r uaka te w i n too 
3sg smash-tr art window 
'He smashed the window ' 
71b . e kau r uaka te w i n too 
3sg CA-smash-tr art window 
'He smashed the window ' 
The act semantic can be found for de-stative causatives in Gilbertese , as in example 
68 above and : 
GIL 72a . a rang i 
3pl very 
'They are 
n i rabwaka u 
COMP knowledgeable 
very ski lled ' 
72b . a kaka rabwakau n te mwaneaba 
3pl RED-CA-knowledgeab le in art meeting house 
'They 're conversing in the meeting house ' 
7 3 .  e t e i rake Ne i Ta i na n i  ka rau rau 
3sg stand-up Ms . Taina COMP CA-calm 
'Nei Taina stood up carefully ' 
We might note ,  finally , the existence of derived causatives for which it is diffi­
cul t to j udge which semantic is being applied , as i n :  
GIL 74 a .  waekoa n i  ka t i aa te  mmaku r i  
74b . 
lsg quick COMP cA-finished-tr art work 
'I finished the job quickly ' 
i kawaekoaa i n i  kat i aa 
lsg cA-quick-lsg COMP cA-finished-tr 
'I worked quickly to finish the job ' 
te mmaku r i  
art work 
Example 74b . shows a reflexive transitive causative that , it seems to me , is 
potentially interpretable under either semantic . 
On the basis of evidence at present available ,  the act semantic does not appear 
to be common for reflexes of FMC *ka- ' causative prefix ' in other Micronesian 
l anguages . Examples l ike the following are , however , suggestive of an act semantic : 
MAR 75 . ne kwoj t to r  
when 2sg-tns drive 
'When you drive by 
i t u run  auj p i to l  
by hospital 
a hospital3 you 
kwoj a i kuj kad i kd i k  
2sg-tns must CA-RED-sma l l  
should slow down ' 
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as are :  
MOK 76a . 
76b . 
PLA 77a.  
77b . 
koa ronge 'to listen to ' ( <  rong 'to hear ' )  
koadoahkoa 'to work on ' ( <  doadoahk 'to work ' )  
kapwa tkt  
kanne  
'to see ' ( <  pwa t k +  'to see ') 
'to see ' ( cf . nneak i 'to be seen ', GIL noo 'to see ', MAR 1 1 0) 
If the discussion of Tongan faka- ( Churchward 19 53)  is representative , then it 
would appear that the act semantic for refl exes of POC ,o'paka- ' causative prefix ' is 
wel l  attested in Polynesian . Thus , alongside the cause semantic for cases like : 
TON 78a . 
78b . 
78c . 
TON 79a . 
79b . 
79c . 
79d .  
7ge .  
fakamohe 
faka l e l e i  
fakaofo 
'to put to sleep ' ( < mohe 'to s leep ' )  
'to repair ' ( <  1 e 1 e i 'good ' )  
'surprising ' ( <  ofo 'surprised ' )  
fakafanongo 
faka fehu ' i  
fakat u ' i  
faka fetau l ak i  
fakaa l aa l a  
'to pay heed ' ( <  fanongo 'to hear ' )  
'to make enquiries ' ( <  fehu ' i 'to ask ' )  
'rega l ' ( <  t u '  i 'king ' )  
'to go to meet ' ( <  fetau 1 ak  i 'to meet ' )  
'to be aareful ' (<  a l a  'to touah ' )  
On the basis of such evidence ( and ignoring the obvious difficulties in 
reconci ling PMC '�ka- and POC '�paka - )  it would appear that the act semanti c ,  as well 
as the cause semantic , was a function of POC *paka- . While , as already noted , there 
is o ften some ambiguity regarding which semantic applies in a particular instance and , 
not infrequently , instances of both semantics applied (often with di fferent forms) to 
causatives derived from the same root , the following generalisations can be made 
regarding the distribution of the two seman tics : 
i )  the cause semantic applies to transitive causative derivatives o f  'pure ' 
states ( non-transitives)  
ii )  the act semantic applies to  causative derivatives of ' adverbial ' statives , 
used both transitively (with reflexive interpretation) and intransitively , 
though this  semantic is frequently context determined 
iii )  the act semantic applies to  causative derivatives of P-verbs 
iv) the act semantic typically applies to causative derivatives of experiencer 
sub j ect A-verbs ( 'psychological ' intradirectives) l ike 'to see ', while the 
cause semantic applies to agent sub j ect A-verbs ( 'physical ' intradirectives) 
l ike 'to go ' .  The former appear to be the verbs most likely to have two 
distinct causatives ( see below) 
This somewhat confused state of affairs is likely to have held in POC o There is , 
however , some evidence relating to how such a situation may have arisen , in the Poe 
or pre-Poe period , albeit somewhat beclouded by post-Poe developments . 
I hypothesise that , at some point in its history , poe *paka- or its antecedent 
functioned only with an act semantic and that it has taken on a cause semantic over 
time . With an act semantic , schematical ly : 
80 . x - act - { x  - V - (y »  => x - *pa ka+V - (y )  
POC *paka- or its  antecedent could be expected to  have been used with either trans­
itive or intransitive verb forms ( for example ,  Fij ian 6 5 ,  66 , and 67 above) . 
In cases where two derived causatives ( from the same root) are found synchroni­
cally , one with an act semantic , the other with a cause semantic , it is the form 
with the act semantic that appears to be the more conservative . Thus , in Fij ian , 
cause-semantic forms in such cases employ the productive transitive suffix - t a k i , 
whil e  act-semantic forms employ a transitive suffix with what we might take to be a 
more conservative thematic , typically that of the non-causative transitive . For 
example : 
FIJ 81a .  
8lb . 
81 c .  
ra i c i  
vaka ra i c i  
vakara i ta k i  
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'to see something ' 
'to inspect something ' 
'to show someone ' 
In Mokilese , act-semantic causatives preserve historical final vowels in their 
transitive forms and show morphophonemic changes suggestive of some antiquity , while 
the corresponding cause-semantic causatives take the productive transitiviser - i  (or , 
frequently ,  no transitive suffix) and show no morphophonemic changes . Thus : 
MOK 82a . doadoahk 'to wopk ' 
82b . koadoahkoa 'to wopk on something ' 
82c . kadoadoa h k i  'to make someone wopk ' 
83a .  rong 'to heap ' 
83b .  koa ronge 'to listen to something ' 
83c . ka rong i 'to make someone heap ' 
As noted above , causatives derived from 'pure ' statives ( non-transitives ) 
follow the cause semantic ( for example ,  Fi j ian 59 and Gilbertese 6 3  above ) . When 
such causatives are used transitively , it is , in the vast majority of l anguages , the 
language-specific productive transitive suffix that is employed . In Mokilese , more­
over , many such causatives can be used without a transitive suffix , as in :  
MOK 84a . oa i o  k un I a  
fipe-that b lind-away 
'The fipe has gone out ' 
84b . ngoah kakun l a  oa i o  
84c . 
Isg cA-blind-away fipe-that 
, I put out the fipe ' 
ngoah kakun i h l a  
Isg cA-b lind-tr-away 
'I put out the fipe ' 
oa i o  
fire-that 
The fact that the productive transitivising suffix is used with such causatives may 
simply reflect  the fact that more conservative transitive forms are extant in derived 
causatives only when they were available in the l anguage ; that is , when the causative 
root had a non-causative transitive form . This would not have been the case for the 
statives in question . However , the fact that the productive transitivising suffixes 
employed are language specific suggests that the pressure to mark these forms as 
transitive ( in addition to causative) may not have existed in the proto-language ; 
that is , that these causatives originally carried no transitive suffix at all ( as 
is sti l l  possible to some degree in Moki lese) . I would further hypothesise that 
the model on which these de-stative cause-semantic causatives was first analogised 
was one where the absence of a transitive suffix was not anomalous ; that model being 
those ' adverbial ' statives ( l ike FIJ vakatoto l o  'quickly ' )  with derived act-semantic 
causatives . We can conclude , on the basis of these arguments , that the cause seman­
tic for POC *pa ka - developed subsequent to and as an extension of a more conservative 
act semantic ( see further below) . 
3 . 3 . T he cause semant i c  and confecti ve/refec t i ve *aki n i  
In  section 2 we  argued that the confective/refective ( semantic) function must 
be reconstructed for pac *ak i ( n i ) and , moreover , that this was likely to have been 
its only function in POC . In a number of languages , however , there are forms reflect­
ing pac '�ak i ( n i ) that show , at least ambiguously , a cause semantic where we would 
expect a confective one ( that is , for some motion and stance verbs ) . For example : 
FIJ 85a . cu ruma k i  'to insert something ' « curu-m i  'to entep (into ) ' )  
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FIJ 8Sb . s i l i ma k i  'to dowse (net) for the first time, to dive with something ' 
« s i I i  -m i 'to dive (for) , 
TON 
MOT 
KWA 
8 Sc .  d romuca k i  'to push something under water, to take down when sinking ' 
« d romu-c i 'to sink (into ) ' )  
86a . humak i 'to insert ' « hu 'to enter ' )  
86b . haofak i 'to rescue ' « hao 'to escape ' )  
86c . akonak i  ' i  'to instruct ' « a ko 'to Learn ') 
87a . sa romag 'to sheathe ' « sa ro 'to go in ' )  
87b . I i l f)ag 'to spread ' « I i I 'to unfold (of flower) ' )  
88a . 0 1  i ta '  i 'to return something ' « 0 1  i 'to return ' )  
88b . l o l oma ' i  'to submerge something ' « l o l omo 'to sink ' )  
88c . I i  k i  ta ' i 'to spi U something ' « a l  i k i 'to be spLit ' )  
The cause semantic for these forms is particularly clear in cases like Fij ian cu rumak i 
'to insert something ' ,  where one infers that the causer does not accompany the causee 
into the orifice in question . It is this contrast , as will be seen in section 3 . 4 . ,  
that is the principal di fference between cause and confective semantics . 
I hypothesise that the cause semantic observed in examples 85-88 was in fact the 
function of *ak i { n i )  or its antecedent in (pre-) POC times , from which the confective 
function reconstructed above had developed or was in the process of developing in 
the POC period . Under this  hypothesis , moreover , it is possible to give an account 
of the complementarity between confective and refective functions observed in 
section 2 . 4 .  
Dixon observes ( 1979 : 1 17-1 18)  that , in a number of Australian languages , a 
single derivational mechanism is involved in structures of the following sort : 
i )  Az - Va-aff - Ox « 5x - Va) 
ii )  Ax - Vb-aff - Oy « 5x - Vb) 
where the intransi tive subj ect ( 5 )  of some verbs (Va) becomes the derived transitive 
obj ect ( 0) under the process in question , but , with others (Vb) ,  it becomes derived 
trans itive sub j ect (A) . The semantic associated with structure i )  is the cause 
semantic and the verbs involved are motion and stance verbs ( for example ,  YidinY 
wanda-n 'to fall down ', wanda- f) a- I 'to make someone fal l,  down ' ) .  The semantic 
associated with structure ii )  is the refective semantic and the verbs involved , 
though Dixon does not characterise them explicitly , appear to be those for which we 
would expect a refective function for reflexes of poe *ak i { n i )  ( for example,  YidinY 
bad i -n 'to cry ', bad i - f)a - I  'to cry over/on account of something ' ) . The parallel 
between the Australian situation observed by Dixon and that hypothesised here for 
(pre-) POC , in which a single derivational mechanism is used in similar complementary 
functions with , roughly the same two semantic predicate classes , is unlikely to be 
an accident . 
Both the causer in a cause semantic and the reason/stimulus/beneficiary in a 
refective one are , in a broad sense , causes , in that these arguments account for or 
' explain ' the proposition expressed in the root predication . Though in some cases 
the contrast between the two semantics may not be totally discrete , it can be 
characterised in terms of degree of agency ( actorhood) . Causers are more agentful , 
reasons/stimuli/beneficiaries less so . The complementarity between the two semantics , 
as observed by Dixon and proposed here for (pre-) POC ,  in terms of inherent verb 
semantics is not a neces sary one . It is , o f  course , possible to conceive of motions 
or stances as being motivated by reasons and to conceive psychological states or 
activities or their physical manifestations ( like ' laughing ' ,  ' singing ' ,  ' being 
busy ' )  as being impelled by causers or causes . One might speculate that the source 
of the compl ementarity is in the fact that more 'physical ' intradirectives are more 
agentive , involving a conscious act of will , so that any cause external of the entity 
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in a stance or in motion is also likely to be interpreted as agentive ( as a causer) . 
More ' psychological ' intradirectives are , in the same sense , l ess agentive , so that 
any external cause is more l ikely to be interpreted as a stimulus or reason . The 
fact that causers emerge as transi tive subj ects in these constructions while reasons/ 
stimuli emerge as transitive objects may be attributable to an actor=transitive 
sub j ect  constraint , where causers are higher in actorhood than causees and experi­
encer/actor controllers higher in actorhood than stimuli .  
Much more difficul t to account for on universal grounds i s  the restriction o f  
such causative constructions (what w e  can now view a s  the (pre- ) POC periphrastic 
causative , I S  as well as devices of the sort noted by Dixon) to intradirective 
predicates . One might first suggest that these devices in the languages in question 
(be they verb serialisation or affixation) are primarily transitivising mechanisms ; 
that is , the resulting constructions are single transitive clauses . ( For a discuss­
ion of the single clause nature of some serial verb constructions see Foley and 
Olson ( 1982) . )  As such , the restriction of these devices to intransitive verbs is 
not unexpected , though certainly not necessary . There is no absolute restriction on 
single clause causatives formed on transitive clauses ( as ,  for example , in the case 
of French fa i re constructions ) ,  in which the non-causative transitive subject  
receives oblique coding in the causative construction . One can only observe that 
Oceanic languages , at any rate , do not appear to permit such constructions . 
That (pre- ) POC *ak i ( n i )  causatives were not used with stative/adj ective 
predicates can , on the simpl est l evel , be accounted for by noting that another 
causativising device , POC * paka- , was used in such cases . This observation , of 
course , begs some account of the ' need ' for two devices ; again a matter of no 
absolute necessity . It  might be suggested in this instance that (pre- ) POC v-'�ak i ( n i )  
serial constructions required that the first element be a verb and that , at least 
at the period in which these constructions arose ,  the statives/adjectives in question 
were not verbs . 
Finally , one might enquire as to why *ak i  ( n i )  was not used with Oceanic P-verb 
intransitive forms . Such verbs , however , already had available transitive forms 
with , it can be observed , a cause semantic .  Were '�a k i  ( n i )  to be  used with these 
verbs in any case , it  seems to me that the l ikely contrast between the simple 
transitive and the causative would have been one of degree of actorhood o f  the subject .  
Any such contrast , however , suggests an  act , rather than a caus e ,  semanti c ;  more 
appropriately marked , given the act/cause system o f  (pre- ) POC as reconstructed here ,  
by '�paka - .  As already noted in section 3 . 2 . , such forms are in fact extant . 
Having el iminated transitive verbs , statives/adj ectives , and P-verb intransitives 
as potential complements of (pre- ) POC *ak i ( n i )  in periphrastic causative constructions , 
what remains are A-verb intransitives , the majority of which are ,  in fact , intra­
directive . 
3 . 4 .  PMC *-a k i  ' agentl ess pas s i ve '  
All Micronesian l anguages reflect a verbal suffix that can be reconstructed as 
PMC '�-ak i : 
GIL 
MAR 
KOS 
MOK 
PON 
ULI 
WOL 
PLA 
o reak i 
I i mek 
ou l yuhk 
kuruj ek 
i r i s ek 
s uuxuyex 
f i  I etag 
d i ng i t i ak i  
'to be hit '  « o rea 'to hit something ' )  
'folded ' « I i m  'to fold something ' )  
'to b e  washed ' « ou l 'to wash something ' )  
'to grind/be ground ' « kuruj 'to grind something ' )  
'to be rubbed ' « i r i s  'to rub something ' )  
'to b e  opened ' « s u uxu- 'to open something ' )  
'to b e  stirred ' « f i l et i 'to stir something ' )  
'wisted ' « d i ng i t  i 'to wist something ' )  
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Reflexes of PMC *-ak i derive intransitive verb forms from transitive stems , preserving 
a POC final consonant . Common to all its reflexes is a resultant state or ' agentless 
passive ' interpretation , though in Mokilese ( and possibly Pingelapese - see Welley 
and Good 1976)  the reflex -ek functions as a productive de-transitivising suffix in 
agentless passive , unspecified obj ect , and incorporated obj ect constructions . This 
wider use of reflexes of PMC '�-ak i appears to be an innovation from an original 
agentless passive , as argued in Harrison ( 1976 : 1 3 3 ff . ) . 
Reflexes of PMC *-ak i remain productive only in a few languages : Gilbertese , 
Kosraean , Mokilese , and possibly Pingelapese and Pulo Annian . In other languages it 
is fossilised or otherwise non-productive . The expression of an overt agent with 
verb forms reflecting PMC *-ak i  is permitted only in Gilbertese and Kosraean : 1 9  
GIL 89a . a o rea t e  kamea a tae i akeke i 
3pl hit-tr art dog child those 
'Those children hit the dog ' 
89b . e orea k i  t e  kamea i rou i i a  a tae i akeke i 
3sg hit-pass art dog by- 3pl child those 
'The dog was hit by those children ' 
KOS 90a .  n i nac e l  otwe l ah fohtoh se  
mother 3sg  weave-away basket this 
'Mother wove this basket ' 
90b . fohtoh se otweyuh k l ac s i n  n i nac 
basket this weave-pass-away by mother 
'This basket was woven by mother ' 
There does not appear to be any strong evidence for reconstructing a ' full '  passive , 
with a possible oblique agent phrase ,  for PMC . We can then consider such construc­
tions , as in examples 89 and 90 above , to be innovations of the languages in question . 
The close formal correspondence between PMC '�-ak i and the i tern reconstructed in 
section 2 . 1 .  as PMC *a k i n i  is suggestive of a common pre-PMC source (as  first noted , 
to my knowledge , in Jacobs 1976) . I hypothesise that this common source was POC 
'�a k  i ( n i ) . innovated in PMC as an agentless passive suffix . 
Under this hypothesis , the pre-PMC antecedent of the PMC agentless passive was 
a serial verb construction of the following form : 
91 . Vi - *ak i - NPU 
where Vi was an intransitive form (without transitive morphology) of an (A- or P- ) 
transitive verb and where NPU was the nominal that would otherwise appear as transi­
tive obj ect . The agentless passive function can be viewed as a natural extension of 
the cause semantic for (pre- ) POC *ak i ( n i ) to transitive predications ( involving dis­
tinct actor and undergoer) in order , I would suggest ,  to permit actor s uppression 
without a concomitant change in aktionsart . For P-verbs , the construction 91 provided 
a contrast between the process or state non-transitive interpretation of P-verb 
intransitive forms and a suppressed (but inferable) actor interpretation , as the -ek 
suffix does in Mokilese examples like the fol lowing : 
MOK 9 2 a .  ngoah s i pwang l a  rahu 
lsg break-away branch-that 
'I broke the branch ' 
9 2b .  rahu s i pw l a 
branch-that break-away 
'The branch broke/is broken ' 
9 2 c .  rahu s i pwangek l a  
branch-that break-pass-away 
'The branch was/has been broken ' 
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For A-verbs , the construction 91 permitted otherwise impossibl e intransitive clauses 
with undergoer subj ects , as in : 
MOK 93a .  i h  dau rd i penno 
3sg climb-down coconut-that 
'He climbed for that coconut ' 
93b . * penno doaud i 
coconut-that climb-down 
93c . pen no daurek d i  
coconut-that climb-pass-down 
'That coconut was climbed for ' 
Following from the cause semantic of its pre-PMC source , the PMC * - a k i  agentless 
passive suf fix can be interpreted not as introducing a causer but as leaving a ' trace ' 
o f  a suppressed/unexpressed causer . 
Two additional problems must be addressed in any reconcil iation of PMC *-a k i  
and PMC *ak i n i . Perhaps a minor probl em is the observed difference i n  canonical shape . 
I f  we take PMC *-a k i  to reflect the intransitive form of POC *a k i ( n i ) ,  without tran­
sitive morphology and subject to final consonant del etion , and PMC *ak i n i  to reflect 
the transitive form of POC *ak i ( n i ) ,  their distinct canonical shapes present no great 
difficulty . 2 0  
Somewhat more serious is the problem posed by the fact that one PMC reflex of 
POC *ak i ( n i )  appears as a suffix , the second as a verb . One would ,  of  course ,  appeal 
to the well-documented though as yet poorly understood phenomenon of suffixal 
' capturing ' in accounting for this development . What remains unclear is why (pre- ) PMC 
refl exes of POC *ak i ( n i ) should have been captured in the agentless passive function 
in advance of other functions . 
A possible account of the early capturing of pre-PMC *ak i  in construction 91 can 
be given in terms of the class of verb appearing in this construction , as compared to 
pre-PMC NPS - V - *ak i n i  - NPO constructions . In the latter , all  V ' s ,  it was claimed 
in section 3 . 3 . ,  were A-verbs ( intradirectives) , which occurred freely with an NPS 
identical to that o f  the *ak i n i  serial construction in intransitive clauses of the 
form NPS - V .
2 1  In the case of V - *ak i agentless passive constructions , however , at 
least one class of V,  the A-verbs , could not occur in intransitive clauses with a 
nominal identical to that occurring in the *ak i  construction , since that nominal was 
an undergoer . The independent verbal status of the two verbal elements in these 
distinct constructions was , therefore , not equal ly transparent . Only the *ak i n i  
construction could be analysed in all its occurrences as a serial construction of 
two verbs with like subj ects . The fact that *ak i  constructions were not thus 
analysable may have provided impetus for a reanalysis of *a k i  as a suffix . 
3 . 5 .  The  s pread of  the act semanti c 
3 . 5 . 0 . I ntroduct ion 
In previous sections it has been proposed that , in immediate pre-POC times and 
perhaps extending into the POC period , the verb *ak i n i  appeared in serial construc­
tions with verbs that were for the most part intradirective . With motion and stance 
verbs these constructions were interpreted under a cause semantic . With ' psycho­
logical ' intradirectives they were interpreted under a refective semantic . The pre­
fix POC *paka - ,  originally used to impose an act semantic on experiencer sub j ect 
verbs , ' adverbial ' predicates , and possibly P-verbs , had come to function as a 
transitiviser for 'pure ' states/adjectives under a cause semantic . Subsequent 
developments appear to involve the spread of a cause semantic for *paka- and its 
reflexes and a complementary shift of *ak i n i  and its refl exes to an act semantic . 
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The potential for this realignment of functions was , in two senses , already 
present in the system . First , the meanings of *paka- and *ak i n i  were not fixed , in 
the sense that *paka- mean t ' act ' and *ak i n i  ' cause ' .  At the historical period in 
question both were ' grammatical ' items . Whatever had been their original lexical 
content ,  they appear to have survived only as broadly derivational devices , in both 
cases adding some degree of increased actorhood . That * paka- is described here as 
functioning with an act semantic can be related to its original special isation to 
l ike actor constructions of the form xA - '�paka - ( xA - V - (yU» ' That *ak i n i is 
described here as functioning with a cause semantic is in some sense an artifact of 
its transitivity , appearing with distinct actor and undergoer . Both items involved 
acting ; in the former cas e ,  an actor acting for itsel f ,  in the latter , acting on/ 
with respect to something else . 
Second , though the refective function o f  *ak i n i  is interpretable as a cause 
semantic , the syntax of such constructions is parallel to that of *paka- derivatives 
with an act semantic . In both cases , the actor of the root predicate is the tran­
sitive sub j ect ( actor) of the derived form (A=S in Dixon ' s  terms ) . The refective 
function is thus open to ambiguous interpretation under either a cause or an act 
semantic . 
Figure 1 (opp) summarises one likely course of development in the realignment of 
functions for *paka - and *ak i n i  and their reflexes . Stage I represen�s the (pre-) POC 
situation hypothesised in section 3 . 3 .  Stage I I  represents the first spread of the 
cause semantic for *paka- and Stage III  the development of confective function for 
'�ak i n i .  Stage IV, a complete shift to an act semantic for '�ak i n i is , so far as I am 
aware , a development unique to Gilbertese . Other variations will be considered in 
the sections to follow . 
3 . 5 . 1 . Confec ti ve and i nstrumental funct ion 
The shi ft from a cause to an act semantic involves an extension of the scope pf 
the causer . Under a cause semantic the causer is actor o f  the predicate ' cause ' 
only ; under an act semantic it becomes actor of the root predicate also . This 
change results in a reinterpretation of the semantic role of the cause semantic 
c ausee . Under an act semantic for earlier physical (motion and stance) intradirec­
tives , it is interpreted as a concomi tan t .  For earlier affective causatives , it  i s  
interpreted a s  a n  instrumen t .  
The extent to  which reflexes of '�ak  i n  i serve as  instrument markers should ,  then , 
be a function of the degree to which causative *ak i n i  appeared with non-intradirective 
A-verbs ( that is , with affectives ) .  On present evidence , this use was rather limited . 
The shift to an act semantic can , however , be viewed as increasing the potential for 
reflexes of '�ak  i n  i to take on an instrumental function . This development appears to 
have occurred independently in several places in Oceania .  
The use o f  reflexes o f  PMC *ak i n i  to flag instruments i s  restricted to Ponapeic 
and Kosraean . I consider this function to be an innovation of these languages and 
do not reconstruct it for the PMC item .  In  Kosraean i t  is  limited to intransitive 
verbs : 2 2 
KOS 94 . 
9 5 .  
nga owok i hn sop ah 
lsg washi-with soap the 
'I washed wi th soap ' 
korn kuh i n  i kackk i hn ka i n  k i  
2sg can COMP openi-with kind-of key 
'You can open (something) with this 
se 
this 
kind of key ' 
Stage 
I 
Stage 
II  
Stage 
III 
Stage 
IV 
'�ak i n i *paka-
intradirective adverbial adj ective intradirective 
physical 
z-V-ak i n i -x 
« x-V) 
z-v-ak i n i -x 
« x-V) 
x-v-ak i n i -y 
« x-V & y-V) 
x-v-ak i n i -y 
« x-V) 
psychological physical psychological 
x-v-a k i n i -y .'. * * x-paka -v- (y )  
« x-V) « x-V- ( y» 
x-v-a k i n i -y ;'. * J. x- paka -v- (y )  
« x-V) « x-V- (y »  
z-paka-v-x 
« x-V) 
x-v-ak i n i -y * * z-paka-v-x z -paka-v-x 
« x-V) « x-V) « x-V) 
x-v-ak i n i -y ... ." z-paka-v-x z-paka-v-x 
« x-V) « x-V) « x-V) 
F i g ure 1 :  Real i gnment of  cause and act sema nti cs 
adverbial adj ective 
x-paka-V z-paka-v-x 
« x-V) « x-V) 
x-paka-v z-paka-v-x 
« x-V )  « x-V) 
x-paka-v z-paka-v-x 
« x-V) « x-V) 
x-paka-v z-paka-v-x 
« x-V) « x-V) 
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KOS 9 6 .  Sohn e I 
John 3sg 
'John is 
kahkk i hn ah soko 
tiei-with rope a 
using a rope to tie ( something) , 
Ponapeic k i ( n ) marks instruments in both transitive and intransi tives clauses : 
MOK 9 7a .  i h  p i hn k i  pa rn i j j o  
3sg paint-with varnish-that 
'He 's painting with the varnish ' 
97b . i h  p i hn i hk i  sehp i l wa pa rn l J J o  
3sg paint-tr-with table-the varnish-that 
'He 's painting the table  with the varnish ' 
9 8a .  ngoah i ns i ng k i  nah pehnno 
l sg write-with his pen-that 
'I 'm writing with his pen ' 
9 8b .  ngoah i ns i ngehk i k i j i n l i kkoauoaw nah pehnno 
l sg writet-with letter-a his pen-that 
'I 'm writing a letter with his pen ' 
Given that PMC *ak i n i  was used only with ( intransitive) intradirectives , then 
its extension , under an act semantic ,  as an instrument marker with all  intransitive 
verbs is a natural development . I ts subsequent development as an instrument marker 
in all clauses in Ponapeic is similarly straightforward . 2 3 Note,  moreover , that 
this  proposed sequence of development for the instrumental function might be con­
sidered somewhat odd on theoretical grounds . On usual interpretations of the nature 
of instrumentality ,  together with the view that semantic roles like ' instrument ' are 
not primitive but are complex functions of the inherent semantic of clausal elements , 
particul arly the predicate ( see Van Valin and Foley ( 1980» , then one would expect 
the instrumental function to be associated with transitive clauses at l east as 
frequently,  if not more so , as with intransitive ones . The only plausible account , 
it seems to me , of the observation that a particular instrument flag developed first 
in this  function in intransitive clauses is one in which instrument marking was not 
its original function , as in the account of POC/PMC *ak i n i  put forward here . 
As noted in section 2 . 2 . 2 . , an instrumental function for independent ( non­
suffixal ) reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i )  appears to have developed in Central Pacific , 
though whether this function arose in PCP or developed subsequently and spread through 
western Polynesian and Fij ian is at present arguable . The Fij i an form k i na functions 
as an anaphoric adverb for oblique nominals removed from their clause , on evidence 
available to me , by fronting processes : 
FIJ 99 . na waqa e ra tou a l ako k i na k i  Suva . . .  
art canoe 3pl tns go adv to Suva 
'The canoe in which they went to Suva . . .  ' 
100 . e na yabak i sa ot i eratou a vu l i  vosa k i na 
3u art year nts finish 3pl tns learn language adv 
'Last year they were learning languages ' 
This  general anaphoric function for FIJ k i na I take to be a development from a 
narrower instrumental anaphoric function observed for Tongan ' a k i  and Samoan a ' i : 2 4 
TON 101 . na ' a  ne to ' o  ' a  e maea ' 0 ne ha ' i  ' a k i  hoku on go n i ma 
tns 3sg take abs art rope and 3sg tie adv my two hand 
'He took a rope and tied my hands with it ' 
SAM 102 . ' au ma i se  to ' i  e vavae a ' i I e  l a ' a u 
bring hither art axe tns cut adv art tree 
'Bring an axe to cut the tree with ' 
a function I further assume to be re lated to the wider instrumental use of TON ' ak i  
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discussed in section 2 . 2 . 2 .  
3 . 5 . 2 .  Gi l bertese - a k i na trans i ti ves 
In Gilbertese we observe a complete shi ft to an act semantic for its reflex of 
," ak i n i  ( Stage IV of Figure I p . 205) . The confective semantic has been lost and the 
refective subsumed under a more general act semantic .  Since they appear to be  unique 
in this respect we wil l  consider Gilbertese - a k i na transitives in some detail .  
At present some ninety Gilbertese verbs with transitive forms in - a k i na have 
been identified . All are intradirective and have A-verb syntax , occurring in 
intransitive clauses with sub j ects identical to those of the corresponding transitive 
clauses . When used intransitively they may take an oblique complement flagged by 
the preposition n or , more rarely , by some other preposition , directional , or 
re lational noun . The semantic role of the oblique complement is identical to that 
of the corresponding transitive obj ect . Some examples are : 
GIL 103a . 
103b . 
e 
3sg 
'He 
e 
3sg 
'He 
nga re { n  anne} 
laugh prep that 
laughed (at that) , 
ngarea k i n na 
laugh-ak i na- 3sg 
laughed at it ' 
104 a .  e ma t e  te kamea { n  te bwa i t i n } 
3sg die art dog prep art poison 
'The dog died (from poison) , 
104b . 
105a . 
105b . 
e ma teak i n i i a  mooa t e  kamea 
3sg die -ak i na-3pl ahiakens art dog 
'The dog is mad about ahiakens ' 
a i kakarabwa kau { n  taekan te 
3pl REC-RED-CA-knowledgeable prep about art 
'They had a disaussion (about the budget) , 
a i kakarabwakauak i na te  
3pl disauss-ak i na art 
'They disaussed the budget ' 
katau mwan i 
budget 
106a . e wene te uea { i aon te robwa } 
3sg lie art king on art mat 
'The king is lying down (on the mat)  , 
106b . e weneak i na te ko ro karewe t e  uea 
3sg lie-a k i na art aut toddy art king 
'The king is tied up autting toddy ' 
107a . a borau { nako Ta rawa} 
3pl voyage to Tarawa 
'They voyaged ( to Tarawa) , 
107b . a bo raua k i na Ta rawa 
3pl voyage-a k i na Tarawa 
'They were voyaging to Tarawa ' 
katau mwan i }  
budget 
A minority of -ak i na transitives have a second transitive form in -a , -na or , rarely , 
- ra .  Since transitives with these terminations are distributionally l ess restricted 
than -ak i na transitives , they will be referred to as primary transi ti ves . 
Recent literature on transitivity has suggested a number of possible functions 
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served by transitive/intransi tive coding contrasts , among them : 
i )  ' pure ' valency change , whereby a transitive clause has an argument not 
expressible in the corresponding intransitive clause 
ii)  increasing the pragmatic salience of an oblique nominal to make it 
accessible to pragmatic passive or to potential ly pragmatically sensitive 
processes like relativisation 
iii)  encoding aspect , degree of referentiality , degree of affect of similar 
contrasts 
Pure valency change is not a function of primary or -ak i na transitivity in Gilbertese 
for the verbs in quest ion since all have the option of encoding the -ak i na or primary 
transitive obj ect as an oblique nominal . The oblique/direct obj ect contrast available  
in such cases does , in  some sense , entail a change in  the pragmatic salience of the 
nominal in question but since the semantic interpretation of such contrasting clauses 
is frequently quite distinct this pragmetic salience is not simply a matter of dis­
course topicality or any similar notion . The nature of this semantic contrast is 
di fficul t to characterise explicitly ; it is  rather more subtle than aspect or degree 
of affect as discussed , for example , in Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 ) . Consider , for 
example , the following intransitive/primary transitive contrasts for Gilbertese verbs 
with -ak i na transitives : 
GIL 1 08a . i m I I i roun te a i ne 
lsg surprised by art woman 
'I marveUed at/was struck by 
a a r e i  
that 
that woman ' 
1 0 8b . m i i a  te a i ne aa re i  
109 a .  
1 09b . 
1 l0a . 
nOb . 
lsg surprise-tr art woman that 
, I dreamt about that woman ' 
e t e i  i mwaa i n  te a u t i  n ao rak i  
3sg stand before art house of sick 
'He stood in front of the hospital ' 
e t e i na te a u t i n ao rak i  
3sg stand- tr art house of sick 
'He is on duty at the hospital ' 
e b i r i ma te  ben 
3sg run with art coconut 
'He ran with/holding the coconut ' 
e b i r i a  te ben 
3sg run- tr art coconut 
'He snatched/ran off with the coconut ' 
In these examples a close approximation of the semantic contrast between the a .  and 
b .  examples might be that , in the latter , the direct obj ec ts are being viewed less 
as attendant circumstances . They are more situationally rel evant or pragmatically 
sal ient in the sense that they are being viewed as more of an integral part of the 
situation described by the verb than are the corresponding peripheral/oblique 
nominals of the a .  examples . Both a .  and b .  sentences might be used to describe the 
same real world situations , the choice reflecting a decision on the part of the 
speaker as to the degree of relevance of the non-sub j ect nominal . 
While this contrast is relatively clear from the English glosses in examples 
108- 1 10 above , for examples like the fol lowing this is not the case : 
GIL lIla . e bwa ro te ran i aon te ta i bora 
3sg spill  art water on art table 
'The water spilled on the table ' 
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GIL Illb . e bwaroa te  ta i bora  te  ran 
3sg spel l-tr art table art water 
'The water spilled on the table '  
1 1 2a .  e bwee nako Ta rawa te waa 
3sg steer to Tarawa art aanoe 
'The aanoe is on aourse to (wards) Tarawa ' 
11 2b .  e bweea Ta rawa te waa 
3sg steer-tr Tarawa art aanoe 
'The aanoe is on aourse to/for Tarawa ' 
One can only infer that distinctions similar to those more easily lexicalised in 
English in examples like 108 . -110 . hold for these cases also . 
The interpretation of -ak i na transitives is similar to that of primary trans i­
tives for the same set o f  verbs with respect to the situational relevance of the 
obj ect . However , -a k i na transitives involve the additional dimension of increased 
actor involvement . In some instances , -ak i na transitives suggest purposeful 
intentional action towards a salient obj ect (higher actor perspective in the sense 
of Van Valin and Foley ( 19 80) ) ,  paraphrasable as ' to act in a manner x with respect 
to NP ' .  In others , the degree of actor involvement is more potential , paraphrasable 
as ' to treat/regard NP as something worth V ' ing ' . Consider the following -ak i na 
transitives , corresponding to examples 108 . -1 1 2 . above : 
GIL 1 1 3 .  i m i  i ak i na to a i ne a a re i  
'I 'm mad about/aaptivated by that woman ' 
1 14 . e te i ak i na t e  a u t i n ao rak i 
'He guarded the hospita l ' 
1 1 5 . e b i r i ak i na te a i ne 
'He eloped with the woman ' 
116 . e bwa roak i na te ta i bo ra t e  ran 
'The water is/was spil ling on the table ' or 'The water spil led on the table '  
117 . e bweeak i na Ta rawa te waa 
'The aanoe is on aourse for Tarawa ' 
Example 1 1 3. suggests that the speaker regards the woman in question as someone 
worth marvelling at , and that his actions reflect that fact , rather than that she 
entered his consciousness by accident or in spite of himsel f ,  as might be the case 
in example 108 . Example 1 1 5. ( cL example 110b . )  appears to have a simi lar , culture­
specific interpretation , suggesting that the person in question acted towards the 
woman as something to be snatched and run off with . Example 1 14 . involves a more 
highly motivated activity with respect to the hospital than does the corresponding 
example 109 . 
Example 1 16 . is  more dif ficult to interpret since water cannot engage in purpose­
ful , wil ful , or intentional activity . Some informants stress the immediacy of the 
event described in example 116 . and insist on an imperfective gloss in English . ( For 
a similar contrast , see section 3 . 5 . 3 . ) . It has been suggested to me that example 
116 . is as much a statement about what happened to the water as what happened to the 
table ,  in contrast to example I llb . which , this informant claimed , has more to do 
with the table . Example 1 1 7 . implies that Tarawa is indeed the intended destination 
of the canoe or that those on board performed some action that resulted in this 
course , in contrast to example 11 2 . , where neither of these implications need hold . 
Finally , we might note the contrast between : 
GIL 1 18a . t i  noora  te takaaka ro2 5 
Ipl see-tr art play 
'We saw the entertainment ' 
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GIL l 1 8b . t i  nooa k i na te  takaakaro 
lpl see-ak i na art play 
'We attended/were an audience for the entertainment ' 
where l18a . may have been acc idental ,  while l 1 8b .  suggests advanced planning or at 
least more immediate attention . 
With those -ak i na transitives having no corresponding primary trans i tive , s imilar 
contrasts are observed . Consider : 
GIL l 19 a .  e mu t i  n ana mmaku r i 
3sg careful prep his work 
'He is careful in his work ' 
l 19b . e mut i a k i na l ob i  l ehova 
'The Lord accepted Job 's prayer ' ( Job 4 2 : 9 ,  perhaps more literally 
rendered as : 'The Lord treated Job so licitous ly ' )  
1 20 a . t i  mwa i ee n te  b i no 
Ipl amuse prep art b i no 
'We amused ourselves with the b i no '  
1 20b . t i  mwa i eeak i na te  b i no 
Ipl amuse- a k i na art b i no 
'We performed the b i no '  
GIL l 2 l a . 
l 21b . 
e 
3sg 
�e 
e 
3sg 
�e 
w i i n rang i buk i n  kaubwa i na 
boast because wealth-his 
boasted/is boastful because 
w i i n rang i ak i na 
boast- a k i na  
boasted of his 
kaubwa i na 
wealth-his 
wealth ' 
of his weal th ' 
where the b .  examples involve both a s ituationally rel evant obj ec t  and some over t ,  
active mani festation of solicitude , amusement ,  and boastfulness ,  respec tively . 
The increased actor involvement characteristic of -ak i na transitives may 
suggest only the viewpoint of the actor with respect to the relevance of the ob j ec t  
nominal t o  the s ituation described . In thi s  regard , consider : 
GIL 1 2 2a . a k i  bot u  n au mmaku r i  
I sg NEG bored prep my work 
'I 'm not bored with my work ' 
1 2 2b .  ko ak i bot uak i na am mmaku r i ?  
2sg NEG bored-a k i na your work 
'Aren 't you bored with your work ? ' 
l 2 2c . ? i  a k i  bot ua k i na au mmaku r i  
Most informants considered exampl e 1 2 2c. to be infel icitous . Under the analysis of 
-ak i na semantics presented here , whi le i t  i s  possible to contrast a sub j ective j udge­
ment regarding the source of another ' s  boredom ( botu  n) with a c laim that , from that 
other person ' s  point of view , his boredom in fact had the source in question 
( botua k i na ) , it would be infelicitous to draw such a contrast about ones e l f  ( example 
l 2 2c . ) . Thi s  actor viewpo int interpretation o f  -ak i na transitives i s  common for both 
verbs of psychologi cal state and verbs of mo tion , as in example 1 1 7 .  above and : 
GIL l 2 3a . e nakonako nako B i ke n i beu 
3sg walk to Bikenibeu 
'He walked to Bikenibeu ' 
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GIL 1 2 3b .  e nakonakoak i na kaekaean te t i a  rabwakau 
knowledgeable 3sg walk-a k i na search-of art actor 
'He went in search of an expert ' 
The semantics of -ak i na transitivity is , thus , governed completely by an act 
semantic . These transitives contrast with corresponding primary transitives in the 
degree of actorhood of their sub j ects , and with corresponding intransitives (with 
oblique complements) both in degree of actorhood and degree of obj ect/undergoer 
rel evance . So far as I am aware , this is a development , for "'ak i n i  reflexes , that 
is unique to Gilbertese . 
3 . 5 . 3 . Di s pers i ve and i n tens i ve -Cak i  i n  F i j i a n  
As already noted i n  section 2 . 2 . 1 . ,  what Arms ( 1974)  terms the dispersive form 
in Fi j ian involves the reciprocal prefix ve i - and the long transitive suffix -ya k i  
(on the basis of evidence presented i n  section 2 . 2 . 1 . ,  less obviously a suffix than 
other -Cak i  variants ) . According to Geraghty ( 19 78 : 255)  the form is l imited to 
eastern dialects . Some examples are : 
FIJ 124 . e a ve i sokoyak i  na cauravou 
3u tns REc-sail-ya k i  art youth 
'The young man sailed hither and thither ' 
1 2 5 . e a ve i kauyak i  na kate 
3u tns REc-carry -ya k i  art box 
'The box was carried here and there ' 
1 26 .  e ra d u i  ve i ra i ya k i  
3pl a l l  REc-see-ya k i  
'They are a l l  looking in different directions ' 
Dispersive forms suggest multiple occurrences of the same situation , in terms of 
motion or orientation in different directions . They are usually intransitive though 
Arms ( 19 74 : 95 )  claims that some P-verb dispersives can be used transitively . 
The intensive function of Fij ian -Ca k i  is typically associated with the long 
transitive suffixes - l ak i  or - ra k i  or , in a small number of cases , -kak i .  The 
intensive semantic is  similar to the dispersive insofar as it involves repeated or 
protracted ( or intense or violent) action , but without the directional implications 
of the dispersives . Some exampl es are : 
FIJ 1 27 a .  vacu l ak i  'to punch something repeatedly ' 
127b .  d resu l a k i  'to tear something to shreds ' 
1 27c . mo i ta k i  'to twist something repeatedly ' 
127d .  b i ta l a k i  'to hurl something ' 
1 27e . i l ovak i 'to look intently at something ' 
127f . guutak  i 'to strain at/be earnest for something ' 
Arms ( 19 74 :94-95) is at pains to account for the fact that Fij ian -Cak i ,  which 
he analyses as a transitive suffix , is used in what he terms dispersive/intensive 
functions to mark repeated or protracted activity . Similar difficulties would be 
evident under any analysis of POC '� a k i  ( n i )  or its reflexes as an accessory role 
marker .  Under the present analysis these functions can be viewed as a manifestation 
of the extension of the act semantic for reflexes of *ak i { n i ) .  As has been noted in 
many places in recent literature ( Dixon 19 79 : 9 3f f ,  Hopper and Thompson 1980 , Comrie 
1976 :98ff , Foley 1980 ) , constructions associated with actor orientation ( as opposed 
to patient/undergoer orientation) , like antipassives and other contrasting 
transitivity patterns with oblique obj ects , frequently suggest some degree of 
imperfectivi ty ( for example ,  duration or repetition) . The fact that Fij ian -Ca k i  
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carries such interpretations in some uses , as is also true , it  will be recal led , of 
some Gilbertese -ak i na transitives , thus can be seen to fol low directly from the act 
semantic .  
3 . 5 . 4 .  De-nomi nal and de-adjecti val trans i ti ve deri va ti on 
Reflexes of POC "'a k i  ( n i )  are employed in a number of languages to derive de­
nominal and de-adj ectival/stative transitives . For example :  
FIJ 128a . 
1 28b . 
128c . 
128d . 
TON 1 29a . 
1 29b . 
KOS 1 30 .  
1 3l .  
1 3 2 .  
1 3 3 .  
1 34 .  
MOK 1 3 5 .  
1 36 . 
1 3 7 .  
1 38 . 
1 39 .  
kuta r i tak i 'to hoe something ' « kuta r i  'hoe ' )  
wa i ta k i  'to irrigate something ' « wa i 'water ' )  
ma tatak i 'to represent someone ' « mata 'representative ' )  
I a s u tak i 'to deceive someone ' « I asu  'false ' )  
' ot ua ' a k i  ' to  worship/deify ' « ' ot ua 'God ' )  
' o l unga ' a k i  'to use as a pil low ' « ' o l unga 'pillow ' )  
e l tah l  sengse i k i hn kom 
3pl teacher- k i hn 2sg 
'They consider you a teacher ' 
Sepe e l  o l a k i hn pwepuh se  
Sepe 3sg  diaper-k i hn paper a 
'Sepe is using a piece of paper as a diaper ' 
kuht ret i ok i hn ret i o  sae 
Ipl . e  radio-k i hn radio the 
'We 're using the radio ' 
nga kahtok i hn l ohm uh I i k i  l ohm s i hk ah 
Isg pretty-k i hn house this from house my the 
'I consider this house prettier than my house ' 
k uh t  puh l a kfohnk i hn l ah e l tah l t i yae ut l aesae 
Ipl . e  stupid-k i hn COMP 3pl NEG enter left 
'We consider it stupid that they didn 't enter from the left ' 
ngoah j amank i woa l l o  
Isg father-k i man-that 
'I regard that man as a father ' 
i h  wa ran k i  pohsso 
3sg vehicle-k i boat-that 
'He owns that boat ' 
r i oa i o  p i r i n  pa i n k i  l i ho 
sibling-my-that MOD spouse-k i woman-that 
'My brother is going to marry that woman ' 
ngoah mwehuk i i noangpase 
1sg good-k i story-a-this 
'I like this story ' 
i h  apwa l k i  doadoahkko 
3sg difficult-k i  work-that 
'He found that job difficul t ' 
In Micronesian , this use of reflexes of *ak i n i  is restricted to Ponapeic and Kosraean 
and , in Fij ian , according to Geraghty ( 1978 : 255)  is the preferred derivational 
mechanism only in eastern dialects . 
In western Fij i an dialects , the preferred productive transitiviser ( for de-nominal/ 
adj ectival transitives and for other uses ) is a suffix -n i ,  which is also available 
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for de-nominal/adj ectival transitives in  standard Fi j ian (Arms 1974 : 118-119 ) , as  in : 
FIJ 140a . katon i 
140b . ma l on i  
140c . qa ton i 
l40d . d uvan i 
l40e . l asun i 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
'to 
put something in a box, to record something ' « kato 'box ' )  
put paper mulberry on something ' « ma l o  'paper mulberry ' )  
put bracelets on someone ' « qato 'brace let ' )  
poison (fish) ' « d uva 'plant name ' )  
deceive someone ' « l as u  'false ' )  
A similar formant -n derives de-nominal trans itives in Trukic and Gilbertese : 
TRU 1 41 a .  waan i 'to own (a vehicl e) , « waa 'vehicle ' )  
14 1b . semen i 'to regard/have someone as a father ' « saam 'father ')  
141 c .  paan i 'to use something as bait ' « paa 'bait ' )  
GIL 142a . ueana 'to have someone as king ' « uea 'king ' )  
14 2b . mwaena 'to use/wear something as a garland ' « mwae 'garland ' )  
142c . nanona 'to mean, to have something in mind ' « nano 'interior, meaning ' )  
We might note , further , that i n  Mokilese ( and i n  other Ponapeic l anguages so far as 
I am aware) possessive classi fiers used as the root of de-nominal transitives appear 
in an -n final form , as in examples 135 . -1 3 7 . above ( c f . MOK j amah 'his father ', 
wa rah 'his vehic le ', pah i oa 'his spouse ' ) . 
The Micronesian data suggest that the use of reflexes of PMC *ak i n i  in de-nominal 
and de-adj ectival transitive derivation is an innovation of Ponapeic/Kosraean and , 
moreover , that a suffix PMC * -n+obj was the original device used in this function . 
On the basis of the Fij ian evidence , one might want to postulate a suffix Poe *-n i in 
the same function . Such evidence ,  together with the fact that in both Fij ian and 
Polynesian it is the productive alternative of -Ca k i  that is used in de-nominal/ 
adj ectival transitive derivation ( FIJ -ta k i , TON - O ak i ) , suggests that all  such uses 
of refl exes of POC * a k i { n i )  are post-Poe innovations . 
Oceanic de-nominal and de-adj ectival transitives are governed by one of two 
semantics ; the first approximating an act semantic and the second , a cause semantic . 
In the case of de-nominal/adj ectival transitives reflecting the putative poe * -n i , 
both semantics are often found in the same language . For example :  
BAU 143a . l asun i 'to deceive ' « l as u  'false ' )  
14 3b . yagan i 'to use ' « yaga 'useful ' )  
GIL 144a . ka rak i na 'to tel l someone a story ' « karak i  'story ' )  
144b . tamana 'to treat someone as a father ' « tama 'father ' )  
The interpretation o f  the a .  examples resembles an act semantic in that the nominal/ 
adjectival root is predicated ( in a possessive or attributive relationship) of the 
sub j ect ( actor) of the derived transitive ( Dixon ' s  S=A) . Thus : 
145 . ( x  - N/A) & x act on y => x - N/A-n i  - y 
The interpretation of the b .  examples resembl es a cause semantic in that the nominal/ 
adj ectival root is predicated of the obj ect ( undergoer ) of the derived transitive 
( Dixon ' s  S=O) . Thus : 
146 . z - cause/treat (y - N/A) => z - N/A-n i  - y 
Both semantics can also be found with de-nominal/adjectival transitives reflecting 
poe *ak i  { n i l  though , on available evidence , not in a singl e l anguage . Thus , Fij ian 
derivatives in -tak i follow an act semantic ( as in example 128 . above ) , while Tongan , 
Kosraean , and Mokilese derivatives ( in - ' a k i , - k i hn ,  and - k i , respectively - see 
examples 1 29 . -1 39 . )  follow a cause semantic .  Both semantics are compatible with the 
analysis of the history of poe '�ak  i ( n  i )  presented here . I can , however ,  offer no 
account of the fact that some languages use a more conservative semantic with 
refl exes of *ak i { n i )  in this function and others a more innovative one . 
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3 . 5 . 5 .  Refl exes of *a ki ( n i )  a s  a product i ve trans i ti v i ser 
A logical final step in the evolution of the act semantic for refl exes of POC 
"'a k i  ( n i )  is the loss of its contrastive act interpretation and its development into 
a productive transitiviser . Reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i ) appear to have followed this 
course , in some of their uses at least , in Fij ian and in Marshallese . In the former , 
the -Ca k i  variant -tak i , 2 7  as already noted in sections 3 . 2 .  and 3 . 5 . 4 . ,  is a pro­
ductive device for deriving causative transitives ( in vaka- )  and de-nominal/adj ectival 
transitives . It is also used with loanwords and in lexically complex derived tran­
sitives , as in : 
FIJ 14 7a . 
147b . 
r i pea tak i 
vosavosa i ya l onatak i 
'to repair something ' 
'to murmur something to oneself ' ( vosavosa 'speak ' -
'at ' - ya l ona 'his spirit ' )  
We have hitherto assumed the regular Marshallese reflex of PMC *ak i n i  to be the 
preposition MAR kon , concerning whose properties little information is at present 
available . In a study of Marshal lese transitive morphology , however , Bender ( forth­
coming) discusses a class of verbs he terms weak thematic whose transitives are 
formed with the desinence -vk , where V is a high vowel the frontness of which is 
governed by that of the preceding vowel :  
MAR 148a . mukko 'cargo net ' 
148b . mukkouk 'to hoist something in a cargo net ' 
149 a .  t uwa 'to spear fish underwater ' 
149b . t uwa i k 'to spear something underwater ' 
1 50 a .  1 01 0  'to stick with a pointe d object ' 
1 50b . 1 01 0 i  k'Vl ol ouk 'to stick something with a pointed object ' 
MAR -vk is a productive device for deriving transitive forms from roots that are 
vowel final ( under Bender ' s  analysis , semi-consonant final) . 
Bender ( forthcoming) suggests that many items now belonging to the weak thematic 
class may in fact be reanalysed thematic transitives originally of the shape 
. . .  vk-suf , where V is high . An account of the synchronic productivity of -Vk would 
not follow were this its only source , however . Bender proposes that -vk may have 
arisen through a metathesis of an earlier *k i , a common development for minor 
category monosyllables in Marshallese ( for example ,  MAR i n  'construct particle ' < 
PMC "'n i , MAR bwe'Veb ' complementiser ' < PMC "'pwa/pwe , MAR em 'and ' < PMC '�ma , and 
MAR eok ' 2sg object ' < PMC * ko) . I f  this analysis is correct , then -vk may be a 
second Marshall ese reflex of PMC *ak i n i  that , uniquely in the Micronesian family ,  has 
developed into a productive transitivising suffix . 
One can only speculate as to the sequence of events that might have led to the 
spli t of PMC ," ak  i n i into two distinct elements in Marshallese , pre-Marshallese "' k i na 
( >  MAR kon) 2 8 and pre-Marshallese " 'k i ( >  MAR -Vk) . The irregular loss of PMC '�n in 
only the latter remains problematic under any account . The catalyst for the split 
of PMC '�ak i n i  in Marshallese and for the reanalysis of pre-Marshallese * k i  as a 
transitiviser may have been its use as a transitiviser for some inalienable nouns , 
as in : 
MAR 1 51 a .  
1 51b . 
1 51 c .  
j ema i k 'to care for someone as a father ' « j ema - 'father ' )  
wawa i k  'to use something as a vehicle ' « w a  'vehicle ' )  
naj i i k 'to treat something as a child/pet ' « naj i 'chi ld ' )  
The extension of this derivational mechanism to roots of the same (vowel-final ) 
canonical shape would , then , have been a possibl e development . The historical 
priority of the de-nominal use of -vk ( in example 1 51 . )  is not , of course , necessary 
and may in fact reflect only the synchronic productivity of the suffix . 
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3 . 5 . 6 .  Rotuman - ' � k i  
As noted in Biggs ( 1965)  the Rotuman suffix - ' �k i is  a borrowing from Polynesian , 2 9  
given that Poe * k  i s  reflected as ROT / ' /  i n  native items . In some of its occurrences 
it paral lels Tongan - ' � k i , with a refective interpretation or as a de-nominal 
transitiviser . For example :  
TON 1 52a . roo ' u i  ' � k i  'to live for ' « roo ' u i  'to live ' )  
1 5 2b .  t�ma i ' �k i  'to have as father ' « tama i 'father ' )  
ROT 1 5 3a .  mau r ' a k i  'to live for ' « ma u r i  'to live ' )  
153b . (j i fa ' � k i  'to have as father ' « (j ' fa 'father ' )  
Two o f  its uses , however , are not typical of its Polynesian source , its use in derived 
causatives and its use with statives in what Churchward terms moderative forms : 
ROT 154a . s i ag ' � k i  'to push over ' « s i g a 'to faU ' ) 
1 54b . mao ' ak i  'to lose ' « mao ' to disappear ' )  
154c . a l  ' ak i 'to ki ll ' « a l a  'to die ' )  
1 54 d .  ' i � ' �k i  'to make someone drink ' « ' i roo 'to drink ' )  
1 55a . I e l e i  ' ak i  'moderately good ' « l e l e i  'good ' )  
1 55b .  m i a ' ak i 'reddish '  « m i  ' a  'red ' )  
1 5 5c . l ua k i a k i  'somewhat short ' « I uka 'short ' )  
It is difficult to know how to interpret the causative function of Rotuman - ' �k i . 
It may reflect the fact that , at the time at which it was borrowed ,  the Polynesian 
source itself had a causative function . It seems to me more likely that this was 
not the case ; that it was borrowed from Polynesian as a serial verb and innovated in 
Rotuman as a causativiser . In any case , there does not appear to be any evidence 
avai lable that bears directly on this issue . 
While the moderative function of ROT - ' � k i  has no exact parallels elsewhere in 
Oceania so far as I am aware , it seems to me a not unlikely extension of an act 
semantic form . There are somewhat analogous uses of the causative form , under an 
act semantic ,  in Gilbertese and Tongan : 
TON 1 56 .  fakafuofua 'to estimate ' « fua 'to measure ') 
GIL 1 57 . e kaka rabwakaua n akawa 
3sg RED-CA-ski lled-tr COMP fish 
'He claims to be s kil led at fishing . ' 
in the use of the English verb ' to act ' in ' to act smart ' or ' to act sick ' , and in 
English ' ge t '  causatives : 
158a . 
158b . 
'I ki Ued him ' 
'I got him kil led ' 
Where the l atter suggests accident rather than intention . Just as act semantic 
forms can be used to mark aspectual imperfectivity , it appears that they can be used 
to express ' hedges ' of various sorts ; less than total agency , less than total cer­
tainty , and l ess than total ascription of a property . A similar function for what 
may be reflexes of *ak i { n i )  will be considered in section 6 .  
4 .  THEMAT I C  CONSONANTS WITH REFLEXES O F  POC *aki ( ni )  
In section 2 . 5 .  we argued , on the basis of the functional parallelism between 
suffixal and non-suffixal reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i ) ,  that , in contrast to the position 
held under the standard analysis , the Poe source was not a suffix but a verb , in all 
its uses , and has developed suffixal reflexes in the post-Poe period . ( Major suffixal 
and non-suffixal refl exes of poe *ak i  ( n i )  in PMC , PPN , and Fij ian are summarised in 
Figure 2 . ) 
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PMC 
Fij ian 
PPN 
Suffixal 
i )  agentless passive *-ak i 
i )  confective/refective with 
evidence of independent 
*va k i  
i i )  innovated a s  intensive 
- l ak i / - r a k i  
i i i )  innovated a s  de-N/A 
(productive) transitiviser 
- t a k i  
i )  confective/refective 
ii )  dispersive with *fe-v ,  
a n  innovation 
Non-suffixal 
i) confective/refective *ak i n i  
i i )  innovated a s  a de-N/A 
transitiviser in Ponapeic/ 
Kosraean ( 7  and Marshal lese) 
iii)  innovated as an instrumental 
marker in Ponapeic/Kosraean 
iv) innovated as a productive 
transitiviser in Marshallese 
i )  anaphoric adverb k i na 
i i )  dispersive -ya k i  with ve i -V,  
an  innovation and only recent11 
suffixed 
i )  instrumental prepositional 
verb/instrumental anaphor 
ii )  de-N/A transitiviser ' ak i  in 
Tongan , probably only recently 
suffixed 
F i gure 2 :  Major refl exes o f  poe *aki ( n i )  
The process o f  final consonant deletion in Oceanic seems to permit a delim�tation 
of the historical period at which these suffixal reflexes developed . I f  historical 
final consonants are preserved with suffixal reflexes of POC *ak i  { n i } ,  then the 
suffixation must have preceded final consonant deletion ; if they are not ,  then the 
suffixation undoubtedly fol lowed final consonant deletion . Thus , for example ,  the 
suffixation of the Gilbertese passive suffix -ak i na ,  before which historical final 
consonants are not preserved . 
This observation leads to the following paradox with respect to reflexes of Poe 
*ak i { n i } :  
i )  
i i )  
.... i i i )  
but iv) 
v) 
PMC "'a k i n i ' confective/refective ' was a verb 
PCP '�-cak i  {n i }  ' confective/refective ' was a suffix , an innovation of PCP 
POC '�a k i  { n i }  ' confective/refective ' was a verb 
final consonant deletion is evidenced in both PMC and PCP and , it is assumed , 
had taken place in the language ancestral to both 
PCP thematic consonants wi th �'-Cak i { n  i }  arose after Poe final consonants had 
been lost 
There are three possibl e resolutions of this paradox : 
a .  '�ak  i n i was in fact a suffix in the language ancestral to PMC and PCP 
b .  the thematic consonants o f  PCP '�-Cak i { n  i }  do not in fact refl ect Poe final 
consonants 
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c .  final consonant deletion did not apply in the language ancestral to PMC 
and PCP 
The first of these proposals , as already considered in section 2 . 5 . , can be  
discounted on  the grounds that were pre-PMC/PCP *ak i  ( n i )  a suffix , we  would expect it  
to be  reflected as such on  similar forms and in  similar functions . This is not the 
case . PMC *-a k i  ' agentless passive ' is not a plausible direct cognate of PCP 
"'-Cak i ( n  i )  since neither the functions nor the distribution o f  the forms are parallel 
and , moreover , the consonant preceding reflexes of PMC *-ak i ,  if any , is always 
identical to that of the corresponding primary transitive , unlike the thematic o f  
PCP "'-Ca k i ( n  i )  reflexes , which is more often than not distinct from that of related 
PCP *-c i reflexes . Given that suffixal ' capturing ' is a natural historical process 
there is  no reason to assume , in the face o f  evidence to the contrary , that , in the 
history of a given form in any given language family , it necessarily took place only 
once . 3 0 
Proposal b .  above is of greater interest . There can be little doubt that , in the 
case o f  Fij ian -Ca k i  for example , many of the thematic consonants are not historical 
in view of the widely reported observations that the majority of -Ca k i  thematics are 
distinct from the corresponding -c i  thematics ( s ixty-six percent non-correspondence 
in Arms ' ( l974)  sample) and that the -ca k i  variants are much more c losely correlated 
to particular functions than are the -c i variants . 
The origin of these non-historical consonants is problematic . One possibility 
is that they were analogised from the consonantism of -c i suffixes . Were that the 
case , however , we would perhaps expect a greater than thirty-three percent correspon­
dence between -ci  and -ca k i  forms o f  the same root and would probably not expect a 
relative ly high frequency form - 1 a k i  with no corresponding - 1  i .  The workings of 
analogy are , o f  course ,  l ittle understood and , hence , the possibi lity that it played 
a role in the development of -Ca k i  thematics cannot be ruled out . Any appeal to 
analogy remains far from satisfying , however . 
IF POC *ak i ( n i ) was a verb , as is  argued here , then the further possibility 
suggests itself that the consonantism of reflexes of POC *ak i  ( n i ) are the fossilised 
remains of POC or pre-POC prefixal verb morphology . In this regard we might note that 
it is  possible to reconstruct a prefix PAN *p ( e , a ) - ,  widely attested in western 
Austronesian , as a potential source for the thematic i n ,  for example ,  FIJ -va k i  and 
MOT -vag . The prefixes POC *ma - and * ta- have been reconstructed as ' stativisers ' in 
Pawl ey ( n . d . ) . While  this  hypothesis might hold some promise it would not be produc­
tive to pursue it at l ength here in view of the present state of our understanding 
of (pre- ) POC prefixal morphology . We will reconsider it briefly , however , in section 
6 .  
Independent of the considerations noted above , i t  remains a possibility that at 
l east some of the thematic consonants in suffixal reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i )  in 
Central Paci fic are historical final consonants (or in some way modelled thereon) 
and , further ,  that they were preserved before a following "' -ak i ( n i ) suffix , as the 
standard analysis maintains . If such a hypothesis is tenable then final consonant 
deletion must have followed the suffixation of ," a k  i ( n  i ) ,  at least in PCP . 
What emerges from this  hypothesis , however , is a second paradox : 
i )  given that '�ak i  ( n i ) was not a suffix in the language inunediately 
ancestral to both PCP and PMC 
and ii )  given that final consonants are preserved before *a k i ( n i )  in PCP , but 
not in PMC 
and iii )  given that final consonant deletion has applied in both PCP and in PMC 
then iv) final consonant deletion applied before the suffixation of '�ak i  ( n i ) in 
PMC but after it in PCP 
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This paradox can be resolved i f  we assume that final consonant deletion applied inde­
pendently at least twice after the break-up of POC , once in the history of Micronesian 
l anguages and once in the history of Central Pacific languages .  
Dempwolff ( 19 34 )  was the first to suggest that the loss o f  PAN final consonants 
was a defining characteristic ( as a shared innovation) of POC o It was later observed , 
however , that these consonants are in fact preserved in a number of western Oceanic 
l anguages .  Final consonant deletion coul d ,  then , no longer be maintained for POC , 
though it is widely accepted to be a defining characteristic of a lower-order sub­
group Eastern OCeanic .  One wonders , however , whether final consonant deletion need 
be accepted as a shared innovation for a subgroup consisting exhaustively of all the 
l anguages in which it has taken place . I would suggest ,  by contrast , that i f  we are 
to maintain the hypothesis that the thematic consonants of *-Ca k i ( n i ) forms in 
Central Pacific are historical , in the face of strong evidence that not only was 
POC *ak i ( n i ) a verb , but so was its reflex in the language immediately ancestral to 
PCP and PMC , then we must conclude that final consonant deletion took place at l east 
twice , as proposed above . 
The history of thematic consonants with reflexes of POC *ak i ( n i ) . given the 
facts of their distribution and function , is problematic even under the standard 
analysis in which the POC form is assumed to have been a suffix . Their history is , 
however ,  no less problematic under the present analysis in which the POC form is 
held to have been a verb that deve loped into a suffix independently on several 
occasions in the post-POC period . Indeed , if an account of their history in terms 
of (pre- ) POC verb morphology proves fruitful , their origin becomes less mysterious 
under the present account . 
5 .  FUNCT IONS O F  NON-OC EANIC  COGNATES 
As noted in section 2 . 3 . , Pawley ( 1973 : 122-125)  suggests that suffixes like 
the following are likely non-Oceanic cognates of POC *ak i ( n i ) :  
JAV -qaken (Ngoko -qake) 
MLY -kan ( akan - see section 2 . 3 . )  
TOB -hon�- kon�- pon 
WLO -aka 
On the basis of these forms and POC *ak i ( n i ) .  Pawley and Reid (1979 )  reconstruct PAN 
*aken . In section 2 . 3 . ,  we considered the evidence that Malay - kan and wolio -aka 
were lexical verbs at some earlier period . In the present section we will attempt 
to demonstrate that the functions served by the non-Oceanic cognates of POC *ak i ( n i ) 
considered here add support to the causative analysis of (pre- ) POC *ak i ( n i )  proposed 
in section 3 .  
JAV -qake ( n) is interpreted under a cause/refective semantic , much as postulated 
for (pre- ) POC *ak i ( n i ) . A cause semantic is  used with motion and stance verbs , as 
in : 
JAV 1 59 a .  
1 59b . 
159c . 
1 59d . 
nge l unggohake 
nangeqake 
nekaqake 
ngetoqake 
'to seat someone ' « - l unggoh 'to sit ' )  
'to set something up ' « - tang i 'to get up ' )  
'to send for someone ' « t eko ' to  come ' )  
'to put someone out ' « wet u  'to go out ' )  
but , unlike the situation postulated for (pre- ) POC , is also used with statives , as 
in : 
160a . 
160b . 
160 c .  
160d . 
ngademake 
mbodoqake 
ngedohake 
ma r�qake 
'to cool something ' « -agem 'co ld ' ) 
'to make a fool of someone ' « -bodo 'stupid ' )  
'to separate ' « -goh 'far ' )  
. 
'to fil l  someone ' « -wa req 'ful l, satisfied ' )  
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Its refective use , on available evidence , is for the most part benefactive , 
JAV 161a . ngado l ake 'to 
161b . ngakanake 'to 
161c . masagake 'to 
though , with some verbs , 
162a . ndongengake 
162b . ngerasaqake 
162c . nge rungoqake 
sell foro someone ' « -do l  ' to  sel l ' )  
give oroderos foro someone ' « - kon 'to order ' )  
cook for someone ' « -masaq 'to cook ' )  
other interpretations are found : 
'to tel l something ' « - dongeng 'to tel l ') 
' to experience something ' « - rosa 'to feel ' )  
'to listen to sometning ' « - rungu 'to hear ' )  
as 
In the fol lowing case , JAV -qake ( n )  appears to function under an act semantic :  
16 3 .  nge l a l eqak� 'to try to forget ' « - l a l  i 'to forget ' ) 
in :  
The causative/refective functions o f  MLY - kan , TOB -hon , and WLO -aka are , for the 
post par t ,  similar to those of JAV -qake ( n) : 
MLY 164 a .  
164b . 
164 c .  
164d . 
TOB 165a . 
165b . 
165c . 
165d . 
da tangkan 
t u r unkan 
murahkan 
menda l amkan 
pau l a kkon 
pasohot ton 
manad i kkon 
mama l uhon 
WLO 166a . t umb u l aka 
166b . mendeusaka 
'to cause/bring about ' « datang 'to come ') 
'to lower ' « t u r un 'to descend ' )  
'to cheapen ' « murah 'cheap ' )  
'to deepen ' « d a  I a m  'deep ' )  
'to return something ' « u l ak 'to return ' )  
'to cease something ' « sohot 'to stop ') 
'to leave someone behind ' « nad i k  'to stay ' )  
'to hit with something ' « ma I u 'to hit ' )  
'to set in ground ' « t umb u 'to come UP ' ) 
' to  forbid ' « mendeu 'unwilling ' )  
where examples 164 . -166 . are interpreted under a cause semantic ,  and 
MLY 167a . 
167b . 
TOB 168a . 
168b . 
168c . 
WLO 169a . 
169b . 
169c . 
te r tawa kan 
be l i kan 
ma rsu raehon 
manang i hon 
mau l ahon 
abaaka 
ta l) i a k i  
t u t uaka 
'to laugh at ' « t e r t awa 'to laugh ') 
'to buy for ' « bel  i 'to buy ' )  
'to quarrel over ' « s u rae 'to quarrel ' )  
'to listen to/for ' « nang i 'to hear ' )  
'to work for '  « u l a  'to work ' )  
'to inquire about something ' « aba 'toask ' )  
'to bewail something ' « ta l) i 'to cry ' )  
'to pound for someone ' « t u t u  'to pound ' )  
where examples 167 . -169 . are interpreted under a refective semantic .  
We have already noted ( section 2 . 3 . )  the use of MLY akan as a modal marking 
intention or prediction ( examples 35a . -b .  above ) . Under the standard (role marking) 
analysis of PAN ;"akan/POC '�ak i ( n  i ) ,  this function is mysterious . Although the 
nature of the semantic involved is not totally clear , it seems to me that the modal 
use of MLY akan can be better understood in terms of the same semantic governing 
such uses of English 'make ' as : 
1 70 .  ' I  make it about five mil es ' 
possibly an actor-orientation semantic parallel to some uses of Gilbertese - a k i na  
considered in section 3 . 5 . 2 .  
Although my data on this use is scant , there i s  evidence o f  a further act 
semantic interpretation of MLY -kan , parallel to the Fij ian intensive - l ak i / - r ak i , 
when used with some transitive verbs , as in : 
MLY 17la . 
1 71b . 
t u t up p i n t u  'close the door ' 
t u t upkan p i n t u  'close the door ' 
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Hopper and Thompson ( 1980 : 261 ) suggest that , in example l7lb . , "the door is more 
affected , the action is more completely carried out , or is done with more force " .  
Additional data on the construction is necessary . 
In his discussion of WLO -aka Pawley ( 1973 : 1 23 )  considers only its causative/ 
refective interpretation . He fails to note three additional functions described in 
Anceaux (1952 ) : 
i )  
i i )  
i i i )  
WLO l72a . 
l 7 2b .  
l73a . 
l 7 3b .  
l73c . 
l 74 a .  
l74b . 
l 74 c .  
ordinal derivation 
comparative marking 
temporal clause enclitic , as in : 
I i seaka 'to be first ' « ' i se 'one ' )  
l i mami aaka 'to be fifth ' « l i mam i a  'five (men) ' )  
maogeaka 
ma tauaka 
c i I akaaka 
'to be greater ' « maoge 'great ')  
'to know more ' « ma tau 'to know ' )  
'more unlucky ' « c i I aka 'unlucky ' )  
aumbaaka i kob ' u ru  . . .  
3sg-arrive-aka at graveyard 
'when it arrives at the graveyard . . .  ' 
i banuaaka . . .  
at house-aka 
'when (he is) in the house . . .  ' 
aba r i aka m i a  i daoa . . .  
many -aka person at market 
'when there were many people at the market . . .  ' 
I t  is difficult to know how to interpret these functions . The first is 
reminiscent o f  the use of reflexes o f  POC *paka- ' causative prefix ' in ordinal 
derivation in Oceanic l anguages . Both these uses may be explicabl e under an act 
semantic .  The comparative function of WLO -aka is somewhat analogous to the 
moderative use of Rotuman - I a k i , though the fine semantics of the two constructions 
are quite distinct (one implying l ess than total ascription , the other more) . The 
nature of the semantic involved remains unclear to me . 
The temporal function of WLO -aka is l ess transparently related to other 
functions of PAN *a ken/POC "'a k i  ( n i ) considered thus far . I might , however , speculate 
that such a function could have evolved from a cause semantic in the fol lowing manner : 
The assertion that a situation is caused/brought about implies , under the most 
straightforward interpretation of cause-effect assertions , that that situation holds 
at some temporal reference point . I f  the cause itself  is not mentioned , this 
impl ication nonetheless remains . It was precisely this sort of semantic change that 
gave rise to the PMC *-ak i agentless passive ( see section 3 . 4 . ) . In Wolio , it would 
appear , a similar change has given rise to a marker for temporally backgrounded 
clauses . 
6 .  PRE F I XAL REFLEXES AND THE SYNTAX OF  PRE-POC *ak; ( n; )  
Thus far we have tried to establish a case for a POC periphrastic causative 
construction of the form v- '�a k i n i , where V was intradirective and where *ak i n i  itself 
was a lexical verb . These constructions were transitive and were interpreted under 
a causative/confective or a refective semantic , depending on the inherent semantics 
of v .  One can infer that intransitive structures of the form v-1'ak i  { n } , with some 
nominal unspecified , were also possible .  ' Purely ' intransitive uses of * a k i { n i }  
appear to have been l ater innovations , concomitant with the spread of an act semantic 
for its reflexes . In the present section I want to speculate on the existence of a 
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second construction , whose form we may give tentatively as *ak i -v ,  governing an act 
semantic and , therefore , not a valency increasing device . 
The evidence for such a construction is tenuous and equivocal , and any conclusions 
drawn therefrom are , for that reason , quite speculative . The evidence in question 
involves the prefixes : 
Ponapeic ak­
Kosraean ahk­
Rotuman a ' -
' acting , feigning ' 
' causative ' 
' causative , adverbial , moderative , 3 1  
which are simi lar enough in form to *ak i { n i l and , in function , to the developments 
from '�ak i ( n i ) proposed here to suggest that they may be reflexes of the (pre-)  POC 
item . 
Ponapeic ak- derives intransitive verbs from statives under an act semantic , in 
a manner paral lel to act semantic functions of reflexes of POC *paka- considered in 
section 3 . 2 .  For example :  
MOK 1 7 5a . 
1 7 5b .  
175c .  
aks i hke i 
ak l ap l ap 
aksoh roh r 
'to feign strength ' « s i hke i 'strong ' )  
'cocky ' « l ap l ap 'important ' )  
'to adopt an independent attitude ' « soh roh r 'different ' )  
Rotuman a ' - can have a similar interpretation ( example 176 . )  and , in addition , is  
used in adverbial and ordinal/frequentative derivation ( examples 177 .  and 1 78 . , 
respectively) as , we might note , is Fij ian vaka - . It can also be used , l ike ROT 
- ' a k i , in moderative forms (with the suffix -ga - exampl e 1 79 . )  and in derived 
ca�satives ( either alone or together with - ' �k i ) . Thus : 
ROT 176a . a ' mosmose 'to feign sleep ' « mose 'to sleep ' )  
1 76b . a ' fekfeke 'to feign anger ' « feke 'angry ' )  
177a . a ' l e l e i 
177b . a ' raksa ' a  
178a . a ' rue  
178b . a ' mea ' me ' a 
179 a .  a ' m�sm?s i ga 
179b . a '  i n ' i neaga 
179c . a ' ruruaga 
180a . a ' he l e '  
1 80b . a ' raksa ' a  
'Va ' raksa ' � k i  
'we l l ' « l e I e i  'good ' )  
'badly ' « raksa ' a  'bad ' )  
'second ' « rua 'two ' )  
, for a short time ' « -mea ' )  
'sal ty in places ' « m�sm�s i 'salty ' )  
'to know in part ' « ' i  nea 'to know ' )  
'to be somewhat painful ' « ru 'painful ' )  
'to make happen '  « he I e '  'to happen ' )  
'to injure ' « raksa ' a  'bad ') 
Kosraean ahk- is the regular causative prefix in that language , functioning in the 
same manner as reflexes of PMC '�ka - in other Micronesian languages : 
KOS 1 81 . Sohn e l  ahkos akye 
John 3sg CA-limp-tr 
'John made the girl 
t uh l i h k se  
girl the 
limp ' 
As noted above , in most of their uses these prefixes fol low an act semantic . Were 
they in fact of some antiquity , then ,  they would have been in competition with POC 
* paka- ( or its reflexes ) , which they appear to have displaced in Kosraean and 
Rotuman . 
Reconciling the phonological shape of these prefixes with POC *ak i { n i l is far 
from straightforward . One would expect them to be reflexes of an intransitive form 
*a k i , with a final high front vowel . The fact that that vowel is not reflected in 
these prefixes might be attributed to regular processes of final vowel loss in the 
l anguages in question , before the forms were prefixes . However ,  it is typical for 
reflexes of POC "'a to be raised/fronted before a historical * i # ,  as in MOK -ek and 
KOS -yuhk ' passive ' (PMC *-a k i ) .  The fact that this rais ing/fronting is not attested 
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in these prefixes makes any reconciliation with an earlier *ak i  problematic . The 
shape of the prefixes suggests that , if they do in fact have a disyllabic source ,  the 
historical final vowel was more likely to have been *a . Our present understanding 
of the phonological dynamic governing prefixation is so limited that it is difficult 
to know how to interpret these observations . 
Thus , while these prefixes may refl ect  POC �'ak  i ( n  i ) , they may have a total ly 
di fferent source . A particularly appealing hypothesis is that they are the result of 
metathesis of an earlier *ka- . In the case of KOS ahk- , this analysis would account 
for the fact that PMC *ka- ' causative ' is not otherwise reflected in that l anguage . 
Under this view , however , Ponapeic ak- becomes problematic ,  since PMC *ka- is 
regularly reflected as ka- in Ponapeic . Borrowing aside , the conditions under which 
some reflexes of *ka- metathesised in Ponapeic , while others did not ,  remain totally 
opaque . I know of no arguments with any strong bearing on a metathesis interpretation 
of ROT a ' - , beyond the fact that metathesis is a wel l-attested process in that lan­
guage . We can only conclude that , whi le these prefixes may have a historical source 
common with reflexes of '�ak i ( n  i ) ,  significant problems remain in establishing a strong 
case for cognacy . 
Fol lowing the suggestion made in section 4 .  that at least some of the thematic 
consonants found with suffixal reflexes of POC '�ak i  ( n i )  in Central Paci fic have their 
source in PAN prefixal morphology , we might further speculate that some prefixes of 
the shape Ca k i - are reflexes of an earlier *a k i -v act semantic serial construction . 
Four possibl e candidates come to mind : 
i )  MOK pak- 'to contest, to do in turns , 3 2 
MOK l 82 a .  pakwa i l e l 'to have a shooting contest ' « wa i l e l  'to be a sharpshooter ' )  
l82b . pak roa i roa i 'to compare heights ' « roa i roa i ' Long, taL L ' )  
an act semantic interpretation involving reciprocity , a semantic that may be related 
to the restriction of postposed *ak i n i  to intradirectives , under which reciprocals 
also fall 
i i )  PAL b�k�- 'good at ' ( characteristic state) , an interpretation compatibl e 
with imper fective interpretations of an act semantic , as in : 
PAL l83a . 
l83b . 
l83c . 
l 83d . 
l83e . 
beke r u r t  
b�k�t unge l 
b�k�teko i 
b�k� r�o r  
b�k� tau t 
'good at running ' « r u r t  'to run ' )  
'keen sense of smeLL ' « t unge l 'smeLL ' )  
'taLkative ' « t eko i 'word ' )  
. 
'hard-working ' « u reo r 'to work ' )  
'be a good shot ' « t a u t  'to aim ' )  
i i i )  TAG pak i -�-mak i - ' polite imperative ' 
TAG l84 a .  pak i basa mo sa 
imp-read 2sg C 
'PLease read me 
ak i n  ang kuen to 
lsg C story 
the story ' 
l84b . mak i tawag ka ng doktor  pa ra sa  ak i n  
imp-caLL 2sg C doctor prep C lsg 
'PLease caLL me a doctor ' 
a not unlikely development from an act semantic 
iv) POC '�paka- ' causative ' itsel f ,  whose history has been demonstrated to have 
been closely tied to that of �'ak  i ( n  i )  . 
TWo major problems remain in reconciling these prefixes with (pre-) POC *ak i { n i ) : 
i )  a s  noted earlier , the fact that many of them suggest a final j'a ,  rather 
than a final ,', i 
i i )  the fact that the non-Oceanic forms do not show the final '� n of the 
reconstructed PAN �'aken 
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I can only suggest that a possible resolution of these problems might l i e  in PAN verb 
morphology . In the case of the first problem ,  we might appeal to a *- i /*-a suffix 
alternation , as observed in the transitive morphology of a number of Oceanic languages 
( the well-attested - i  transitiviser , and -a transitive forms found in Micronesian 
languages , standard Fij i an , and Rotuman - see Harrison 1978) . In the case of the 
second , I would suggest ( cf .  note 16)  that the final *n of the PAN reconstruction 
might not be a historical final consonant , but a suffix antecedent to the suffix POC 
"'-n i reconstructed in section 3 . 5 . 4 .  ( A  possible candidate is the suffix PAN '�-en 
' locative focus ' ,  as suggested in Harvey 1982 . )  
These suffixes , togp.ther with a monosyllabic root PAN *-ak- and PAN prefixal 
verb morphology , permit the derivation of all the forms considered here . Of course ,  
these suggestions are i n  the realm o f  rank speculation , and perhaps raise more 
questions than they answer . They do not seem to me , however , to be totally 
implausible , and I offer them in the hope that they will stimulate more thorough 
investigation of the issues raised here . 
NOTES 
1 .  I am grateful to Joel Bradshaw , Alan Dench , Paul Geraghty , Andy Pawley , and Ken 
Rehg for comments on an earlier draft of this paper . The usual disclaimers 
apply .  
2 .  The cognancy o f  the Oceanic forms o n  which this reconstruction i s  based and 
forms in western Austronesian languages like Malay has been recognised at l east 
since Kern ' s  work . 
3 .  The form "'ak  i n i is held to have appeared before obj ect pronouns and to have been 
the result of a reanalysis of an earlier *ak i n  ( PAN *aken ) , followed by the POC 
personal articl e ,', i .  In most Oceanic l anguages , the final *n was lost through 
a regular phonological process when not followed by '� i .  
4 .  Abbreviations o f  language names : 
FIJ Standard Fi j i an PTRK Proto-Trukic 
GIL Gilbertese PUL Puluwatese 
JAV Javanese ROT Rotuman 
KOS Kosraean SAM Samoan 
KWA Kwara ' ae TAG Tagalog 
MAR Marshallese TON Tongan 
MLY Malay TRU Trukese 
MOK Mokilese ULI Ulithian 
PAL Palauan WLO Wolio 
PAN Proto-Austronesian WOL Woleaian 
PCP Proto-Central Pacific 
PEO Proto-Eastern Oceanic 
PLA Pulo Annian 
PMC Proto-Micronesian 
PNG Pingelapese 
POC Proto-Oceanic 
PON Ponapean 
PPN Proto-Polynesian 
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5 .  The term serial verb construction is used here as in Foley and Olson ( to appear : 
3) to refer to ' constructions in which verbs sharing a common actor or obj ect 
are merely j uxtaposed , with no intervening conj unction ' .  
6 .  We can conj ecture that the ' semantic bleaching ' of 1'a k i  ( n i )  was concomitant with 
its restriction to serial verb constructions . Main verb reflexes of *ak i  ( n i ) 
are , to my knowledge , limited to a small number of Micronesian languages - see 
note 9 .  
7 .  This characterisation follows Anttila 197 2 : 355ff.  
8 .  The final - a  o f  the Gilbertese reflex i s  the singular NP obj ect termination . 
Other paradigm forms have - i . ( See Harrison 1 978) . The Marshallese suffix -vk , 
following Bender ( forthcoming) , is assumed to be a metathesis of an earlier "'k i  
( see section 3 . 5 . 5 . ) . 
9 .  Ponapeic languages have a main verb k i - ,  obligatorily carrying a directional or 
other verbal enclitic , and interpreted as 'to give '3 'to take '3 'to move '3 
depending on the enclitic selected : 
MOK k i oang 'to give ' 
k i h l a  'to take ' 
k i hd i  'to leave behind ' 
k i hpene 'to gather ' 
While it is more than likely that Ponapeic k i - is a reflex of PMC ,', ak i n i ,  its 
limited distribution as a main verb suggests that it may be an innovation of 
Ponapeic . 
1 0 .  I n  western Trukic , however , reflexes o f  PMC *ak i n i  are found after reflexes of 
the complementiser PMC '�pwa/'�pwe , as in example ' 24  below . This construction 
appears to be limited to western Trukic . Relevant data on the syntax of MAR 
kon is not available . 
1 1 . KOS kuhn is a morphophonemic variant of k i hn .  
1 2 .  In Gilbertese , only final short high vowel s  immediately preceded by nasals have 
been del eted . In western Trukic l anguages like Woleaian and Pulo Annian short 
final vowel s  are devoiced only . 
1 3 .  Other functions will  be considered in sections 3 . 5 . 3 . - 3 . 5 . 5 .  
1 4 . The term intradirecti ve is adapted from Wilson ( 1973 )  who , as reported in 
Pawley ( 1 97 3 : 126) , uses it for a class of verbs in Hawaiian (motion and stance 
verbs ) in which , in Pawley ' s  terms , the same actant is both actor and experi encer . 
Predicates of this sort are cardinal intradirectives . It is likely that the 
remaining predicate classes here termed ' intradirective ' (perception and 
cognition predicates , ' life force ' predicates , communication predicates and 
' executive ' predicates) are somewhat more subtly related to cardinal intradirec­
tives , in terms of a more accurate and detailed taxonymy of predicate semantics , 
than is suggested here . It is impossible to undertake such an analysis within 
the confines of the present study , however , significant classes of non-intra­
directive predicates , under the characterisation used here , include processes 
like ' closing ' or 'breaking ' ,  actions like ' hitting ' or ' throwing ' ,  which are 
typically controlled/maintained by an entity distinct from that ' c losed ' ,  
' broken ' ,  ' hit ' ,  or ' thrown ( at) ' ,  and states like (non-transitives ) 'bigness ' ,  
' redness ' ,  or ' length ' ,  which are neither controlled nor in any sense consciously 
maintained . These classes wil l  be considered in more detail in section 3 . 1 .  
1 5 .  Some motion verbs are , i n  a sense , telic , i n  that they focus on the termination 
of the motion activity ; for example ,  English a r r i ve or Gilbertese roko 'come ' ,  
which could b e  characterised a s  punctual . Note that the end point focussed on , 
in terms of the single obligatory nominal ,  is the termination of the motion and 
not the arrival at some goal . 
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1 6 .  The term ' causative ' i s  used here to refer to a morpho syntactic construction , a 
derivative with a reflex of POC "'paka- or , in a context to be specified below , 
POC *v- a k i ( n i )  constructions and some of their reflexes . Though the term 
suggests a particular semantic interpretation (here termed the cause seman tic 
see below) , this is not a necessary interpretation of these forms . Although 
misleading in this respect ,  the term ' causative ' is retained in the following 
discussion for want of a better alternative . 
1 7 .  Arms characterises the category adjective i n  terms o f  the intersection o f  such 
properties as stative semantics , NP internal occurrence ,  and exclusively 
causative transitive forms . The validity of such a category is i rrelevant here . 
1 8 .  I t  has been obj ected (Bradshaw , personal communication) that a periphrastic 
causative construction with the order verb-aux , as opposed to aux-verb , is 
unlikely . I take the substance of Bradshaw ' s  obj ection to be not that the 
order verb-aux is to be rul ed out on typological grounds in a VO language like 
POC , since such structures underlie Oceanic verb-directional « motion verb) 
constructions . Rather , a periphrastic causative of this sort appears to violate 
some principle of natural serialisation whereby events are serialised in the 
order in which they occur ( action-goal , cause-effect , etc . )  and not ,  in the case 
at issue , in the order effect-cause . 
If POC *ak i ( n i )  was a verb , as claimed here , it is likely it was a P-verb , 
given the agentless passive reflex of v- "'ak i in PMC ( see section 3 . 4 . ) . An 
appropriate gloss for intransitive POC "'a k i  is , thus , 'caused (by) ' .  Underlying 
P-verb (process )  semantics is a more general patient/result/effect prominence .  
I f  this orientation extended beyond the syntax and semantics o f  individual verbs , 
as manifest in their choice of intransitive subj ect , to the structure of complex 
cause-effect constructions , then it seems to me not unlikely that the effec t 
should be treated as more prominent than the cause and , therefore , coded in the 
more prominent first position . 
I regard Bradshaw ' s  obj ection as a signi ficant one to which I have already 
given a rudimentary response here . Its implications , I feel , go beyond the 
analysis of the construction in question and would require a separate paper to 
answer ful ly .  
19 . Jacobs ( 1 9 76 )  suggests that some Trukic languages may allow an overt agent with 
reflexes of PMC '�-ak i . 
20 . In section 3 . 5 . 4 .  we reconstruct a non-thematic transitivising suffix POC '� -n i .  
If this formant proves to be reconstructible for PAN ( see section 6 ) , we might 
then propose an earlier *ake/'�a k i , transitivised by *-n i . 
2 1 .  Under a cause semantic the actor o f  a v-*ak i n i  serial construction for motion 
and stance verbs is not referentially identical with that of V, i . e .  the one 
who seats someone is not the one who sits . Once a confective semantic becomes 
established for such constructions , the two actors in question are referential ly 
identical - see Figure 1 .  
2 2 .  In Kosraean , the preposition k e  i s  used to mark instruments i n  transitive 
clauses : 
KOS pahpah e l  pa t i hkyac os ra soko ke acmuhr  se 
father 3sg hit-down nail the with hammer a 
'Father hit the nail with a hammer ' 
Its source is not clear . Unlike typical "'ak i n  i reflexes ( for example KOS k i hn )  , 
it occurs freely in positions separated from the main predi�ate of the clause in 
which it occurs . Pro-complements o f  ke are marked by nominal possessive 
suffixes , rather than by verbal obj ect pronouns . Whatever its source ,  and 
possible relationship to *ak i n i  at some greater time depth , it does not appear 
to be a reflex of PMC "'ak  i n i . 
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2 3 .  Instruments are marked in Gilbertese by the preposition n :  
GIL e orea te kamea 
3sg hit-tr art dog 
'He hit the dog with 
n te ka i 
with art stick 
a stick ' 
In Trukic , available evidence suggests that reflexes of the prepositional verb 
PTRK *ngan i ( originally a verb 'to give ' )  mark instruments : 
TRU John e awa ta Ma ry ngen i ef6ch 
John 3sg hit Mary with a 
'John hit Mary with a stick ' 
w66k 
stick 
No examples are available to me from Marshall ese . 
24 . The non-instrumental anaphor in the Polynesian languages in question is  a 
reflex of PPN * i -a i  ( see Chapin 19 74 ) , cognate with the PMC anaphoric adverb 
'� i a i . 
2 5 .  Most informants are uncomfortable with intransitive ( oblique complement) coding 
for this verb ; that i s ,  noo n NP , though not to the point of jUdging such 
codings ungrammatical . 
26 . No similar contrasts between clauses with reflexes of PMC *a k i n i  and other , 
transitive or intransitive , clause types have been reported for other Micronesian 
languages . One wonders , however , whether such contrasts may in fact exist ,  as 
in the following Kosraean examples : 
KOS Sepe e l  
Sepe 3sg 
'Sepe is 
engank i hn wan i hs r  sac 
happy - k i hn parcel the 
happy with the parcel ' 
Sepe e l  engan ke wan i hs r  sac 
'Sepe is happy because of the parcel '  
2 7 .  FIJ - tak i accounts for forty percent o f  the -Cak i  forms listed i n  Arms ( 1974 ) . 
Whil e  most of its occurrences are as a productive transitiviser in the senses 
described here , it can also be found in confective/refective and intensive 
functions . 
2 8 .  MAR kon , apart from its failure to reflect the initial syllable o f  PMC "'ak i n i , 
is a regular reflex of the third singular NP obj ect form of that verb ( see 
Harrison 19 78 and Harrison 1977 : 208 fn . 2 ) . 
29 . possible direct refl exes of POC 1'ak  i ( n  i )  in Rotuman will be considered in 
section 6 .  
30 . Several examples from Micronesia of the identical form ' captured ' as a suffix 
at different times in the history of related languages or , in a few cases , more 
than once in the history of the same language , are discussed in Harrison 1977 , 
1978 . 
31 . ROT a ' - ,  unl ike ROT - ' � k i  and Rot fak- which have been indirectly inherited 
from Polynesian , shows the direct glottal stop reflex of POC "' k .  Some Rotuman 
forms show a fossilised prefix ' a k- ,  as in ' ak l a l � i  'cautious ly ' and ' ak l o ' � k i  
'to coil/fo ld roughly ' ( c f . l o ' u  'to fold/bend ' ) , whose origin is  uncl ear . It 
may or may not be a conservative form of ROT a ' - .  In poetic style this prefix 
has the form ' aka - .  I f  related to a ' - ,  then these forms may have some bearing 
on the historical shape of the prefix in question ; if of  Polynesian or some 
other origin , they have littl e bearing on the issue . 
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32 . Compare PUL -ppak�-ppa kuw , a suffix marking simultaneity : 
PUL fee r i ppakuw 'to do at the same time ' 
yapahappakuw 'to talk at the same time ' 
fay i l i ppak 'to go side by side ' 
If the Puluwatese suffix and the Mokilese prefix are in fact cognate ,  as both 
their form and meaning strongly suggest , then their distinct syntax further 
suggests that they arose from an earlier non-affixal form . 
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1 .  THE PHENOMENON 
VAR I AT I ON OF VERB- I N I T I AL CONSONANTS 
I N  SOME EASTERN OCEAN I C  LANGUAGES 
D . S .  Wal sh 
The phenomenon under consideration consists of syntactically conditioned 
variation of the initial consonant phoneme in some verb forms in a number of Eastern 
Oceanic languages . ! The pattern and conditions of this variation , stated in general 
terms , are as follows : for a specifiable pair of consonant phonemes ( Cl and C2) in 
a given language , one member (C2)  occurs verb-form initially when the form in 
question is in a context which is syntactically marked for a specifiable minority 
subset of the language ' s  total range of tense/aspect/mood features ,  whil e  the other 
member ( Cl )  occurs in all other contexts . This latter member ( Cl )  is  here regarded , 
because of its wider distribution , as being the dominant member o f  the pair and as 
indicating the synchronically basic phonemic manifestation of the verb form in which 
it occurs . 
2 .  THE EV I DENCE 
The quality of the evidence ranges from inference on the basis of brief state­
ments about consonant variation in particular languages to systematic and detailed 
description of patterns of verb-form-initial consonant variation supported by 
exampl es . 
The evidence is presented in chronological order of appearance of the various 
sources , an order which corresponds broadly with a progression from one extreme of 
the quality range to the other . 
The languages for which evidence is cited are all from the central and northern 
regions of vanuatu ( formerly the New Hebrides ) .  The locations for these languages 
are as follows : Arnbrym - north-west Arnbryrn ; Apma - central Pentecost/Raga/Arag ; 
Fate - Efate ; Lobaha - north-east Aoba/Lepers ' Island ; Nguna - Nguna/Montagu Island ; 
Raga - north Pentecost/Raga/Arag ; Sesake - Effiae/Three Hills Island . 
2 . 1 . Ev i denc e from Codri ngton ( 1 885 ) 
2 . 1  . 1 . Raga 
This description of Raga was based on data from some native speakers with whom 
Codrington had contact on Norfolk Island and on some biblical and liturgical texts 
translated into Raga from Mota by a Mota speaker for whom Raga was a second language . 
Arnran Halim , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third Int erna tional Conference on Aus tronesian Linguis tics , vol . l :  
Currents in Oceanic , 231-242 . Pacific Lingui stics , C-74 , 1982 . 
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The relevant data are as fol lows : 
d is somet imes pure d ,  sometimes nd . The same person will 
use both t and d indifferently in the same word , but the same 
will not use both d and nd . 
b is sometimes pure , sometimes rnb ;  the same person will not 
use both , but the same person will use p ,  b ,  v ,  indifferently , 
either according to fancy , or by association with neighbouring 
sounds , pev, bev, or vev .  These variations of . . . .  d and nd,  
b and rnb ,  are individual , or belong to famil ies or groups ; they 
are not local and dial ectical . But the variation is so frequent 
and characteristic that words must be spoken and written 
indifferently with . . . .  t and d, p, b, and v . . . .  ( 4 3 2 ) . 
In the light of a later phonemic analysis (Walsh 1966 : 1 2-16) Codrington appears 
to have been hearing variation between Ibl [ b  � p � mb J and Ivl and between Idl 
[ d  � nd J and It/ . He does not state that the variation was confined to verb-form-
initial 
bev, or 
sits ' J "  
( 4 3 7 )  . 
be made 
2 . 1 . 2 .  
position , but the few examples he provides do have this feature , viz . "pev, 
vev [ 'say ' J" (4 32) , "nam dogo I sit ,  gom dogo thou si ttest . . . .  ma dogo [ 'he 
( 4 36 )  and "nom hagav vi togo al umai let thy mercy rest [ i . e .  'sit ' J  upon us " 
No effective positive inference as to any conditioning for this variation can 
from Codrington ' s  data . 
Ambrym 
This brief descriptive sketch was based on a very small corpus of written 
material , and was "not put forth as correct , but as giving an interpretation which 
is probable " .  (450) . 
The relevant data are as fol lows : 
The language is characterized by the indifferent use of 
certain Consonants , f, b, v, p ,  and n [ Q J ,  g . . . .  ( 4 50 ) . 
The indifferent use of p ,  b ,  v ,  f ,  has been noticed , and 
the constant change of one for the other has to be calcul ated 
on in interpreting the words . ( 4 50 )  . 
. . . .  t and r are used indifferently in some words , as ro 
and to . To strengthen r ,  d = nd is frequently prefixed to i t ;  
the words , therefore , to, ro , dro , are forms of the same . . . .  
( 4 50 )  . 
These [ auxil iary J Verbs are 1 .  ro = to to sit , stay , remain ; 
2 .  ho also to remain ; 3 .  va to go . . . .  ro becomes dro ; and v 
changes to b ,  p ,  f .  ( 4 54 ) . 
The most that can be inferred here is that Codrington detected , in his written 
sources , variation among p ,  b ,  v and f ,  between n and g ,  and between t ,  r and d r  
variation which , in his few examples , is confined to verb- form-initial posi tion . No 
inference can be made as to any conditioning for this variation . 
2 . 1 . 3 .  Sesake 
This description was based on Patteson ' s  1866 vocabulary and phrase-book . 
Codrington considered that "Bishop Patteson was wel l  acquainted with the Sesake 
language " and that "In any work of Bishop Patteson ' s  at any rate correct rendering 
of sounds may be depended on , and the sentences he has given are written with a fair 
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colloquial knowledge of the language . "  ( 4 59 ) . 
The relevant data are as follows : 
The change of Consonants , within certain limits , in this 
language is characteristic , as of k and g [ 1) 9 J ,  t and d . . . . 
( 4 59-460) . 
. . . .  The three sounds [ k , 9 and g J interchange ; a word is 
indifferently sounded with g or g, k or g, goroi and goroi 
wi fe, kina u and ginau I .  
There is  also an interchange of d and t ;  t u  and du to 
sit . . . .  
The change of p and v is continual , pasa and vasa to 
speak . . . .  the change is even made in on e sentence , tava varau 
e para u qia high hill is high indeed . Sometimes , at l east , p 
is strengthened by m ,  mpul a ,  mpurapura ; b is  always mh . "  ( 460) . 
Prefixes; --- l .  Causative , vaka or paka ; ma uri to live , 
pakama uri to save alive ; da u ta u  white , pakada uta u  to whiten . . . .  
(465 )  . 
A uxiliary Verbs . . . .  They are du , t u ,  to stand , to , do , to 
sit , to abide , pa , va , to go . (465) . 
The variation of t and d ,  p and v ,  which Codrington here describes is , in terms 
o f  his few examples , confined to verb-form-initial position . It is not clear whether 
or not the total range of variation among k ,  9 and g includes verb-form-initial 
position . No syntactic conditioning for consonant variation can be effectively 
inferred from the Sesake data provided by Codrington . 
2 . 1 . 4 .  Fate 
This brief description was "compiled from a translation of the Gospel of St . 
Luke printed in 1877 . It makes therefore no pretension to completeness or accuracy , 
but is useful for comparison . In order to avoid confusion the orthography is here 
accommodated to that of the other languages represented ; with some mistakes 
probably " . ( 4 71 ) . 
The relevant data are as follows : 
. . . .  d is not used ; t alone represents the sound , which is 
sometimes strengthened by n,  e ntano on the ground ; t also 
strengthens r ;  ra trua they two , for rarua , in tra blood , for 
in ra . . . •  p is not used , nor v ;  it may be conjectured that the 
sound sometimes v ,  sometimes b ,  somtimes p ,  in Sesake , is here 
symbolized by one character , b ;  this changes with f ,  bisa or 
fisa to speak . ( 4 71-4 72) . 
I f  Codrington ' s  ' normalisation ' of his Fate orthography is borne in mind , it  
can here be inferred that there may have been variation between t and d and among 
p ,  b and v .  Nothing can be inferred as to position or conditioning o f  any such 
variation . 
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2 . 2 .  Evi denc e from Ray ( 1 926)  
2 . 2 . 1 . Nguna 
This description was based on a relatively extensive corpus of trans lated 
bibl ical and l iturgical material . 
The relevant data are as follows : 
3 .  INTERCHANGE OF SOUNDS . Those found are between g and k ,  
p and v ,  d and t ,  p [ described b y  Schutz ( 1969 : 1 5) a s  ' a  bi labial 
lenis implosive stop with varying degrees of labialization ' ] and 
w ,  d and r .  The changes appear to have no grammatical signification . 
( 204 ) . 
33 . CAUSATIVE . The causative prefix is paka , vaka . A short 
form pa is also used : pakavuro , vaka vuro , to fill (pura , ful l )  . . . .  
vakasus u ,  pakasusu ,  to suckle , nurse ( s us u ,  breast , to suck) ; 
vagani , to feed (gani , kani to eat) . . .  . 
34 . RECIPROCAL AND REFLEXIVE . . . .  Some verbs have a prefix 
pi , vi which appears to be similar to the Fij i reciprocal vei : 
dua , tua ,  to give ; pi tua , vi tua , to give up . . . .  ( 212 ) . 
Despite Ray ' s  opinion that the variation within certain pairs of consonants 
appeared to have no grammatical signification , it is apparent from his example s ,  
vide s upra and "lX>a , roa , to turn round . . . .  Vasa , pasa , to say " ( 213)  and "dika , 
tika , to lack " ( 214 ) , that the p and v ,  t and d ,  and d and r variations do occur 
verb-form-initially . 
2 . 3 .  Ev i dence from I vens ( 1 937-39 and 1 9 39-42)  
2 . 3 . 1 . Raga ( 1 9 37-39 )  
This description was based on a relatively extensive corpus o f  translated 
bibl ical and liturgical material and on a manuscript dictionary . 
The relevant data are as follows : 
3 .  Consonantal changes in verbs . There are two main 
consonantal changes which occur frequently in the texts : 
( 1 )  initial t to d ;  ( 2) initial v to b . 
. Examples of ( 1 )  are : to , do ' to stand ' ,  'be ' ;  togo, 
doge ' to abide ' ,  ' dwell ' ;  tal tal e,  dal tale ' to be foolish ' ;  
tahul i ,  dahul i ' to hide ' ; tabe, dabe ' to make a free gift ' ,  
' to love ' ;  tai , dai ' to chop ' ; t uruturui , durudurui ' to be 
wise ' ,  ' subtle ' .  This latter word shows a medial change of 
consonant as well . An analysis of the changes shows that 
they occur when the consonants d, k, ngg, 1 ,  m, n immedi-
ately precede . Instances occur of the retention of the 
original consonant where one would expect a change : tanon togo­
togo ' a  dwelling place ' ,  gin tovtovo ' with the measure ' .  
[ It should be noted that neither tovtovo nor togotogo are 
functioning as verbs in these examples . ] 
Examples o f  ( 2 ) are : ve , vev, be, bev ' to speak ' ,  ' j udge ' ;  
vano , bane ' to go ' ,  ' onward ' ,  'beyond ' ;  vora , bora ' to be 
born ' ,  ' to be ' .  The changes occur when the consonants b ,  d ,  
k ,  1 ,  m, n ,  t immediately precede ; a variation i s  seen in 
gi tol van ' go ye ( three) " gida van ' let us go ' .  It would 
appear that d is preferred to t and b to v, even without the 
influence of a certain preceding consonant . 
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That one is  j ustified in speaking of the t and v forms as 
being basic in the above mentioned changes appears from the fact 
that the words in question appear in the t and v forms in other 
Melanesian languages ; also that the changes do not usually take 
place in the second member in cases where redupl ication occurs . 
( 7 35-736 )  . 
Causative . The causative prefix is va , (ba) , vava : ma te 
' to die ' ,  vama te, bama te ' to kill ' . . . . ( 748) . 
Ivens , then , has detected that variation between t and d ,  and between v and b ,  
does occur verb- form initially i n  his data , and he considers these variations to be 
phonologically conditioned . 
2 . 3 . 2 .  Lobaha ( 1 939 -4 2 )  
This description was based o n  a corpus of translated biblical and liturgical 
texts . 
The relevant data are as follows : 
5 .  There is  an interchange of consonants , in a small degree ,  
similar to what obtains in Lam . [ i . e .  Lamalanga , the name of a 
Raga-speaking village ] :  e . g .  k to g [ velar fricative ] ,  kal ikel i ,  
galigel i ,  to deceive ; v to b [ mb ] after a preceding v ,  or after 
h, m, n: vava to give birth to , vi ba va na maresu , she shall bring 
forth a son [but cf . "vi vora , he shall be born again "  ( 3 56) ] ;  
ra he bababa te tau , they had not yet borne children ; vora , bora , 
to become ; vava , ba va , to speak [ but cf . "gon veve , speak ! "  ( 357 ) ] . 
( 34 7 )  . 
Ivens indicates here that his Lobaha data manifest , to some extent at l east , 
patterns of consonant variation verb-form initially which resemble those he has 
described for Raga , and , as with the Raga case , he considers these variations to be 
phonologically conditioned . 
2 .4 .  Ev i dence from SchUtz ( 1 969 ) 
2 . 4 . 1 . Nguna 
�his description is based on a corpus of informant-derived grammatical data ( 3 ) . 
The articulatory values of the Nguna consonant phonemes are summarised as 
follows ( 1 3 ) : 
labial dental velar 
stops p 15 t k 
spirants v 5 
nasals m iii n 9 
lateral 
glides w r 
1151 is described as "a bilabial l enis implosive stop with varying degrees of 
labialization " ( 1 5 ) , and It I has voiced and voiceless allophones "in free fluctuation , 
except in those environments described for the morphophonemic alternation between 
certain consonant pairs " .  ( 14 ) . 
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The relevant data on consonant variation are as follows : 
1 . 4 Morphophonemic alternation of initial consonants 
Four pairs of consonants show word-initial al ternation : v, p; 
w, p; k, g; and r, t. The second of each pair occurs under 
the fol lowing conditions : 
( 1 )  Directly after all of the set of verbal-pronoun 
markers : 
Base Secondary Form 
vano ' go ' e pano ' He goes . '  
warua 'big ' eu Parua ' They ' re big . ' 
kani ' eat ' a ganikani ' I  eat . ' 
rogo ' hear ' ku togo ' You hear . ' 
( 2 ) Within this construction , any tense or aspect marker can be  
inserted between the verbal-pronoun marker and the verb , except 
pa imperative , ga intentional , and pe ' i f ' ,  which require the base 
form . 
Pa vano ' Go !  ' 
a ga vano ' I 'm going . '  
e pe vano ' if he goes ' 
Transformed verb phrases modifying nouns . . . .  take the base form; 
those modifying verbs take the secondary form . 
The voiceless and voiced allophones of It  I pattern l ike the 
above pairs of consonants , with [ d ] occurring as the secondary form . 
Some bases with k- do not change to g-, for example :  
e kiiki ' It ' s  small . '  
e kasua ' It ' s  strong . ' ( 21-22 ) . 
When this description of the pattern and conditioning o f  consonant variation is 
considered in conj unction with the section on the verb phrase ( 24-40 ) , it is apparent 
that the variation occurs only verb- form initially , and that the secondary form , 
which has initial C2 ( ref . Section 1 .  s upra) ,  occurs in a context range which is 
syntactically marked for a specified minority subset of the total number of verb­
marking possibilities , while  the base form , which has initial Cl , occurs in all  
other contexts . 
2 . 5 . Evi dence from Wa l sh 
2 . 5 . 1 . Raga 
This account is based on a description of Raga phonology and phrase structure 
(Walsh 1966 ) and a l exical card file of about 8 , 000 entries (Walsh and Leona n .d . ) , 
both of which are informant derived . 
The articulatory values of the consonant phonemes are summarised below (V  
voicing , L = labio-velarisation , P = homorganic pre-nasalisation) : 
BILABIAL LABIODENTAL LABIOVELAR ALVEOLAR VELAR PHARYNGEAL 
STOPS 
-V t k 
+V d 
±V b 
+V+L bw 
+V+P 9 
FRICATIVES 
-V 5 h 
±V v 9 
±V+L vw 
BILABIAL 
NASALS 
+V m 
+V+L rnw 
TRILL 
+V 
LATERAL 
+V 
SEMI-VOWEL 
+V 
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LABIODENTAL LAB IOVELAR ALVEOLAR VELAR PHARYNGEAL 
n 
r 
w 
The pairs from among these phonemes whose members ( Cl and C2) are involved in 
syntactically conditioned morphophonemic variation verb-form initially are : /v / 
and fbi , /vw/ and /bw/ , / t/ and /d/ , /g/ and /g/ . Three of these pair members -
fbi , /bw/ and /d/ - have phonologically conditioned homorganically pre-nasalised 
allophones . 2 
Any verb base form that occurs un-prefixed and un-reduplicated with an initial 
Cl from any of these pairs will have that initial consonant in all contexts except : 
(a )  those in which it is directly preceded by the action-in-progress marker ; (b )  
those in which it is  preceded by any verb-aspect marker ± hay ' negation ' + mom 
'sti ll, yet '; ( c) those in which it is preceded by ba ' verb ligature ' when the verb 
preceding ba is in a context marked for action-in-progress . In any o f  these three 
contexts the verb base form in question will have the appropriate C2 as initial 
consonant .  For example , vane � bane 'go ' occurs as bane after ( a )  - m  � rnwa � -¢ 
' action-in-progress '  ( n a -m bane 'I go ', mwa bane 'he/she/it goes ', ra-m bano or 
ra-¢ bane 'they go ' ) ; (b) + verb-aspect marker ± hay + mom (mwa mom bane 'he/she/it 
sti ll  goes ', ra-m hay mom ban (e) tehe 'they are not sti l l  going ', g i -n hay mom ban (o)  
tehe  'you (pl )  did not sti l l  go ' ) ; and ( c) + action-in-progress marker + verb + ba  
( ra-m doma re ba  bano 'they arise and go ' ) , and occurs as  vane in all  other contexts . 
The rule which has j ust been described for simple verb base forms appl ies also 
to complex multimorphemi c forms that can occur with initial Cl , viz . ( a )  wholly or 
partly reduplicated Cl � C2 initial led verb bases ; (b)  va- ' causative ' + verb base ; 
( c ) v i - ' reciprocal ' + verb base ; ( d) Cl � C2 initialled simple  verb base form or 
reduplicated verb form + -ana � -na ( 1 )  3 ' impersonal/ "passive " trans formative , 4 ;  
( e )  Cl � C2 initialled simple verb base or reduplicated verb form + -ana � -na ( 2 )  3 
' gerund formative ' ;  ( f ) Cl � C2 initialled simple verb base form or reduplicated verb 
form + - va ' nominaliser ' .  Some examples of these types of multimorphemic form are : 
( a )  na-m ban-vano 'I keep on going, I am continua lly going ', na-n van -vano 'I used 
to keep on going, I went continually ', a tat  van -vane 'man who is always "missing '' ', 
ra -m du-tunu  'they are cooking on hot stones ', ra-n t u - t unu  'they cooked on hot 
stones ' ( cf .  t unu  � dunu  'burn ' ) ; (b )  n a -m ba- l a l a-e 'I make it wi ld ', na-n va- l a l a-e 
'I made i t  wi ld ' ( c f .  l a l a  'be wi ld ') , ra -m ba-me r u  waga huahua 'they cause (the) 
canoe to sink ', ra-n va-mo r u  waga huahua 'they caused (the) canoe to sink ' ( cf .  mo r u  
'sink ' ) ; ( c )  ra-m b i -van-vane 'they are going i n  all  directions ', r a - n  v i -van- vano 
'they went in all directions ' ( cf .  vano � bane 'go ' ;  ( d) rnwa bwe ru-ana na ga i ' ( the) 
stick is bent double ', n u  vwe ru-ana na ga i ' (the) stick was bent doubl e ' ( c f .  vwe ru 
� bwe ru  'bend double ') ; (e)  no-gu vano-ana 'my going ' ( c f . vano � bano 'go ' ) ;  ( f ) 
ga-k ( u) t u - t unu-va 'my food that has been cooked on hot s tones ' ( cf . t u - t un u  � du-t unu 
'cook on hot stones ' )  . 
While  any verb base form that occurs with an initial Cl in some contexts will 
occur with an initial C2  in other contexts as described above , there are some verb 
base forms that occur with an initial C2 in all contexts ( e . g .  b u t e  'disembark ', 
bwa l o  'fight ', dada 'look up ', ge l es i  'carry hanging from hand ' ) . There are also , 
of course , many verb base forms that occur with an initial consonant other than one 
that is involved in a Cl � C2 pairing , and there are some that occur with an initial 
vowel . 
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2 . 5 . 2 .  Apma 
This account is based on a brief informant-derived description of Apma phonology 
and core grammar and a vocabulary of about 1 , 600 entries (Walsh , Bul e  and Tabi n . d . )  . 
The articulatory values of the consonant phonemes are summarised below (V  
voicing , L = labio-velarisation) : 
STOPS 
-V 
+V 
±V 
+V+L 
FRICATIVES 
-V 
+V 
NASALS 
+V 
+V+L 
TRILL 
+V 
LATERAL 
+V 
SEMI-VOWEL 
+V 
BILABIAL 
b 
bw 
v 
m 
mw 
LAB IOVELAR ALVEOLAR VELAR PHARYNGEAL 
t 5  k 
d 9 
5 h 
n n 
r 
w 
The pairs from among these phonemes whose members (Cl and C2) are involved in 
syntactically conditioned morph0j'honemic variation verb-form initially are : Iv I 
and Ibl (before lal , lei or I i i ) , Iwl and Ibl (before /01 or lu/) 6 ,  Iwl and Ibwl 
(before la/ , lei or l i / ) 6 ,  I kl and Ig/ . Three of these pair members - Ib/ , Ibwl 
and Igl - have phonologically conditioned homorganically pre-nasalised allophones . 7 
The range and quality of the data available for Apma are much more limited than 
is the case for Raga . All that can be said at present is that any verb base form 
that occurs un-prefixed and un-reduplicated with an initial Cl from any of these 
pairs directly after the completed-action marker - t  � te will occur with the 
appropriate initial C2 when directly following the action-in-progress marker -m � mwa 
� ¢ . 8 Some examples are : n a - t  van 'I went ', te  van 'he/she/it went ', na-m ban 'I 
go '; te veb 'he/she/it said ', ra- t veb 'they said ', na-m beb 'I say '; ra -t  v i nh i  
'they thought ', ra-m b i nh i  'they think '; t e  woo 'he/she/it was born ', ra-m boo 'they 
are born ';  ra- t  wu l k i  'they counted ', na-m b u l k i  'I count '; ra -t  waha 'they broke . . .  ', 
n a -m bwaha 'I break . . . '; te weewee 'he/she/it was fuZZ ', na-m bweewee 'I am ful l '; 
ra - t  w i h  'they stooped . . .  ', na-m bw i h  'I stoop . . .  '; ra- t  ke t 'they lied ', na-m g e t  
' I  lie ', t e  kan i dam 'he/she/it ate yam ', mwa gan i dam 'he/she/it i s  eating yam ' .  
The rule described above for simpl e verb base forms applies also to  complex 
mul timorphemic verb forms that can occur with an initial Cl , viz . (a) wholly or 
partly reduplicated Cl � C2 initial led verb bases ; (b) Cl � C2 initialled simple 
verb base or reduplicated verb form + -an ( 1 )  ' impersonal/"passive " trans formative , ; 4 
( c )  Cl � C2 initial led simple verb base or reduplicated verb form + -an ( 2 ) ' gerund 
formative ' .  Some examples of these types of multimorphemic form are : ( a )  te  va l -
va l  too 'he/she/it walked with legs spread apart ', na-m ba l -va l too 'I walk with legs 
spread apart ' ( c f .  va l too � ba l too 'stand with legs spread apart ' ) ; te  w i r i -w i r i  
'he/she splashed water on face repeatedly ', na -mwa bw i r i -w i r i  'I splash water on face 
repeatedly ' ( c f .  w i r i  � bw i r i  'splash water on face '; t e  kaha- kahaabe 'it (ref . bird) 
went from branch to branch ', mwa gaha-kahaabe 'it ( re f .  bird) goes from branch to 
branch ' ( cf . kahaabe � gahaabe 'go from one tree or branch to another without 
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touching ground '; (b )  te v i l i s -an . . .  'was paddled . . .  ', ¢ b i l i s -an . . .  'is paddled . . .  ' 
( c f .  v i I i  s '" b i I i  s 'paddle (v) ' ) ; te wut-an . . .  'was trusted . . .  " ¢ but-an . . .  'is 
trusted . . .  ' ( cf . wut '" but  'trust ' ) ; te ko ro-an na ma teete 'fow l (s )  was/were dr>iven 
away ', mwa goro-an na ma teete 'fowl (s) is/are dr>iven away ' ( c f . ko ro '" goro 'dr>ive 
away '; te kan-an na dam 'yam was eaten ', mwa gan-an na dam 'yam is being eaten ' 
( cf . kan i '" gan i 'eat ') ; ( c) no- k  v i l i s -an 'my paddling ' ( c f . v i I i s  '" b i l i s 'paddle 
( v) ' ) ; no-k v i I -an 'my looking for (shellfish) with a torch ' ( c f . v i I '" b i l 'look for 
(shel lfish) with a torch ' ) ; no-k va l to r-an 'my standing with legs spread apart ' 
( c f . va l  too '" ba l too 'stand with legs spread apart ' ) ; no-k wut-an 'my trusting ' 
( c f .  wut '" b u t  'trust ' ) ; no-k wo r-an 'my growing (up) ' ( cf .  woo '" boo 'grow (up) ' ) ; 
no-k kukur-an 'my swearing ' ( cf .  kukuu '" g u kuu 'swear ') . 
2 . 6 .  Summary comment on the evi dence 
The evidence from Schutz and from Walsh estab lishes the occurrence of the 
phenomenon in the Nguna , Raga and Apma languages . Given this fact , on the basis of 
the kinds of statement about consonant variation in Raga that are present in 
Codrington ' s  description it is both possibl e and likely that the phenomenon also 
occurs in the Ambrym , Sesake and Fate languages which he described . Similarly , on 
the basis of the kinds of statement about consonant variation in Raga that are 
present in Ivens ' description it is both possible and likely that the phenomenon 
also occurs in the Lobaha language which he described . That observers o f  the calibre 
of Codrington and Ivens did not discover the pa t tern of verb-form-initial consonant 
variation in Raga , and similarly that Ray did not discover the pattern in Nguna , 
both languages for which the phenomenon has now been attested , raises the distinct 
possibility that variation of this  kind may be present , but as yet undetected , in 
other languages of central and northern Vanuatu ,  and perhaps also in some languages 
of the southern Solomon Islands . 
3 .  SOME H I STOR I CAL I MPL I CAT IONS OF THE EV I DENCE 
3 . 1 .  T he pos i ti ons  of  Raga , Apma and Nguna wi th i n  Ea stern Ocean i c  
Definitive subgrouping of the Eastern Oceanic languages has not yet been 
achieved . Pawley ( 19 7 2 :98)  has proposed two highest order subgroups - Southeast 
Solomonic and North Hebridean-Central Paci fic . Within this latter group he proposed 
two highest order subgroups - North Hebridean ( comprised of two subgroups , Northern 
New Hebrides-Banks , which includes Raga , and Central New Hebridean , which includes 
Nguna) and Central Pacific ( comprised of two subgroups , viz . Polynesian and Fij ian) . 
Tryon ( 1976 : 79-9 3 ) ,  in an exhaustive internal subgrouping of the languages of 
Vanuatu , has proposed a New Hebridean Family with six highest order subgroups , the 
largest of which , North and Central New Hebrides ( 7 7  languages)  has , among its 
highest order subgroups , East New Hebrides ( 29 languages , including Raga and Apma) 
and Central New Hebrides ( three languages , including North Efat e ,  o f  which he regards 
Nguna as a dialect)  . 
Any feature , then , which can be reconstructed for Proto-Raga-Apma may also 
eventually turn out to be reconstructable for Tryon ' s  East New Hebrides grouping , 
and any feature which can be reconstructed for Proto-Raga-Apma-Nguna may also 
eventually turn out to be reconstructable for Tryon ' s  North and Central New Hebrides 
grouping ( and for Pawley ' s  North Hebridean grouping) . 
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3 . 2 .  The reconstructab i l i ty o f  the phenomenon 
3 . 2 . 1 . Reconstructabi l i ty for Proto-Raga -Apma 
The following sets of presumed cognates provide grounds for reconstructing verb­
form-initial consonant variation in the bilabial (± labio-dental?)  and velar positions 
for Proto-Raga-Apma : 
RAGA APMA GLOSS 
v i n i h i  '\, b i n i h i  v i nh i  '\, b i  nh i 'think ' 
varah i '\, ba rah i  vah r i  '\, bah r i  'step heavily ' 
vane '\, bano van '\, ban 'go ' 
veve '\, beve veb '\, beb 'say ' 
vo ra '\, bo ra woo '\, boo 'be born ' 
voha '\, boha waha '\, bwaha 'break nut with stone ' 
gubw i  '\, gubw i kubwa '\, gubwa 'throw so that missi le spins on 
horizontal axis ' 
g i ta '\, gi ta k i ta '\, g i ta 'see ' 
g i g i  '\, g i g i  k i k i  '\, g i k i 'rub fire-making stick on grooved 
piece of wood ' 
gan i '\, gan i kan i '\, gan i 'eat ' 
gubwa '\, gubwa kubu '\, gubu ' eat to satiety ' 
gomo '\, gomo komo '\, gomo 'chew with mouth shut ' 
g e l  i '\, ge l  i k i  I i '\, g i l  i 'dig ' 
gas i '\, gas i ka t i  '\, gat i 'bite ' 
3 . 2 . 2 .  Reconstructabi l i ty for Proto-Raga-Apma-Nguna 
The fol lowing sets of Nguna forms , when considered in conj unction with the 
corresponding sets of Raga and Apma forms cited in section 3 . 2 . 1 . ,  provide some 
grounds for reconstructing verb- form-initial consonant variation in the bilabial 
and velar positions for Proto-Raga-Apma-Nguna : 
NGUNA GLOSS 
vane '\, pano 'go ' 
kan i '\, gan i kan i 'eat ' 
k i  I i  '\, g i  I i 'dig ' 
ka t i  '\, gat i 'bite ' 
3 . 2 . 3 .  Reconstructabi l i ty for h i gher l evel s wi thi n Eastern Oceani c  
The above-mentioned Raga-Apma-Nguna cognates give some grounds for reconstructing 
verb-form-initial consonant variation in the bilabial and velar positions for the 
l anguage ancestral to Tryon ' s  North and Central New Hebrides grouping , since Raga 
and Apma on the one hand , and Nguna on the other , are in different highest order 
subgroups of Tryon ' s  above-mentioned grouping . 
with the exception of the Ambrym , Sesake , Fate and Lobaha languages mentioned 
in section 2 . 6 . ,  no variation of verb-form-initial consonants has been described as 
yet for other vanuatu l anguages or for languages of the southern Solomon Islands , 
and such variation has not been found in the well-described languages of Fij i  and 
Polynesia . There are , therefore , no direct grounds for reconstructing the phenomenon 
for levels higher than that of Tryon ' s  North and Central New Hebrides grouping . How­
ever , when the possibility (ref . section 2 . 6 . )  that the phenomenon may be present ,  
but as  yet undetected , in  one or more languages of the southern Solomon Islands is 
taken into consideration , the reconstructability of verb- form-initial consonant vari­
ation at the l evel of Proto-Eastern-Oceanic should be regarded as dependent on further 
investigation of these languages . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The composition o f  the Eastern Oceanic subgroup is summarised in Walsh 1978 : 3 .  
2 .  These allophones occur after nasal + vowel (+ vowel ) .  When Ibl is pre-nasalised 
it is realised as +V rather than ±V . 
3 .  The - n a  allomorph occurs when the preceding verb base ends with la/ . 
4 .  This gloss is provisional , and does require refinement . 
5 .  Apma I t  I is realised as the affricate [ t s J  before I i i  or l ui .  
6 .  These restrictions are consistent with the general constraints on the distribution 
of Apma Ivl and Ibw/ . 
7 .  The conditioning for these allophones may be provisionally stated as a preceding 
nasal + vowel . 
8 .  The actual range of allomorphs is greater , but does not need to be fully described 
in this context . 
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O .  I NTRODUCT I ON 
TOWARDS A THEORY OF TH E OR I G I N  OF THE 
OCEAN I C  POSSESS I VE CONSTRUCT I ONS 
John Lynch 
The notion that, in Oceanic ( OC) languages , the nature of the possessive 
construction was determined by the ' gender ' of the possessed nominal was final ly 
dispelled in 1973  in Lynch (1973 )  and Pawley ( 1973 ) . As Pawley summarised the 
discussion at that stage : 
In these languages we are not dealing with a true gender system,  
but with a system which marks several kinds of possessive relation­
ships , and which allows a noun to occur as head with as many dif­
ferent kinds of possessive markers as makes sense to the speakers 
of the language . The grammar of the system is thus more comparable  
to that governing verb-obj ect relationships than to a gender system 
(Pawley 1973 : 167)  . 
However , the analysis proposed ( especially in Lynch 1973)  failed in at least one 
important respect to provide an adequate alternative theory : no real attempt was made 
to account for the morphology of the possessive constructions in oc .  This paper is 
an attempt to begin to remedy that deficiency . l 
Even when regarding the Polynesian and Micronesian systems as recent , isolated 
developments , there are still problems in beginning a description of the morphosyntax 
of possession in Proto-Oceanic (POe) . One such problem is that , although there 
appears to be a common super-system,  there are many morphosyntactic variations on this 
common theme . Another , interrelated , difficulty is that the first-order subgrouping 
of OC is still ill  defined , which makes reliable reconstruction difficult .  A third 
probl em area concerns the possibility that what has already been reconstructed for 
poe may reflect the peculiarities of the better-known languages , and may not necess­
arily be identical with a system reconstructed when other languages in the area 
become better known . These difficulties force us to be somewhat tentative in morpho­
syntactic reconstruction in Oceanic . 
Because of these difficul ties , the reconstruction of the POC system is beyond 
the scope of this present paper ; hence the title "Towards a theory . . .  " .  Ra ther , I 
will try to develop (more formally than has been done before) the idea proposed by 
Lynch ( 1973 ) and Pawley ( 1973)  that possessive constructions in poe derive in some 
way from verb-obj ect relationships . I will attempt to explain the morphological 
similarities between ob j ect and possessive suffixes in many OC languages , and will 
try to account for the forms of the so-called 'possessive markers ' in terms of this 
verb-ob j ect relationship . I will use as a framework for discussion Pawley ' s  ( 1973 )  
reconstruction of the POC possessive system ,  and will concentrate most heavily on  the 
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system as it operates in a number of OC l anguages , particularly Motu (Lister-Turner 
and Clark n .d . a ,  n . d .b ) , Lenakel ( Lynch 19 78a ) , and Fij ian ( Milner 1972 , Geraghty 
1978) ; 2 these three languages have been chosen partly because of relative genealogical 
distance , and partly because of my familiarity with them . 
1 .  BAC KGROUND 
The POC possessive system has been most clearly summarised by Pawley (19 7 3 ,  
esp . 153-169) . I n  POC , 
contrast between types of possession was marked primarily by a 
' possessive particle ' or 'possessive marker ' .  Three particles 
which can be definitely attributed to POC had the basic shapes 
*na-,  *ka- , and *� ( zero) . Since these markers may have had 
alternants in POC , as their reflexes do in certain contemporary 
languages , it will be convenient to sometimes use *na ,  *ka , and 
zero as abstract representations of the cognate forms in discussing 
both POC and contemporary Oceanic l anguages (Pawley 1973 : 154)  . 
In this section of the paper , I will present Pawley ' s  analysis with l ittle or no 
modi fication , and wil l  show the modern correlates of the various reconstructed POC 
constructions . I will also introduce the terminology that will be used in the 
remainder of this paper , j ustifying it in those areas where it di ffers from the more 
generally used terminology . 
1 . 1 .  *Zero-ma rki n g :  d i rect posses s i on 
This is the construction-type most generally referred to in the literature as 
inalienable possession : "the majority of Oceanic languages have a type of possession 
in which the possessor is marked by a pronoun suffixed directly to the head noun " 
( Pawley 19 7 3 : 1 54 ) . The form of this suffixed pronoun is usually different from that 
of the free/focal pronoun - cf . POC *au 'I ', but *-Qku 'my ' . I feel in sympathy with 
Geraghty ( 1978 : 2 29 ) , however , when he suggests that "the term ' inalienable ' be used 
to refer to all nouns with which an expressed possessor is obligatory - a class 
considerably larger than the class of directly possessed nouns " which , in Fi j ian at 
l east ( the language Geraghty was concerned with ) , are those nouns which take a suffix 
marking the person and number of the possessor . I will  thus use the term ' direct 
possession ' to refer to Pawley ' s  * zero-marked construction . Some examples are given 
below from Fi j ian ( FIJ) , Motu ( MTU) , and Lenakel (LEN) : 3 
FIJ ( 1 )  na tama -qu 
art father-l sg 
'MY father ' 
MTU ( 2 ) i ma-na 
hand-3sg 
'His/her hand(s) , 
LEN ( 3 ) n e l u-m 
tooth-2sg 
'Thy tooth/teeth ' 
Note that in these examples (where the possessor is a pronoun) , the possessive marker 
is zero , the possessive pronoun being suffixed directly to the head nominal . 
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1 . 2 .  *na-marki n g :  acti ve man ipu l ati ve posse s s i on 
This  construction-type often goes under one of the names ' alienable ' ,  ' general ' ,  
or ' neutral ' in the literature on OC languages ;  or again , "*na-marking indicates what 
can loosely be call ed ' dominant possession ' "  (Pawley 1973 : 158) . I prefer the term 
' active manipulative ' ( suggested to me by Terry Crowley) : ' active ' because it not 
only implies the idea of dominance that Pawley is talking about , but also because it 
contrasts nicely with 'passive ' possession ( see 1 . 3 . 2 .  below) ; and 'manipulative ' 
because it contrasts the kind of dominance expressed in this construction-type with 
the more specialised kinds of dominance expressed in active eating and active drinking 
possession ( see 1 . 3 . 1 .  and 1 . 4 .  below) . In *na -possession , suffixes are attached to 
this possessive marker and not to the head noun , e . g .  
PIJ ( 4 )  n a  no-qu va l e 
art poss . lsg house 
'My house ' 
MTU ( 5) e-gu  ruma 
poss-lsg house 
'My house ' 
LEN ( 6 )  n i mwa taha - k  (or taha-k  n i mwa )  
house poss-lsg  
' My  house ' 
1 . 3 .  *ka-marki ng 
Constructions with the possessive marker *ka are similar in structure to those 
with the possessive marker *na . However , in the case of *ka - marking, Pawley 
reconstructs two quite distinct kinds of relationship which are marked by the same 
marker . 
1 . 3 . 1 . Acti ve eat ing  po ssessi on 
One relationship marked by POC *ka is that the referent of the possessed noun 
has been , is being , or is to be eaten by the referent of  the possessor : 
PIJ ( 7 )  n a  ke-mu da l o  
art poss-2sg taro 
'Thy taro (to eat )  , 
MTU ( 8 )  a-gu  gwa rume 
poss-lsg fish 
'My fish (to eat)  , 
LEN ( 9 )  n uw n i- k t - k  (or n i- ki- - k  n uw) 
yam poss-lsg 
'My yam (to eat) , 
Note that the important thing in these constructions is  the fact or intention of 
eating , not the edibility of the referent of the head nominal ,  and hence the name 
eating rather than edibl e possession . Thus constructions like ( 7 )  through ( 9 )  are 
only used if the possessor is eating the food , or is intending to do so , or is 
viewin� it as a food item ( and not ,  for exampl e ,  as something to be sol d ,  traded , 
etc . ) . ( See section 1 . 5 .  below for an elaboration) . 
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1 . 3 . 2 .  Pass i ve possess i o n  
The other relationship marked by �'ka i n  POC i s  possibly best termed 'passive ' :  
"actions over which the possessor has no control (where he is the patient , target , 
or involuntary experiencer) were evidently marked as such by the use of *ka - "  
( Pawley 197 3 : 16 2 ) . This kind of construction is also marked by ke in Fij ian : 
FIJ ( 1 0 )  na ke-mu i t uk u t uku 
art poss-2sg story 
"l'hy story (the one to ld about thee) I 
The construction is rarely , i f  ever , used in Motu . s 
Lenakel , but a different possessive morpheme is used 
possession ( see section 4 for clari fication) , e . g .  
LEN ( 11 )  nouanage i n  i o  
story poss I 
'MY story (the one about me) I 
1 . 4 .  *ma -marki ng : acti ve dri n ki n g  posses s i o n  
The construction-type appears in 
from that used in active eating 
Various OC languages (or groups of languages) show a variety of other kinds of 
possession marking . With one exception , none of these can be attributed to POC 
(Pawley 1973 : 16 3-165) . The exception involves constructions marked by *ma , which 
behaves syntactically like '�na and "'ka . This construction-type , which indicates the 
fact or intention of drinking the possessed nominal , does not occur in Motu , which 
uses * ka-possession for both eating and drinking ; but it "is reflected in the Fij ian 
languages , in Mota and most other Northern New Hebrides languages ,  . . .  and in Vanikolo 
and Utupua of the Santa Cruz group" ( Pawley 19 7 3 : 164) , as wel l as in the languages 
of Tanna and Aneityum of Southern Vanuatu ( formerly New Hebrides ) . 
'�ma -marking in Fij ian and Lenakel is illustrated below : 
FIJ ( 1 2 ) n a  me-qu  yagona 
art poss-lsg kava 
'MY kava (to drink) I 
LEN ( 1 3 ) nt kava n tmwt-n  (or n+n-wt-n n t ka va )  
kava poss- 3sg 
'His kava (to drink) I 
The question of whether �'ma -possession actually occurred in POC is a moot one ; 
Pawley ( 19 7 3 : 164 ) notes that it "has a long history and is possibly POC " .  For the 
sake of argument , I will assume that *ma -marking is in fact ass ignable to POC ; but 
even if this is incorrect , it makes no real difference to the hypothesis I am putting 
forward here . 
1 . 5 .  Rel ati ons , not gender 
It should be c lear from the above , and also from Lynch ( 19 7 3) and Pawley ( 19 73 ) , 
that the various possessive constructions in POC and in Fij ian , Motu , and Lenakel 
mark semantic relations between two nominal s in a possessive construction , and not 
the gender of the possessed nominal ( an earlier interpretation) . Fij ian is typical 
of most OC languages in allowing many nouns to occur as possessed nominals with 
more than one kind of possessive marking , depending on the relationship involved ; 
compare ( 1 4 )  and ( 1 5) , and also ( 16 ) , ( 1 7 ) , and ( 18)  which are taken from pawley 
( 19 7 3 : 168) : 
FIJ ( 14 )  na yaca-q u  
art name-lsg 
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'My name ( the name I beaY') , 
( 1 5) na no-q u yaca 
art poss-lsg name 
'My namesake ', 'My name (which I bestow) , 
( 16)  na ke-na maqo 
art poss- 3sg mango 
'His mango (foY' eating) - gY'een mango ' 
( 1 7 ) na me-na maqo 
art poss-3sg mango 
'His mango (foY' drinking/sucking) - Y'ipe mango ' 
( 18 )  na no-na maqo 
art poss-3sg mango 
'His mango (as pY'opeY'ty, e . g . , which he is selling) ' 
Recal l now Pawley ' s  statement that the grammar of the possessive system of POC 
is "more comparable to that governing verb-obj ect re lationships than to a gender 
system"  (Pawley 19 73 : 16 7 ) . The analysis proposed in Lynch ( 19 73)  attempted to 
exploit this idea , but on reflection it seems to me that , although I showed clearly 
enough that POC possession was not a gender-based system ,  the analysis I proposed 
did not in any real way account for the morphology of POC possession , and only super­
ficial ly scratched the surface of the underlying syntax . In the sections which 
fol low , I wil l  try to remedy this deficiency by accounting for the structure and the 
morphology of the possessive system of POC and the systems of the l anguages under 
discussion here . 
2 .  D I RECT POSSESS ION 
There are grounds for assuming that POC made a distinction between two types of 
direct possession : reciprocal and non-reciprocal . Reciprocal possession involves a 
relationship between possessor and possessed which may be re-expressed as another 
directly possessed construction with the roles reversed : thus if  X is A 's fa ther, 
A is X 's chil d ,  the italicised phrases being examples of what I call reciprocal 
possession . Non-reciprocal constructions do not allow this reversal of rol es . Thus 
reciprocal constructions general ly involve kinship terms or terms express ing a similar 
kind of relationship , while non-reciprocal constructions are generally partitive , the 
relation of possessed-possessor being that of part-whole . 
There is a considerable amount of evidence which suggests that reciprocal and 
non-reciprocal constructions were distinct in POC o First , languages of western Fi j i  
show a contrast between kin nouns ( reciprocal ) , which take suffixed possessive pro­
nouns , and other directly possessed nouns ( non-reciprocal ) ,  which take prefixed 
possessive pronouns . Compare the standard ( eastern) Fij ian examples ( 1 9 )  and ( 20 )  
with their equivalents in Wayan , a western dialect , given in  ( 21 )  and ( 22 )  ( al l  
examples from Pawley and Sayaba 1971 : 4 22)  : 
FIJ ( 19 )  na t i na-mu 
art motheY'-2sg  
'Thy motheY" 
( 20 )  na u l  u-mu 
art head- 2sg 
'Thy head ' 
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WAYAN ( 21 )  0 mna-m 
art mother-2sg 
'Thy mother ' 
( 2 2 )  m-u l u  
2sg-head 
'Thy head ' 
Second , in Kwamera (of Tanna , Vanuatu) , the third person singular possessive 
suffix occurs as -n i after a noun in a reciprocal construction but as - n  after a 
noun in a non-reciprocal construction ; 6 thus : 
KWAMERA ( 2 3) rem- t k  'my father ' 
rem-n i 'his father ' 
f11.o'I i pw- t k  'my grandchi ld ' 
f11.o'I i pw-n i 'his grandchild ' 
but : 
( 24 )  ne ram- t k  'my tongue ' 
neram- t n  'his tongue ' 
nt te-k 'my blood ' 
nt te-n 'his b lood ' 
Third , some relics of this distinction are still preserved in (West) Futuna­
Aniwa (WFU) , a Polynesian Outlier language of Southern Vanuatu ( Capell 1960) . Some 
kin terms stil l take direct suffixation : 
WFU ( 25 )  ta mupu- ku 'my grandchi ld ' 
tama-u  'thy father ' 
s i na-na 'his mother ' 
Three other kin terms ( and no other words in the language) are possessed by the 
possessive marker te plus pronoun suffix : 
( 26 )  te-ku tama 'my child ' 
ta-u  nofune 'thy wife ' 
te-n nuane ma tua 'her husband ' 
A few kin terms , however , behave like some other directly possessed ( non-reciprocal ) 
terms , prefixing t a  plus pronoun suffix (with t a - u  'thy ' > to , and other morpho­
phonemic changes in other environments) ;  compare : 
( 27 )  t u -ku soa 'my sibling of same sex ' 
to kaye 'thy sib ling of opposite sex ' 
ta-no s a fe 'his wife 's brother ' 
with : 
( 28 )  t u-ku  r i ma 'my hand ' 
to vae 'thy leg ' 
ta-no mata 'his face ' 
(Note that non-direct possessive constructions in WFU suffix possessive pronominal 
forms to the possessive markers t i -o- (passive) or t i -a- ( active) : 
( 29 )  t i - i -ku  h l ava 'my loin-cloth ' 
t i -a-ku pakas i 'my pig ' )  . 
Fourth , in Maisin (of  the Northern Province , Papua New Guinea ) , all nouns take 
a possessive prefix : 7 
MAISIN ( 30 )  au-t e i t i  
Isg-son 
'My son ' 
MAISIN ( 31 )  a r i -vaa 
3pl-house 
'Their house ' 
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Only body parts ( i . e .  non-reciprocals) have the option of showing in addition a pro­
noun suffix : 
( 32 )  a i - i s u-8  ( also a i - i s u )  
2sg-nose-2sg 
'Thy nose ' 
( 33)  a r i - i s u-u  ( also a r i - i s u )  
3pl-nose- 3pl 
'Their noses ' 
This option is denied kin terms ( reciprocals )  
( 34 )  *a i - t e i t i -8 
2sg-son-2sg 
The evidence presented above is , I feel , sufficient to allow us to at least 
hypothesise that poe made some kind of distinction between reciprocal and non­
reciprocal direct possession . Accordingly , I will discuss each of these subtypes of 
direct possession separately in beginning my analysis of the POC possessive system . 
2 . 1 . Rec i proca 1 
There is considerable simi larity between reciprocal possessive constructions 
and transitive verbal constructions in OC languages . In many of these languages -
for example ,  Motu - possessive suffixes to nouns and person/number-of-obj ect 
suffixes to transitive verbs are formally similar or , in many cases , identical , e . g .  
MTU ( 35) t ama-gu 
father-lsg 
'My father ' 
( 36 )  ( i a ) l a u  e- i t a -gu  
(he) I 3sg-see-lsg 
'He sees/saw me ' 
( 37 )  s i na-mu 
mother-2sg 
'Thy mother ' 
( 38)  ( l a u )  o i  na - i ta -mu 
(I) you . sg Isg-see- 2sg 
'I see/saw thee ' 
Fij ian and Lenakel , unlike Motu , have no obj ect suffixes to verbs which are 
radically different in form from focal pronouns . However , there are other simi­
larities between reciprocal possessive constructions and transitive constructions 
in Fij ian . Firstly , appropriate transitive verbs may participate in the reciprocal 
construction , which is marked by the prefix ve i - and the obj ect-marking suffix - i : 8  
( 39 )  ke i rau sa  ve i -k i l a- i  
we . excl . dual aspect recip-know-obj 
'We two ( exclusive) know each other ' 
(40 )  e ra u  s a  ve i -yawak- i 
they-dual aspect recip-far-obj 
'They are far away from each o ther ' 
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Nouns which may occur as the head of a reciprocal possessive construction may also 
occur as heads in this essentially verbal construction . Thus beside such construc­
tions as : 
( 41 )  na wa t i -q u 
art spouse-lsg 
'My spouse ' 
( 4 2 )  na gane-na 
art sibling. opp . sex-3sg 
'His sister ', 'Her brother ' 
we can also find : 
( 4 3 )  e rau ve i -wa t i n- i  
they . d  recip-spouse-obj 
'They are husband and wife ' 
(44 )  e rau ve i -ganen- i 
they . d  recip-sibling . opp . sex-obj 
'They are brother and sister ' 
The instrusive n in forms like ve i -wa t i n - i , ve i -ganen - i , etc . ,  admits of a 
ready explanation . The alternation -a/ - i  is a grammatical ly conditioned one in 
Fij ian verbs ( e . g .  yawak- a ,  yawak- i ,  ve i -yawak- i ) . It is not di fficul t to imagine 
that this alternation was extended to reciprocally possessed nominals , so that beside 
' nominal ' wat i -na 'one ' finds ' verbal ' ve i -wa t i n - i .  
Secondly , proper possessives in reciprocal constructions and proper obj ects of 
transitive verbs both undergo a process which Geraghty (1978)  calls 'proper noun 
incorporation ' .  While common obj ects belong to a NP distinct from the VP ( as in 
( 4 5 » , proper NPs are incorporated into the VP ( as in (46» ; the diagonal slash 
marks a phrase boundary : 9 
FrJ ( 45 )  au sa ra i c-a ot i / na gone ogo 
I aspect see-obj already / art boy this 
'I have already seen this boy ' 
(46 )  au sa ra i c- i  Sec i ot i / 
I aspect see-obj Seci already / 
'I have already seen Seci ' 
Proper nominal possessors are also incorporated into the preceding phrase :  
( 4 7 )  n a  tamo i Sec i 
art father poss? Seci 
'Seci 's father ' 
Further , it wil l  be noted that proper obj ects and proper possessives are marked by 
i ,  either as a suffix to the verb or in a position following the head . (Note here 
that the fact that i in ( 4 7 )  is written separately from the preceding noun does not 
necessarily imply that it is not a suffix ; however ,  I have no evidence as to whether 
this  i is better treated as a suffix or as a separate particle) . 
Although there is little evidence to be adduced from Lenakel in support of this 
hypothesis , the data from languages like Fij ian and Motu suggest that there is more 
than a passing resemblance between transitive constructions and reciprocal possessive 
constructions . These formal similarities lead me to propose the following hypothesis . 
Reciprocal possessive constructions are nominalisations of sentences in which ( i l  
the verb carries the semantics o f  the relationship , ( ii )  the subject i s  co-referential 
with the possessed nominal , and ( ii i )  the obj ect is co-referential with the possessor 
nominal . Thus in POC the structure of the sentences underlying such possessive 
phrases as 'my father ' or 'this woman 's father ' would be : 
( 48 )  
a)  
b)  
Possessed 
S 
(he) 
(he) 
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Relationship 
V 
father 
father 
Possessor 
o 
me 
this woman 
'my father ' 
'this woman 's father ' 
What is meant by saying that these structures underl i e  the possessive construc­
tions in OC l anguages? I do not mean to imply that such structures are part of the 
deep structure of modern OC languages ,  although that case could well be argued . 
What I do mean is that there is good evidence that modern reciprocal possessive 
constructions derived from nominalisations of sentences in POC (or in pre-POC) which 
were something like (49a , b) in form : 
POC (49 )  a )  ** ( i a )  / tama - i -�ku / (au )  
(he) / father-transitive-me/ (I) 
b )  ** ( i a )  / tama- i -�a  / p i ne OEM 
(he) / father-transitive-her / woman this 
There is evidence , first of all , that POC did allow/require both transitive 
suffix and obj ective suffix following the verb , although most of its daughter languages 
have opted for the less redundant transitive suffix only , or obj ective suffix only.  
Part of  the evidence comes from a Motu paradigm : 
MTU ( 50 )  a )  e-u tu-gu  
e-ut u-mu 
e-ut u-a 
b) e-bota-gu 
e-bota-mu 
e-bota - i a  
'he 
'he 
'he 
'he 
'he 
'he 
cut/cuts me ' 
cut/cuts thee ' 
cut/cuts him/her/it '  
hi t/hi ts me ' 
hit/hits thee ' 
hit/hits him/her/it '  
The Motu third person singular obj ective suffix is - a .  However , after verbs ending 
in -a , the suffix is - i a .  I agree with Pawley ( 1973 : 1 21 )  that the i in the form 
- i a is historical ly the close transitive suffix (POC * - i ) , which is now retained in 
Motu only in the environment a -a . In most other contexts , 
when a word ending in a is fol lowed by a word beginning in a 
or e ,  the first a is elided . . . . There is one important 
exception to this rul e of elision . . . . When the second 
person particle ba (or a) is fol lowed by a verb beginning with 
a ,  the two a ' s are not elided , as in other similar cases , but 
a v is inserted ; e . g . , ba a toa becomes bavatoa . This is the 
exception to the rul e of elision referred to . 
( Lister-Turner and Clark n . d . a : 9 , 1 1 )  . 
Since it cannot be argued that the i in forms like e-bota- i a  in ( 5 3b) is a regular 
Motu device to break up geminate clusters of low vowel s ,  we can safely interpret 
this i as a relic of the transitive suffix '''- i .  
There is good reason to reconstruct for POC a set of obj ect suffixes formally 
similar , if not identical , to the suffixes used in direct possession , but radically 
different from the free/focal pronouns . For POC , the singular forms are : 
POC ( 51 )  
Isg 
2sg 
3sg 
Free/focal 
'''au 
* k i  (e )  
,', i a 
Obj ective/possessive 
1'- �ku 
'''-mu 
.... -n-na 
Most Oceanic l anguages , however ,  have not retained both the transitive suffix and 
the obj ective suffix . Some , like Motu have retained the obj ective suffixes , but 
have dropped the transitive suffix ( except in the environment mentioned above ) . 
Others ,  like Lenakel , have retained the transitive suffix but lost the obj ective 
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suffixes ; Lenakel uses free/focal pronouns in both ( emphatic )  subj ect NP and obj ect 
NP positions . Still others , like the Eastern Oceanic (EO) languages , show retention 
of the transitive suffix and a drift towards loss of the obj ective pronouns . Pawley 
( 1972 )  reconstructs the following singular pronouns for PEO : 
PEO ( 52)  Free/focal Possessive Obj ective 
Isg "' i -nau  "' - I)ku *-au , '�nau 
2sg "' i -koe "' -mu '� i ko , "'koe 
3sg "' j a ,  "' i -n i a  *na *- a ,  '�-n i a 
However , certain EO languages retain the OC obj ective pronoun forms , sometimes in 
alternation with the EO-type obj ectives , sometimes not . Three languages of the San 
Cristobal-Malaita region - Arosi ,  Lau , and Oroha - retain OC-type obj ective pronouns 
(Pawley 1972) . I wi ll illustrate from Arosi only;  ( I  have not been abl e  to discover 
the conditioning factor in the alternations in the obj ective forms ) : 
AROSI ( 5 3 )  Free/focal Possess ive Obj ective 
Isg i nau  -gu  -gu 
2sg i ' oe -mu - ' 0 , -mu 
3sg i a  -na -a , -na 
'I'he simplest explanation of forms like those in Arosi and other EO languages is that 
PEO ( itsel f a more immediate ancestor of Fij ian than POC) retained the OC-type 
suffixed obj ective-possessives , but that the system was undergoing change whereby 
the suffixed pronouns were being replaced by the free pronouns when used as obj ects 
of verbs . These pronouns subsequently underwent reduction in a number of EO 
languages . 
According to the hypothesis being presented here , then ,  possessive structures 
like 'my father ', 'this woman 's father ' should have the same underlying structure 
as ' true ' verbal structures like 'he sees me ', 'he sees this woman ' .  The underlying 
forms of the hypothesised possessive structures , given above as ( 49 ) , are repeated 
for convenience here as ( 54 ) : 
POC ( 54 )  a )  " � ( i a )  / tama - i -I) ku  / ( au)  
(he) / father-transitive-me / (I) 
b)  ,�,q i a )  / tama- i -na / p i ne DEM 
(he) / father-transitive-her / woman this 
The underlying forms of the ' true ' verbal structures would be something like those 
in ( 55 ) : 
( 55 )  a )  *i� i a / k i te- i - I)ku / ( a u )  
he / see-transitive-me / (I) 
b)  .'d· i a  / k i te- i -na / p i ne DEM 
he / see-transitive-her / woman this 
Let us now examine the structures of the three modern languages being used in 
this paper . 1 0  In Fij ian , the structures are : 
FIJ ( 56 )  a) 
b)  
c )  
d)  
na tama -qu 
na tama n i  ya l ewa ogo 
e ra i c- i  au 
e ra i c-a na ya l ewa oqo 
'my father ' 
'this woman 's father ' 
'he sees me ' 
'he sees this woman ' 
The pairs ( 56a ,  c) show that , under nominalisation , the transitive suffix is lost 
and the obj ective suffix is retained , whereas in a ' true ' verbal construction the 
reverse obtains . Presumab ly , this difference of treatment of transitive + obj ective 
occurred at an early stage in the history of Fi j ian - quite possibly in a pre-PEO 
stage . Note also that the free pronoun a u  is deleted in the possessive ( 56a) , 
presumably under identity with the suffix , but is not deleted in the verbal ( 56c) . 
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The pairs ( 56b , d ) , however , show two important differences : first , the possessive 
( 56b) shows a marker n i  which is , in surface terms , neither the transitive i nor the 
possessive/obj ective suffix -na ; and second , the verbal ( 56d) shows a transitive 
suffix -a which di ffers from the suffix - i  found in ( 56b ) . I will attempt to account 
for both of these below . 
Firstly , the marker n i  might be explained as fol lows . In PEa , the poe 
obj ective suffix *-na had become something like *-n i a  ( c f . ( 5 2 )  above ) . This 
development means that , in pre-Fi j ian ,  the equivalent of ( 54b) might have been 
something like ( 57 ) : 
Pre-FIJ ( 57 )  M'na tama-n i a  na ya l ewa oqo 
art father-3sg art woman ' this 
(presuming that by this stage the transitive suffix had been lost) . It is at least 
conceivable that phonological reduction of the sequence n i a  na yielded the form n i ,  
particularly since this corresponds phonologically to a considerable extent with a 
similar case - the incorporation of proper obj ects and possessors discussed in 
relation to (45 ) - (4 7 ) above . 
Secondly , the form -a in ( 56d) admits of an even readier explanation . The rule 
of obj ective suffix deletion applies to sentences like ( 55b ) , but this then leaves 
the number of the obj ect unspeci fied . Modern Fij ian specifies non-singular NP 
obj ects by incorporating into the VP a non-singular third person obj ect pronoun of 
the appropriate number :  
FIJ ( 58 )  e ra i c- i  i ra / na ya l ewa oqo 
aspect see-transitive 3pl / art woman this 
'He sees these women (pl)  , 
I suggest as a possibility that singular NP obj ects were marked in this way as wel l ;  
i . e .  that the third person singular pronoun i a  (possibly in the form y a  - c f .  
Fij ian koya)  was incorporated into the verb phrase .  Thus the singular equivalent of 
( 58 )  in Pre-Fi j ian would have been : 
Pre-FIJ ( 59 )  **e ra i c- i  i a  / na ya l ewa oq5 
aspect see-transitive 3sg / art woman this 
Phonological reduction would then have appl ied to ra i c- i  i a  yielding (by way of 
ra i c- i a )  the modern form ra i c-a . 1 1  
The hypothesis therefore explains the form of the Fij ian reciprocal constructions , 
providing that we accept the initial assumption - that , in a language ancestral to 
Fij ian , an early distinction was made between nominalised and ' true ' verbal sentences , 
with the former then undergoing loss of the transitive suffix and the latter loss of 
the obj ective suffix . 
In Motu, the structures which correspond to the underlying sentences ( 54 )  and 
( 55 )  are : 
MTU (60 )  a )  ( l au )  tama-gu 
b) hah i n e i na tama -na 
c) ( i a )  ( l au )  e- i ta-gu  
d) ( i a )  hah i ne i na e- i ta- i a  
'my father ' 
'this woman 's father ' 
'he sees me ' 
'he sees this woman ' 
Motu loses the transitive suffix in all cases (except between verb-final a and 
objective a ) , and retains the suffix in all cases . In addition , Motu fronts the 
obj ect to a pre-verbal position in both types of construction ; i . e .  obj ects of 
' true ' verbal constructions appear before the verb , and nominal possessors appear 
before the possessed noun . This is important,  since it provides yet another signi fi­
cant paral lel between ' true ' verbal and possessive constructions . In fac t ,  with one 
exception the only difference between the possessive (60a , b) and verbal ( 60c , d)  is 
the fact that the verbal structures show person-of-subj ect and tense/aspect affixes ; 
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and if the possessive structures are again conceived of as nominalisations of verbal 
structures ,  this difference is not in the least unexpected . 
The exception noted above refers to that fact that , in Motu , the third person 
singular possessive is -na while the third person obj ective is -a . ( Something 
simi lar occurs in a number of OC languages ) .  In the context of the hypothesis I am 
presenting , this is an important difference , and needs to be accounted for . For 
although there are some similarities with the Fij ian case discussed above (cf . ( 58 )  
and ( 59 ) ) ,  the two cases are not identical , since Motu retains obj ective suffixes in 
all other persons and numbers as well , whereas Fi j ian does not .  
A possible explanation i s  as follows . I n  many OC languages , third person 
singular is treated as the unmarked category , so much so that the suffix for third 
singular possessive or third singular obj ect is zero . 1 2  In such languages , after 
the loss of the transitive suffix before the obj ect suffix , the third singular 
suffix was then itself lost . Thus an underlying sentence like : 
( 61 )  ** ( i a ) / k i te- i -�a / i a  
(he) / see-transitive-3sg .obj / him 
'He sees him ' 
would have first lost its transitive suffix : 
( 62 )  *"' ( i a ) / k i te-�a / i a  
and then ,  according to this hypothesis , substituted a zero morpheme for the third 
singular obj ect suffix : 
( 6 3 ) *, q i a ) / k i te-¢ / i a .  
Since the third person singular free pronoun obj ect would have very often occurred 
immediately after the verb , it is distinctly possible that it merged phonological ly 
with the verb , as a suffix - i a ;  but , since most POC verbs in any case end in i ,  the 
sequence XYZ i - i a  would very quickly have become XYZ i -a ;  thus ( 6 3 )  would have developed 
into : 
( 64 )  ,h q i a )  / k i te-a / ( i a )  
which then explains the suffix i n  Motu and other languages with the same distinction . 
The Lenakel structures which correspond to the underlying sentences ( 54 )  and 
( 5 5) are : 
LEN ( 6 5 )  a )  r+mt-k  'my father ' 
b )  r+mt  peravt n uk  'this woman 's father ' 
c )  r-am-aamh i o 'he sees me ' 
d)  r-am-aamh perav t n  u k  'he sees this woman ' 
Like Fij ian ,  Lenakel loses the transitive suffix in the nominalised constructions 
but retains the obj ective suffix ;  in the verbal constructions , on the other hand , 
the obj ective suffix is lost and , in verbs which are obligatorily transitive ( l ike 
aamh 'see ' )  the transitive suffix is also lost . (However , verbs which are optionally 
transitive , like t�n 'be afraid ' ,  retain the transitive suffix when used transitively) . 
Thus Lenakel may be seen to have undergone rules which are similar to , though 
perhaps not as complex as , Fij ian : the original order is retained in both possessive 
and verbal structures . 
I have shown in this section how the rec iprocal direct possessive constructions 
may be seen as deriving from underlying sentences , and I have attempted to account 
for the morphology of these constructions . This analysis  has the advantage of 
explaining why pronoun suffixes used in reciprocal direct possession are formal ly 
related to , and often identical with , the suffixes used to mark the objects of 
transitive verbs in many OC languages .  
2 . 2 .  Non-reci proca l 
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Apart from the few examples given earlier , where I drew the distinction between 
the two types of direct possession , non-reciprocal possess ive constructions in most 
oe languages are generally formally identical with reciprocal possessive constructions . 
However , while it makes some kind of semantic sense to derive 'my father ' from a 
structure like (66 ) , it make rather l ess sense to derive 'my hand ' from ( 6 7 ) : 
( 66 )  (he )  father me 
Subj ect verb Obj ect 
(67 )  ? hand me 
Sub j ect verb Obj ect 
Further , if  there are indeed differences between these two types o f  possessive con­
structions in oe languages , and if we are prepared to accept the suggestion that 
these differences go back to poe , then we would need to require that the original 
structures were different - i . e .  the hypothesis would be that , if the reciprocal/ 
non-reciprocal dichotomy is acceptab l e ,  and if (66 )  is the structure which underlies 
structures l ike 'my father ' ,  then ( 67)  can not underlie 'my hand ' .  There is , I 
believe , a fairly simple resolution of this problem which explains the formal simil­
arities between reciprocal and non-reciprocal constructions in most oe languages but 
which , at the same time , allows us to posit a different syntactic/semantic origin for 
each construction-type . 
Pawley ( 1 97 3 : 14 2 )  reconstructs for POC a preposition * (q ) i which he glosses 
'stationary position, in, at, on ' .  I suggest that non-reciprocal constructions 
derive from noun phrases in which the head and the possessor are joined by this 
preposition , and also that the appropriate obj ective pronoun was suffixed to this 
prepos ition . Thus parallelling the structures in ( 49 )  above which underlie the 
reciprocal constructions , I would posit the structures in (68 )  as underlying the 
non-reciprocal constructions . 
poe ( 68 )  a )  ,h'<l i ma (q )  i - I)ku  au  
hand on-me I 
b)  *''< 1  i ma (q ) i -na p i ne DEM 
hand on-her woman this 
The equivalents in the modern languages are : 
FIJ (69 )  a )  na  1 i ga-qu 
art hand-lsg 
'My hand ' 
b )  n a  1 i g a n i ya l ewa oqo 
art hand poss woman this 
'This woman 's hand ' 
MTU ( 70 )  a )  i ma-gu 
hand-lsg 
'My hand ' 
b)  hah i ne ena i ma-na 
woman this hand- 3sg 
'This woman 's hand ' 
LEN ( 71 )  a )  n e l mt -k 
hand-lsg 
'My hand ' 
b)  ne l mt peravtn uk 
hand woman this 
'This woman 's hand ' 
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The formal similarities between reciprocal and non-reciprocal constructions will 
be obvious : compare ( 56 )  with (69 )  in Fij ian , (60 )  with ( 70 )  in Motu , and ( 65) with 
( 7 1 )  in Lenakel . What is more interesting is the phonological similarity between the 
structures in (49 )  underlying reciprocal constructions and the structures in ( 68 )  
which underlie non-reciprocal constructions . In the former case , we find NP + pronoun 
suffix + i + NP, while in the latter NP + (q ) i  + pronoun s uffix + NP . This formal 
near-identity could wel l explain why both construction-types underwent the same 
changes in a large majority of OC languages . 
There is one potential difficulty with this hypothesis : Pawley states that POC 
* (q ) i did not take pronominal suffixes . Howeve r ,  let us examine Pawley ' s  argument a 
little more closely .  He first reconstructs none "prepositions and preposition-like 
forms " for POC ( Pawley 1973 : 1 42 ) . Three of these , he says , "appear to have occurred 
only in nominal possessive constructions in POC" - i . e . , the aforementioned ," na and 
'�ka , which I will account for below , and also i' n i  ( illustrated in examples ( 56 )  and 
(69 )  above , and which I have already attempted to account for ) . Most of the others 
are reconstructible as "prepositional verbs " :  
The term "prepositional verb " was first used by Codrington and 
other early grammarians of certain disyllabic forms which connect 
a verb with its grammatical obj ect . . . .  such forms are always 
followed by an obj ect pronominal suffix . (Pawley 1973 : 142 )  
In  fact,  "only one true preposition with case-marking functions is reconstructible on 
the available data" ( Pawley 1973 : 14 3 ) . And while he does not clearly state there 
and then what the one "true preposition " is , its identity is clear from his later 
discussion ; for in the section on prepositions (as distinct from prepositional verbs) 
we find two forms discussed : *ta 'of a place (or person?) ', and '� ( q )  i .  Further ,  
" evidence from Kuanua , Roviana , Babatana and Nggela [ and probably also the Tanna 
languages : JL ]  suggests that '� ta differed from "' ( q ) i in occurring with object pro­
nominal suffixes"  (Pawley 1973 : 149) . I interpret this , I believe correctly , as 
stating that the "one true preposition " in POC which could not take pronominal 
suffixes was * ( q ) i .  
It seems somewhat unusual that POC had a (comparative) wealth of prepositions 
which could take pronominal suffixes , and only one preposition which could not take 
such suffixes - not impossible ,  of course , but unusual . I would like to propose an 
alternative analysis : that "' ( q )  i ,  like the other POC prepositions , did in fact take 
pronominal suffixes ; that these suffixes occurred in constructions like ( 68 ) ; that , 
because of the morphological similarity between these constructions and transitive 
constructions like (49 )  which underlie reciprocal possession , the two types underwent 
the same deve lopment ; and that , subsequent to this change , other cases of i, ( q )  i + 
pronoun suffix + NP underwent the same change as cases of transitive s uffix + prono un 
s uffix + NP - i . e .  loss of pronoun suffix - again due to phonological identity . This 
explains why there are now no cases of reflexes of * (q ) i taking suffixes , and at the 
same time it allows us to posit a single set of POC prepositions whose morphological 
behaviour is identical . 
This hypothesis has a number of advantages . In particular , it both accounts 
for the underlying differences between reciprocal and non-reciprocal constructions 
and yet explains why such structures are similar , often identical , in OC languages . 
As well as this , it also allows us to make a rather broader set of generalisations 
regarding the POC prepositions . 
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3 .  ACT IVE  POSSESS ION 
3 . 1 . Man i pu l a t i ve 
In the previous section , I accounted for the formal similarity between possessive 
pronoun suffixes and obj ect suffixes in many OC languages by suggesting that the 
possessor was in fact the obj ect in the underlying construction - either the obj ect 
of the verb ( in reciprocal constructions ) or the obj ect of a preposition ( in non­
reciprocal constructions ) .  It is di fficul t ,  however , to see how this idea can be 
extended to active manipulative or *na-possession , since the essence of this con­
struction-type is generally agreed to be the active or dominant role  exerted by 
possessor over possessed - a role not normally associated with direct obj ects . 
An examination of the common morphemes used to mark active manipulative posses­
sion gives us a clue to a possibl e hypothesis . It appears that three such morphemes 
are widespread enough to be reconstructed with some antiquity : 
( a )  ,': n a . This is the form that Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  chose to represent the active 
manipulative marker in POC o With considerabl e ( assimilatory?)  variation in the vowel , 
reflexes of this form are found in Fi j i ,  in Northern Vanuatu ( e . g .  Mota) , in the 
Solomons ( Kia , Roviana , Babatana , Sa ' a) , and in New Guinea ( Manam , Gedaged) . The 
form often has a preceding vowel : e . g .  Paamese eno , ono (Terry Crowley personal 
communication) . 
(b ) '�q a . This form is found mainly in New Guinea Oceanic ( e . g .  Kuanua , Wedau) ; 
in many of these languages , the vowel is raised ( e . g .  Motu and other Central Papuan 
languages have e ,  �e) . The form is also found in Utupua , and as an alternate to na  
in  Roviana . 
( c )  '� ta . This form has already been referred to . Pawley ( 19 7 3 )  reconstructed 
it as a preposition meaning 'of a p lace (or person?) ' and noted that it possibly had 
possessive function . It is found in many languages of Northern Vanuatu , possibly in 
Lenakel of Southern Vanuatu , and "in Roviana , some New Britain languages , and 
possibly Nada " of Milne Bay ( Pawley 1 9 7 3 : 166)  . 
The interesting thing about all three forms is their close resemblance to 
articles reconstructed for POC or inter-stage languages . The form "'na has been 
reconstructed as a common article for POC by Blust ( 19 7 3 ) , and for PEO by Pawley 
( 19 7 2 ) . Pawley also reconstructs PEO *a as a common article ,  and PEO * ( q ) a as a 
personal article (Pawley 1 9 7 2 : 58) . The form *te has been reconstructed as a Proto­
Nuclear Polynesian article (Biggs , Walsh and Waqa 1 9 7 0 ) . Thus a tenable hypothesis 
is that the first part of Fij ian no-qu , Motu e-g u ,  and Lenakel taha - k ,  all meaning 
'my ' ( active manipulative) ,  is an historical article and not ( as Pawley suggests 
( 1 9 7 3 : 14 2 ) ) a preposition . 
But why is the obj ective pronoun suffixed to the articl e? I believe that in 
this case the suffix represents , not the direct obj ect , but the indirect obj ect of 
some stative/active verb which does not appear in the modern possessive constructions . 
It is distinctly possible that , when a POC sentence contained two obj ects , it was 
the indirect obj ect which was marked as the suffix to verbs . This is the case in a 
number of OC languages ; for example , Motu: 
MTU ( 7 2 )  s i va r a i t a  me-me ro 
story one pI-boy 
'He told the boys a 
e-hamao ro-d i a  
3sg-teU- 3pl 
story ' 
( 7 3 )  t a u  ese b uka e-hen i - g u  
ma n  subj book 3sg-give-lsg 
'The man gave me a book ' 
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and Banoni (Lincoln 1976 : 20 1 ff ) : 
BANONI ( 74 )  ke 
complete 
'He gave 
man-a va i 
give-lsg it 
me two pigs ' 
( 75 )  ke va ke-nobe- r i a  
nna borog ho toom 
3sg pig two 
complete work-again- 3pl 
'She made it for them again ' 
Thus assuming that this was indeed the case in POC, we might suggest 
manipulative constructions like Fij ian na no-qu va l e ,  Motu e-gu ruma , and 
taha-k n i mwa ,  all meaning 'my house ', had as their origin a sentence with 
sub j ect like ( 76 ) : 
POC ( 76 )  
{ (pa l e) 
** ( ) / x- i Qku / au  / ( RuQmaq ) 
( sub j )  / X-intransitive-me / I / house 
that active 
Lenakel 
unspecified 
in which the pronoun suffix -Qku is co-referential with the indirect obj ect a u  and 
not the direct obj ect ( pa l e  or RUQmaq ) , and in which the constituent ' x '  represents 
some kind of stative verb which I wil l  not further specify just yet .  
I will show in a moment how this proposal accounts for the morphology o f  the 
active manipulative possessive constructions in POC o Before doing so , however , it 
is necessary to j ustify the relationship of indirect obj ect with active possessor . 
The connection between a noun marked with dative/benefactive case and a ( non-direct) 
possessor is fairly close in many l anguages ( e . g .  English ' It is for me ' and ' It is 
mine ' ) .  In Lenakel both benefactive ( 77)  and active manipulative possession ( 78 )  are 
marked by the same form, taha : 
LEN ( 77 )  a) r-t m-o I taha i nt -n 
3sg-past-do benefactive mother-3sg 
'He did it for his mother ' 
b) r-tm-asumw taha-k 
3sg-past-garden benefactive-lsg 
'He gardened for me ' 
( 78 )  a )  n i mwa taha i n t - n  
house poss mother-3sg 
'His mother 's house ' 
b)  ku r i  taha-k (or taha-k  kur i )  
dog poss-lsg 
'My dog ' 
In addition to this connection , the hypothesis explains why it  is that , al though the 
possessor cannot be equated with the direct obj ect in the underlying construction,  
the obj ective forms of the pronoun are nevertheless used . 
Now let us attempt to account for the morphology of the OC active manipulative 
constructions . Assuming that ' X '  was deleted upon nominalisation - and this may be 
a preposterous assumption , but assume it anyway for the moment ! - then nominalisation 
of ( 76 )  woul d give us one of the following forms : 1 3  
( 79 )  a) 
b)  
c )  
**na - i - Qku / au / pa l e  
**q a - i -Qku / a u  / RUQmaq 
**ta- i - Qku / au / RUQmaq 
The transitive suffix i was deleted by general rule before the pronoun suffix (but 
possibly not before having some effect on the preceding vowel - e . g .  raising qa to 
qe in l anguages like Motu and other Central Papuan l anguages ,  for example) ; also , 
the indirect obj ect pronoun au was optionally or obligatorily del eted under identity 
with the suffix . Although various idiosyncratic changes took place in the phonology 
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of the morphemes '�na , '�qa , and '� ta , these changes are idiosyncratic and not part of 
the development at the pac or early post-pac stage , and they therefore need not 
concern us here . 
Thus the system as proposed seems eminently natural , except , of course ,  for the 
major imponderable : the nature of ' X '  in the underlying construction ( 76 ) . What was 
the verb in a sentence like ( 76 ) ? Was there in fact a verb at all? Can we posit a 
zero verb? If not ,  can we posit a verb which is deleted wholesale when the sentence 
it occurs in is nominalised? Whatever the form of the verb , what were its semantics ? 
These are difficult questions . I will try to give an answer here , but I feel that 
further research and further thought is necessary before we fully understand what 
underlies this construction-type . 
We are fami liar ,  of course , with copul ar sentences without verbs in OC languages .  
Lenakel is interesting in this regard , since i t  requires no verb in a positive copular 
sentence , but does require a verb - 0 1  'to do, make ' - in a negative copular sentence : 
LEN (80)  i n  uk Natou 
he this Natou 
'He/this is Natou ' 
(81 )  i n  uk r- t s-ol -aan Natou 
he this 3sg-neg-do-neg Natou 
'He/this is not Natou ' 
Motu is also interesting in using the negative verbal prefix as i without a verb in 
possessive-type sentences . Compare the use of as i as a prefix to a verb in ( 82 )  with 
sentence ( 83) , where as i occurs without a verb : 
MTU ( 8 2) as i -na-g i n i 
neg-lsg. nonfuture-stand 
, I don 't stand ' 
( 83 )  a i  na as i e-ma i i ra 
we . exc art? not poss . l . exc axe 
'We ( exc) have no axes ' 
In one sense at least , then , both of these languages ( and of course many others in 
the OC region) could be said to have zero verbs in the general semantic area of 
being/having . 
Remembering that Lenakel uses a form of the verb 'do ' in the negative copula , 
one aspect of Fij ian is also of interest in this regard . Fij ian has a verb i a  'to 
do, to perform, to carry out ', with transitives i a  and i a - t aka ( Capel l 1968 : 73 ) . 
What is especially interesting aobut this verb is  its phonological form; Geraghty 
(personal communication) notes probably only one other Fij ian verb of the form VV 
ua-ca , 'to beat with a stick ' .  A possible interpretation is  that i a  is historically 
not a verb at all , but a transitive suffix attached to a zero verb . 1 4  That is , there 
was a transitive verb ¢ 'do, have ' which in the environment of a singular common 
obj ect in pre-Fij ian , had the form ¢- i  i a  NP . Although other verbs reduced the 
- i  i a  to -a ( cf .  the discussion concerning ( 58)  and ( 59 )  above ) , this zero verb may 
wel l have reduced - i  i a  only to i a .  
There i s  thus some support for the idea of a zero verb in the general semantic 
area covered by being/having/doing . I f  our ' X '  verb was in fact a zero verb , then 
we could propose that it had these semantics ; i . e .  we could rewrite ( 76 ) , the sen­
tence underlying active manipulative constructions , as (84 ) : 
POC (84)  H (  / ¢- i - I)ku / au / { PR
a 1 e  
ul)maq 
( subj ) / be/have-transitive-me / I / house 
The underlying sentence ( 84 )  would mean something like 'There is to me a house ' .  I f  
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this hypothesis is acceptable,  then the POC system is explained very easily , since 
once again the same set of rules which applied to the transitive and obj ect suffixes 
in direct constructions wil l  apply again here ; if it is not acceptable - i . e .  if we 
need to posit a non-zero verb which was first reduced , then wholly deleted , in this 
environment - then the hypothesis is less acceptable , because it is more contrived . 
However , I am loath to rej ect the whol e  propbsal out of hand at this stage , since it 
applies very neatly to the other two types of active possession , to which I now turn . 
3 . 2 . Eati ng and dri n ki ng 
These are subtypes are similar in many ways , which is why I want to discuss 
them together here : they both imply control for a specific purpose by possessor 
over possessed ; unlike *na-possession , there is much greater concistency in the 
forms of the morphemes used throughout OC ; and the forms of these morphemes bear a 
phonological resemblance to the verbs ' eat ' and ' drink ' .  
The first point - speci fic control by possessor over possessed - suggests that 
both types of possession should be treated roughly in the same way as active 
manipulative possession which, al though less specific , implies the same kind of 
control . I therefore tentatively suggest that,  in OC eating and drinking possession , 
the possessor was originally the indirect obj ect , in the same way as the possessor 
was derived from the underlying indirect obj ect in '�na -possession . 
The second and third points should be taken together , since I feel that the 
similarity between the possessive markers and the semantically corresponding verbs 
explains the relative phonological uni formity of shape of the markers in OC languages .  
That i s ,  I am suggesting that the possessive markers derive from the verbs ' eat ' and 
' drink ' .  With the former there is littl e  di fficulty : possessive marker * ka and verb 
'�kan i 'eat ' are very s imilar - more so i f  the verb is interpreted as * kan- i ,  for 
which there seems to be considerable evidence which I wil l  not detail here . 
The formal relationship between what has been reconstructed as possessive 
marker *ma and verb * i n um 'drink ' is l ess obvious at first sight . However , the 
following facts suggest that both reconstructions should be modi fied , and it will  be 
seen that the relationship between the modi fied forms is much closer . 
a )  First , Lynch (19 78b : 769)  suggests that ,  on the basis of forms l ike Lenakel 
n t mw- (better , n t mwt -)  'marker for drinkable possession ' ,  the form ," ma should be  
modified as  *Qma . Note also that Tangoa shows Qa for this marker . 
b) Second , there are also grounds for reconstructing a POC form '�Qm i n um 'drink ' 
which would either replace * i n um or be reconstructed as a doublet . Besides Malay 
m i n um ,  we find in Tanna forms such as Lenakel amn uumw , Whitesands amn tm (where the 
a is a fused prefix) . Fij ian has gunu  (where the vowel of the first syllable  is 
irregular but may be due to assimilation) . Now in many cases , Fi j ian shows the 
velar nasal 9 < POC *Qm : e . g .  *ta-Qmane > tagane 'man ', ," 1 i ( Q ) ma > 1 i ga 'hand '; 
'�Qma ta > gata 'snake ' ,  and so on . I S  
If these two reconstructions are accepted , then the phonological connection 
between the ' new '  possessive marker '�Qma and the ' new '  verb '�Qm i num seems considerably 
closer than the phonological connection between *ma and * i n um .  
Eating and drinking possessive constructions can thus be accounted for in an 
almost identical way as active manipUlative constructions . The possessor in an 
eating construction derives from the indirect obj ect in a sentence with *kan- i as 
the verb . Thus Fij ian na ke-mu da l 0 ,  Motu a-mu taro , and Lenakel n t kt -m n t te 'thy 
taro ' would all derive from a sentence with unspecified subj ect like (84 ) , which 
would mean something like 'There is for thee to eat the taro ' :  
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POC ( 84 )  ""� ( ) / kan- i -mu / ko ( e ) / n ta l os 
(subj ) / eat-transitive-thee / thou / taro 
Exactly the same deletions and movement trans formations apply to this sentence as 
applied to the various other underlying sentences that have been postulated in this 
paper . Given the loss of i before the obj ect suffix , the consonant cluster in the 
resul tant form ," kan -mu would reduce to ," ka-mu . Other further changes are language 
specific ( e . g .  loss of k in Motu,  a > e in Fij ian , fusion of article n t  and a > t in 
Lenakel )  . 
Similarly , an active drinking construction like Fij ian na me-mu wa i ,  Lenakel 
n tmwt-m nu� 'thy water '� would derive from a sentence like (85 ) : 
POC ( 8 5 )  1,* ( ) / I)m i n um- i -mu / ko (e ) / wa i R  
(sub j )  / drink-transitive-thee / thou I water 
Again , the same rules apply . The verb * I)m i n um undergoes considerable phonological 
reduction , but on the analogy of 1'na/'�qa/ "' ta  and *ka one can easily imagine its 
being reduced to '�I)ma . 
We are on slightly shaky ground with both these suggestions , and also with the 
suggestions posed in the previous section . However , I feel that they have some merit 
in that they explain a number of features of Fij ian and OC possession which have not 
so far been adequately accounted for : ( i )  the formal similarity of the possessive 
pronouns in active and direct possessive constructions , and the formal similarity of 
both to the obj ective pronoun suffixes ; ( ii )  the formal similarity between the 
morphemes marking eating and drinking possession and the semantically appropriate 
verbs ; and ( ii i )  the relation between indirect obj ects and possessors . Whatever the 
validity of the hypothesis proposed in this section , I feel that it at least explains 
more of the facts of active possession than other analyses .  
4 .  PASS IVE  POSSESSION 
In Fi j ian , passive possession is marked in exactly the same manner as active 
edible possession , with the possessive marker ke ; compare the active edible construc­
tion ( 86 )  with the passive construction ( 87 ) : 
FIJ (86)  na ke-na da l o  
art poss-3sg taro 
'His taro (to eat) , 
( 8 7 )  na ke -na i t ukutuku 
art poss- 3sg story 
'His story (the one told about him) , 
This is so in quite a number of OC languages . The fol lowing exampl es are taken from 
Pawley ( 1 97 3 : 161-162) : 
MOTA ( 88 )  ga-na 0 nam 
'his yam (as food) , 
(89)  na-ga-na 0 gat i a  
'his arrow (intended for him� with which he was shot) , 
NGGELA (90)  na ga-na bet i 
'his (drinking) water ' 
( 9 1 )  ga-d i ra na vahag i 
'their sicknesses ' 
The general impression , then , is that active edible and passive possession were , 
at the very leas t ,  formally identical construction-types in POC o Some writers go 
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even further , suggesting ( either by impl ication or more directly) that the two con­
structions may have been semantically/structurally identical in POC o Geraghty , for 
example ,  states that , in eating possession , 1 6  
the possessor eats or suffers the head nominal . The 
' suffer ' meaning . . .  is important because it constitutes the 
middle ground between passive and eat possession , and helps 
explain why the two types are usual l y  marked in the same wa y .  
I t  would be reasonable to consider the fol lowing as exampl es 
of passive possessed deverbal nouns : 
S[ tandard ] F[ ij ian ] 
kemu i-caqe ' your kick ' (you are kicked) 
kemu i-roba ' your slap ' ( you are slapped) 
were it not for the fact that they appear to be somehow 
related to the verb kana ' eat , suffer ' ,  as exemplified below 
in these attested sentences : 
kana i-caqe ' suffer kicking , get kicked ' 
kana i-roba ' suffer s lapping , get slapped ' 
( Geraghty 19 78 : 236-237 ; emphasis mine) . 
Pawley , however , is more cautious about this relationship between active edible and 
passive possession : 
*ka- marked other relationships which are difficult to connect 
semantically with the edible one . We are perhaps dealing 
with two independent formatives , *ka -l ( edible) and *ka-2 
( subordinate or uncontrolled) . . . .  It is tempting to postulate 
a common meaning uniting all the uses of *ka-,  but it is doubtful 
whether this can be j ustified . (Pawley 1973 : 1 62-163)  . 
There are two kinds of evidence which suggest that passive and eating possession 
derive from different underlying structures , and which al so suggest an alternative 
historical analysis . The first comes from languages like those of the Central Province 
of Papua New Guinea ; I will use Aroma rather than Motu as an example of these ,  since 
some of these data have already appeared in print elsewhere (Lynch 19 7 3 ) . Aroma shows 
the normal Central Papuan contract between active manipulative ( 9 2 )  and active eating 
( 9 3) constructions : 
AROMA ( 9 2 )  a )  (� i ) �e-mu vanua 
(thou) poss .  2sg village 
'Thy vil lage ' 
b )  ( !fO i )  ge-mu pae 
(thou) poss . 2sg pig 
'Thy pig ' 
( 9 3 )  a )  ( � i )  �a -mu �an i �an i 
(thou) poss-2sg food 
'Thy food (to eat) ' 
b)  (�o i  ) �a-mu pae 
(thou) poss-2sg pig 
'Thy pig (as food) , > 'Thy pork ' 
However , passive possession in Aroma is not structurally identical with eating 
possession but , rather , with direct possession . Compare the fol lowing pairs of 
constructions : 
( 94 )  a) ( thau) va l avu-ku 
(I) idea-lsg 
'MY opinions (relatively fixed) , 
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( 94 )  b )  ( thau)  �e-ku va l avu 
(I) poss-lsg idea 
'My (passing) thoughts ' 
( 95 )  a) (�o i ) raupa raupa-mu 
(thou) pioture-2sg 
'Thy pioture (the pioture taken of thee) , 
b) (�o i )  ge-mu raupa raupa 
(thou) poss-2sg pioture 
'Thy picture (the one in thy possession) , 
In Aroma and its congeners , then , passive possession is formal ly identical with 
direct possession ( c f .  Aroma thau ama-ku 'my father ', � i  ama -mu 'thy father ' )  and 
not with active edible possess ion . 
The second piece of evidence comes from the languages o f  Tanna . I will take 
Lenakel as typical , again since it has been documented elsewhere (Lynch 1973)  . 
Lenakel shows the distinction between direct (96 ) , active eating (marked by n t kt )  
( 97 ) , and active manipulative (marked by taha) (98) : 
LEN (96 )  ne l u-k 
tooth-lsg 
'My tooth ' 
( 9 7 )  n uw n t k t -k 
yam poss-lsg 
'My yam (to eat) , 
( 98 )  n i mwa taha-k 
house poss-lsg 
'My house ' 
Passive possession (termed ' semi-alienable '  in Lynch (1973 ) ) ,  however , is marked in 
none of these three ways ; rather , it is marked by the locative preposition I e  or by 
the transi tive suffix i n .  The status of i n  as a transitive suffix is first of all 
established below : 
LEN (99)  r-am-tgn 
3sg-continuous-fear 
'He is afraid ' 
( 100) r-am- gn- i n  i o  
3sg-continuous-fear-trans I 
'He is afraid of me ' 
Now examine the contrast between active manipulative possession ( in the (a )  sentences )  
and passive possession ( in the (b)  sentences ) : 1 7  
LEN ( 101)  a) nouanage taha-k 
story poss-lsg 
'My story (which I tel l )  , 
b) nouanage i n  i o  
story trans I 
'My story (the one about me) , 
( 102 )  a )  nau  taha-m 
b lade poss-2sg 
'Thy knife ' 
b)  nau i n  i i k 
blade trans you . sg 
'Thy shoulder-blade rs ) , 
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This use of transitive-type constructions in both Central papua and Tanna to 
express passive possession is interesting , especially if one considers ( a) the 
relationship between possessed and possessor in such constructions , and (b)  the 
difficul ty of trying to fit such constructions into sentences where the possessor 
was obj ect/indirect obj ect of the verb '�kan i 'eat ' .  The evidence from these two 
groups of languages , which almost certainly belong to different first-order groups 
of Oceanic , also suggests that POC must have marked passive possessive constructions 
differently from all other possessive-types , including active eating . I will suggest 
here that passive possessive constructions in OC do indeed derive from transitive 
sentences ; but whereas active constructions derive from ditransitive sentences where 
the possessor is the indirect obj ect ,  and direct constructions derive from transitive 
sentences where the possessor is the direct obj ect and the verb takes the ' short ' or 
' close ' transitive suffix * - i , passive possessive constructions , I suggest , derive 
from transitive sentences where the possessor is the direct obj ect but where the verb 
takes the ' long ' or ' remote ' transitive suffix ," - a k i  � '� -a k i n i . In other words , what 
I am suggesting is that , for example ,  a Fi j ian passive possessive construction like 
na ke-mu i t ukutuku 'thy story (the one to ld about thee) ' derives from a sentence with 
unspecified sub j ect like ( 103) : 
( 10 3 )  ( ) / t ukut uku-ak i n i -mu / ko ( e) 
( sub j )  / tell . story-transitive- thee / thou 
which underwent subsequent nominalisation and , in the process , underwent many of the 
changes that other possessive constructions have undergone . 
What evidence is there for this speculation? I put forward the following . 
Firs t ,  nouns possessed passively are in many cases deverbal - i . e .  derived (or at 
least logically derivable) from verbs which are , of course , capable of taking a 
transitive suffix . Second , the form of the morpheme which marks passive possession 
in the Tanna languages appears to be cognate with POC ;'-ak i n i ( that form of the long 
transitive suffix which is used before an obj ect suffix ( Pawley 19 7 3 : 1 20) ) :  e . g .  
N�vhall and South-west Tanna ktn , Lenakel i n . I S  Third , POC *-ak i n i  i s  lost i n  Aroma , 
which provides an explanation for the identical treatment of passive (remote 
transitive ) and direct ( close transitive) possessive constructions . Fourth , and 
perhaps most  important,  the underlying form of the markers of passive and edible 
possession are phonologically very similar . From (84 )  above , 'thy edible ' would 
have been something like *kan- i -mu ; according to the hypothesis presented her e ,  
'thy passive ' i n  ( 1 0 3 )  would have been something like *a k i n i -mu . with both of these 
forms undergoing the kinds of phonological reduction natural in this environment , 
it does not seem sur.prising that both merged as *'�ka-mu in a very large number of 
OC languages .  
It is di fficult to pin down the semantics of POC '� -ak i n  i .  Pawley attempts to 
do so , and assigns to *-ak l n i  such roles as concomitant , cause , instrument , and 
beneficiary ( as opposed to the roles of place ,  goal , stimulus , experiencer , patient, 
product which he assigns to POC *- i )  ( Pawley 1973 : 1 28) . However , 
no simple correlation of semantic relation with case form is 
possible ,  . . .  so that a simple gloss for each suffix , such as 
'patient ' marker for * -i and ' instrument ' marker for * -aki 
[ � *-ak i n i : JL ]  would be misleading . Each suffix marks several 
different semantic relations . ( Pawley 1973 : 1 25-126 )  . 
Thus while the investigation of the roles of ,�- i and *-ak i n i does not throw a great 
deal of light on the topic ,  neither does it invalidate the present hypothesis . * 
* 
See Harrison in this volume for further discussion . 
5 .  CONCLUS ION 
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What I have attempted to do in this paper is to put forward a set of hypotheses 
which go rather further into the semantics , the syntax , and especial ly the morphology 
of the possessive constructions in oc languages than previous stUdies of OC possession 
( e . g .  Lynch 1973 , Pawley 19 73)  had done . In other words , rathe r than merely stating 
that there seems to be ' something verbal ' about OC possession , I have tried to show 
rather more exactly what that ' something verbal ' might have been , and have attempted 
to account for the morphological structure and the forms of the morphemes which 
appear in the various construction-types . 
In particul ar , I feel that this hypothesis accounts for two facts which I have 
always considered striking , but which have never really been satis factorily explained . 
One is the similarity between possessive suffixes and obj ect suffixes in most of 
those OC languages which show both sets of pronominal forms , and the fact that , 
although the role of the possessor varies from one construction-type to another ,  the 
same set of possessive suffixes is usually used . The other fact is the formal 
similarity between the transitive suffix ,  the verb ' eat ' , and the verb ' drink ' on the 
one hand , and various morphemes marking particular possessive construction-types on 
the other . The set of hypotheses presented here attempts to account for these facts . 
There are , o f  course , a number of areas which may seem somewhat suspect - perhaps 
most notably the analysis of active manipul ative possession in section 3 . 1 .  - but as 
a coherent whole I feel that the hypothesis is worth consideration . There are also 
a number of questions left unanswered at this stage , such as the manner of the 
development of Polynesian and Micronesian-type systems from this proposed poe system, 
and the relationship of this system to any system reconstructed or reconstructibl e 
for Proto-Austronesian . Answers to these must await furthe r research . 
NOTES 
1 .  This paper began to take shape in 1976 when Peter Lincoln paid an extended 
visit to University of Papua New Guinea . I am grateful to him for many 
insights , a number of which have been incorporated here ; to Terry Crowley and 
Paul Geraghty , for perceptive comments on an earlier draft ; and to members of 
both Departments of Linguistics at the Australian National University for 
comments on a seminar on this topic which I presented there in October , 1979 . 
2 .  References simply to ' Fij ian ' imply Standard Fij ian . Other Fij i an ' languages ' 
will be mentioned specifically by name ( e . g .  Wayan Fi j ian) . 
3 .  Examples will be kept to a minimum in this section , on the assumption that readers 
have at least a passing familiarity with the structure of possession in OC 
languages . The Engl ish forms ' thee ' and ' thy ' will be used for second person 
singular forms . 
4 .  Eating ( and also drinking - cf . section 1 . 4 . ) are cul turally defined in most 
OC languages . For example , tobacco in Fi j ian is possessed with an eat�ng con­
struction : na ke-na tavako 'his tobacco (to smoke) ' .  Oysters are possessed by 
a drinking construction : na me-q u d i o  'my oysters (to eat)  ' .  
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5 .  But cf . the following examples from Lister-Turner & Clark ( n .d . a ) , where the 
same morpheme as is used for eating possession ( a - )  is also used for passive 
possession : a-gu i na i  'my enemy/enemies ', a�na u r u  'his generation ' .  This 
construction-type , however , is quite uncommon in modern Motu . 
6 .  Data are from my own field notes . The vowel /t/  is obl igatorily inserted 
between the two members of what would otherwise be a word-final consonant 
cluster : thus the underlying forms of the first and third examples in ( 2 3 )  are 
/ rem- k/ and /mw i pw-k/ ; similarly , the underlying forms of the first two examples 
in ( 24 )  are /ne ram- k/ and /ne ram-n/ . 
7 .  Data are again from my own field notes . While  there is some question about the 
genetic status of Maisin , Lynch ( 1977 )  argues that Maisin is in fact an Austro­
nesian ( and therefore Oceanic) language , al though it has been sub jected to heavy 
Papuan influence . The distinction between reciprocal and non-reciprocal posses­
sion in Maisin is not parallelled ,  to my knowledge , in any of the Papuan l anguages 
which are likely to have influenced Maisin , and can not therefore be attributed 
to borrowing or to Papuan substratum influence . 
8 .  Most of the examples ( 39 )  through ( 44 )  are taken ,  either directly or with some 
slight modification , from Milner ( 1 9 7 2 : 111-11 3 ) . 
9 .  I have not tried to differentiate the suffixes - i  and -a in Fij ian transitive 
constructions , nor have I attempted to be specific in glossing them . I have 
also followed recent practice in analysing , for example , ra i ca in ( 4 5) as ra i c-a 
and not as ra i -ca or ra i -c-a ; although in its free form the verb is ra i and not 
* ra i c ,  it is now customary to treat the so-called ' thematic consonant '  as part 
of the underlying form and not as part of the suffix . 
10 . The fact that , for example , Fij ian ya l ewa 'woman ' is not cognate with POC *p i ne 
'woman ' need not concern us here ; we are more interested in structural comparisons . 
11 . This may also help to explain the notorious -C i a  suffix in Polynesian languages . 
1 2 .  Eromangan is one OC l anguage which shows zero for third singular obj ect ,  while 
Gitua is an example of an OC language which has a zero third singular possessive 
suffix . 
1 3 .  I have simpl ified matters s lightly in ( 79 )  by choosing that reconstructed etymon 
for 'house ' which is reflected in each of the three languages . That is , Fijian ,  
which has va l e  < *pa l e ,  uses the form o f  the possessive morpheme which derives 
from *na ( 79a) ; Motu has ruma < *Ru�maq , and uses that form of the possessive 
morpheme which derives from *qa ( 79b ) ; while Lenakel , with n i mwa < *Ru�maq , has 
a possessive morpheme deriving from "' ta ( 79cl . 
14 . There should be no intrinsic difficulty with accepting the concept of a zero 
verb . Such verbs are found in the New Guinea area : e . g .  ¢ = 'go ' in Maisin 
( Austronesian) , ¢ = 'be ' in Gahuku ( Papuan) , etc . 
1 5 .  Why , then , one might ask , is the Fij ian drinking possession marker me and not ga 
or ge , if  the POC form is '� �ma and if  poe '� I)m > FIJ g? There appear to be at 
least some cases of '� �m > m as well : * t a �ma ta > tama ta 'person ', '� l i ( � ) ma > l  i ma 
'five ' ,  and so on . These suggest that both m and 9 in Fij ian can be considered 
as reflexes of POC *�m .  The whole area o f  the POC labiovelars is still poorly 
understood . 
1 6 .  Geraghty has subsequently pointed out to me (personal communication) that his 
remarks are not intended as making any historical claim . However , statements 
such as that being made by Geraghty have been made as historical claims in the 
past , and I thus present Geraghty ' s  remarks here unaltered . 
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1 7 .  For convenience , I ignore the structure with l e .  Note also that Lenakel has no 
obj ect suffixes ; free form pronouns occur as obj ects in ( 1 00) , and in the 
possessive constructions ( l Olb ) and ( 1 02b) . 
1 8 .  POC '� k is sporadically lost in Lenakel . Thus besides '�kan i > ktn  /eat / ,  "'kap i ka 
> n t /k t v t k  'Malay apple /, and '�namuk > mu/muk 'mosquito /, we also find ," ka l i > i 1 
'dig ', *makumpu > mw i pwt- 'grandchild ', and *tans i k  > tehe 'sea ' .  Thus the 
absence of k in the reflex of "'a k i n i ,  though unpredictable,  is not unexpected in 
Lenakel . Nor , in fact,  is the presence o f  k any more predictable or expected in 
the N!:vhaal reflex of '�ak i n i ;  the N!:vhaal reflexes of the six POC forms above 
are respectively "'kan i > aan , *kap i ka ( no refl ex) , *namuk > mu/muk , '� ka l  i > k t l , 
*makumpu > mukupu- , and * tans i k  > tah i k .  ( See Lynch 1978b for further details ) .  
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METATHES I S  I N  AUSTRONES I AN :  R I R I O  AND OTHER CASES 
Don Laycock 
Among Austronesian languages ,  a widespread form of metathes is involves reversing 
cv to VC - usually, but not always , the final CV .  This type of metathesis is fairly 
common in language families other than AN when the consonant is a liquid , or when the 
vowel is high ( and becomes a semivowel after metathesis ) ; but all the examples 
involving other consonants and vowels given by Ultan ( 1978)  come from AN languages . 
If  we take this as a representative sample ,  we have a form of metathesis that is 
common in AN ,  but rare in other language families . 
Evidence for the metathesis comes from cognate forms in other languages , or from 
reconstructed proto-forms ; or else from unmetathesised forms in the same language , 
when the metathesised forms have a syntactic or stylistic function . Cl ear-cut 
examples of such metathesis are found from Timor (Timorese , reported also for Mambai 
and Helong) to Rotuma , with a number of 'metathesising languages ' being found in the 
central and western Solomon Islands . Supporting data come from additional languages 
outside this area . 
Some examples will show the type of metathesis involved : 
Timorese (Middelkoop 1950) 
a/o fa l o  'earring ' fau l 
kano 'plait ' ka un 
ma fo 'shade ' mauf 
a/u ma fu  'drunk ' mau f  
e/a 1 eka t 'end ' l ekte 
el i  napen i 'he gets ' nape i n ,  napen 
e/o mete ( unglossed) meot , meot 
e/u tenu 'three ' teun 
ameput 'worker ' ameupte 
i /o s i mo 'receive ' s i um 
t i mo  'poteka ' t i um 
i / u h i t u 'seven ' h i ut 
n i t u 'guest ' n i u t 
t i t u 'watch ' t i ut 
o/ i tot i s  'attempt ' to i t s e  
u/ i but i 'roU into a bal l ' bu i t  
u/u  l u l ut 'end ' l u l te 
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(The difference between the forms is syntactic , but Mlddelkoop provides no further 
information , or data . Note that forms originally ending in a consonant acquire an 
epenthetic -e , but do not otherwise seem to affect the metathesis . )  
Kwara ' ae ,  Malaita ( Deck 19 34 , Fox 1950)  
ala 
ale? 
al i 
al i ,  
a/o 
a/u 
e/a 
i /a 
i /o 
u/ i 
u/u 
a/u 
ta l a  ana 
fanga 'food ' 
saema ( ?  misprint for saena ) 
a l  i a l  i 
ban i a 'that one ' 
ka rang i a  
ofodang i 
sas  i akau 
kafo 
ta i f i l i a ku 
aabu 
s i ramu 
l eka 'go ' 
ta ' ena 
P i ta 'Peter ' 
I i  kota i 
b u l  i 
kus i ' NEG ' 
nau ku • . .  'I + pv ' 
ta l an 
fang 
sean 
a i  l a  i I 
ba i n  
ka reng 
ofda i ng 
sas i ako 
ka f 
ta i f i I auk 
aub 
s i raom 
l eak 
taen 
P i a t 
I i okta i 
b u i  I 
ku i s  
nauk 
(An undescribed register of Kwara ' ae ;  both authors say only ' rapid speech ' .  Forms 
unglossed in sources ; some glosses have been added from indications elsewhere in 
Deck ( ' PV '  means 'preverbal marker ' ) . Note apocope where Vl=V2 . Metathesis operates 
on roots rather than on suffixes ( I  i kota i ) , and prior to redupl ication ( a l  i a l  i ) . )  
Sissano , NW Papua New Guinea (Laycock 1976 ) 
POC *man u { k }  ma i n  'bird ' 
'�ndanu {m} ra i n  'water ' 
'�kutu  te ' u i t  'louse ' 
'�kan i ' a i n  'eat ' 
'�rlPOl) i  po i n  'night ' 
(Metathesis of final I i I only , after development of original " 'u to '� i .  Final alveolar 
consonants are non-phonemically palatalised ; the sequence l u i l  is reali sed as [ u ] . )  
Rowa, Banks Is ( Fox 1950) 
Mota I i wo 'tooth ' I i ew 
I i to 'firewood '  I i et 
s i nga 'shine ' s i eng 
s i wo 'down ' s i ew 
( Described by Fox as "Mota transposed" . Rowa is listed by Tryon ( 1972 ) , but in his 
1976 classification is equated with Lehalurup - which , for the first two of the 
above forms shows l owo-k 'my tooth ', l ew 'tusk ', I yet 'firewood ' . )  
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Lolsiwoi , Aoba , New Hebrides (Tryon 19 76) 
Ngwatua f)gwe ta f)gweat  'taro ' 
Lolomatui mbaeko mbaeak 'breadfrui t ' 
Ngwatua fu l a  vuo l 'moon ' 
Ngwatua uha wuos 'rain ' 
Ngwatua f i l a  v i e l  ' lightning ' 
Ngwatua fohe  voas 'paddle '  
Ngwatua fuhu vus 'bow ' 
Wailengi f)gwa l oana f)gwa l oan 'fight ' 
Lolomatui mae to maea t 'black ' 
Lolomatui manoka manak 'cooked ' 
Lolomatui mamaha mamas ' d:t>y , 
Lolomatui maya may 'heavy ' 
Ngwatua ka-to l u ke-to l  ' three ' 
Ngwatua ka-vat i ke-vet 'four ' 
Ngwatua ka - l  i ma ka - l  i m  'five ' 
Ngwatua ko-ono ke-on 'six ' 
Ngwatua ka-mb i t u ke-mb i t  'seven ' 
Ngwatua ka-kwa l u  ke- kwo l 'eight ' 
Ngwatua ka-h i kwa ke- s i ok 'nine ' 
Ngwatua haf)vu l u  saf)vu l 'ten ' 
Ngwatua naf)ahe naf)es 'when ' 
Ngwatua ka -v i ha ke-v i e s  'how many ' 
Ngwatua mavuka mavok 'tomorrow ' 
Ngwatua mbof) i mbof) 'night ' 
Ngwatua n i f)go n i ok 'thou ' 
Ngwatua k i ta k i et 'we (pl . inc l )  , 
Ngwatua mbet e mbet 'give ' 
Ngwatua rOf)o rOf) 'hear ' 
Ngwatua maraka ma rak 'stand ' 
Ngwatua mat u r u  ma t u r  'sleep ' 
(A selection of exampl es showing both apocope and metathesis ; cognate forms shown 
from various other languages of Aoba . Original data slightly modified for typo­
graphical convenienc e ,  by repl acing � by v and lowering superscribed prenasalisation 
and labial isation . Scattered instances of similar metathesis occur in other languages 
of the New Hebrides . )  
Nengone ,  Loyalty Is ( Leenhardt 1946) 
l ae 
n i  bua 
yose l o  
n i c;let i l u  ome r i  
bua co kanon t e  j eu ' o re koe n i  retok 
l enge l o ' a  t h u  da i co kod a r u  
Menaku 
Ti t i 
Ro 
a l e  
uba i n  
soyeo l 
c;l i ne t u i l moe i r  
uba oc nakoned uej on uk i i n  terok 
nge l eo l o ' a  uth ad i oc doka ru  
Em ' nan uk 
I t  i t 
O r  
(Scattered examples , and village names , from examples in Nengone and Cara C ea ra ] ,  a 
secret language based partly on the chiefly language of Iwatenu ( Iwateno ) . Only 
examples showing CV reversal have been selected ; but it is clear that a more 
important mechanism is syllable-interchange , with occasional phonetic reversal and 
consonant transposition - see Laycock 1972  for an account of these mechanisms . )  
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Dehu, Loyalty Is  ( Leenhardt 1946 ) 
l ep i  l o l ooe the ' m i  te ke 
'out quickly - no s lacking! ' 
pua ka 'pig ' 
el e i p  o l o l eeo eth  i t i  ' me ek 
akaup 
(A secret language similar to the preceding , based partly on the chiefly language of 
' Umeng (Humeng ) . Most examples given show syl lable-interchange , phonetic reversal , 
and consonant transposition - the only instances of CV metathesis appear to be those 
above . )  
Rotuman ( Churchward 1940 ; Biggs 1959 , 196 5 ;  Haudricourt 19 58a , b ;  Milner 19 72 )  
ala 
ale 
al i 
a/o 
a/u 
e/a 
ele 
el i 
elo 
e/u 
i /a 
i /e 
i l  i 
i /o 
i /u 
o/a 
ole 
o/ i 
010 
o/u 
u/a 
u/e 
u/ i 
u/o 
u/ u 
haga [ haga ] 
1 aj e [ 1 e:j e ]  
kam i [ k::Jm i ] 
rako [ rako ] 
maho [ ma.ho ] 
hagu [ h::>g u ]  
seseva 
'feed ' 
'coral ' 
'dog ' 
'learn ' 
'get cold ' 
'wake ' 
' erroneous ' 
hag [ hag ] 
l aej [ l e:j ] 
ka i m  [ kcem ] 
raok [ ra k ]  
maoh [ ma.h ]  
hag [ h::>g ] 
seseav 
efe 'coconut pulp ' ef 
tep i [ t �p i ] 's low ' t e i p [ t�p ] 
( sources say -eCo > -ec , but no examples given ) 
hefu [ h�fu ] 'star ' heuf [ h�f ] 
1 i ma 'five ' 1 i am 
( sources say - i Ce > - i eC ,  but no examples given) 
tok i r i  'roll  ' tok i r 
t i ko 'fl esh ' t i ok 
t i mu 'heavy rain ' t i m  
hosa 'flower ' hoas 
mose 's leep ' moes [ ores ]  
hot i 'embark ' ho i t  [ h¢t ] 
hoto 'jwrrp , hot 
fo ' u  [ f9 ' U ]  fo ' [ f9 '  ] 
Rot uma 'Rotwna ' Rot uam 
p u re 'rule ' puer 
fut i 'pull ' fu i t  fyt  
( sources say -uCo > - uoC , but no examples given) 
t u t u ru 'pos t ' t u t u r  
( Rotuman is the classic citation for AN metathesis . Difference between forms is 
syntactic - ' indefinite ' versus ' definite ' ,  or list forms versus phrasal forms . 
Examples taken from all sources - but I follow Haudricourt for the phonetics , and 
Mi lner for the phonemic respelling . Note that reduplication operates after meta­
thesis ( ro rom i 'rush ' > ro rom) and that the umlauting effect may extend to other 
vowels in the word ( f u rfuruk i 'pimple ' > fu r furuk) , causing a problem for Milner ' s  
phonemicised orthography - given the fact that vowel sequences a i , o i  and u i  occur 
in the language with normal ( un-umlauted) values . Biggs regards sequences ea , i o ,  
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o a  and u e  a s  reducing to Iya/ , Iyol , Iwa/ , lwei ; if this extends throughout the series , 
there would be homophony between metathesised forms of oa /ua and i a/ea . In the 
Haudricourt analysis homophony is found only in the metathesised forms of - i C i /- i Cu 
and -eCe/-eCo - but -eCo perhaps does not occur . )  
T he case of  Ri rio  
Ririo , a dying language of Choiseul in the western Solomon Islands , differs from 
all preceding instances ( except perhaps that of Rowa and/or Lolosiwoi )  in that there 
is no al ternation between metathesised and unmetathesised forms within the language . 
To find unmetathesised forms , one has to turn to the closely-related language of 
Babatana , or , occasionally , to other languages of Choiseul . ( For this paper ,  it has 
proved necessary only to use Sengga ; forms in the left column are therefore always 
Babatana , unless otherwise speci fied . The forms in the right-hand column are Ririo . )  
When I carried out fieldwork in Susuka village on Choiseul in 19 78 , there were 
only eighteen surviving native speakers of Ririo - sixteen of whom were then resident 
in Susuka . All Ririo speakers used Babatana as their normal language of daily inter­
course ,  and their children and other family members spoke only Babatana . The full 
history of Ririo speakers has not been establ ished , but it seems that they sought 
refuge among Babatana speakers some time toward the end of the nineteenth century , 
after their population had been reduced by headhunting raids from Vella Lavell a ;  
they returned to their original villages in the 1920s o r  19 30s , but again sought 
refuge with Babatana speakers during World War II . This close interaction has led 
speakers of both Babatana and Ririo to regard Ririo as a kind of ' funny Babatana ' .  
Babatana has an established orthography based on Roviana ( in turn based upon 
Fij ian) ; the Ririo orthography in turn I based on Babatana , in consultation with 
informants , and is the same as that of Babatana with the addition of two vowels  and 
two consonants . In this account , the few examples cited from Sengga are written in 
the same orthography . 
Ri r io  orthography (w ith  phoneti c val ues ) 
p [ P J t [ t J  e [ t s J  k [ k J  ' [ ? J  
b [ mb J 
v [ v , � J  
m [ m J  
d [ nd J J  
r [ r  J 
n [ n J 
[ 1 J 
[ i J 
e e 
e [ e ] 
j [ ndz J 
z [ z , z v J  
5 [ 5  J 
u [ ¢ J 
0 [reJ 
a [a  J 
q [ 1)9 J 
9 [ y J  
n [ I) J  
u [ u J  
0 [ 0  J 
, [ ::> J 0 
Among the consonants , Babatana lacks lei and 1 ' / ,  and in earlier versions of the 
orthography Ij l was often written nz . Babatana lui ( nowadays more usually written 
10/ ) represents both [ ¢ J and [reJ (or [ t J , according to Whaley ( 1962) ) .  Ririo has in 
addition the two lowered vowels lei and 101 , which arise principally from metathesis . 
Whaley also claims contrastive vowel length for Babatana , but I am not entirely sure 
that this is not a function of stress and/or open versus closed syllables . 
Many Babatana words have cognates in Ririo that show a metathesis of root-final 
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cv ;  other words are identical in the two languages , but those that should have 
metathesised, according to the table below , are regarded as borrowings from Babatana . 
Even without the metathesis , the languages differ considerably in lexicon and syntax , 
so that Ririo is not just a ' metathesised Babatana ' .  
Because of the metathesis , many Ririo words end , in their basic form, in a con­
sonant ; all consonants except Ivl may occur finally , but final Ikl arising from 
metathesis (but not always apocope) becomes I ' I .  Al l words ending in a consonant 
have a form with an optional echo-vowel ;  this echo-vowel is frequent in fluent spoken 
Ririo , but at the suggestion of informants is not written . Similar echo-vowel s occur 
in roots which end in a consonant ,  and are deleted when a suffix beginning with a 
vowel is added ; the echo-vowels are also not written in this instance . ( Examples : 
kapt [ ka · pat ] 'skin ', kapte [ kapte ] 'his skin '; ko rs  [ krer-Es ] 'hand ', korse  [ l<.cErse ] 
'his hand ' . ) This causes no ambiguity , as no consonant clusters can occur within 
the syllable in Ririo . 
Most ,  but not all ,  instances of Icl are before high vowels I i i  and lui , and are 
pronounced by some older Ririo speakers as I t  I in some instances (except where there 
are minimal pair contrasts between Icl and It/ : t i n  'give ', c i n  'say ' ) ; this might 
suggest that it is a recent development in Ririo , but this appears contradicted by 
some of the metathesised examples ( see below) . 
In the fol lowing table ,  examples of metathesis involving all the five basic 
vowels /a e i o u/ of Babatana are given;  a few instances are given involving 
Babatana lui ,  but no rules can be given for these , as the vowel is of rare occurrence 
in Babatana , and is rarely followed by any vowel other than itsel f .  ( In Babatana 
many occurrences of lui appear to arise from an umlauting of (backed) lal before 
high vowels ; the Methodist Bible translation in Babatana writes qozo (quzu) for 
'tree ' and tobo ( tubu) for 'forbidden '; but my Babatana lists have qazu and tabu 
with which last compare Ririo tab . )  
Babatana and Ririo forms compared : 
ala madaka 'b lood ' madak 
ale pade 'house ' ped 
a l i  saq i 'bear young ' \ seq 
a/o va to 'manner ' vat 
a/u ka s u  'areca nut ' kas 
e/a qe l a  'cry , q i a l  
e/e seqe 'wash ' seq 
el i ( no instances ; probably no metathesis , or apocope) 
e/o neqo 'fifty ' n i oq 
e/u ( no instances ; I predict no metathesis)  
i /a n i qa 'egg ' n i qa 
i /e s i re 'housefly ' s i re 
i l  i v i  r i  'tobacco ' v i r 
i /o p i to 'black ' p i  to 
i /u p i r u 'wild ' p i u r 
o/a rota 'vein ' ruat 
ole bose 'man ' bues 
o/ i (no instances ; I predict no metathesis)  
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010 boko 'pig ' bo ' 
o/ u l o t u  'church ' l u t (only instance)  
u/a rupa 'darkness ' rupa 
u/e ku l e  'frog ' ku l e  
u/ i vumi 'beard ' vu i m  
u/o ( no instances ; I predict no metathesis )  
u/u  s us u  'breast '  sus  
'u/e kuke 'one ' k i k  
u/ i guk i 'eat ' gek 
lilli ku l u  'cal l '  ku l 
Some additional subrules for metathesis also need to be given . 
1 )  In  roots of  more than two syllables , where the final vowels of the Babatana word 
are identical , the metathesis affects the first two non-identical vowels :  
koma 1 a 'vil lage ' 
( Sengga) sa ruku 'morning ' 
kas uku 'fog ' 
naboko 'widow ' 
kuama l 
sork 
kos k  
nobk 
2 )  Reduplication and pronominal affixation i s  usually subsequent to metathesis : 
( Sengga) sa ruku 'morning ' 
soso l e  'naked ' 
v a l i -o 'ki ll  you ' 
sorsork 'early morning ' 
susue l  
ve l -o 
3) With the suffixed pronominal possessors - uq 'my ', - urn 'your ', ( Babatana -qu , -mu ) , 
however , the suffixes may metathesise first : 
ma taqu 'my eye ' matoq 
ma t a ram i 'our eyes ' ma ta rem 
4 )  The affrication of It I to Icl before high vowels usually precedes the metathesis , 
but in the final instance below must have developed after it : 
n a t u  'Burckel la tree ' 
vutu  'louse ' 
v i t u 'seven ' 
vat i 'four ' 
mas i 'sea, salt ' 
( contrast : vakas i 'canoe ' 
(Sengga) tona 'bow ' 
, noc 
vuc 
z i uc 
, vec 
mec ( ?  earlier 1'mat i )  
vakes )  
c uan 
5) Final Ikl resul ting from metathesis usually becomes 1 ' 1 but remains Ikl after 
apocope of al l final vowels except 10/) ; final Ivl is lost after metathesi s ,  but 
changes the sequence -ava to -0 : 
toka 'adze ' t ua '  
ro roko 'bird ' ro ro ' 
puka 'go up ' pua ' 
nava ' leg ' no 
tava 'day ' , to 
kaye 'spider ' ke 
l eke 'person ' l ek 
(Note that - uCa metathesises only when the C is k . )  
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The following additional examples of irregular metathesis would seem to show 
that Ririo metathesis is not operating directly on Babatana , but on a form of lan­
guage ancestral to both : 
n up i 'grasshopper ' n i p  
baku 'fruit bat ' buk 
vu t i n i  'know ' vesn 
nanana ' love ( intr) 
' } non nun i  'love ( trs) , 
ka rakone 'sand ' ka rku i n 
mo ro 'sick ' muar 
vu i 'hit ' v i  
j ope 'mouth ' j uap 
suku 'want ' s i o '  ( ?  earlier * s  i aku)  
kana so 'thirsty ' k6ns 
E xpl anati ons for metathes i s  
In looking for explanations for these widespread instances o f  metathesis , it is 
first necessary to ask whether we are dealing with one phenomenon , or many . There 
are clearly some similarities between the metathesis rules of one language and those 
of another ; nevertheless , there are striking dissimilarities . If the Ririo and 
Roturnan systems are compared with each other (Table I ) , there are probably more 
dissimilarities than similarities , even though a simple inspection of the metathesised 
forms makes the two languages look remarkably similar : 
Tab l e  I 
Ririo Roturnan 
Second vowel -+- a e i 0 u a e i 0 u 
First vowel 
-t 
a A IMr Mr l IMr Mrl A Mr Mr Mr Mr 
e Mw A X? Mw X? M liJ Mr liiJ A 
i X X A X M M M A M A 
0 Mw Mw X? A M M Mr Mr A M 
u X X M X? A M M Mr M A 
( X  = no metathesis ; A = apocope ( deletion of final vowel ) ;  M = metathesis ; Mr = meta­
thesis with reduction of the resulting cluster - including Roturnan examples where the 
resul ting vowel differs from that produced by apocope) ; Mw - raising of a mid-vowel 
to the corresponding high vowel or semivowel ; resul ting homphonous forms boxed . )  
I t  will be readily seen that on this analysis Ririo and Roturnan are similar 
only in their treatment of la/ , and in the apocope of final echo-vowels . The treat­
ment of I i i  and lui is almost diametrically opposed in the two languages . The 
similarities are slightly increased if  Biggs ' ( 1965)  view o f  the semivowel development 
of I i  e 0 ul before lower vowels in Roturnan is correct ; but this would seem to give 
rise to two more homophonous forms ( collapsing leal and l i a/ , and loal and lua/) for 
which there is no evidence in Churchward ' s  ( 1940) account .  The Kwara ' ae system may 
turn out to be similar to that of the Ririo one , but data is incomplete . Very little 
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can be said of the Timorese sytem , but in the raising o f  101 following lal and I i i  it 
does not closely resemble ei ther Ririo or Rotuman . Nothing much can be said of the 
other systems cited , but it seems that apocope of final echo-vowels is widespread . 
I f  the systems of metathesis are not the same , it does not seem entirely 
reasonable to search for a singl e explanation to account for them - apart from the 
fact that it is a priori unlikely that a singl e explanation could account for lan­
guages so distant from each other , both in geography and subgrouping . For Rotuman , 
the suggestion has been made by Churchward ( 19 5 3 ) , and again by Haudricourt ( 19 58a ,b )  
that the metathesis may have its  basis in something like the stress-shi fting rule  in 
Tongan , where the stress shifts to the final vowel in definite forms of nouns 
( corresponding to the unmetathesi sed forms in Rotuman) ( see also Thompson 1969 )  
But no explanation of this type will work for Ririo , which has essentially the same 
stress patterns as Babatana . 
There may be a clue in the Kwara ' ae ' rapid speech ' metathesis . In rapid speech , 
anticipations of later segments is common , resulting in umlauting ( a  special case of 
cv metathesis : note Gothic gas t i ns ,  OHG ges t i , perhaps from an earlier '�ga i s t i ;  NHG 
Gas t e  'guests ' ) , and metathesis with echo-vowels (which may then be deleted under the 
echo-vowel deletion rule ;  thus Babatana z i ru 'they twO '3 Ririo z i u r ,  perhaps from an 
earlier ," z i u r u , Rotuman pue r < '�puere < pu re) . 
But in such cases we might also expect umlauting in the unmetathesised forms in 
Rotuman - [ h¢ t i ] for ho t i ,  and [ mEs e ] for mos e .  Also , in Ririo , the final optional 
echo-vowels which are current in the language are th e modified vowels , not the 
original vowels - though this could be accounted for by postulating a later sound­
change of progressive assimilation : 
Babatana 
( perhaps : 
pade 'house ' > '�paede > Ririo pede , ped 
pade > *paede > *pede > pede , ped) 
There is some difficulty in assumptions of regular sound-change in the treatment 
of loanwords in Ririo and Rotuman . The loanwords from English ( or Fi j ian , in one 
Ririo instance) can hardly be older than about a hundred years , and yet they show the 
metathesis . Either the metathesis is quite recent (perhaps even a matter of living 
memory) , or the loanwords have been artificially modified , by analogy with existing 
metathesised forms . Note : 
Rotuman j aku 
j�ku 
uaj 
Ririo k i as 
l u t 
manob 
[ j ::>ku ] 'jug ' 
[ j ::>ku ] 'ahalk ' 
'watah ' ( unmetathesised form uj a)  
'aash ' 
'ahu:r>ah ' 
'papaya ' 
(Babatana kesa)  
(Babatana l o t u) 
(Babatana manepo < *man i apa < "'mam i apa 'mamnee apple '  
irregular metathesis) 
In Rotuman , where the metathesis is still  productive , it is not unreasonable for 
loanwords to participate in both directions in the metathesising process - though it  
is not at  all clear why 'jug ' should have been borrowed with a mid back vowel ( if  the 
borrowing does not antedate the raising of la/) . This may however reflect a borrow­
ing from a particular dialect of British English . 
In Ririo , however , i f  the loans entered the language after the metathesis , there 
is no reason why they should not have been borrowed in unmetathesised forms ; 
unmetathesised -eCa and -oCu occur , often as (probably recent) loans from Babatana . 
It  is possible that the loanwords were metathesised by analogy with similar words 
which were perceived to be metathesised between Babatana and Ririo , which would 
argue for a certain amount of del iberateness in the metathesis in at least this 
instanc e .  
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Is there then a case for ' deliberate ' metathesising - that is , a form of play­
language of the ' pig-latin ' type - in any of the languages with CV reversal? It is 
certainly a tempting expl anation , and has been invoked more than once , both for the 
languages under discussion ( e . g .  K . J .  Hollyman in the discussion of Biggs 1959 ) , and 
to account for other forms of metathesis in AN languages ( e . g .  Fox 1950 , Schuhmacher 
1972 ) . But the authors of these remarks do not make it clear what kind of metathesis 
they are discussing . The documented AN ' play-languages ' ,  or secret languages , or 
special registers , usually make use of interchange of adj acent syl lables , or asym­
metric transposition of syllables , or word-reversal by syllable , or interchange of 
successive ( rarely non-successive ) consonants , or word-reversal by phonemes (pre­
dominantly written) - plus some other non-metathesising forms , often involving 
arbitrary suffixation , or devices based on written forms of the language . (For 
explanation of these mechanisms , and examples from Javanese , Tagalog,  Malay , Marquesan , 
Manam , Nengone , and Dehu, see Laycock 19 7 2 ,  and also Ultan ( 1978)  for Toba , von den 
Steinen ( 1905)  for Marquesan ,  and Schultz ( 190 5 )  for Samoan . D . J .  Prentice has 
supplied me with an additional example for Murut . Examples could be multiplied ; 
but such forms of play-language have no bearing on the CV metathesis described here , 
and seem to have little effect on the regular languages - though this would need to 
be examined further . There is certainly no instance of an AN language which has a 
consistent syllable-interchange throughout , either as a separate language , or as a 
grammatical ( as opposed to a register ) variant of the normal language . 
More importantly , there is no clear-cut evidence of any play-language in any AN 
group that consistently makes use of CV reversal . The sporadic instances for Nengone 
and Dehu cited above may be considered significant (although I think the CV reversal 
is an artefact of other mechanisms , such as phonemic reversal ) ,  and the Kwara ' ae 
case comes close , if  we can learn more about the conditions under which the special 
register operates . The Rowa examples may j ust possibly be an instance of a play­
language form of Mota . But without further data on these languages it is not 
possible to postulate a widespread play-language based on CV reversal . 
In the Ririo case , however ,  there is some evidence for at least modern deliberate­
ness about the metathesising . I have cited the loanwords ; a few additional socio­
linguistic facts are relevant . Imperfect speakers of Ririo ( such as the children of 
native Ririo speakers ) will , if asked for a Ririo word , give a metathesised Babatana 
word , which often differs from the true Ririo word . Thus , one such informant , in an 
older wordlist of ' Ririo ' ,  gave as the word for 'tree ' the form qoz , which is a 
metathesised form of Babatana qazu ;  however , all true speakers of Ririo agree that 
the Ririo word is the non-cognate ve . Further , I travel led down the coast of 
Choiseul with a Ririo speaker , who named all the villages we passed in metathesised 
form : Zo r for Zaru , Nua tob for Nua tabu . These villages are well outside the normal 
Ririo-speaking area , and are unlikely to have formed part of the normal Ririo vocabu­
lary;  I believe they were deliberately metathesised by analogy . Such analogous 
metathesising may also account for some of the anomalous metatheses in Ririo . 
It is also worth observing that , in Ririo , metathesis does not usually occur 
in the sequences - i Ca and - uCa . Metathesised forms of these sequences would be 
homophonous with the metatheses of -eCa and -oCa . It seems a lot to expect of a 
phonologically-motivated sound-change that it would cease to operate j ust where 
ambiguity would occur , and one may wish to see a human consciousness in this .  ( It 
is obvious that metathesised forms in a language cannot give rise to too much homo­
phony without drastically altering the structure , or the lexicon of the language . 
Ririo does permit homophonous forms to arise from the metathesis of -ace/-ac i and 
-aCu/-aCo only , and Rotuman restricts its homophony - pace Biggs - to the metathesis 
of -eC i /-ecu . )  
A final remark . I am grateful to Jacques Guy (ANU) for the observation that cv 
metathesis resul ts in no loss of information ( unless homophony resul ts ) in languages 
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whose structure is predominantly ( C) VCV (C )  - unl ike syl labl e-transposition and con­
sonant interchange , which can easily give rise to forms homophonous wi th other words 
in the l anguage . But it is still unclear how we can make use of this insight in 
explaining CV metathesis in Austronesian languages . 
ADDENDUM 
Thanks to comments made by participants at the Third International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics in Bali , it is now possible to add a little additional data 
on Timorese and Kwara ' ae .  For the former R . A .  Blust adds the following examples from 
his fieldnotes (personal communication) :  
Atoni (Timorese) 
m�s £ ?  .l _  n ua 
tenu 
h f t u  
fanu .l natun m£s £  .t _ n l ma 
?at  m�nT 
? 
m�n� t £ b ?  
n�ka 
'one ' 
't;wo '  
' three ' 
'seven ' 
'eight ' 
'one huru:J:r.ed ' 
'hand ' 
'to laugh ' 
'dead ' 
'bird 's egg ' 
'head ' 
m£s .l _  nua 
teun 
h f ut  
faun  
n�ut  m£ s 
nfma? 
?a t  m�Tn  
ma£ t 
m�un t £ b ?  
n�ka 
He comments further that there appear to be no examples of metathesis involving 
final -a or a ? ,  and that the metathesised forms are to be regarded as ' normal ' speech , 
the underlying forms as ' careful speech ' ,  with no syntactic difference between them . 
Gary Simons adds the following phonetic corrections and glosses to the Kwara ' ae 
data : 
t a l a  ' ana 
sae-na 
' a l  i 'a I i  
ka rang i a  
' ofodang i 
sas i akau 
ka fo 
ta i f i  I i a -ku 
abu 
s i ra-mu 
ta ' ena 
I i  kota i 
b u l  i 
kus i 
(metathesised form probably saean ) 
(metathesised ' a i l ' a i l )  
(metathesised ka ra i ng )  
'himself ' 
'its inside ' 
'quiakly ' 
'near ' 
'morning , 
(perhaps = 
is a normal 
'water ' 
sas i -a ka u 'do it thither '; in any case the 101 for laul 
fast-speech contraction , not metathesis )  
'I alone ' 
'holy ' 
'your belly ' 
' today ' 
'quiakly ' 
'aowrie shel l ' 
' 1st  sg neg ' 
He confirms that the metathesised forms are the normal ones in ' normal rapid speech ' ,  
whereas the underlying forms are used in careful speech , and singing . The statement 
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that "metathes is operates on roots rather than suffixes , and prior to reduplication " 
is not strictly correct ;  metathesis is conditioned rather by the stress patterns of 
Kwara ' ae (penul timate syllable and every second preceding syl lable ) ; the metathesised 
syllables are those fol lowing stress . For further details see Simons ' mimeo paper 
' A  Kwara ' ae spelling list ' (Working Papers for the Language Variation and Limits to 
Communication Proj ect No . 6 ,  1977) . 
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BASES FOR NEW METHODS IN GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY 
Jacques B . M .  Guy 
This paper was drafted on DEC-KLlO using VIDED , a display-oriented text editor 
written by Jacob Palme , of the Swedish National Defense Research Institute . All 
software referred to in the paper was written by the author in SIMULA, an ALGOL-based 
language developed by the Swedish National Defense Research Institute and the 
Norwegian Computing Center . Numbers in square brackets refer to figures and tables . 
INTRODUCT ION 
This paper is at the same time a very condensed report of past work ( Guy 1980) 
and an outl ine of work in progress which originated in a tentative clarification of 
the internal and external relationships of the languages of the New Hebrides con­
tributed to the paper presented by Tryon at the Second International Conference on 
Austronesian Linguistics held in Canberra in 1978 .  To quote him : 
. . .  Guy ( forthcoming) has proposed that a new technique involving 
linear regression might well be applied and prove more worthwhile 
than the lexicostatistical techniques that have become traditional . 
The technique has been applied to the percentages computed for the 
languages considered in this paper , and appears as Chart IV . (895 )  
The idea of seeking entirely new methods for classi fying languages had stemmed 
from an earlier dissatisfaction with the results produced by traditional lexico­
statistics . Having collected 22 of the 40 wordl ists representing Santo in Tryon ' s  
internal classi fication of the New Hebrides languages ( Tryon 1976) , and become fluent 
in the two Sakao dialects and in Tolomako , I could only strongly disagree with 
techniques that set up an East Santo group containing Sakao as distinct from the 
North and Central New Hebrides as Tanna is . To me , Sakao was clearly a Santo language , 
although I would have been at great pains to substantiate this purely impressionistic 
j udgement .  
Possibly i n  this case the method was sound but , owing to the sheer amount of 
data produced ( 1 5 , 753  cognate percentages ) ,  i t  had not been possibl e to apply it 
properly . 
A survey of the literature on the practice and theory of lexicostatistical 
methods , far from providing any solutions , suggested that the methods in current use 
rested on unsound foundations . In 1962 Bergsland and Vogt presented conclusive 
evidence that retention rates could vary greatly across languages .  In 196 5  Dyen ,  
James and Cole had calculated the retention rates of  the individual items o f  a 
standard sample wordlist , which were also found to vary . 
Amran Halim , Lois Carrington and S . A .  Wurm , eds Papers from the 
Third In terna tional Conference on A us tronesian Linguistics , vol . l :  
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THE ASSUMPT IONS OF GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY EXAMINED 
Glottochronology is based on a hypothesis expressed by the formula 
t = log c 
2 log r ( 1 )  
where c is the proportion of cognates between two languages which have split t units 
of time ago and have since evolved at such a rate that any item of the sample word­
list had a chance r ( such that O<r<l) to survive , unreplaced , through a unit period 
of time . 
To quote Swadesh : 
The mathematical formula is 
log C 
2 log r i 
in which i stands for indicated periods of depth , C is  the 
percentage of basic vocabulary in common and r is the percentage 
of basic vocabulary retained after one standard period of time . 
The basic theory leading to this formula is presented in the 
next section . 
[ . . . ] 
2 . 1 .  Assuming a constant average rate of drift in the basic 
vocabul ary , the effect of elapsing time on an original vocabulary 
wil l  be to reduce the vocabulary by a given percentage at the 
beginning of that period . If 85% is left after one period of 
time , then there will be 85% of 85% , or 72% , after a second equal 
period . After the third period there will remain 85% or 72%  
( that is 61% )  of  the original and so on for each additional period . 
( Swadesh 1950 : 1 58) 
Swadesh ' s  basic theory is expressed in somewhat obscure terms . What is a constant 
average rate? Swadesh obviously did not mean a constant rat e ,  or he would not have 
used the word ' average ' .  An analogy may provide a hint of what he meant : 
' we drove from * * * *  to * * * *  at a constant average speed of 90km/h ' 
At first this sentence seems to contain a contradiction in terms , but , on further 
reflection , one possible meaning emerges : 
'we drove from ****  to **** , calculating our average speed on several legs 
of the trip; we got an average of 90km/h every time . ' 
Which prompts the comment :  
' either you drove at a constant speed , o r  you decided to call i t  the end of 
a particular leg of your trip when you had calculated that your average 
speed would be precisely 90km/h for that l eg ,  or this is a very extra­
ordinary coincidence indeed . '  
It is quite unreasonable to hold that language families allow their members to 
spl it only at those times when their average rates of drift happen to be equal to a 
certain constant value . Since Swadesh did not hold that rates of drift were con­
stant one can only conclude that his fundamental assumption is that basic vocabulary 
drifts ( i . e .  gets replaced) at a rate which fluctuates within narrow , constant 
limits . 
consider now a case where the retention rate is 90 % for one hal f of the basic 
vocabulary and 10% for the other . After one period of time 90% of one half will  be 
l eft , and 10% of the other hal f ,  i . e .  50 % of the total basic vocabulary . You might 
expect 50% of 50 % ,  or 2 5 % ,  to be left after two periods of time . Not at al l .  90% 
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of 90% , or 81% , of  one half will  be left , and 10% of 10% , or 1 % ,  of the other hal f ,  
i . e .  41%  o f  the total basic vocabulary . And after three periods o f  time 36 . 5% will 
be left , not 12 . 5 % .  A second assumption , that the rate of dri ft is the same (or 
about the same ) for al l parts of the basic vocabulary , has to be made . 
The findings of Bergsland and Vogt and of Dyen , James and Cole bel ie both 
assumptions . 
Import of Bergs l and and Vogt ' s  fi ndi ngs 
The variations which Bergsland and Vogt have observed in the retention rates of 
closely related languages or dialects ( East Greenlandic and West Greenlandic for 
instance) are so great tha t ,  even assuming that the probability of survival of 
individual items is equal throughout a given wordlist , time depths calculated accord­
ing to formula ( 1 )  are subject to such large errors that they become utterly useless . 
Thus for instance , i f  told that languages X and Y split 1000 years ago , relying on a 
retention rate of 86% per mi llennium ( the one generally used for the Swadesh 100-item 
wordlist) , one would confidently predict that their most likely percentage of shared 
cognates should be around 73 .96% . If however X and Y had had the bad taste of 
evolving at the same rates as East and West Greenlandic ( 5 3 . 7% and 97 . 2% retention 
per mil lennium respectively) ,  they would most probably share 52 . 2% cognates . Neither 
would the practice of calculating a range of error for a 95%  level of confidence 
help in the leas t :  on a 100-item wordl ist 73 .96%  and 52 . 2 % are just about four 
standard deviations apart , which would require a confidence level of over 99 .99% . 
Bergsland and Vogt ' s  study , which showed beyond reasonable doubt that a percen­
tage of shared cognates is not an accurate enough measure of the genetic distance 
between two languages , should have brought about drastic , if painful , revisions in 
the lexicostatistical method . It was ignored . 
Import of Dyen , James , and  Col e ' s  f indi ngs 
Any linguist who has collected or perused sample wordlists from Austronesian 
languages is bound to have noticed that certain words ( e . g .  ' two ' ,  ' five ' ,  ' eye ' ,  
' die ' ,  etc . )  are extremely stable  throughout Austronesia . 
Dyen , James , and Cole have calculated the retention rates (which should more 
accurately be cal led chances of survival) for 196 items of a sample wordlist from 
46 pairs of Austronesian languages . In the table  they give ( Dyen 196 7 : 153-154 ) , 
chances of survival are not listed as such , but plodding through the text eventual ly 
shows that the chance of survival of an item through 1000 years can be calculated 
from the formul a :  1 
r = e 2 . 1 382T ( 2 )  
where e i s  the base of the natural logarithms ( 2 . 78128 . . .  ) ,  and T a time value the 
inverse of which is given for each item of the wordlist . 
Survival chances thus extend from 0 . 9918 per thousand years for ' five ' down to 
0 . 5857 for ' to play ' . Their values are normally distributed , without any sign of 
skewness , kurtosis , or any other irregularities , with a mean value of 0 . 7916 ( i . e .  
79 . 16%  survival chance through 1000 years)  and a standard deviation o f  0 . 094 2 .  
The standard deviation is an arithmetic quantity which expresses how far from 
their mean a set of values spreads . Here the spread is about three times as 
large as could be attributed to chance alone . 
How does this affect the fundamental formula ( 1 )  of glottochronology? 
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Consider a wordlist consisting of n items , with survival chances PI' P1' P3' . . .  Pn for language L and P ' l' r ' 2' r ' 3' . . .  P 'n for language L ' .  If  L and L have 
split t time units ago the most probable proportion of shared cognates ( cal l it c )  
between them i s  given by the formul a 
1 ( t ,t c = n PIP 1 
t ,t  + r2r 2 
or ,  in  more compact notation : 
1 c n 
t ,t  + r3P 3 + 
I: (pp ' ) t 
ptp , t ) n n 
( 3 )  
( 3a )  
It is  only in  the very special case where all items have the same chance of survival 
that the above formula reduces to 
1 ( 2t 2t 
2t p2t ) 
1 2t 2t ( 4 )  c = rl + P2 + P3 + . . .  nr P n n n 
from which follows 
log c 
2 log P t 
Disregarding the findings of Bergsland and Vogt and working on the assumption that 
the chance of survival of any one item of the wordlist is the same for all languages , 
the general formula ( 3 ) becomes 
1 2t 2t 2t 1 � 2t c = n (rl + r2 
+ . . .  P n ) = n I: L 
But , under the false hypothesis that the survival chances of individual items are 
equal , we would calculate c as 
2 c = p 
( 5 )  
( 6 )  
where p i s  the proportion o f  vocabulary each o f  the two lists is most l ikely to have 
retained since the spl it of the languages they represent , and is given by 
p 
From ( 6 )  and ( 7 ) we have 
1 
n 
c = 1 (pt + pt + 7 
The error on the calculation of c is the difference between ( 5 )  and ( 8 )  
1 � 2t 1 t 2 n L. r - 7 ( I:  r ) 
which happens to be the square of the standard deviation of pt . 
( 7 )  
( 8 )  
( 9 )  
From Dyen 1967 we know that , o n  his 196-item list , with t equal to 1 000 years , 
and the values
t
o f  r ( i . e .  the individual chances of survival )  observed , the standard 
deviation of p is 0 . 094 2 .  Told that languages X and Y split 1000 years ago , one 
would therefore estimate their most likely proportion of shared cognates at present 
as 
0 . 79162t 2 6 '  62 66 = 0 . 6  6 , l . e .  . % 
whereas in actual fact their most l ikely proportion of shared cognates would be 
0 . 79162t + 0 . 09422 = 0 . 6 3 5 5 ,  i . e .  63 . 55% 
a negligible error of less than one percentage point . 
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For great�r time depths , however , the error increases sizably , 
deviation of r is given by 
as the standard 
Thus for instanc e :  
a � (0 . 7916 + 0 . 0942) t - ( 0 . 7916 - 0 . 094 2 ) t 
2 
Percentages of shared cognates predicted 
Time depths by formula ( 8 )  by, formula ( S ) 
2000 years 
3000 years 
4000 years 
SOOO years 
39 . 3  
24 . 6  
lS . 2  
9 . 7  
4 1 . S 
27 . 8  
19 . 0  
1 3 . 3  
( 1 0 )  
The error introduced by disregarding the fact that items of a sample wordlist do not 
usual ly stand equal chances of survival remains minimal compared to the enormous 
misevaluations of time depths caused by ignoring Bergs land and Vogt ' s  findings . 
GLOTTOCHRONOLOGY (ALMOST ) W ITHOUT RET ENT ION  RATES 
Abstracti ng the effects of Bergs l and and Vogt ' s  f ind i ngs 
Imagine a language L splitting into communalects X and Y ( [ l J ) . One thousand 
years later , X has retained 90% of its vocabulary whereas Y ,  for some reason or 
othe r ,  has retained only 30% . X and Y are the only two surviving descendants of L ,  
but have many ' cousins ' (parent languages derived from an ancestor of L) . X will 
score on the average three times as many cognates with any cousin as Y with this  
same cousin ( you are urged to veri fy this statement by  doing the calculation your­
self) . Let us now draw a graph ( [ 2 J ) where each of X and Y ' s  cousin languages is 
represented by a point the co-ordinates of which are its percentages of shared 
cognates with Al and A2 , so that if a language Z has 42% cognates with X and 1 3 %  
with Y it is represented by a point 42mm from the X axis and l 3mm from the Y axis . 
The percentage score x of any cousin language with X being on the average 3 times 
its score y with language Y ,  these points will tend to be found along the straight 
line corresponding to the linear equation 
1 y = -3- x  
Now let Y split into a number of communalects Yl , Y 2 ,  etc . , which start 
replacing vocabulary at di fferent rates . Assuming that al l s�rvive , consider the 
situation after 1000 years ( [ 3 J ) . The scores of any of Y ' s descendants with its 
cousins (B , C ,  D ,  . . .  Z) wil l  still tend to be in a constant ratio with the scores 
of X ' s  descendant with those same cousins , wha tever their individual retention rates 
for the past 1000 years . I f  their scores with X ' s  descendant and any given 
descendant of Y are again plotted as in [ 2 J ,  cousin l anguages will now again be 
represente d by points closely clustered along a straight line , yielding a high , 
positive linear correlation co-efficient; if  now plotted in the same manner onto 
the same graph , the sister languages of Yl (Y2 , Y3 , etc . )  will tend to be scattered 
off that main line or to cluster along secondary lines . Whichever the case , their 
addition to the graph obscures the single-line pattern and the linear-correlation 
co-efficient drops accordingly . The lower correlation between X and Yl is brought 
about by the fact that they no longer have a common immediate ancestor . Thus high 
linear-correlation co-efficients point to the most recent splits of all ,  whatever 
the individual past retention rates . 
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An algebraic quantity called linear correlation co-efficient expresses how 
close to a line a set of points clusters . Its sign indicates in which 
direction the line slopes and i ts absolute value can vary from 1 ( al l  points 
exactly on the line) down to 0 (no linear pattern at all ) . The basi s for 
its computation is the square of the distance of each point to the line 
along which they all appear to cluster . The computational short cut for 
finding the line that passes closest to all points , such that the sum of 
the squares of their distances to it is lower than it would be for any other 
straight line , is called linear regression . 
Graph [ 4 J  shows the proportions of cognates for 176 lists from the New Hebrides 
( taken from Tryon 1976 ) plotted against Sakao ( list 64 ) and Shark Bay ( l ist 67 )  . 
Sakao and Shark Bay be long to an East Santo group (Tryon ' s  classi fication , 19 76 : 86-
87) . Note how the overwhelming majority of points cluster about line OA , and how 
the five points representing the other five lists taken from the East Santo languages 
cluster off the main line , about a nearly horizontal line , in the Shark Bay hal f of 
the diagram . The Sakao half of the diagram , on the other hand , is empty : list 64 
( Sakao , Port Olry dialect) is the only representative of the Sakao subgroup . 
Graph [ 5 J  shows again the proportions of cognates for 176 lists plotted this 
time against Sowa ( l ist 3 3 ,  south Pentecost) and Hukua ( list 34 , north-west Santo) 
Sowa and Hukua are not closely related (Tryon assigns them to two different subgroups 
- West Santo and East New Hebrides - within the same North and Central New Hebrides 
group) . Note how the majority of the dots now swarm within a roughly triangular area , 
with eight dots clearly outside that area : Seke , Apma , and Sa ( three languages and 
dialects from Pentecost) on the Sowa side , and Piamatsina , Vunapu , Tasmate , Nokuku ,  
and Valpei ( five languages and dialects from north-west Santo) on the Hukua side . 
Graph [ 6 J  shows all non-Santo lists plotted against Akei ( south-west Santo) and 
Sakao . Here again a clear linear pattern shows up ; the spread of the dots represent­
ing the non-Santo lists off line OA is about the same as that of the non-East Santo 
lists in graph [ 4 J .  In other words , Sakao and Akei are as closely related within 
Santo as Sakao and Shark Bay are within East Santo . Line OA in diagram [ 6 J  is quite 
steep : its slope is about 1 . 4 ,  which means that the percentage of cognates between 
Akei and any related language X outside Santo is approximately equal to 1 .4 times 
that of Sakao with X ,  or that the average resistance to change of Sakao since their 
separation has been only about 70% than that of Akei . According to Tryon Akei and 
Sakao have 3 3 . 55% basic vocabulary in common . Cal l S the proportion of vocabulary 
retained by Sakao from its immediate common ancestor with Akei ,  and A that retained 
by Akei . Their most likely proportion of cognates is then 
e = S x A = 0 . 7  A2 ( since S = 0 . 7  A )  
o f  which the value o f  3 3 . 5% observed i s  the best ( and only ! )  estimate we can hope to 
have . The most l ikely proportion of vocabulary retained by Akei since the split is 
therefore : 
and by Sakao : 
A = � = 0 . 6918 i . e .  about 69% 
0 . 7  x 0 . 6918 = 0 . 4 84 3 i . e .  about 48% 
I f  assumed to have evolved at the rate generally accepted in glottochronology 
( 81 %  vocabulary survival per millennium) , Akei would then have separated from Sakao 
around 1 7 50 B .P . ,  whereas the standard formula of glottochronology would have given 
a date of 2 595 B . P .  It  is not surprising that Tryon , relying on current l exico­
statistical methods , should have been l ed to classifiy the East Santo languages in 
a group as distinct from the rest of Santo as are , for instance , the languages of 
Tanna . 
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Abs tracti ng the effects of Oyen , James and Col e ' s  fi ndi ngs  
The error introduced by  disregarding Dyen , James and Cole ' s  findings is 
negligible for fairly high percentages of shared cognates , but increases for lower 
and lower percentages . As they show in their article , it is possible to obtain an 
estimate of the individual retention rates of the different items of a sample word­
list . From these , one can then calculate what the proportion of cognates between 
two wordlists would have been if all items had had the same retention rate . The 
procedure is within the capacity of a small modern computer even though it is quite 
complex , involving lengthy computations and iterations , and would have to be 
modi fied to take into account unequal overall retention rates across languages . 
Since the error is so small in absolute terms , it may be possible to disregard 
it in practice . Better still , when computing proportions of shared cognates , one 
sould discard items with extremely high or extremely low retention rates : lexical 
innovations are the clues to past language splits ; those i tems with extremely high 
retention rates , being so seldom replaced , provide little evidence ( i f  any at all : 
it is a rare Austronesian language indeed which does not have some reflex of d ua 
for 'two ' or ma ta for 'eye ' ) , whereas the evidence from items often replaced gets 
constantly overwritten by later innovations . Lexical items which show extreme 
retention rates are therefore devoid of information and are advantageously ignored . 
CONCLUS ION 
Rel i ab i l i ty of  the method 
Since the method rests on much less restrictive hypotheses than the traditional 
lexicostatistics , its results can only be as good or better than those of l exico­
statistics as currently practi sed . This is not to say that they are absolutely 
reliab l e .  Traditional lexicostatistical methods are rather unrel iable ( Guy 1980) 
even when applied to data produced under ideal conditions : no borrowings , no 
semantic shi fts , and a uniform, constant retention rate , equal for all items and 
all lists . with hindsight,  such failures are not surprising : in classi fying lan­
guages , glottochronologists rely on very small samples indeed; after all , a 200-item 
wordlist does not represent even 1 %  of the active lexicon of a language . Lengthening 
the standard wordlist to a more substantial 1000 items would greatly increase the 
reliabil ity of the classi fications , although not fivefold .  But the purpose o f  
lexicostatistics applied to language taxonomy must b e  kept i n  mind : to provide a 
simple , quick method for classifying a large number of ill-known communalects . 
Advocating the use of 1000- or 2000-item wordl ists runs directly against this aim . 
Gui del i nes for practi cal a ppl i cati ons 
From the examples of scatter diagrams given thereabove ( Sakao-Shark Bay , Sakao­
Akei , Sowa-Hukua) ,  it should be clear that the more l ists from which percentages of 
shared cognates have been computed , the more rel iable the method is . 
It is difficul t  to give an absolute , practical minimum number of lists under 
which the method should not be applied . I certainly would not contemplate using it 
on just a dozen lists . Furthermore , the more distantly related the languages to be 
classified ,  the more should be represented in the sample .  For instance , whereas I 
would feel reasonably confident about a classification of the New Hebrides languages 
from thirty well-chosen l ists , I would see a classification of Austronesian or 
Indo-European based On thirty lists as seriously inadequate . 
The calculation of correlation co-efficients is  a tedious task , even with the 
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help of one of the many pocket calculators now available with inbuilt linear­
regression faci lities , all the more so that the method can be fruitfully applied 
only to large tables of percentages ( the larger the table ,  the more diversified 
the percentages , the better ) . A computer should be used whenever possibl e ,  not so 
much to save time as to eliminate the element of human error due to fatigue and 
sheer boredom . 
It is out of the question that one should draw (or even have drawn by computer) 
diagrams such as graphs [ 4 J , [ 5 J ,  and [ 6 J  for each language pair . But one should 
certainly not fail to do so for a few selected pairs , and preferably by hand : this 
very exercise somehow seems to bring one valuable insights . 
Having obtained a table of linear-correlation co-efficients and a few graphs 
from a table of percentages of shared cognates , one is still left with the task of 
interpreting this new set of data . Low-level groupings will be immediately evident 
from the table of correlations , but high-level ones are normally far from obvious . 
Several methods are developed and tested in Guy 1980 , one of which recommends itsel f 
by its greater reliability . Although the calculations it requires can be carried 
by hand , the use of a computer is recommended ,  again to avoid human errors . An 
alternative method , highly commendable for its speed and ease of execution , is the 
single-linkage algorithm (Hartigan 19 74 : 19 3-194 ) . Unfortunately , it is not 
specifically designed to produce phylogenetic reconstructions . 
A wi der vi ewpo i nt and some cri ti ques 
The classification of languages by lexicostatistical methods is but a special 
case of a much more general problem which can be expressed in these terms : 
A message is input at the root of a tree-shaped communication network , from 
which it travels forward to the leaves . The further it travels , the greater its 
chances of being distorted by noise in the network . From the garbled versions of 
the original message collected at the leaves , reconstitute the network . 
In the model used in this paper , the message was a string of symbols ; the set 
of all possible symbols - the alphabet of the message - was the set of all possible 
word shapes in the proto-language ; there was only one kind of distortion : a symbol 
affected by noise being replaced by a symbol randomly chosen from the alphabet of 
the message ; the probability of a symbol being affected by noise at any given point 
of the network was proportional to the product of the amount of noise at that point 
by its stability , the latter being a function of the meaning of the symbol ( i . e .  
its position in the message ) ; final ly , the alphabet of the message was taken to be 
infinite . 
The model presents the following discrepancies with reality : 
The alphabet of the message is not infinite . No language may draw from an 
infinite vocabulary , unless its number of phonemes is infinite , or its possesses 
words of infinite length , both impossible conditions . But it is very large , so 
that the probability of a symbol being replaced by itsel f or by a symbol which 
happens to occur in the same position in some other version of the message somewhere 
else in the network , is - hopefully - low enough to constitute only a minor 
disturbance .  
The stability o f  a symbol i s  not necessarily solely a function o f  its position 
in the message ( i . e .  of its meaning ) . I ,  for one , would rather see it also as a 
function of phonological decay reSUlting in an annoyingly large number of homophones . 
Distortions of the message can occur in other ways than in the model : semantics 
swaps ( symbols of the message exchanging positions ) , borrowing or convergence 
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( interferences , cross-talk , poor channel separation) . When these play a major role ,  
the model does not apply , and it i s  especially to be hoped that the method presented 
will never be used in a tentative classification of Interlingua , Esperanto , Volapul , 
Pidgin English , and the Chinook Jargon . When they play a minor role , the reliabi lity 
of the method is only reduced ( certain algorithms , based on the direct examination 
of the wordlists reduced to reconstructed proto-forms , stop in the presence of false 
cognates such as may arise from accidental cognate-like forms , borrowings , semantic 
swaps , etc . , and may some day provide a solution to this  problem) . 
APPEND I X :  EXAMPLES OF APPL ICAT ION 
Ideal ly , the method should be tested on data from language families the 
evolution of which has been ascertained beyond reasonabl e doubt on the basis of 
extralinguistic evidence such as written history and archaeological findings . 
Unfortunately , there are no published tables of shared-cognate percentages for 
such language families ( such as Indo-European) that are based on enough wordl ists 
for the method to be applicable . 
New Hebri des 
The only set of data involving an undoubtedly large enough number of wordlists 
was published in Tryon 1976 in his classi fication of the New Hebrides languages . 
Having written the computer program which was to produce those sixty pages of 
cognate percentages , collected a number of wordlists from Santo , and attempted recon­
structions of Proto-New Hebridean from languages of Santo , Aoba , and the Banks , I 
could hardly resist the temptation of testing the method on this set of data , even 
though next to nothing is known about the prehistory of the New Hebrides , and even 
though it involved entering 1 5 , 74 3  cognate percentages by hand , since , despairing o f  
ever being ab l e  to have them analysed automatically , I had rather stupidly over­
written the tape containing the original data . Although no correction could be 
applied to counterbalance the effects of unequal item retention rates ( as the 
necessary coded wordlists were erased when the original tape was overwritten) , 
j Udging from the nature of the data and of the algorithms used , I do not believe 
that the classification would have been any di fferent , had the proper corrections 
been applied . 
The classi fication obtained is vastly different from that achieved by current 
lexicostatistic methods ( Tryon 19 76 , 19 78) . Table [ 7 J  gives the output from the 
n-way splitting algorithm described in Guy 1980 , applied to the linear correlation 
co-efficients computed from Tryon ' s  percentages . Each wordlist is identi fied by 
the name and number ( the latter in parentheses) used by Tryon , and is  followed by 
a string of digits showing to which successive groups and subgroups it was assigned 
by the algorithm . The lists are arranged in such an order that lists belonging to 
the same subgroup are found next to each other . The corresponding genealogical 
tree was added by hand .  
According to this classification the languages of the New Hebrides fall into 
four great groups . 
Group 1 ,  call it North New Hebridean , encompasses the Banks and Torres islands , 
Santo and its offshore islands , Aoba , Maewo , and Pentecost .  
Group 2 ,  call i t  Central New Hebridean , contains Malekula and its offshore 
islands , Ambrym , and Epi . 
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Group 3 ,  call it Hebrido-Polynesian , comprises the Shepherd Islands , Efate , 
and the Polynesian Outliers (Makatea in the Shepherd Islands , Fila-Mele on Efate , 
and Futuna and Aniwa islands much further south ) . 
Group 4 ,  call it South New Hebridean , consists of the three southernmost 
islands , Erromanga , Tanna , and Aneityum . 
These groups subdivide as fo llows : 
North New Hebridean 
A. North-east New Hebridean 
1 .  Northern subgroup 
a .  Torres (Hiw ,  Toga) 
b .  Motan ( Ureparapara , Mota , Motlav , Vanua-Lava) 
c .  Gauan ( Gaua , Merlav, Merig) 
2 .  Southern subgroup 
B .  Santo 
a .  Maewo 
b .  Aoban (Aoba and northernmost tip o f  Pentecost) 
c .  Pentecostan ( rest of Pentecost) 
1 .  North-west Santo (Valpei , Nokuku,  Hukua , Vunapu , Piamatsina , Tasmate) 
2 .  North-east Santo 
a .  Sakao 
b .  Shark Bay 
c .  Vanafo-Luganville ( the Butmas and Tur dialects have long been 
spoken in Vanafo , and Polonombauk village is j ust north of 
Luganville)  
3 .  South Santo 
a .  South-west Santo 
- west Coast (Wusi with an inland enclave : Nonona) 
- North Coast ( Tolomako , spoken from south of Piamatsina to the 
mouth of the Jordan river) 
- South Coast and Inland ( includes a very aberrant language : Roria) 
b .  South-east Santo 
- Mainland 
- Offshore Islands ( including a mainland enclave : Tambotalo) 
Central New Hebridean 
A .  Mal ekula 
1 .  North Malekula 
a .  Big Nambas ( Maragus , Unmet , and Leviamp) 
b .  East Coast Islands (Atchi n ,  Wala , Rano , Uripiv , Uri , with two 
mainland villages : Pinalum , Tautu) 
c .  North Coast (north of Big Nambas , and Vao island) 
2 .  South Malekula 
a .  South-east Coast ( the southern half o f  the east coast o f  Mal ekula , 
and the eastern half of its south coast , with the offshore islands ) 
b .  Mainland ( the rest of south Malekula ,  Windua and Labo excepted) 
c .  Windua and Labo villages 
B .  Ambrymese 
1 .  Mainland ( al l  Ambrym except Maat and Toak) 
2 .  Offshore ( Paama with , on south-east Ambrym , Maat and Tbak , and on east 
Epi , Laul ) 
C .  Epi 
1 .  South-west Epi ( two communities : Mae-Morae and Vowa) 
2 .  Main 
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a .  East Epi (one l anguage , Lewo , with dialect chaining) 
b .  West Epi ( two languages , Bierebo and Baki)  
Hebrido-Polynesian 
A .  New Hebridean Component 
1 .  Namakura (one language spoken in the Shepherd islands ) 
2 .  Efatese (on Efate and parts o f  the Shepherd islands) 
B .  Polynesian Component ( Makatea in the Shepherd Islands , Fila-Mel e on Efate,  
and Aniwa-Futuna much further south , east of Tanna) 
South New Hebridean 
A .  East Erromangan ( Ura) 
B .  West Erromangan ( Sie)  
C .  Aneityum 
D .  Tanna 
1 .  North Tanna 
a .  North-east Tanna 
b .  North-west Tanna 
2 .  South Tanna 
a .  East Coast (Port Resolution , Yatukwey , and Iarkei ) 
b .  Mainland ( rest of the southern half o f  Tanna) 
On the hypothesis that areas of greater linguistic diversity tend to betray 
c entres of di ffusion , a tentative map of prehistoric migrations can be drawn [ 8 J . 
The enterprise is not without its pitfalls , for it is  sometimes difficult to decide 
where the area of greater linguistic diversity lies . Within the southern subgroup 
of North-east New Hebridean for instance , there seems to be no clear possible choice 
between Aoba or Maewo , or even Pentecost .  However ,  for North New Hebridean the 
area of greatest linguistic diversity is clearly Santo ( and for Santo , south Santo ) , 
for Central New Hebridean it is Malekula ( and probably , for Malekula ,  south Malekula) , 
and for South New Hebridean , it is Tanna . The migrations thus reconstructed within 
North and Central New Hebridean suggests that the present-day populations of the 
New Hebrides came from the west . On the information provided by Tryon ' s  percentages 
of shared cognates alone , there is no way of telling that the so-called Polynesian 
Outl iers do not belong in the New Hebrides . The fact that the method classi fied 
them as a subgroup of Hebrido-Polynesian , rather than as a fifth group on the same 
footing as , say , North New Hebridean , suggests three possible interpretations : 
1 .  Extensive , undetected borrowing has taken place between the New Hebridean 
and the Polynesian components . Which way the borrowing mainly went could only be 
discovered , if at all , by processing a table of proportions of shared cognates 
between a number of New Hebridean and Polynesian lists , including those Hebrido­
Polynesian lists . 
2 .  Th e  New Hebridean component i s  an extremely aberrant branch o f  Polynesian . 
3 .  The Polynesian component is an extremely aberrant branch of New Hebridean . 
I do not consider the third hypothesis to have the s lightest chance of being 
true , and the second hypothesis seems somewhat far-fetched . It is therefore most 
likely that extensive undetected borrowing did take place within Hebrido-Polynesian . 
Before a valid grouping of the New Hebridean component can be Obtained , Polynesian 
loanwords should therefore be identi fied in the lists , the affected items discarded , 
proportions of shared cognates computed afresh , and the new table reprocessed . The 
New Hebridean component might then turn out to have joined one of the other three 
great groups or to have remained on i ts own . 
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Even in the absence of reliabl e  information on the prehistory of the New 
Hebrides , it is possible to make a few non-trivial remarks . 
The oft encountered subgrouping into offshore islands ( usually with mainland 
enclaves )  against mainland corresponds to a real settlement pattern : the inhabitants 
of of fshore islands would , and in many cases ( e . g .  Vao and Wala)  still do , keep 
gardens on the mainland . 
The northward migration pattern postulated for Santo is corroborated by Sakao 
toponymy , tradition , and semantics . 
The Sakao word for 'to go south ', is a reflex of Proto-North New Hebridean �wu l e  
( Guy 1978) , reflexes o f  which are found in the Banks ( Lehal i ,  Mota) , on Aoba 
( Lolopuepue , Lolowai , Nangire) , and on Santo ( Tolomako , Tangoa) everywhere with the 
meaning 'to return home ' .  
A Sakao tradition claims that Araki island ( off the south Santo coast ,  opposite 
Wailapa) ' fled south ' ,  followed by all the other offshore islands ( Tangoa,  Malo , 
etc . up to Thion , right opposite Port Olry) ; this suggests a seaborne migration 
along the Santo coast and a settlement beyond Thion , very probably on Sakao is land 
itself . 
Finally Araki is the only island off the south coast of Santo to have , in Sakao , 
a proper Sakao name ( Reg) , regularly derivable from ' Araki ' ,  whereas all  other 
islands have names (Aure , Malo , Tutupa , Ais ,  Mavea) alien to Sakao phonology and 
obvious , very recent borrowings ; the name Araki must therefore have been part of 
the Sakao toponymy since a very early time , i . e .  before the first consonant shift of 
Sakao ( Guy 19 78 : 790 ) , which strongly suggests that the ancestors of present-day 
Sakao speakers left their original settlements on Araki and on the nearby mainl and 
at a time when their communalect had barely diverged from Proto-North New Hebridean . 
Pol ynes i a  
A number of tables of proportions of shared cognates have been published for 
the Polynesian languages . These tables exhibit a striking amount of disagreement 
between authors ( thus Elbert gives 7 3 %  cognates between Maori and Tahitian , Dyen 
and Biggs 40 . 5% and 4 1 %  respectively) ,  as different criteria of cognation were used 
(Elbert used the multiple-cognate , Dyen and Biggs the single-cognate method) . The 
difficul ty is compounded by the fact that no two tables involve the same l anguages , 
and that one ( Kirk and Epling 19 7 2 : 22 )  is  composite , in part averaged from Dyen ' s ,  
Elbert ' s ,  and Emory ' s  counts ,  and i n  part recomputed to obtain best-distance 
estimates . Finally , the tables involve relatively few languages and dialects and 
thus the classifications which can be obtained by the linear-correlation method are 
all very much open to question . Nevertheless , the corresponding language groupings 
obtained using the n-way splitting algorithm are given in diagrams [ 9 J  to [ 1 3 J .  
Twenty-fi ve Austrones i an l anguages 
The figures are taken from Tryon 1978 . Diagram [ 14 ]  gives groupings obtained . 
Even though 25  lists are far too few for the method to be reliably applied , it  can be 
pointed out how much better the groupings are than those obtained by current lexico­
statistical methods ( compare with Tryon 1978 : 89 2 , 894 ) : not only do all the languages 
of the New Hebrides now form a distinct group on their own , with the three southern­
most languages in a separate subgroup , but Xaraci (New Caledonia) and Nengone 
( Loyalty Islands ) are also grouped together . 
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COMMON ANCESTOR 
BRANCHINGS AND RETENTION RATES 
UNKNOWN 
L 1 000 years B . P .  
r=0 . 9  r=0 . 3  
x y A B C  z Present 
[ 1 ]  
Whatever the branch ings and the ret ent ion rates in the b l ack box the 
proport ion of cogna t e s  shared by X with any cou s in l anguage ( A ,  B ,  
C ,  . . . Z )  wi l l  b e  around three t imes that o f  Y with that l anguage . 
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1 1 1 4 1 1 2  
1 1 1 4 1 2  
1 1 14 1 2  
1 1 1 42  
1 1 14 2  
1 1 2 1 
1 1 2 2 1 1 
1 1 2 2 1 1  
1 1 2 2 1 2 1  
1 1 2 2 1 2 2  
1 1 2 2 1 2 2  
1 1 2 2 2  
1 1 2 3 1 1  
1 1 2 3 1 1  
1 1 23 1 2  
1 1 23 2  
1 1 23 2  
1 1 3 1  
1 1 3 1  
1 1 3 2  
1 1 3 2  
1 2 1 1 1  
1 2 1 1 2  
1 2 1 1 2  
1 2 1 2 1  
1 2 1 2 1  
1 2 1 2 2 
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-------------- ! 
! 
! ----- ! 
! ---
--------
! --
--------------
! ------
! -- ! 
- ----------
! --
! --
! ------
! -- ' 
[ 7 . 1 ]  
Reconstructed genea l ogy of the New Hebri des l anguages and d i a l ects ( cont • . .  ) 
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Kere pua ( 40 )  
Wus i I I  ( 3 9 )  
Wus i  I ( 38 )  
Nonona ( 45 )  
To 1omako ( 43 )  
Navut ( 46 )  
Matae ( 50 )  
Lame t in ( 4 7 )  
Ma lmar iv ( 44 )  
Wai l apa ( 5 5 )  
Tas i r i k i  ( 54 )  
Ake i ( 5 1 )  
Penant s i ro ( 53 )  
Ror i a  ( 56 )  
Fort senal ( 52 )  
Morouas ( 48 )  
Batun l amak ( 4 9 )  
Amb 10ng ( 5 7 )  
Narango ( 58 )  
Nambe 1 ( 6 2 )  
Ma fea  ( 68 )  
Tambotal0  ( 6 3 )  
Tangoa ( 7 3 )  
Ma lo North ( 7 1 )  
Tutuba ( 69 )  
Aore ( 70 )  
Araki ( 74 )  
Ma lo  South ( 7 2 )  
Tur ( 6 1 ) 
Butmas ( 60 )  
Po 1 onombauk ( 59 )  
Shark Bay I I  ( 6 7 )  
Shark Bay I ( 6 6 )  
Lored iakarkar ( 6 5 )  
Sakao ( 64 )  
Let embo i ( 76 )  
Repanb i t ip ( 85 )  
Dixon Ree f  ( I l l )  
Vinmavi s  ( 1 1 0 )  
Lingarak ( 89 )  
L it z 1 i t z  ( 9 1 )  
Larevat ( 1 0 9 )  
T imbembe ( 88 )  
Katbo1 ( 90 )  
Lemb inwen ( 1 1 2 )  
Benour ( 1 1 3  ) 
Ma l faxa 1 ( 1 1 6  ) 
1 2 2 1 1 1  
1 2 2 1 1 1  
1 2 2 1 1 2  
1 2 2 1 1 2  
1 22 1 2  - - - - - - - - - - - ! 
1 22 1 3 1 1 ! -----
1 2 2 1 3 1 1  
1 2 2 1 3 1 2  
1 2 21 3 1 2  
1 2 2 1 32 1  
1 2 2 1 3 2 1  
1 2 2 1 32 2  
1 2 2 1 3 22  ,
-
1 2 2 1 3 3 ! --- ! --- , 
1 2 2 1 33  
1 2 2 2 1 1 1 1  
1 2 2 2 1 1 1 2  ! --
1 22 2 1 1 1 2  ! --
1 2 22 1 1 2  -- ------ ! --
1 2 2 2 1 2  --- ------ - -
1 22 2 2 1 1 1  
1 2 2 2 2 1 1 1  ! -- a 
1 2 22 2 1 1 2  
1 2 22 2 1 2 1  
1 22 2 2 1 22 
1 2 2 2 2 1 2 2  
1 2 2 2 2 2  ----------- ! 
1 2 2 2 2 3  ----- - - - - --
1 2 3 1 1 
1 2 3 1 1  
1 2 3 1 2  
1 23 2 1  
1 23 2 1  ! -- ! 
1 2 3 2 2  
1 23 3  -- - -----
2 1 1 1 1 1  
2 1 1 1 1 1  
2 1 1 1 1 2 
2 1 1 1 2 1 1  
2 1 1 1 2 1 1  
2 1 1 1 2 1 2  
2 1 1 1 2 1 2  ! -- ! -----
2 1 1 1 2 2  
2 1 1 1 22 
2 1 1 1 3 1  
2 1 1 1 3 1  ! ----- , ! --
2 1 1 1 3 2  
[ 7 . 2 ] 
Reconstructed geneal ogy of the New Hebri des l anguages and d i a l ects ( cont . . .  ) 
Rerep ( 86 )  2 1 1 2 1 
Unua ( 8 7 )  2 1 1 2 1  
Lopax s iv i r  ( 8 2 )  2 1 1 22 1 1 1  
Vart abo ( 83 )  2 1 1 22 1 1 2  
Burmbar ( 8 1 )  2 1 1 2 2 1 1 2  
Au 1ua ( 84 )  2 1 1 22 1 2  
Axamb ( 7 5 ) 2 1 1 22 2 1 1  
Maxbaxo ( 7 7 )  2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 
Avok ( 78 )  2 1 1 2 2 2 1 2  
Maske 1yne s ( 7 9 )  2 1 1 22 2 2  
Port S andwich ( 80 )  2 1 1 22 2 2  
Uripiv ( 9 3 )  2 1 2 1 1 1  
Ur i ( 9 2 )  2 1 2 1 1 1  
Tautu ( 94 )  2 1 2 1 1 2  
Pina1um ( 9 6 )  2 1 2 1 1 2  
Atchin ( 1 0 0 )  2 1 2 1 2  
Rano ( 98 )  2 1 2 1 3  
Wa l a  ( 9 7 )  2 1 2 1 3  
Mae ( 1 0 3 )  2 1 22 1 1  
Orap ( 9 9 )  2 1 22 1 1  
Ma 1ua Bay ( 1 06 ) 2 1 2 2 1 2  
Petarmur ( 1 0 5 ) 2 1 2 2 1 2  
Vao ( 10 1  ) 2 1 22 2 1  
Vovo ( 104 ) 2 1 22 2 1  
Mpotovoro ( 1 02 ) 2 1 22 2 2  
Maragus ( 9 5 )  2 1 2 3 1  
Lev iamp ( 10 7 )  2 1 23 2  
Unmet ( 1 08 ) 2 1 2 3 2  
Windua ( 1 1 5  ) 2 1 3  
Labo ( 1 14 )  2 1 3  
Ranon ( 1 1 n  2 2 1 1 
Fonah ( 1 1 8  ) 2 2 1 1  
Fa l i  ( 1 1 9 )  2 2 1 2 1  
Baiap ( 1 2 0 )  2 2 1 2 2 1  
Ses ivi  ( 1 2 1 )  2 2 1 2 2 1  
Port Vato ( 1 2 2 )  2 2 1 2 2 2  
Toak ( 1 2 3 ) 2 2 2 1  
Maat ( 1 2 4 )  2 2 2 1  
Fau l i l i  ( 1 2 6 )  2 2 2 2 1  
Lirone s s a  ( 1 2 5 )  2 2 2 2 1  
Lau l ( 1 2 7 )  2 2 2 2 2  
V i s  ina ( 1 2 9 )  2 3 1 1 1 1 1  
Nikaura ( 1 3 1 )  2 3 1 1 1 1 2  
Nuvi ( 1 3 2 )  2 3 1 1 1 1 2  
Lamanu ( 1 28 ) 2 3 1 1 1 2 
Mate ( 1 3 3 )  2 3 1 1 2  
Nul ( 1 34 ) 2 3 1 1 3  
F i l akara ( 1 3 5  ) 2 3 1 1 3  
Reconstructed genea l ogy o f  the 
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! -- ! -- I 
! --
- - -- - - --
! - - I 
! ----
- - - - - - - - ! 
! -- I 
--- - --- -
! - - I 
! -- I 
! -- I 
! --
! - -
---- - ---
----------- ! 
[ 7 . 3 ] 
New Hebri des l anguages and d ia l ects ( cont • . •  ) 
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Mapremo ( 1 3 0 )  
Tavi o  ( 1 36 ) 
Yev a 1 i ( 1 3 9 )  
Bonkovi a  ( 1 3 7 )  
Burupika ( 1 3 8 )  
Burumba ( 14 0 )  
Mae-Morae ( 14 1 )  
Vowa ( 14 2 )  
Bongabonga ( 14 3 )  
Makura ( 14 5 )  
Tongar i k i  ( 144)  
Mat a so ( 14 6 )  
Woravi u  ( 148 ) 
Sesake ( 14 9 )  
Nguna ( 1 50 ) 
Pwe 1 e  ( 1 5 1 )  
S iv i r i  ( 1 5 2 )  
Le1eppa ( 1 5 3 )  
P ango ( 1 5 4 )  
Eratap ( 1 5 5  ) 
E t on ( 1 5 6 )  
Maka t e a  ( 1 4 7 ) 
Futuna ( 1 7 8 )  
Aniwa ( 1 7 7 )  
F i l a  ( 1 5 7 )  
Me 1 e  ( 1 5 8 )  
Yatukwey ( 1 6 1  ) 
Port Res o l ut ion ( 1 6 2 )  
I s i a i  ( 1 6 0 )  
Imreang ( 1 70 )  
Lapwang ( 1 6 9 )  
I k i yau ( 1 7 l )  
En f i t ana  ( 1 7 2 )  
lki t i  ( 1 7 3 )  
Iarkei ( 1 6 3 )  
Lon i e 1  ( 1 64)  
North  Tanna ( 1 6 5 )  
Lenake1  ( 1 6 6 )  
Lenaukas ( 1 6 7 )  
Lonas i 1 ian ( 1 68 ) 
S ie ( 1 5 9 )  
Ane i tyum ( 1 74 )  
Ura ( 1 7 6 )  
2 3 1 2 1 1 1  ! ---
2 3 1 2 1 1 1  
2 3 1 2 1 1 2  
2 3 1 2 1 2  ! ----- , 
2 3 1 2 1 2  
2 3 1 2 2  - --- - ------
2 3 2  
2 3 2  
3 1 1 1 1  
3 1 1 1 1  
3 1 1 1 2  
3 1 1 2  - - - - ----
3 1 2 1 1 1  
3 1 2 1 1 1  
3 1 2 1 1 2  
3 1 2 1 1 2  -- ! -- , 
3 1 2 1 1 2  
3 1 2 1 2  ---- - - -- ! --- , 
3 1 2 2 1  
3 1 2 2 2  
3 1 2 2 2  
3 2 1 1  
3 2 1 2  ! ----
3 2 1 2  
3 2 2  
3 2 2  
41 1 1 1  
4 1 1 1 1  
4 1 1 1 2  
4 1 1 2 1 1 1  
4 1 1 2 1 1 1  ! ---
4 1 1 2 1 1 2  
4 1 1 2 1 2  ----- --- ! -- ' 
4 1 1 2 2  ---- --- ----
4 1 2 1 1  
4 1 2 1 1  
4 1 2 1 2  
4 1 2 2 1  
4 1 2 22 
4 1 2 2 2  
4 2  ------------------------ ! 
4 3  ------------------------ ! 
44 - - --------- - - - - - -- - -- - - -
[ 7 . 4 1  
Recons truc ted geneal ogy o f  the New Hebri des l anguages and d i a l ects 
Torres I!. 
Santo I 
- - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
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[8 ] 
Tentati ve recons truct ion of  prehi stori c mi g rat ions 
i n  the N ew Hebri des 
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Tah i t i  
Tuamot u  
New Zeal and 
Hawa i i 
Rarotonga 
Marque sas 
Eas ter I s l and 
Mangareva 
Kapi ngamarangi 
Nukuoro 
Ontong Java 
F i l a  
Futuna  
Tonga 
Uvea 
Niue 
Samoa 
E l l ice Is l ands 
T i kopia  
S ik i ana  
( 1 )  1 1 1 1 1  
( 4 )  1 1 1 1 1  ! --
( 3 )  1 1 1 1 2  ! --
( 2 ) 1 1 1 2  --- --- - - ! --
( 5 )  1 1 2  -- ------- --
( 6 )  1 2 1  
( 8 )  1 2 1  ! -------- I 
( n  1 22 
( 9 )  2 1  
( 1 0 )  2 1  
( 1 1  ) 2 2 1  --- - --- --- -
( 12 )  2 2 2  ----------- ! 
( 20 )  2 23 1 1  ! -- ! 
( I n  2 2 3 1 2  
( 1 9 )  2 2 3 1 2  ! -- I 
( I 8 )  2 2 3 1 3  ! -- I 
( I4 )  2 2 3 2 1  
( 1 5 )  2 2 3 2 2  
( 1 6 )  2 2 3 2 2  
( 1 3 )  2 3  ---- ----------
( 9 ) 
Reconstructed genea l ogy of 20 Pol ynes i an l anguages 
( data from Elbert 19 5 3 )  
Futuna 
Niue 
Uvea 
Tonga 
T ikop i a  
Samoa 
E l l ice I s l ands 
Kapingamarang i 
E a s t e r  I s l and 
Marquesas  
Mangareva 
Rarotonga 
Tuamotu  
New Zea l and 
Tah i t i  
Hawai i  
( 1 )  
( 3 )  
( 2 )  
( 4 )  
( 5 )  
( 7 ) 
( 6 )  
( 8 )  
( 9 )  
( 1 1 )  
( 1 0 )  
( 1 2 )  
( 1 3 ) 
( 14 )  
( 1 6 )  
( 1 5 )  
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1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 2  
1 1 1 2 
1 1 2 1  
1 1 2 1  ! -- ' 
1 1 22 
1 2  - - - - - --- - - -
2 1 1  
2 1 1  ! -----
2 1 2  
2 2 1  
2 2 1  
2 2 2 1  
2 2 2 1  ! -- ' 
2 2 2 2  
[ 10 ]  
Reconstructed geneal ogy of 1 6  Pol ynes i a n  l anguages 
( data from Milke 1965) 
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New Zea l and 
Hawa i i  
Marquesas 
Mit iaro 
Ma ' uke 
( 1 )  
( 5 )  
( 4 )  
( 1 0 )  
( 1 1 )  
At iu  ( 1 2 )  
Rarotonga ( 8 )  
Tongareva ( 6 )  
Mang a i a  ( 9 )  
A i t utaki ( 7 ) 
Tah i t i  ( 2 ) 
Eas t e r  Is l and ( 3 )  
P i leni ( 1 3 ) 
E l l ice ( 1 9 )  
Samoa ( 14 )  
Tikopia ( 1 7 )  
E a s t  Uvea ( 1 5 )  
Tonga ( 1 6 )  
Niue ( 20 )  
Renne l l  ( 1 8 )  
Nukuoro ( 2 1 )  
Kap ingamarang i ( 22 )  
I I I  
1 1 2  ! --------
1 1 2  
1 2 1 1 1  
1 2 1 1 1  ! --
1 2 1 1 2  
1 2 1 2  -------- ! -- ! --
1 2 1 3 1  
1 2 1 3 1  ! -- , ! -- !  
1 2 1 3 2  
1 2 2  ----- ------ , 
1 3  -- ------------
2 1  
2 1  
2 2 1  
2 2 1  
2 2 2 1  
2 2 2 1  ! -- ! -- !  
2 2 2 2  
2 2 3  --------
23 
23 
[ I I I  
Reconstructed geneal ogy of 22 Pol ynes i a n  l anguages 
( data from Dyen , in Kirk and Epling 1972 )  
New Zealand ( 1 )  
Tah i t i  ( 2  ) 
E a s t e r  I s l and ( 3 )  
Marquesas  ( 4 )  
Hawa i i  ( 5 ) 
Tuamotu ( 28 )  
Mangareva ( 23 ) 
Aitutaki  ( 7 )  
At iu  ( 1 2 )  
Ma ' uke ( 1 1 )  
Mit iaro ( 1 0 )  
Tongareva ( 6 )  
Mangaia ( 9 )  
Rarot onga ( 8 )  
S ik i ana ( 25 )  
Samoa ( 14 )  
Tikopia ( 1 7 )  
E l l ice ( 1 9 )  
Eas t Uvea ( 1 5 )  
Tonga ( 1 6 )  
Eas t Futuna ( 24 )  
N iue ( 20 )  
Kapingamarang i ( 22 )  
Nukuoro ( 2 1 )  
Renne l l  ( 1 8 )  
Wes t  Uvea ( 29 ) 
P i leni  ( 1 3 ) 
Ta ' uu ( 30 )  
F i l a  ( 26 ) 
Luanguia ( 2 7 )  
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1 1 1 1  
l l l l  
l l l 2 1  
l l l 2 2  
l l l 2 2  
1 1 2  ----------- ! 
l l 3 - - - - - - - - - - -
1 2 1 1 1  -- - - - - - -
1 2 1 1 2 1 ! -- ! --
1 2 1 1 2 1  ! -- ' 
1 2 1 1 2 2  
1 2 1 2  -- - -- - - - - - - ! -- ! 
1 22 1. 
1 2 2  
1 3  -----------------
2 1 1 1  
2 1 1 2  ! --
2 1 1 2  
2 1 2 1  ! 
2 1 2 1  ! -- ! 
2 1 22 
2 1 3  ----- - --
2 2 1 1 
2 2 1 1 ! -- ! -------- , 
2 2 1 2  
2 2 2  ! -- ! 
2 2 2  
2 2 3  ----- - --
2 3  
2 3  
[ 1 2 ]  
Reconstructed genea l ogy o f  3 0  Pol ynes i an l anguages 
( data from Dyen , Elbert , and Emory in Kirk and Epling 1972)  
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Niue 
Tonga 
East  Uvea 
E a s t  Futuna 
E l l ice 
P i leni 
Samoan 
Renne l l  
( 1 )  
( 2 ) 
( 3 )  
( 4 )  
( 5 )  
( 9 )  
( 7 )  
( 8 )  
Tiko p i a  ( 6 )  
Nukuoro ( 0 )  
Kapingamarang i ( 1 1 ) 
Rarotonga ( 1 2 )  
Marquesas  (4)  
Tah i t i  ( 16 )  
1 1 1 1  
1 1 1 2 
1 1 1 2  
1 1 1 3  
1 1 2 1  
1 1 2 1  
1 1 2 2  
1 1 22 
1 2  
1 2  
1 3  - - - - - - - --- -
2 1 1  
2 1 1  
2 1 2  
Hawa i i  0 5 )  2 1 2  ! ----- I 
New Zea l and ( 1 3 ) 2 2  - - - - ----
[ 1 3 )  
Reconstructed genea l ogy of  1 6  Pol ynesi a n  l anguages 
(data from Biggs 1978) 
Xarac i ( 1 ) 
Nengone ( 2 )  
G i lbertese  ( 3 )  
S amoan ( 4 )  
Kwai o  ( 1 2 )  
Nakanai  ( 1 6 )  
Mot u  ( 22 )  
Toba Batak ( 24 )  
Kir iwina ( 23 )  
T i t an ( 2 1 )  
Mor ( 25 )  
Gedaged ( 1 8 )  
Ka i r i ru ( 1 9 )  
A l i  ( 20 )  
Yabem ( 1 7 )  
S i e  ( 7 )  
Ane i tyum ( 9 )  
Lenake l ( 8 )  
Sakao ( 5 )  
Aoba ( 1 1 )  
Mot a  ( 1 0 )  
B . Nambas ( 6 )  
Rovi ana ( 1 3 ) 
Sengga ( 14 )  
Ha 1 ia ( 1 5 )  
1 
1 
2 1 1  
2 1 1  
2 1 2  
2 1 2  
2 1 3  
2 1 3  
2 2 1  
2 2 1  
2 2 2  
2 2 3 1 1  
2 2 3 1 1 
2 2 3 1 2  
2 2 3 2  
3 1 1  
3 1 1  
3 1 2  
3 2 1 1  
3 2 1 1  
3 2 1 2  
3 2 2  
4 1  
4 1  
42  
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----------- ! 
! -- ' 
-- ----- -
! -- '  
----- - --
! ----------- ' 
[ 14 )  
Reconstructed genea l ogy of  2 5  Austrones ian  l anguages 
( data from Tryon 1978) 
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APPEN D I X  
comment by Dr . R . A .  Blust , Leiden University : 
The conclusion that Tanna is the area of greatest linguistic diversity in the 
southern New Hebrides is inconsistent with the hierarchy of splits proposed on p . 29 3 .  
If  South New Hebridean divides into four primary branches o f  which two are found on 
Erromanga and only one on Tanna , then the area of greatest diversity ( and hence the 
probable  centre of dispersal) of the South New Hebridean group is not Tanna , but 
Erromanga . This conclusion is in no way affected by the fact that there may be more 
distinct languages on Tanna . 
Reply to Dr . R .A .  Blust : 
As far as I can recollect , the reasons which led me to posit a centre of 
diffusion on Tanna rather than Erromanga were as follow : 
1 .  There is  a large number of reasonably diversified communalects on Tanna , 
only two on Erromanga . Evidence for a centre of dispersal on Erromanga thus seemed 
slim , resting on the survival of a single Erromangan language . 
2 .  The lengths of the branches of the phylogenetic trees obtained by the 
methods outlined in the paper are not proportional to time depths : the trees are 
topological , not geometric , figures . Experiments on computer-produced language 
famil ies ( Guy 1980) , had shown that , in accordance with the properties of topological 
figures , branches could be spurious ( i . e .  connect two nodes not separated in time) • 
The branch connecting the Tannese node to the Sie-Aneityum-Ura node could thus be 
spurious . 
However , the following possible counter-arguments have since occurred to me : 
3 .  The dearth of present-day Erromangan communalects is due to extensive 
extinction , not lack of past diversification . Therefore , had most of them survived , 
Erromanga would probably have shown more than two languages as distant from one 
another as Sie and Ura are from each other now . 
4 .  The other two centres of diffusion ( South Santo and South Malekula)  suggest 
a settlement pattern whereby the largest islands were populated first - perhaps 
because most likely to be spotted first . Erromanga also happens to be larger than 
either Tanna or Aneityum . 
My choice of Tanna for a di ffusion centre thus stemmed from a reluctance to 
ful ly trust my own methods : at the time the paper was written , I was aware of their 
many weaknesses , as I hope was mad e amply clear in the paragraphs entitled "A wider 
viewpoint and some critiques " ,  and of what folly it would be to expect their 
blind application to yield final answers . 
Dr . Blust ' s  obj ection , however , is based on impeccable formal grounds and , 
after careful consideration , and taking into account counter-arguments 3 and 4 above , 
it no longer seems that points 1 and 2 are strong enough to warrant the exception I 
made . Let me , therefore , stand corrected . 
Objection : by R . A .  Blust 
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Page 287/288 : Your discussion on p . 287 suggests that graph [ 2 J  describes a 
theoretical model rather than an attested situation . But if  this is true why should 
there be any scatter at all ? As it is defined the linear equation is a function of 
differences in retention rate . If this is all that is being graphed in [ 2 J  then the 
scatter is unexplained . I gather that the scatter is in fact intended to represent 
the play of ' uncontrolled variables ' ( as intimate borrowing) which contribute to the 
results obtained in the real world . But then [ 2 J  is not graphing the theoretical 
model , but some approximation of what one might actually expect to find . Is it 
possible that you have conflated two different types of representation here? 
Answer : 
A function of dif ferences in retention rates is all that is being graphed in 
[ 2 J , and the scatter does not represent the play of uncontrolled variabl es such as 
intimate borrowing ! 
I f  languages X and Y have , since the time they split,  retained , say , 60% and 20% 
of their inherited vocabulary as represented by a sample wordlist , then the most 
probabl e amount of cognates shared between them is 0 . 6  x 0 . 2  = 0 . 1 2 = 12% . But this 
figure , although the most probable one , is in fact very unl ikely to be the one 
observed : X and Y might have as many as 20% cognates and as few as none at all ( true 
cognates ,  not apparent cognates due to intimate borrowing) . Toss a fair coin 100 
times . The most probable number of heads is 50 , but it wil l  be a rare occurrence 
indeed when you get exactl y 50 heads . The scatter in [ 2 J  is meant to express this  
fact :  if  X and Y have retained 60%  and 20%  of their inherited vocabulary , they may 
share between 0% and 20% cognates , but , if  you are forced to take a guess at the 
exact proportion that they indeed share , then your best bet is 1 2 %  (but you ' ll need 
very long odds indeed to make this a fair betting proposition) . 
Obj ection : by R . A .  Blust 
Page 294 : You take the resul ts illustrated in diagram [ 14 J  as commending the 
procedure adopted to achieve them . The cases you choose as supporting the validity 
of the method may seem intuitively probable ,  but there are at least two two-language 
subgroups in diagram [ 14 J  which are intuitively improbable : 1) Motu + Toba Batak , 
2 )  Kiriwina + Titan . One of these (Motu + TB )  is  demonstrably in error,  as it is 
contra-indicated by substantial phonological , lexical and grammatical evidence that 
Motu belongs with all other languages in diagram [ 14 J  apart from TB and Mar ( the only 
non-Oceanic languages in the sample ) .  I f  the Eastern Malayo-Polynesian hypothesis 
is correct the Oceanic languages + Mar further subgroup together as against Toba 
Batak . Error is more di fficult to demonstrate in the second cas e ,  but I know of no 
qualitative evidence that Kiriwina and Titan subgroup together . When I wrote The 
Proto-oceani c palatals I made a fairly serious effort to determine the position of 
the Admiralty subgroup within Oceanic , and fail ed to uncover support for any larger 
grouping short of Oceanic itself . Your resul ts in the Polynesian cases similarly 
fail to agree with the general ly accepted qualitative arguments advanced by Pawley 
( 1966)  that the first split within PN is between Tongic (Tongan, Niue) and Nuclear 
Polynesian ( the rest) . 
Reply :  
You are right . You must remember that my paper says that resul ts obtained from 
a small number of languages should be viewed with extreme suspicion . The only 
Polynesian data set of resonable size ( 30 l ists , Kirk and Epling 1972 )  is far from 
reliabl e as it is a mixture of straight cognate counts , averages , and resul ts of some 
mathematical transformation . 
As for the Austronesian set , it is too smal l ( 25 lists) for such a motley sample , 
and is unbalanced ( e . g .  only one representant of Polynesian , but seven of New 
Hebridean) . 
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Since writing this paper (May-June 1980) , I have discovered that a result of 
the properties of linear-correlation co-efficients is that an isolated language is 
likely to be randomly misclassified with some other language . Thus for instance the 
two non-Oceanic l anguages in the sample of 25  Austronesian languages used are likely 
to be wrongly grouped within some Oceanic subgroups . 
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